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Annette Island

A. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I. B.Ackground Summary

The Mettakatla Indian Community is located on Annette Island
in the Alaskan panhandle about 700 mites north of Seattle. The economy
of Mettakatla has traditionally been based on salmon fishing and process-
ing. The community has operated its own cannery since 1921. This one-
resource economy has been subject to variation in the quantity of fish
available from year to year and highly seasonal employment, largely limited
to the brief summer months of the fishing season. Other resources of the
Island are timber and minerals, but until recently, these resources were
totally untapped for development purposes.

Since 1966, the Economic Development Administration has appreved
four public works projects on Annette Island. These projects have contrib-
uted .o the establishment of a timber industry, and will permit greater
exploitation of the marine life in the waters surrounding the island. A

pier for oceangoing vessels was a mandatory component of any effort to
utilize the island's timber for economic purposes. Without this EDA pro-
ject, there would be :. efficient way to ship logs and other wood products
from Annette to world m,rkets. A complementary EDA project provided for a
ramp addition to the dock which permits efficient loading and unloading of
barges, a primary means of transporting goods in Southeastern Alaska. A
third project funded a cold storage plant to be ..ised in conjunction with
the existing cannery. This facility wilt have the effect of lengthening
the fishing season, and diversifying the fish crop which can be profitably
processed for market. The fourth EDA project, yet to be completed, will
provide the community with an adequate water distribution system, This is
particularly needed to improve fire protection, both as a means to insure
the safety of the existing community and its economy, and as an asset neces-
sary to attract new industry.

The impact of these EDA projects has been notable to date, and
an even greater future contribution is likely. The timber operation on
the island is expected to generate almost one million dollars in income
in 1971, the bulk of this going to members of the local community. The
cold storage plant is expected to generate over $200,000 in income :n 1971,
its first year of operation. Future expansion of both these operations is
expected. Furthermore, the EDA projects have had (or will have) a positive
influence on local infrastructure, on the capabilities and attitudes of the
community leadership, on the financial position of the community, and on
community awareness of its economic resources and potential.

(onclusions

EDA.financed public works projects have hae a profound effqct on
the community of Mettlkatla. Before EDA involvement in the community, Lae
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Annette Istand

ec.niomy 1441$ almoiL entirely based on salmon fishing and canning. Five
.Jvirs a:ter the preparatiou of the OEDP, the community has: (1) an on-
foine, And 4roeing, though by no means problem-free, timber industry and
(21 the capacity to greatly expand its fishing operation to a longer
season, t more diverse ash crop, and more sophisticated (and more prof-
itable) processing techniques. An KDA-financed dock was a necessary in-
put tn the growth of the timber industry, and an EDA-financed cold storage
plant is largely responsible for the increased sea products potential of
the community.

A ramp additier to the dock offers a service benefit to the com-
munity in that it now has the advantage of regular barge service. This
has been reflected in less expensive consumer goods and shipping rates.
EDA-financed improvements to fhe water system in Metlalcatla will have a
service impact in better and more dependable water service for both con-
sumption and fire protection. The better fire protection insures both
property and employment.

The total nim contribution has been S1,239,200 in grants and
s381,800 in loans. CLonomic activities which are attributable to these
projects employed 69 persons (69 members of the Matlakatla Indian com-
munity) earni,ng s760,400 (.537,500 to community members) in 1970. Addi-
tionally, 8110,000 in stumpage fees accrued to the community as a whole.
tn 1971, with tha e.panded timber operation and the opening of the cold
storage plant, the income generated is expected to be $1,180,000, all but
8300,000 of which will accrue to community members. Additionally, the
National Bank of Alaska opened a branch in Metlakatla in 1970 which
employs three persons (two community members) with a $20,000 annual pay-
roll. While not directly attributable to any one project, the establish-
ment of the brdnch bank is attributable to the tmproved economic condi-
tions made possible by EDA projects.

CPA his ina,,e A notable contributton to the economic development
potential e: Annette Island. it has done this b-j imposing the OEDP plan-
ning process on the community, as well as by funding projects which contrib-
ute to the local etonomy. The OLDP required the community to face the eco-
nomic development issues critical to the community and to develop a strategy
to attain their development goals. The process of preparing and updating
the OEDP was as important, if not more so, than the product produced. EDA's
second contribution was funding projects which had obvious impact and dem-
onstrated to the community the value of their previous planning. These
projects, particularly the dock and the cold storage plant, served as
physical evidence of success in the community's efforts to achieve economic
development. They also provided the community with valuable experience in
dealing with government agencies which proved useful in dealing with other
agencies and achieving other community goals (housing, recreation, educa-
tion, infrastructure).

As a result of the effort and successes of the past few years,
the economic future of Metlakatla appears brighter than it did several
years ago. At this point in timm the setbacks of two very poor years of
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Annette Island

fishing and a projected third have had a negative effect on the morale of
the community. However, the poor years have been somewhat mitigated by the
development of the timber resource, and the addition of the cold storage
plant Is expected to lessen the effect of the expected poor 1971 fishing
season. While times are hard for the mmment, the economic development ef-
forts attributable to EDA have lessened the magnitude of the problem, and
the future contribution of these projects is potentially very great.:

The leadership of the Metlakatla Indian Community is understand-
ably grateful for the economic'aid which EDA has offered. Their gratitude
is mitigated only by the problem of the additional $125,000 expended by the
community to cover the cost of the cold storage plant in excess of the EDA
approved funds. The Council approved this expenditure unaware of EDA pro-
cedures which allow for reconsideration of project costs within 30 days of
approval in the case of low construction bids exceeding approved cost.

The industrial development consultant for Che community fele that
the EDA application procedure was long and involved but understood the need
for it being so. He did not mind this so much, but felt that an accelerated
procedure should be available. For example, when a grant or other form of
assistance is available for a specified period of time and is dependent
upon approval of a rtqated project application to EDA, such an accelerated
procedure is needed.

3. Recommendations

Factors impeding economic development on Annette Island are formi-
dable. The community is isolated from large population centers, to which it
has no ovetland connections. It has an excessively rainy climate. The high

cost of living requires charges for local labor greater than for most metro-
politan areas in the continental United States. The community's total popu-
lation numbers only about 1,100, and thus the available labor force is
limited.

Annette Island has exploitable resources in fish and timber, but
little else upon which to build a stable economy. The Island has a recrea-
tional potential but this is severely mitigated by its remote location,
competing recreational opportunities in the surrounding Tongass National
Forest, and the expense of traveling to the Island compared to that of
traveling to other recreational areas in the United States and Canada.

It is with these natural drawbacks that the community on Annette
Island attempts to develop a stable, viable economy. Its attraction to
nonresource-based, or "footloose", industry is practically nonexistent.
Efforts to develop must focus on what the Island does have to offer: fish,
timber, and possibl; minerals. Within these constraints, however, there
ate Logical st.vps which can be taken to foster the development of the ecoro-

my on Annette Island.
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Annette Island

lhe next logical step in the development of the timber resource
of Annette Island appears to be a shingle and shake mill. Past attempts
to develop such an operation on a large scale have not reached fruition.
9ovever, there is presently an opportunity to develop a mill on a small
scale. This opportunity is being pursued. A shingle and shake mill would
orfer additional employment and further diversify the economy. The mill
weuld involve local people in producing a finished product, whereas Alaska
Prioce limber Corporation produces only rough lumber. While Shakertown,
an Oregon firm which has expressed serious interest in establishing and

operative 4 ie,inile and shake mill, has dropped from the picture for the
elriktit, tbere is the possibility of renewed interest on the part of the
firm, especsally if the smaller operation can be proved viable.

A major step with respect to fishing would be the development of
141 liate,eries. A major economic problem to *the community of Metlakatla

is the irregularity oi fishing seasons. Hatcheries can help assure a more
even o: fish. Private sources have expressed interest in developing
a hatcher!, at Mettakatta. Also, EDA-funded experimentation in Puget
Sound may ofter great promise for growing fish in nets. Development of
a hatcher!. is a recognized need of the community and one which is being
pursued.

third potential resource cf Annette Island is minerals. Pros-
peetim permits can be obtained, but this resource is not beine pursued in
anj coardinated fashion. The community is aware of this potential but does
not seem to consider it a high priority item. Little concerted effort has
been expended toward mineral development.

The impending move of the commercial airfield to Revillagigedo
Island represents both an economic loss and an opportunity. A number of
jobs will be lost, as will other community revenue. However, the commu-
nity %Ail be left with a first-rate field with jet aircraft capability.
This could be used in any future direct air shipment of frozen fish to
prime markmts in the coterminous United States, a potential of which the
community is aware, The field is also a possible drawing card for air-
oriented industry. Suggestions as to its use have included pilot train-

nnd a repair and maintenance facility for major carriers. The commu-
nity, while aware of the forthcoming move of commercial service, has not
as yet attacked the problem in any concerted manner.

One problem within the community of Metlakatla which is not
rec;nired is that of economic philosophy. Major economic compon-

ent; lrc tommunity-owned and controlled. The cannery, the utilities
operations, and all land on Annette Island are held ccomunally. Land

has been traditionally used by individuals by permit of the Council.
No land on the Island is privately-owned. (Recertly, a lease arrangement
vale wrked out for residential lots which would allow commercial financing
by priv!.te money lenders. In the event of default, the land and respowi-
, tv ,or the loan reverts to the Council.) A local law states that no
1.1k.,vih.ii my have more than one home and one business. There is a
; i,tion in :Iet.I41,ntla which is development-minded in the traditional
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Annette Island

individual entrepv..neurship mold. They find the quantitative and quali-
tative Land use limitations antiqaated and desire changes to allow for
private initiative. Other segments of the community seek development more
in dte consulal sense with developments remaining community-owned and con-
trolled. This conflict is particularly evident in housing, where several
local individuals desire to construct housing for lease purposes and pri-
vate gain. Others reject these attempts to "real estatize" the Island.
A few successful businessmen in Metlakatla wish to start other business
ventures but cannot do so under existing law. The economy of the commu-
nity is presently partially entrepreneurial and partially communal. As

it develops further, it will have to ineet pressures from conflicting groups
in the community which desire change t6ward both poles.

A problem which is acknowledged by most individuals in Metlakatla,
although not on an official level, is dtinking and alcoholism. The commu-
nity was founded with temperance as one of its basic premises. Accordingly,
the sale and use of liquor on Annette Island is prohibited. Expenditures
for alcohol, therefore, take place in nearby Ketchikan and represent an
economic drain on the community. It is likely dnat other purchases which
adght be made locally also go to Ketchikan on these trips. A younger,
less religiously-oriented segment of the community feels that alcohol
should be legalized, both to remove the "forbidden fruit" nature of drink-
ing and to keep whatever alcohol expenditures are made in the local econo-
my. Older, more traditional community members stick to the prohibition
philosophy.

Based on the above constraints and opportunities, it is recom-
mended that the Metlakatla Indian Community consider the following actions:

I. Continue to concentrate on resource-oriented development:
further investigate the possibility of fish hatcheries,
preferably in conjunction with the remainder of the south-
eastern Alaska fishing community; determine the economic
feasibility of a shingle and shake mill and, if such a
venture is feasible, locate the financing and managerial
skill for development; determine the value of minerals on
the Island for extractive operations.

2. Recognize the philosophical differences within the community
with regard to communal versus entrepreneurial emphasis in
development, and establish a workable policy for reconciling
these differences.

3. Determine the possibilities for utilization of the airfield
and formulate plans for its utilization which can be effec-
tuated when control of the field reverts back to the community.

7
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B. SETTING AND BACKGROUND

1. Location

Annette Island

The Annette Island Reservation includes the entire island of
Annette, Alaska. The island is ten miles wide, 18 miles tong, and has
a total area of 86,000 acres. The island is generally level around the
area of Metlakatla, the principal population center, and in the vicinity
of the Annette Island Airport seven miles south. The rest of the island
is mountainous and is largely covered with timber.

Metlakatla is the only incorporated municipality on the island.
Its population is 1,100, 959 natives and 141 non-community members.
Metlakatla is 15 nautical miles from Ketchikan, Alaska's fourth largest
urban area. There are about 850 residents on the island in addition to
the population of Metlakatla. They are, for the most part, connected
with a United States Coast Guard Station.

Metlakatla and Annette Island are served by two major airlines
and a number of air charter services. Annette Island International Air-
port handles the largest commercial jets. Metlakatla is one hour and 15
minutes flight from Seattle by direct jet, and just 15 minutes by air
shuttle from Xetchikan. There is an expensive but available commuter
shuttle service between Ketchikan and Annette. Sea transportation to
Annette Island is provided by the Alaska Steamship Company, a major
Seattle/Alaska shipping concern. The island is also serviced by several
major barge firms.

The climate of the area is mild, but wet, with an average yearly
temperature of 46 degrees and an average annual rainfall of 120 inches.

2, History

The Metlakatla Indian Community was founded in 1887 when Reverend
William Duncan, a Church of England missionary, persuaded a group of
Tsimpshean Indians to move from their ancestral hose in British Columbia
to Annette Island. The establishment of the community was based on the
conversion of the Indian population to the Christianity of Reverend Duncan,
who forcefully preached the tenets of his faith democracy, temperance,
education and industriousness. The island was granted to the community
by the U. S. Congress in 1891, and was opened to all native peoples who
would subscribe to Duncan's tenets. A number of Heide, Thlinget and other
Indians joined the community, but the majority revalued Tsimpshean.

The spiritual and community leadership of Reverend Duncan Vas
strong, and eventually, to some, uncompromising and overbearing. A
splinter group emerged, and a second church was established in the
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Annette Island

community. The rivalry between these two groups, bitter at times, remains
a strong but diminishing factor in the affairs of the community today.

The Tsimpsheans reside principally in the village of Metlakatla,
but the Annette Island Reserve belongs to the Indians in its entirety; the
use of these lands is under the control of the Metlakatla Indian Community
Council. Along with the land grant of 1891, the U. S. Congress also
granted U. S. citizenship to the residents, as well as certain fishing
rights.

3. Rescurces and Economy

Historically, salmon fishing and processing have been the prin-
cipal economic mainstays of the community. A successful and profitable
salmon cannery, the Annette Island Canning Company, has been operated by
the community since 1921. However, the activities of the cannery are
seasonal. During the months from July to September, when the cannery
is fully operational, over 250 men and women from the community of
Metlakatla are employed.

The residents of Metlekatia own and operate about 20 well-equipped
seine-type fishing vessels which will employ about 175 crew members.
Metlakatlans also own and operate four fish traps under special authority
granted by the Federal Government. The fish trap is the most efficient
and economic means of catching salmon, and the use of this device is an
asset of considerable economic Importance to Metlakatla.

A unique aspect of the fiehing operation on Annette Island is
that the community, and individuals in the community, vwu and operate
both the fishing fleet, which efficiently harvests the salmon resource,
and the modern canning facility, which processes it into a valuable
commercial product for sale throughout the country. A growing industry
processing salmon roe is now sold in quantity for export to Japan. The
vessels of the Metlakatla fishing fleet also range widely and fish for
halibut during the early season. The possibility of establishing a fish
hatchery on the island is still being pursued with the Bureau of Commer-
cial Fisheries, and the prospects of developing other ocean products is
being explored with several interested firms.

Until recently, the only other main source of emp.4yment had
been a few jobs in retail trade and municipal services in Metlakatla.
Some employment is generated by the International Airport seven miles
from the village of Metlakatla. The Federal agencies operating on the
island (U. S. Coast Guard, Weather Bureau, defense installations) pro-
vide other employment opportunities.

The airport was constructed before World War II. It is now the

major commercial field for the Ketchikan area and is administered by the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). Pan American Airways once oper-
ated from the field, but closed its facility in 1965, with a loss of 22

9
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Annette Island

jobs to the community. Western Airlines still operates from the field and
Alaska Airlines operates a shuttle service to Ketchikan.. However, a new
commercial field is presently under construction near Ketchikan which will
replace the Annette field as the principal commercial field for the area.
This will result in the loss of about 15 jobs with Western Airlines. An
additional five to ten jobs, with the FAA and from airport concessions,
will also be lost.

Timber and minerals represent the other two main resources of
Annette Island. Over one-third of Annette Island is covered with com-
mercial quality timber. The major species are western hemlock and Sitka
spruce, with substantial quantities of red and yellow cedar. Total timber
resources exceed 900,000,000 board feet.

Diversification of the economic base of the community by tapping
the timber resource has begun in the last few years. This was largely
made possible by an EDA-financed docking facility for large ships, and
a new sawmill which has been in operation since May of 1969. The sawmill
is employing a crew of 25 men, of which 20 are local residents, and is
capable of processing 15,000-20,000 board feet per year. As the logging
program develops, it is hoped that approximately 40 men will be employed
for at least ten months of the year. Currently, 12 local residents are
employed in logging jobs.

The island's minerals have been surveyed and prospecting per-
mits are available. However, no specific program of mineral development
has been initiated to date.

Outdoor recreation is one of the outstanding resources of the
State of Alaska. Annette Island offers diverse hunting and fishing
opportunities. In particular, it is known for fire fresh water and
salt water sport fishing, including fishing for cutthroat and King
salmon. The forests of Annette contain a large population of Sitka
black-Lail deer, known to provide soma of the most satisfying hunting
in Alaska. Also available is a wide variety of game birds and waterfowl.

Planning has been completed for tourism-recreation development
of two inland lakes and eight picnic sites. The estimated cost for this
project is $51,000, and includes site preparation and facility develop-
ment at Skaters Lake and Trout Lake, plus bmprovements at eight picnic
sites.

The Metlakatla Indian Community has mode noticeable progress
in its economic development in the past several years. This progress
is visible in the diversification of the economy into timber, and the
broadened fisiqng activities mode possible by the EOA-financed cold
storage plant (which will allow for a longer fishing season and a more
diversified fish crop). It is evident that the ability of the community
to undertake development projects has increased in the past five years,
not insignificantly since the date of.preplration of the Overall Economic

'evelopment Program.
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Annette Island

There have been several economic setbacks, however, principally
the upcoming toss of the commercial airtield and two consecutive years of
poor fishing. The :annery, which finances all municipal and community
endeavors at the local level, has made an average of about $50,000 a
year for the community and has produced over $1,000,000 in income in the
best years. The 1969 and 1970 seasons, however, produced losses totaling
about $300,000. Furthermore, 1971 is projected to be another 'ad veer
producing further losses.

The labor force of the Annette Island Reserve consists of 280
persons (200 men and 80 women). Students augment this total during the
summer, and work as fishermen and in ehe cannery during the fishing
season. A recent survey showed that of the available tabor force, 18.5
percent were unemployed. Of those employed, 61 percent worked nine or
more months of the year, and 39 percent less than nine months.
Metlakatlans willingly learn new skills and abilities. A substantial
number have completed training courses for welders, mechanics and
electronic technicians.

A survey of 56 families indicated a family income range from
under $1,500 to $12,000 a year. The median annual family income was about
$7,000. However, it should be noted with respect to all dollar figures in
this report that Ketchikan, and by extension Metlakatla, has a cost of
living about 24 percent higher than that of Seattle, the nearest large
city in the United States.

Metlakatla does tot have an elaborate goods and services sector.
There is one small supermarket and several grocery and/or general type
.ores. The village also has a hardware store which carries a minimal

.ine of appliances. There is one lostaurant, one gas and service station,
a combination pool hall/soda fountain, a U. S. Post Office, and a branch
of the National Bank of Alaska. A motel at the airport was partially
destroyed by fire and repaired as an apartment building, ln the off
season, the "Philippino Bunk Rouse," constructed to house Philippinos
brought in to supplement the local labor force in the summer, is used
as a hotel facility and run by the cannery. /he 1.,rat service sector
is thus sufficient to meet the day-to-day needs of the residents of
Metlakatla, but is inadequate for the purchase of durable goods. Such
purchases are generally made in Ketchikan.

4. Tribal Government

The Metlakatla Indian Community is organ'zed under the Indian
Reorganization Act and is incorporated under a Federally-approved charter.
The governing body is a popularly-eiected 15-man City Council, which
exercises jurisdiction over all municipal services and facilities, wel-
fare programs, distribution of tribal monies, operation of tribal enter-
prises, and the maintenance of public services. The elected Mayor is
the chief administrator and executive officer of the community. Thus,
there is a centralization of decision-making which permits government to

11
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Annette Island

operate effectively and to react quickly to new situations as they arise.
There are also an elected Secretary, Treasurer and Acting Mayor.

The City Council controls land utilization within the muncipal-
ity of Metlakatla, and has adopted a master plan for community development
The Metlakatla City Council has also assumed various other roles, includ-
ing that of being the Annette Island Reserve Redevelopment Organization,
the Metlakatla Community Action Committee, and the Planning Commission.

5. Community Development

The Metlakatla Community was one of the initial 15 reservations
under the DEO-EDA Selected Indian Reservation Program. The Community
Action Programhas been funded by 0E0 directly through its Washington
Indian Desk; funds have been provided for a CAP administrative director,
a local industrial consultant, and a full-time secretary. The agency has
also funded Sumer Head Start and Summer Youth Programs, the Neighborhood
Youth Corps, as well as a $1,000 grant for crafts development. The
Metlakatla Community received from 0E0 an Incentive Grant of $50,000
for its home and land program; approximately 15 homes vere rer)aired and
painted under this grant.

Six members of the Metlakatla Indian Community Council are
selected to form the Community Action Committee. The purpose of this
Committee is to significantly and meaningfully involve the poor in de-
veloping and carrying out antipoverty programs, as well as to plan and
evaluate both long and short range strategies to overcome poverty in the
community. This Committee makes recommendations to the Council, which
then works with the administrative staff of 0E0 on any recommendations
and follow-up required.

Metlakatla has expanded its contacts with State, Federal and
private agencies in efforts to obtain additional services, advice and
cooperation in local economic development activities. A HUD 701 com-
munity planning program was financed for $27,000 through the Alaska State
Housing Authority. Five members of the Community Council serve as dhe
Planning Commission to supply the 701 planner with information concern-
ing the community's wants and needs, both current and future. The hous-
ing in the Metlakatla Community has been improved by the addition of 30
houses under a HUD-8/A self-help program. lhe Matlaketla Housing
Authority had originally applied for over 50 middle-income homes under
the HUD Turnkey program, but has been notified that there will be only
30 homes available in the very near future. Approximately 70 lots have
been sold to members of the community, who are now waiting the Turnkey
housing program for middle-income families, as well as assistance from
the U. S. Public Health Service on the water system. Final approval
from HUD hes thus far been given for 25 units of Turnkey //I housing.

/11 1968, the U. -. Corps of Engineers authorized a planning
grant for a new community small boat harbor. Construction wts approved
in 1971, and $1,200.000 was authorized for this purpose.
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Several miles of streets and roads have been built on Annette
Island by the BIA, with most work completed in 1969. A BIA/State welfare
program was initiated in the commmnity in 1970. This program is adminis-
tered by the CAP office, and required participants to work on community
projects. In 1971, a $2,000 grant was approved by the BIA for the pur-
pose of playgzound development. The B1A has provided a $150,000 loan to
the community for the purpose of acquiring additional fishing boats to
supply the new told storage plant. The BIA also offers on-the-job train-
ing monies to prospective industries.

Two loans have been approved by the Small Business Administra-
tion for Metlakatlans within the past year. A third loan is currently
being processed.

6. The OEDP

EDA's involvement with the Hetlakatla Indian Community dates back
to the preparation of the Overall Economic Development Program in 1965.
The OEDP is dated January 6, 1966. The 15 members of the City Council
served as the Annette Island Reserve Redevelopment Organization which pre-
pared and assumed responsibility for the implementation of the program.

The OEDP recognized the need for diversification of the commu-
nity's economic base. It called fort further development of the fish re-
source to lengthen the fishing season and diversify the fishing crop; Phe
development of the timber resources of the island; the development of za-

reational potential; and industrial development.

The projects subsequently approved by EDA were all highlighted
in the OEDP.

17
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C. PROJECT ANALYSES

The following EDA projects have been funded (or are under
consideration) on Aunette Island:

/ype and Nature of Project Project No., Date Funding

PUBLid WORKS PROJECTS Grant Loan

Dodking Facility 07-1-00234 1966 $228,000 $154,000
Loading Ramp 07-1-00529 1963 43,200 10,800
Cold Storage Facility 07.1-00620 1969 468,000 Y7,000
Water System Improvements 07- 1-00664 1970 480,000 120, 000

Indoor Recreation Complex * pend ing (90, 000) (65, 000)

TOTAL APPROVED Sl,239, 200 $381, 800

'eUnder Consideration

A detailed project-by-project discussion and analysis follows.

I. Docking Facility owl, Project No. 07-1-00234, 1966

This public works project involved the construction of a docking
and mooring facility in Metlakatla capable of handling large ocean-
going vessels of up to 500 feet in the 10-15 ton class. This project
provided the community with a necessary input to the development of the
island's timber resourLes. Without the facility, there was no way to
export logs, lumber and wood products. EDA approved a direct grant of
$221,000 (50 percent of project cost), a supplemental grant of $44,000
(If) percent), and a loan of $177,000 (40 percent) for a total of $442,000
to finance this project. The project was approved in October 1966 and
completed in 1968, with an actual project cost of $382,000. Hence, the
actual FDA grant and loan were reduced proportionally to $228,000 (60
percent of total) and $154,000 (40 percent of total) respectively.
Physically the project consisted of a pier or docking facility (60 feet
x 400 feet), an approach trestle (240 feet), and an access road (300 feet).

The need for a docking facility was critical given the determination
of the community to diversify its economic base through utilization of its
timber resources. Diminishing salmon catches in the years preceeding
the OEDP emphasized the need for diversification. A BIA survey of the
timber resources of Annette Island in 1965 (concurrent with the prep-
aration of the OEDP) and the OEDP itself called for diversification
through development of this resource.

One-third of Annette Island is covered with connercial quality
timber. The major species are western hemlock and Sitka spruce, with
substantial quaLtities of red and yellow cedar. Professional evaluation
of the timber indicated that it was mature and of good quality. Total

timber resources on the island exceed 900,000,000 board feet. with addi-
tional allotments possible from the nearby Tongass National Forest.

After contacts with several firms, the Council of Metlakatla en-
tered into an agreement with Fujii Company, Incorporated. Fujii was an
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importer and exporter of forest products with offices in Seattle, Tokyo
and Osaka, Japan. The company agreed to lease a sawmill which was owned
by the community, reconstruct and repair it (at an estimated cost of $2000000)
so as to have a capacity to produce 120000,000 board feet of lumber annually.

Fujii also planned to forest 9,000 board feet of cedar to supply a shake
and shingle mill they planned to build avid operate. It was estimated at
the time that rhe establishment of the sawmill and the construction of a
shingle mill would produce 114 positions and generate $3500000 in income,
excluding logging and loading operations. Essential to the operation,
however, was a docking facility from which logs,' wood and lumber products
could be loaded onto large ocean-going vessels. This, then, was the
impetus for the application to EDA for financing for the facility.

In September, 196,0 the sawmill which was being renovated was lost
to fire. A new sawmill was constructed with a capacity of 20,000,000 board
feet per year. This delayed the start of the timber operation, as the new
mill was not ref...1y until early 1969. Further complications arose when Fujii
ran into corporate-wide management and financial difficulties. Fujii
then combined with two other Japanese firms to form the Alaska Prince Timber
Corporation in July 1968. Timber operations finally began in April 1969.

The processing of logs through the sawmill is the middle step
in wbat is basically a three step operation. Before logs can be pro-
cessed they obviously must be harvested. At the beginning, Alaska Prince
attempted to run the logging operation itself. They failed at this and
the logging operation was turned over to W. L. Wisner Logging Company.
Wisner was an experienced logging camp operator. He ran the logging op-
eration in 1969 and 1970, but then went bankrupt. After a winter shut-
down, Alaska Prince plans to assume the logging function of the timber
operation in 1971.

The third step in the logging operation is the loading of the ships
to take the logs and semi-finished wood products to Japan. This
operation is handled by the Southeast Stevedoring Corporation, under con-
tract to Alaska Prince. Southeast Stevedoring is a 20-year old firm

operating in nearby Ketchikan. Southeast provides a foreman and limited
personnel for high-skill loading operations and hires local members of
the community to load the ships. This arrangement appears to function

smoothly.

The number of employees involved in each operation is: 24 for

logging (about half of whom arc local); about 25 for processing (all
but four or five of whom are local); and about 40 for loading (all but
a couple of whom are local). Logging, which to date has included some road
building, and processing are 9-12 month operations. Loading is only
necessary when ships arrive from Japan. For each arrival, the 40 long-

shoremen put in about eight 10-hour days. There were four arrivals in

1969, six in 1970 and eight are expected in 1971. Some of the loaders in
fact are emplcyed full time in the cannery, and take leave during these
periodic loading periods for the higher paying loading work (almost $6/hour).

The following two tables present the total annual payrolls generated
by the timber industry on Annette Island and the income received by local

community members:
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Total Payrolls in Timber Industry

togging Processin/ Loading Total

1969 $250,000 $350,000 $110,000 $710,000

1970 250,000 360,000 150,000 760,000

1971(expected) 400,000 360,000 200,000 960,000

Share of Total Received by Community Members

(50%) (75%) (95%) (697.)

4ora511.6_1 Processin/ Loading Total

t9fg $125,000 $262,500 $104,500 $492,000

1970 125,000 270,000 142,500 537,500

1971(expected) 200.000 270,000 190,000 660,000

Additionally, in 1970, the community received $110,000 in stumpage
fees from Alaska Prince.

To repay tl,e loan toIDA, the Port of Metlakatla was established as
a separate accounting entity. From May 1968 to March 1969, the Port, after
all expenses and repayment of the loan, made $3,500. From March 1969 to
March 1970, the Port of Metlakatla showed a loss of $8,900. The dock employs
a full-tim* harbormaster and dock manager. The payroll for the dock itself
is roughly $11,000 per year.

Capital investments in the timber industry, aria creditable to the EDA
dock project, include $2,000,000 by Alaska Prince Timber Corporation. Ad-
ditionally, W. W. Wisner claimed in 1970 to have over $600,000 in road
building and logging equipment on Annette Island. Also attributable to the
dock is a small warehouse to house longshoring equipment, built on the
dock with $5,000 of community funds.

Agreement was reached between the community and Alaska Prince for
an on-the-job training program under the auspices of the Alaska Federation
of Natives. This program did train a number of local residents for jobs
at the sawmill. The key positions, hoaver, are still held by non-members
of the community. Agreement with Alaska Prince included specifications as'
to the proportion of the employees of the mill which were to be local people.
It did not spell out the positions they were to hold. It is likely that
future agreements of this nsture with outside firms will include specifica-
tions as to the nature of the positions to be held by local employees as
well as the proportionate number.

The large scale shake and shingle operation proposed by Fujii never
materialized because of the difficulties of the company. A recent effort
at establishing a 12-saw operation also failed. However, there is presently
the possibility of a small scale plant. A prospect exists for the trans-

port of a small (2-saw) mill from Oregon which would employ 6 persons. The
entrepreneur (nOt a member of community) is searching for sufficient capital
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to buy and transport the appropriate equipment. Interest in a shake and
shingle plant remains in the commenity.

2. Loading Ramp (PW), Project No. 07-1-00529, 1968

This public works project added a "roll-on, roll-off" ranp to the
EDA-financed dock discussed above. The ramp was originally envisioned as
part of the dock project, but tears of excessive cost led to its deletion.
When it became evident that the dock would be built for considerably less
than the approved allocation, a request was made to use the remaining funds
for the ramp. EDA, however, judged that the reap sufficiently changed the
nature of the dock project to require a new and separate application.

This project was processed, approved and constructed in 1968. The
procedure was somewhat rushed so as to allow the dock construction company
to construdt the ramp without having to disassemble and reassemble its
crews and equipment. EDA financing for the project included a $43,200
grant (80 percent of total cost) and a $10,800 loan (20 percent).

The ramp permits direct delivery and shipment of small volume
cargoes by a recently developed barge-tug-container method, thereby entrain,'
ting much of the cost of lighterage, storage and trans-shipaent at
Ketchikan. The barge container method will allow Annette Island and the
many other small connunities La the Alaskan panhandle to have more frequent
and lower cost bulk movements to and from market areas in the coterminous
48 states.

Since completion of the ramp, regular commercial barge service to
Metlakatla has been instituted, and a barge visits the community every
second week year round. The "roll-on, roll-off" ramp has been a great
convenience for comnercial and special-purpose barge landings at
Metlakatla. It serves the cannery, the amber operation, the Coast Guard,
the Federal Aviation Administration, and in general allows for easier
loading and unloading of cargo. However, because none of these operations
is dependent on the ramp for its existence, and none woul) have left the
community nor diminished its scale of operation were it not for the ramp,
no job impact can be credited to this project.

Credit can be given, however, for somewhat lowering of prices of
consuner goods (principally food). This is due to the reguler barge service
to Metlakatla, which precludes the necessity of trans-shipment of goods from

Ketchikan. Similarly, shipments from the community need not now be moved
to Ketchikan for shipment, Insufficient data was available to permit the
quantification of these savings. However, the najor impact is not in the

. dollars saved, but rather in the tmproved service afforded the community.

3. Cold Storage Facility (PW), Project No. 07-1-00620, 1969

This public works project involved the construction of a long-needed
cold storage and fish processing plant adjacent to the cannery in Metlakatla.
This facility, to be used for the first time during the 1971 seasop, enableb
a longer fishing season, a more diversified fish crop, and higher prices for
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frozen fish and fish fillets (as opposed to canned fish). Previously, the
fishermen at Netlakatla had made use of a cold storage facility at Ketchikan
at a cost of about $7,000 per year. The plant will also freeze and ship
fish offal (a pet food base), which had been wasted and a contributant to
water pollution. This will turn an environmental detriment into an
economic gain.

This project had a total projected cost of $610,000. Financing in-
cluded a grant from EDA for 8488,000 (80 percent of project cost) and a
loan of P7,000 (16 percent). Local funds provided the remaining $25,000
(four percent) toward the projected construction cost of this facility.
The project was approved in 1969. However, the lowest bid for construction
of this plant was $125,000 over the projected $610,000. The additional cost
was born by the community by diverting funds from other sources. (This is
further discussed below.)

The project included a 48 foot x 225 foot structure, containing a
13 foot x 57 foot cooler and quick freeze, a 40 foot x 45 foot freezer
storage, and initial equipment for a 60,000-pound daily processing capacity.
The total facility could ultimately handle up to 550,000 pounds of sea-
food products in storage.

A cold storage plant hac been an acknowledged community need for
many years. It was a specifie4 high priority item in the 1966 OEDP. Nu-
merous such plants have been established in the Alaska panhandle La recent
years in order co tap large markets for fresh fish. Frozen whole fish
or fillets bring a substantially higher price on the market than canned
fish. Also, fish which cannot be canned can be frozen. Therefore, the
advent of a cold storage facility broadens the diversity of marketable
marine life which can be profitably harvested in the waters around Annette
Island.

Without the cold storage plant, the community was limited to a
brief summer season of fishing and processing. It was also limited to
salmon, which can be canned. The freezer and cold storage capacity will
permit the holding of fish to be processed in the off-season, such as
kippered or smoked salmon, and thereby extend employment. It will also
permit the fishing fleet to pursue other types of fish such as halibut,
shrimp, bottomfish, troll-caught salmon and sport fish. Halibut has an
earlier season than salmon, beginning in Hay rather than July. Also, the
salmon season can be extended into the fall. There are insufficient fall
catches to warrant keeping the cannery open. However, with the cold
storage plant operating, fall catches, even if very small, can be frozen

for shipment or later processing. Also, fish offal (waste after processing)
has a market potential as a pet food base. To date, offal has been dumped
at sea thereby creating a pollution problem, and the possibility of legal.
cease-and-desist sction against the cannery. The cold storage plant per-
mits the bagging and freezing of fish offal thereby turning an environmental
pollutant into a marketable product.

Three levels of operation are possible at the new cold storage plant.
At the minimum level the facility will be used to freeze saloon and fish

offal. At this level of operation, ten persons are projected to run the

plant: a manager, an operating engineer, two fork lift drivers, two

grinders and sackers, and four persons in freezing, palletizing and miscel-
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laneous chores. When the plant is used to freeze fish as well, an additional
six persons would be required, bringing the employment level to 16. When the
plant is also used for fish filleting and shrimp processing, the total num-
ber of employees would increase further to approximately 22.

The manager of the cannery estimates that the cold storage plant
will operate from May to October in 1971 and employ about 15 persons for
that period. The payroll of the plant will vary with the level of operation,
but can be estimated at roughly $70,000 in annual incoue.

Also attributable to the cold storage plant is the increase in jobs
and income to fishermen. The advent of the plant allows the extension of
the fishing season to six months (1971) and eventually nine months when the
community begins shrimp harvesting. Annual increased income to local
fishermen has been estimated at $150,000.

The advantage of the cold storage facility to the conmunity of
Metlakatla will be felt iunediately with the six-month season projected
for 1971. This is expected to have a mitigating effect on what is other-
wise expected to be a poor year. As the community takes advantage of
the new opportunities in shrimp and direct air shipment of frozen fish
fillets, the impact of the plant will be even greater. Not only does
the plant increase cmployuent and intone directly, buc because the Annette
Island Canning Company, which owns the cannery and the cold storage plant,
is coununity-owned, the increased profit co the company represents increased
wealth to the community. Profits are used to finance the municipal govern-
ment. Metlakatlans pay no taxes. In fact, the local government has no
taxing authority. Thus profits from the canning operation and the new
freezing operation are a principal source of community funds for local
projects. In good years at the cannery, fishermen and cannery workers have
been awarded Christmas bonuses. This practice can be expected to continue
and be extended to include freezer-relaced workers.

With regard to the underestimation of the total project cost, and
thc subsequent requirement for an additional $125,000 in local funds, the
community feels that it has been dealt with unfairly. EDA has a regulation
chat pertains to cases such as this, It states that when a low bid is
over the approved cost, the applicant has 30 days in which to rcquest additional
money, which may he approved at the same grant/loan/local contribution
ratio as was the original allocation. The community did not learn of
this provision until after the 30-day period had expired. The EDA project
manager in the Seattle Regional Office was unaware of this additional
$125,000 expenditure on the part of the local community until questioned
with respect to this evaluation. His check with the construction uanagement
personael verified the story and the amount. It was their contention the
EDA procedures call for any overruns to be born by the applicant, if at all
possible; and that because the applicant had authorized the $125,000 ex-
penditure, EDA had no responsibility to increase the amount of the grants
and loan. It is the contention of the project manager that the low estimate
of construction cost upon which the funds were approved was the cause of
the problem. This estimate was not tne responsibility of the applicant, and
to term the differential between the low bid and the approved funding level
a "cost overrun" was not accurate. The project manager felt that the EDA

provision for a 30-day adjustment period was far more applicable to the
situation than the provision dealing with cost overruns. He also felt that
the applicant has every right to know of and take advantage of the 30-day
adjustment procedure.
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Given MO disastrous fishing seasons back-to-back and a third
expected in 1971, the $128,000 expenditure proved particularly untimely.
AS indicated above, the community government is financed by the profits
from the cannery. and the cannery produced $300.000 in losses in 1969 and
1970 and is expecting another loss in 1971. (They have decided to operate
this year against the recommendations of the cannery manager principally
to qualtfy local residents for unemployment benefits.) PoIlowiar several
good years (1966 was the ()est year in the cannery's history with a $1.2
million profit), the $125,000 might have seemed expendable in 1969. In

retrospect, it was not. In general, community leaders have been pleased
with EDA and its assistance. However, they were not pleased with EDA's
handling of this problem.

4. Water System Improvements (PW), Project No. 07-1-00664, 1970

This public works project was designed to improve the water system
of metiakatla in order to provide the community with a modern water storage,
transmission, and distribution system to meet domestic needs and the
requirements of a growing industrial base. A principle justification of
the project was the need of the community for adequate fire protection.
The local high school was completely destroyed by fire in 1970 and fire
insurance rates in the community were very high. The total project cost
of $600,000 includes an EDA grant of $480,000 (80 percent of project cost)
and an EDA loan of $120,000 (20 percent). The project was approved tn 1970
and bids for construction will be solicited in the spring of 1971, com-
pletion is currently scheduled for 1972.

The need for adequate fire protection, both to insure the safety of
the existing community and attract new industry to Metlakatla, has Iong
been recognized by the community. Meeting this need is a stated priority
in the 1966 OEDP. Complementing this project, the community has constructed
a new fire station with community funds and is beginning the training of
local residents in fire-fighting techniques. Equipment is still anti-
quated and inadequate, but the need to upgrade this apparatus is recognized.

Although Metlakatla has an adequate supply of water for its needs,
its existing water system is of an antiquated wood stave design and not
sufficiently dependable for either normal use or fire protection. The
threat cf an insufficiently functioning water system in case of fire is
refleted in the excessively high insurance rates levied against property
in the community for fire coverage. The project is slated to replace
6,000 linear feet of wood stave pipeline with new I2-foot diameter pipe,
2,700 linear feet of steel pipeline with new 8-foot diameter pipe, and 5,600
linear feet of the existing water distribution system with 8-foot diameter
pipe, including fittings, gate valves, and hydrants.

The application for this project claims 224 existing jobs and 83
future jobs as "saved" by this project. These include jobs in the cannery,
the cold storage plant, the dock, and the sawmill. The logic behind this
claim is that these operations (fish and lumber processing) depend upon an
adequate water system. By the same logic, some 200 jobs which supply
these operations (fishing and logging) could be added. However, given
EDA's traditional definition of "saved" jobs, it is not possible to credit
this project (as the application does), it is virtually certain that the
fishing and timber operations on Annette Island would continue even were
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no improvements to the water system made. It is perhaps credible to classify
these jobs as "protected" or "insured", but not as "saved".

However, the potential of the community to draw some presently un-
determinable number of new industrial jobs to the island is certainly aug-
mented by the improved water system and the better fire protection it affords.
The local cannery is anticipating a reduction in insurance premiums
amounting to $1,300 annually, and could reduce the premiums substantially
more if a sprinkler system were also installed at the facility. The timber
operation, Alaska Prince, should also experience reduction in fire in-
surance premiums when the project ie completed.

In order to pay back the loan on the project, the community plans
to increase its water rates to both commercial and residential users.

5. Indoor Recreational Complex (fW), Under Consideration, Pending

A basically non-economic need in Metlakstla is recreational op-
portunities for the local residents. This is recognized in the 1966 OEDP
document. The community will present to EDA an application which is
presently being prepared for a commercial and recreational campieici: This .

is an eligible project under the guidelines established by the RD&

Desk.

The impetus for this project was an offer by the Elks Club of Ketchikan
of four bowling lanes, gutter systems, and related miscellaneous equipment.
The project calls for a $155,000 investment by EDA, including a $90,000
grant (50 percent of total cost) and a $65,000 loan (36 percent), with the .

community making an in-kind contribution of the bowling alleys which have a
value of $25,000, as appraised by the Borough of Ketchikan for tax purposes.
The facility will be both commercial and recreational in nature. It will
house a restaurant, a bowling alley-pool hall complex, and a room for arts-
and-crafts activities.

In conjunction with this project, an agreement has been reached with
the BIA: an existing structure will be moved adjacent to the proposed EDA-
financed complex, and will serve as the community's Headstart Center. An
$8,000 grant from the Alaska State Rural Development rend has also been
secured for an addition to the relocated structure. A $6,000 BIA grant has
been arranged to clear the site.

While not strictly econamic in nature, this project, if developed,
will have job impact. Eight full-time jobs have been projected. More
importantly, however, this project offers the community greatly needed
recreational opportunities and a focal point for daily social contact
which is totally absent in the community today. /t also provides space for

arts-and-crafts activities. This comes at a time when there ia a renewed in-
terest by the community in the Tsimpshean culture, abandoned withthe adop-
tion of Christianitx when the community of Metlakatla was established.
A recent small 0E0 grant was used to send a few members of the community to
British Columbia in an attempt to rediscover the artistic heritage of the
Tsimpshean from remaining tribal members still in Canada.
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Blackfeet

A. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I. Background SummarY

The Blackfeet Indian Reservation is located in north-central
Montana along the Canadian border and directly east of Glacier National
Park. The 1.5 million acres of the Reservation are used primarily for agri-
culture and ranching purposes. These activities have been the mainstay
of the Blackfeet economy since the demise of the buffalo Le the late nine-
teenth century. Other economic activities include timber harvesting and
processing, oil and gas leases, tourist-oriented business, and some indus-
trial employment. The Reservation has a population of almost 9,004 some
two-thlrds of whom axe Indians. The population center on the Reservation
is the town of Browning.

Since its inception, EDA has had a continuing involvement with
this Reservation. The Blackfeet were the recipients of one of the first
EDA-funded industrial parks on an Indian reservation. Subsequent public
works projects approved includd street paving and tmprovements in Browning
and a $1.8 million tourism/recreational complc-c(On which construction has
yet to begin). A business loan was extended by EDA to a local lumber com-
pany to improve its physical plant. EDA has contributed funds to the
Blackfeet Planning Program since 1967. Additionalty, EDA has funded a study
to determine the feasibility of a livestock sales center under the technical
assistance program.

1
Although the income impact to date has been less than expVcted, the

potential for economic growth Cs noticeably greater as a resuli of these
EDA projects. Only one firm has located in the industrial park; but several
promising prospects, including three Indian-owned:ventures, have expressed
serious interest in establishing operations there. The business loan extend-
ed on the Reservation assured the continuous operation of a local sawmill.
A full-time professional staff funded under EDA's planning grant program has
been instrumental in securing subsequent EDA assistance, business loans for
local and outside entreprenuers, and has promoted industrial development
with some vigor but limited success to date. The technical assistance grant
to the tribe resulted in a feasible determination for a livestock sales
center and this will be followed up with a request to EDA for funding for
such a facility under the public works program.

2. Conclusions

BOA has funded a total of six distinct projects on the Blackfeet
Reservation for a total ot $2,263,555 in grants and $923,250 In loans.
Total impact from these projects has been 13 jobs with aA annual income
generated of $79,00C. However, about one-half of the grant money and two-
thirds of the loan money has only recently been authorized for the tourist/
recreation project and has clearly had no time to produce impact. The

industrial park currently has several prospects which would generate
$1.75 million in income if all materialized. The livestock sales center
fear;bility study bas produced further action, but no impact tc date. The

staff of the planning program financed by an EDA planning grant has been
instrumental in securing several Small Business Administration loans for
local individuals. These SBA assisted ventures have generated job and income

opportunities on the Reservation.
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The planning program has provided the tribe with staff able to
devote the bulk of their time to economic development matters. This has
had a positive effect as evidenced by subsequent EDA applications and
funds flowing to the Blackfeet Reservation from other Government programs.
Also, the tribal leadership is in far greater and more frequent contact
with development matters and issues due to the planning program. They are
more aware of their development problems, the possible solutions, and the
impediments to progress on the reservation. Tribal planning, however, is
carried on under several programs and staf:s which are concerned with
econelic development. These efforts, while not fragmented, are not as
well coordinated as they might be.

Prospects for the future are noticeably better than was the case
several years ago. Virtually every development, both realized and poten-
tial, is ip some way connected to an EDA project. With certainty of the
tourist/recreation development, the probability of a livestock sales center,
and the possibility of several new firms added to the industrial park, the
next few years should see the fruits of EDA's contributions to the Blackfeet
Reservation reach maturity.

The relationship between EDA and the Blackfeet seems quite good
although the tribe is somewhat disturbed about numerous delays encountered
with respect to the tourist/recreation project. They consider the State
Economic Development Representative to be both capable and sympathetic to
the Reservation's needs.

Several well recognized problems, however, remain as obstacles to
the economic development of Browning and the Blackfeet Reservation. Despite
efforts to improve the appearance and service economy of Browning, the
town is still at a great disadvantage in terms of these factors, as well as
those of location and climate, in the competition for industry. There is
really little that can be done to put Browning in a competitive position
vis-a-vis other locations to attract industry that is free to go anywhere.
This is not to say that physical improvements to Browning would be to no
avail in the quest for industrial development. Resource-oriented industry
might find Browning more attractive were the town improved. Particularly
critical is the almost complete unavailability 4.'i housing for immigrants to
Browning. Housing efforts to date have involved government programs. The
housing produced is available to only the Indian population (B/A programs)
or low-income families.

The tribe itself seems reluctant to assume the entrepreneurial
role in the development of industry, though less reluctant than it has been

in the pest. It is willing, however, to put up investment capital for
industrial prospects, either locally or non-locally owned.

Agriculture and ranching remain the backbone of the tribal economy.
Several developments offer promise of improving this sector. The proposed
livestock sales center will modify the marketing procedure for livestock
to the economic advantage of the Reservation ranchers. Feed-lots are a

recognized need. ihe consolidation of ranching units into larger operations
will improve the efficiency of operation, but at the expense of employment.
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Proposed irrigation of additional lands, partially funded by the BIA.
should have the effect of increasing the total agricultural yield on the
Reservation.

Tbe potential for tourist-oriented business activities will be met
to a large degree with the completion of the EDA-assisted lodge-campgrounds
complex at Lower St. Marys Lake.

3. Recommendations

Extensive efforts to attract industry to the Blackfeet Reservation
have not produced commensurate results. The tribe has courted a variety
of industrial prospects including many which were at best marginally suited
to the Reservation. In search of industrial prospects, tribal representatives
have attended, and expressed dissatisfaction with trade fairs and industrial
shows. All of these efforts have proved expensive in terma ot both dollars
and manpower. There is a need for a more carefully delineated program which
w:11 limit the search for industry to those prospects which are appropriate
to the Reservation and are reasonably realistic locatees.

The agricultural/ranching sector of the Blackfeet economy is certain
to remain of primary importance. The development of a local livestock
sates center is promising, altbpugh the tribe should probably reconsider-the
scale of the proposed facilityrkhich appears significantly larger than that
suggested in the feasibility study. The possibilities for feed lots and
the development of co-operatives deserve concerted attention.

The Lower St. Mary's complex, recently approved by EPA, should make
a significant contribution toward the exploitation of the latent tourist
potential resulting from the proximity of the Reservation to Glacier National

Park. The tribe has an opportunity to further capitalize on the tourist
market by focusing the tourist's attention on the Indian culture of the

Reservation. The visitor is currently drawn by natural beauty and recrea-
tional opportunities. The development of facilities and programs which focus
on the Native American heritage of the tribe offers the possibility of bringing
additional tourists to an attraction whicb is unique to the Btackfeet tribe.

In light of the above, the foltowing recommendations are presented
for the consideration of the Blackfeet Indian Tribe:

1. Selectively continue attempts to attract industry concentrating
on resource-based prospects appropriate to the Reservation.

2. Continue to promote and assist Indian-owned economic ventures;
use tribal funds as a lever for securing government assistance and private
investment capital in both Indian and non-Indian owned enterprises.

3. Rely on outside management on the Reservation when necessary,
but encourage management training for Indian employees with possible Indian
takeover of management within some reasonable time period; seek means of
bringing middle-income housing to Browning in sufficient quantity to accom-
modate outside management personnel needed for industrial development.

4. Evaluate the various planning efforts within the tribal
framework with the aim of promoting better co-ordination of effort.
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5. Continue and iatensify efforts to increase the productivity,
efficiency and profitability of agriculture and ranching on the Reserva-
tion: pursue the livestock sales center, but at a scate which reasonably
can be supported by the livestock available for sale, investigate the
;,Jasibilities for feed lots, promote co-operatives and develop appropriate
agricultural infrastructiot (irrigation).

6. Concentrate on the development of the St. Mary's tourist/recreation-
al complex to assure the expeditious implementation of this project; arrange
for management and training of a local staff well in advance of completion.
Om this and other tourist-oriented ventures, accentuate to the tourist that
he is visiting the bona of the Blackfeet Indians who have a unique history
and culture he may wish to study.
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B. SETTING AND BACKGROUND

1. Location

Blackfeet

The Biackfeet Indian Reservation is located in north-central
Montana, occupying an area of about 1.5 million acres. The Reservation
extends to the east about 50 miles from its western boundary with Glacier
National Park and to the south about 50 miles from its northern:boundary
with Canada. It covers the bulk of Glacier County and part of Pondera
County.

The population center and only iacorporated city on the Reser-
vation is Browning. The tribal headquarters, as well as the headquarters
of the government agencies (Bureau of Indian Affairs and Public Health
Service) serving the Indian population, are located here. Great Falls,
the nearest large city, has a population of sone 80,000 and is located
125 miles southeast of Browning.

US Highways 2 and 89 bisect the Slackfeet Reservation, US 2
east-to-west and US 89 south-to-north. A line of the Northern-Burlington
Railroad parallels US 2 across the Reservation through Browning. Regular
commercial air service is available through Great Falls. There are also
several small landing strips on the Reservation.

The climate of the Blackfeet Reservation is characterized by
low rainfall, great temperature extremes (from a record low of -560 to
a high of 980), and low relative humidity. The mean temperature is be-
tween 10° and 200 in January and rises into the 601s in July. The in-
tense cold is mitigated by the low humidity and lack of strong winds.
Annual rainfall varies from 10-20 inches per year, depending on location.
From two-thirdb to three-fourths of the precipitation falls from March to
September.

2. History

The Indian population of the Blackfeet Reservation are direct
descendants from the Southern Piegans, a division of the loosely knit
Blackfeet Confederacy. In the early 18001s, the Blackfeet controlled

an area which comprised the bulk of modern-day Montana and an area
equally as large as adajcent Canada. They roamed the northern plains
in search of buffalo, the mainstay of their existence, and until the
middle of the nineteenth century were the dominant military force in
the area.

Beginning in 1851, the United States Government established
a series of increasingly smaller reservatioaal areas for the members of
the Blackfeet Tribe. Starting with the bulk of Montana, the tribal area
was reduced to its present day proportions by 1888. The disappearance
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of the buffalo in the 1880's destroyed the economic base and the indepen-
dence of the Blackfeet. Dire poverty ensued with the tribe trading parts
of its remaining lands for government assistance in order to survive. In
1896, it ceded an additional strip of territory to dhe Government for what
was later to become the eastern part of Glacier National Park.

Government attempts to impose an agricultural economy on the
nomadic Piegans largely failed (the majority of farming currently done
on the Reservation is through leases with non-Indians).. Ranching, how-
ever, proved more in line with the temperament of the people, and cattle
and horses have been a principal component of the Blackfeet economy through-
out the twentieth century. Additional sources of income are timber and
forest products and natural gas and crude oil deposits on the Reservation.

Today the population of the Blackfeet Reservation approaches
9,000, almost two-thirds of whom are tribal members. About 2,800 people
live in or around Browning and 2,000 of these are Indians. Recent eco-
nomic development efforts have concentrated on industrial development and
tourism.

3. Resources and Economy

a. Resources

The principal natural resources on the Blackfeet Reserve...ion are
timber, agricultural and grazing lands, and mineral deposits.

Roughly 12.7 percent of the Reservation land is forested. Com-
merical timber covers four percent of the tribal land, the remaining 8.7
'percent being of noncommercial quality. The majority of the commercial
timber is lodgepole pine and spruce. There are also quantities of Alpine
and Douglas fir.

The greatest portion of the Blackfeet Reservation is used for
agricultural and ranching purposes. Some 685,0D0 acres are used for graz-
ing, 125,000 acres for dry farming and 20,000 acres are irrigated. How-
ever, there are a potential 125,000 acres of land on the Reservation
suitable for irrigation.

Oil and gas are the prinapal mineral deposits on the Reservation.
Three fields are in operation, one entirely within the boundaries of the
Reservation and two which extend beyond these boundaries. The three fields
have a total of more than 1,600 operating wells and are important sources
of tribal income. Locations of other deposits of oil and gas are known,
but have not as yet been tapped.

A 12-square mile coal field exists on the Blackfeet Reservation
with some 30-50 tons of bituminous coal. This limited coal deposit cannot
be economically mined. However, the field could prove to be valuable if a
local outlet, such as a coal-burning steam electric plant, were conStructed
in conjunetier with the mining operation. Other minerals are known to exist
on the Reservation, but they are either of too low a grade or insufficient
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in quantity to allow for profitable extraction. Metallurgical developments
may reverse these feasibility determinations in time.

Another development resource is the Reservation's location adja-
cent to Glacier National Park which draws approximately one million tourists
annually. The west section of the Reservation which abuts the park, is an
area of great natural beauty and abounds in recreational opportunities.
It is an area similar in nature to the park itself. All visitors to the
park who either enter from or leave to the east must pass through the Reser-
vation. There is the potential for economic gain, somewhat realized, from
the large numbers of tourists passing through. There is a greater poten-
tial, however, for development adjacent to the park which would take advan-
tage of overflows from Glacier National Park and also draw tourists in its
awn right by virtue of the natural beauty of and recreational opportunities
in the mountains and lakes of the Reservation.

b. Economy

The mainstay of the economy of the Blackfeet Reservation is the
land. Half of all employment and over half of all income on the Reserva-
tion comes from ranching and farming. Of the land-based income accruing
to tribal members, half is in wages and salaries and half in property in-
come principally derived from leases to non-Indians. Of the land dry
farmed, 86 percent is farmed by non-Indians. Of the irrigated land, 66
percent is farmed by non-Indians.

Ranching activities are the largest user of Blackfeet land.
Ranching is more consistent with the traditions and temperament of the
tribe than farming and is principally an Indian-run enterprise. Three-
quarters of the grazing lands are used for Indian-run ranching operations.
Each year, some 20,000 cattle are sold off the Blackfeet Reservation.

Although agricultural activities are a large contributor to the
economy of the Blackfeet Reservation, the full agricultural potential of
the tribal lands is not exploited. A 1968 profile of the Blackfeet tribe
observed that if the agricultural potential of the Reservation were
realized, total value of products grown would increase by 144 percent.

Since 1968, some progress has been amide in the land consolidation
which is necessary for the development of larger and more efficient pro-
duction units. Beginning efforts are being made toward the development of
agricultural cooperative programs. In ranching, efforts are being made to
organize cooperative feed-lots and to establish a livestock sales center

on the Reservation.

Timber accounts for employment of about 80 men on the Reservation.
About half of this employment is in a sawmill in Browning operated by U. S.
Plywood and the other half is harvesting timber to supply the mill. The
total income generated to individuals engaged in the timber industry is

in the neighborhood of $600,000. Additionally, some $40,000 annual income

accrues to the tribe from stumpage fees.
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Mineral deposits offer no employment opportunities to tribal mem-
bers. However, the extraction of oil and gas on tribal property does con-
tribute some $400,000 annually to the tribe. Additionally, around $100,000
in mineral payments is received by individual tribal members.

A large employer on the Blackfeet Reservation is government. The
Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Public Health Service, 0E0 Programs, the
County of Glacier, the City of Browning, and the tribe itself employ about
300 persons, some 250 of these full-time. The income generated to these
government employees is over $1.5 million annually.

Individually-owned commercial enterprises employ over 250 persons,
but only 50 or so of these are full-time jobs. Employment from this compon-
ent of the private sector produces individual income in the neighborhood of
$500,000 per year. The goods and services sector of the Blackfeet Reserva-
tion is more than sufficient to meet the daily needs of the residents, but
does not offer an elaborate or sophisticated selection of items. Of the
100-plus business establishments on the Reservation, many are oriented to
the tourist trade of the summer months. Browning's ten service stations
could not stay in business on the locally-generated volume. There are eight
motels and four souvenir shops in Browning which by their very nature cater
to nonlocals. The locally-oriented economy, however, does supply durable
goods as well as daily commodities to the residents of the Reservation.
Browning supports one automobile dealership and several repair and parts
supply shops, Services available include personal grooming (one barber
shop and one beauty shop), drug stores, laundry services, printing, and
income tax assistance. A theater, a bowling alley and several bars offer
the only commercial entertainment and recreational opportunities. Browning
has its own bank which caters principally to the Reservation population.
Of 113 businesses listed in a survey of Reservation businesses, only 30
are Indian-owned. Sixty-five are in Browning. The remainder are in East
Glacier, Babb and St. Mary and are almost exclusively tourist-oriented.
Some goods and services unavailable in Browning can be obtained in Cut
Bank, a community of some 6,300, 35 miles to the east. More sophisticated
and/or specialized needs are met by the service economy of Great Falls.

4. Tribal Government

In 1935, the year following the Indian Reorganization Act, the
constitution of the Blackfeet Tribe was framed and ratified by the tribal
members. This document provided for the establishment of a governing body
which was granted the responsibility to manage and supervise all tribal
property and affairs. This politically-organized body is elected by all
enrolled members of the tribe and is known as the Blackfeet Tribal Busi-
ness Council. The original constitution specified 13 members, but this
was later reduced to nine. Council officers include a Chairman and Vice-
Chairman, elected by the Council from among its members. The Council is

a legislative body, but also has additional duties of administration and
the adjudication of laws. These three functions all lying within the pur-
view of one body has, according to a 1968 BIA report, lead to difficulties
in governing.
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The entire council faces election every two years. ln the past
several elections, sone seven of the nine members, on the average, have
not been reelected. This large turnover in leadership every other year
has produced a lack of continuity in tribal efforts with respect to eco-
nomic development and other issues. To ameliorate this problem of dis-
continuity in leadership, the next tribal election will include a refer-
endum to stagger the terms of councilmen.

The tribal chairnen is a man of national stature in the Indian
conmunity. He has been president of the Affiliated Tribes of the North-
west for several terms, and is presently the president of the National
Congress of American Indians. He has been Chairman of the Tribal Council
for six years and is one of the few council members to consistently win
reelection. Me is well thought of by those who work with him and eheir
only criticism is that his extensive efforts beyond the Reservation lindt
the amount of time and effort remaining for tribal and Reservation matters.

5. Community Development

The Blackfeet Reservation has had an operating CAP program funded
by 0E0 since 1965. For 1971, the program was funded by a $218,000 basic
grant and $240,000 in program or project-specific grants. The total staff
of the CAP effort is over 70 people. They are involved in community devel-
opment, employment counseling, education, youth programs, and public health.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs has a full-time program development
officer and funds various projects in the areas of economic and community
development. Among the projects funded are (a) an Indian Business Develop»
ment Fund, (b) an outdoor recreation development effort, (e) reforestation,
(d) irrigation, (e) housing improvements, (f) road construction, (g) wel-
fare assistance, and (h) a tribal work experience project.

The Public Health Service operates a hospital in Browning to see
to the medical and dental needs of the Blackfeet Indians. The hospital
employs six doctors and appropriate supportive staff. Medical facilities
are not available on the Reservation for non-Indian residents. The medical
and dental needs of these people must be net in either Cut Bank or Creat
Falls.

In recent years 50 low-rent and 27 mutual-help housing units have
been constructed on the Blackfeet Reservation. An additional 55 low-rent
and 10 mutual-help units are near completion. Over 100 more mutual-help
housing units are planned for the next few years.

Planning efforts on the Reservation are extensive. EDA has
funded a planning program since 1967. The BIA has had a program develop-
ment function, which predates the EDA planning program. CAP has operated

since 1965 and its planning for human resource development dovetails with
economic development. A 701-HUD planning grant was used to prepare a plan
for Browning. A second grant is being used to prepare a Reservation-wide
plan, and this program includes a full-tine, in-heuse 701-planner for the
Reservation. In addition, there is a planner for the Housing Authority,
a planner for the Lake Shore Committee, a City Planning Board for Browning,
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and a City-County Planning Board for Glacier County. The total personnel
involved in planning is not excessive for the task at hand, but the coordi-
nation of the various efforts is not such as to take full advantage of the
personnel available and working.

The dtrector of the CAP feels that his staff is involved in the
development oi human resources and the EDA planning program is involved
in the de,elopment of economic resources. One develops people for jobs,
the other jobs for people. As such, the programs should work hand-in-hand.
In facr, there is less than sufficient communication and coordination be-
tween the programs. At least part of the friction is due to less than
ideal relations between the directors of the programs. The friction be-
tween them is recognized by the tribal chairman.

6. The OEDP Effort

a. The 1963 OEDP

The first OEDP for the Blackfeet Reservation was prepared by a
ten-member committee comprised of government officials (BIA, USPHS), local
business and goverment leaders, and three members of the Blackfeet Tribal
Business Council. It was dated January 1963.

This initial OEDP effort cited four causes of economic decline
and stagnation: (1) a high population increase estbnated by the BIA at
2-1/2 percent per annum; (2) the economics of ranching and farming demand-
ing larger scale operations and thereby squeezing out the smaller opera-
tions which had served as employment opportunities for many Reservation
residents; (3) the lack of nonagricultural employment opportunities,
especially in industry; and (14) the heavy reliance on raw material produc-
tion and export. All of these factors contributed to the accelerated out-
migration of the younger and more able menbers of the community in search
of better economic opportunities,

The plan called for economic development through the exploita-
tion of several Reservation resources. First priority was given to the
development of the timber resource. Thc plan called for the establishment
of a sawmill and other wood-oriented industry. Second priority was placed
on the development of the tourism/recreation potential which lies in ehe
natural beauty of the western part of the Reservation and the proximity to
Glacier National Park. The plan called for physical developnent and promo-
tion and stressed the need for nalti-season usage.

Also discussed VAS the further development of agricultural activ-
ities including increased use of irrigation, more livestock production, and
the production of high-value vegetable crops. Mineral potential was under
investigation at the time of the OEDP. The plan alluded to the ongoing oil
production and the possibilities in coal and iron ore.

Lastly, the plan included the need for industrial development to
increase the employment and economic base. Cited as detriments to this
development were the lack of industrial sites, the dearth of housing ac-
commodations for management personnel, the physical appearance of Browning,
and the tack of available investment capital.
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The first OEDP progress report dated January 1, 1964, showed some
progress toward economic development as spelled out in the 1963 OEDP. The

tribe, through its Blackfeet Indian Forest Enterprises, had contracted with
Rex Brown Lumber Company to construct a smdmill. Provisions were made to
aid local Indians in establishing themselves in logging activities. (For

a subsequent history of this venture, see the discussion below of the EDA
business loan project to Chief Mountain Lumber Co.)

Toward development of the tourism/recreational potential, a com-
mittee of the tribal council was established in 1963. Federal help was
utilized to provide 30 new campsites, toilet facilities, picnic sites, a
boat launch and the like. Additional development activities were proposed.

Progress was also noted in the initiation of more sophisticated
ranching and farming methods, initial steps were taken to consolidate tribal
lands for more efficient agricultural production. Efforts to provide the
Indian rancher with a better return on his cattle called for the establish-
ment of a livestock sales yard in Browning. (This project was the s.;.loct

of a 1969 EDA technical assistance project and will soon be submitted to
EDA as a 1971 public works project.)

No actual, development of mineral resources was reported. The re-
port expressed satisfaction with the Bureau of Mines survey with respect to
surface investigation, but called for a further study of subsurface mineral
resources.

Industrial development activities were limited to surveys. An ARA
technical assistance study of ceramics opportunities was in the application
stage. Other studies were suggested including such products as expandable
polystyrene beehives, plastic table tops and other articles of Indian design,
a livestock feed and pelleting mill, and portable teepees.

b. The 1969 OEDP

In 1969, a new OEDP was prepared to replace the 1963 document.
The Tribal Business Council served as the OEDP committee with the staff
of thc planning program preparing the document and designated the responsi-
bility for follow-through and updating.

The plan presented area goats and an action program designed to
meet thosc goals. Each of the goals is listed below, along with a brief
discussion of progress achieved toward each goal.

Agriculture

I. Goal: Attain highest and best use of dry farming and irrigation land.

Progress: A Reservation-wide 701 planning study is under way.
This study will include land-use planning for the agricultural
lands on the Reservation. The BIA has $120,000 budgeted for
irrigation construction in 1971 and 197'L.

2. Goal: Increase income to the Reservation by making better use of
livestock through feeding and putting in local marketing facilities.
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Progress: The tribe received an EDA technsrll assistance grant
for a feasibility study of a livestock sales center. The ven-
ture was deemed feasible and the tribal council is now applying
to EDA for a public works grant to construct a livestock sales
center at the industrial park. Cooperative feeding arrangeumnts
are being discussed and should be developed in time.

3. Goal: Stabilize on a permanent basis the farm economy through a mmme-
ment toward organized and cooperative programs.

Progress: Such cooperative ventures are still in the talking
stage. The livestock sales center wilt hopefully illustrate
the advantage of cooperative arrangements.

Manufacturing and Trade

I. Goal: Expand manufacturing operations to provide diversification of
employment with a good future for employees.

Progress: Exrensive efforrs in attracting industry to Browning
have shown minimal results. However, there are several good
prospects for industry at the present. Three firms seeking SBA
loans and desirous of plant facilities at the industrial park
are wholly Indian-owned. The tribe has pravided these local
groups with both technical and financial assistance.

2. Goal: Expand the use of timber through secondary processing, increase
the production of oil, and be alerted to the demand for coal and titanif-
erous magnetite as well as other minerals.

Progress: After several years of marginal operation, the local
sawmill is now owned by U.S. Plywood and appears on its way to
viability with sufficient capital back-up and management to see
it through several more losing years. Two Indian-owned firms
seeking SBA assistance to establish plants in the industrial
park are wood product manufacturing in n'.4.ure and therefore
secondary processors of timber.

Recreation and Tourism

1. Goal: Develop a comprehensive plan for use and conservation of recrea-
tion resources with corresponding enforcement ordinances to preserve
the natural beauty of the area and protect the fish and wildlife.

Progress: The 701 Reservation-wide plan in process will for-
malize a land-use plan for the Reservation. The tribe has
extensive hunting, fishing and recreational activity regula-
tions to protect the land, waters, and wildlife.

2. Goal: Develop tourist accommodations in the form of lodge complexes,
campgrounds, cabins, summery cottages, access roads, and attractions
to strengthen local trade and employment.

Progress: A $1.8 million lodge/campground complex for Lower St.
Mary's Lake has been approved by EDA for funding. The BIA had

$400,000 budgeted for 1972 for campground developaent. A new
motel has been added to Browning with the assistance of an SBA
loan.
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C. PROJECT ANALYSES

The following projects have been funded by 1JA on the Blackfect
Indian Reservation:

Type and Nature of Project froject No. Date

1. PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS
a. Industrial Park
b. Street Improvements

c. Tourist/Recreational Complex

TOTAL APPROVED

2. BUSINESS LOANS
a. Chief Mountain Lumber Co.

3. PLANNING GRANTS
a. Blackfeet Planning Program

1)

2)

3)

4)

04-00415 1966 $
07-1-00488 19613,

07-1-00488701 "
07-1-00537 1971

07-1-00732

07-3-00447 1967

Funding
Grants Loans

356,000

536,000 $134,000

403000 10,000
673,000 633,000
488 000

111_2222_222 .$777,000

07-5-15002 1967 48,720
07-5-15002-01 1968 40,535
07-5-15002-02 1969 39,700
07-5-15002-03 1970_ 39,350

4. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
*A RAa. Ceramics Plant Study 1965 ($30,000)

b. Livestock Sales Center Study 07-6-09240 1969 2,250

$146,250

TOTAL APPROVED 0, 263,555 $9t3,25C

* Project No. 14-2046501379

Project-by-project dikeussion nd analytie follows:

I. PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS

a. Industrial Park, Project No, 07-1-00415, 1966

The development of an industrial park was a logical initial step in
developing the industrial potential of the Reservation. The possibility
of EDA assistance in the development of an industrial park in Browning came
to the attention fo the Blackfeet Tribal Business Council when the Projects
Development Officer of the BIA (who later became the executive director of the
planning program funded by EDA) acquainted the Council and the local business
community with the availability of such assiitance. The project application
was quickly prepared, processed and approved, and the Industrial Park on tbv
Blackfeet Reservation became one of the first public works projects ever
funded by Elm.

a

The project was authorized in 1966 and completed in 1967. Financini

was as follows;

EDA Direct Giant $222,500 (507,)

EDA Supplemental Grant 133,500 (30%)
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Total EDA Investment
Other (Triball Funds

$356,000
89L000

(80%)

.(20%)

(100%)Total Proiect Cost

---_---

$445,000,

The project provided the community with a 12-site, 67-acre industrial park
complete with water, sanitary sewer, paved access roads, gas, electrical
power. and a railroad siding. The site is about one mile out of Browning
and was located adjacent to an existing sawmill and the railroad line.

Bird-in-hand claims for this project included Precise Products
(75 jobs) and Chief Mountain Lumber Company (50 jobs plus logging and
hauling operations). The possibility of a tribally-owned ceramics plant
was also mentioned.

(1) Precise Products did locate a smaller-scale operation on the
Reservation, but not in the industrial park. Precise Products was a firm
out of Tacoma, Washington, owned by Ferd Bondy. Mr. Bondy was drawn to One
Blackfeet Reservation after a 1964 flood in the area. He produced
gabions, small metal baskets filled with rocks and used to prevent erosion,
and there existed a need for his product in the area at that time. Bondy
set up a small manufacturing operation on the Reservation on the ranch of
Jerry Shaw, a tribal member, who acted as his foreman. Show worked for
Bondy in this capacity for a few months each year. In 1966, Mr. Bondy

became interested in establishing a plant to produce metal products at
the industrial park.

The larger scale operation was contingent upon a contract from the
Navy for metal ship doors. The Navy contract was finally awarded in 1969, and
SBA loans were then easily obtained for a working capitalluarantee and for
construction of a plant in Browning. The firm began production at a tem-
porary downtown facility. Bondy brought in Show as a partner at this time
but retained management control. There was insufficient space at the tempo-
rary facility and the doors were not produced at the rate specified in the
contract. Of the $240,000 in doors to be produced, $103,000 are yet to be
completed.

In 1971, Show took over management of the firm and hopes to buy
out Bondy completely. Show hopes to have an on-going operation, and has
reapplied to SBA for a $230,000 loan for a plant in the industrial park.
/t is unlikely that tbis loan will be approved until management reorganization
and other problems are worked out and the firm is well on its way to
finishing the Navy contract, which has been extended. Show hopes to
eventually expand into other metal, particularly aluminum, products. Precise
Products employed 13 persons, all local Indians, in 1970 and has a payroll of
almost $100,000. The plant is presently shut down until April. Show hopes
that by 1972 be will employ 20 persons with a $150,000 annual layroll.

(2) Chief Mountain Lumber Compasy4 now DS Plywood, alao does not
operate in the industrial park, but adjacent to it. While the company
facility has benefitted by the uti1-1ties extended to the industrial park,

its establishment pre-dates the park and its remaining in Browning was not
contingent upon these utilities. The firm was a recipient of an EDA business
loan which did play a part in the history of this venture. This is treated
separately below under the discussion of that project.
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(3) The ceramics plant mentioned as a possibility never materialized.
ARA had funded a $30,000 techntcal assistance grant to determine the
feasibility of such a venture. This grant is also discussed below.

(4) The sole occupant of the industrial park in mid-I971 is Glacier
Homes, inc. In 1967, Mr. Glenn Murray of Murray Enterprises (Minneapelis,
Minnesota), contacted EDA in Washington in searcl- of an appropriate Indian
reservation on which to expand his contracting firm. He toured the north
western reservations and by a process of elimination, decided on the Black-
feet Reservation which offered several advantages.

The advantages of the Blackfeet Reservation were several. The tribe
had authorization for construction of 55 homes which gave Glacier Homes a
guaranteed first contract. Secondly, freigut rates east from Browning to
Fargo, North Dakote, along the Great Northern route (and connecting routes
sonth)were favorable as Fargo is a rate-change point. Thirdly, the
reservation offered an available labor force (although not a cheaper one
since the piant is fully unionized). Fourth, the BrownIng Development Corpora-
tion was able to secure an SBA loan to construct the plant to be leased to
Glacier (the lease runs through 1989).

Murray entered into a joint venture with Rogers Lumber Company
(later changed to Components Systems), also of Minneapolis, to establish
Glacier Homes, Lnc. Rogers was to run the plant which was to produce

component housing parts. Murray was to act as a contractor for the construc-

tion of the homes prcduced.

The firm opened its plant in Browning in November of 1969. It has

produced the 55 units mentioned above and 50 other units are vow under
construction on the Reservation under MUD's Section 236 program. Several
other contracts were successfully negotiated in Montana and North Dakota,
but Component Systems, which controlled management, chose to produce
these units in Minneapolis at the expense of the Browning plant. The plant

.losed down in December 1970, Sut expects to reopen in the Spring of 1971.

Murray Enterprises has no-4 bought out Component Systems and has full
control of Glacier Homes. Proposals have been submitted for 225 6nits in

Browning and elsewhere (including two other Indian Reservations) and any
contract for 30 or more units will suffice to reopen the plant once agatn.
Once in operation, a more extensive marketing ope-ation is planned. There

is a possibility of the Blackfeet Tribe buying into the operation.

The Glacier Homes plant has a capacity to produce the component
parts for 550 homes per year. Such a level of operation would require a
work force of about 40 with an annual payroll of $400,000. An absolute
minimum level of operation is 200 homes per year while a desirable minimum
fro= a management point of view is 400. Thc totally Indian work force for
1970 averaged 12-14 (with a peak of 24). The total payroll was $79.000.
Additionally, construction of the first 55 units on the reservation produced
a $138,000 payroll, virtually all of it going to Indian workers. The

construction payroll on the second 50 units was $61,000 in 1971. This is
only a 50 percent Indian work force because deadlines required the importation
of laborers. These 50 units are slated for canpletion in April of 1971.
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Because the 105 units would have been built even had Glacier not been
inqolved, the on-site construction labor wages cannot be credited to the
industrial park. Management has expressed great satisfaction with the
BIA-funded on-the-job training program at this plant. The workers are
capable and management is very pleased.

(5) Partly in frustration of drawing outside industry, a local group
of members of the Blackfeet Tribe formed Piegan Products, basically a
manufacturing firm in-search-of-product. After consideration, and a
tentative agreement with the Service Technology Corporation, a decision was
mode to establish a cut stock plant to produce window and door sashes and

molding at the park. The division of labor calls for Megan Products
assuming ownership, supplying the raw material and labor force, and Service
Technology assuming the management, training and sales functions. Projections
call for 60 employees to start, with expansion to 56 in three years. Em-

ployment will be 95 percent local. Wage rates will be in the $2.25 to $3.80
range for production workers and about $5.00/hour for foremPl.

Piegal, has submitted an application to SBA for a $/70,000 building
loan (through tht Browning Development Corporation), and a 90 percent SBA
loan guarantee of $240,000 of working cap4t0. The tribe has contributed
$50.000 to this effort. Approval-of iWwalIA:',..:..thx.:tem&likely, although

the amount may be other than that requested.

(6) Biackfeet tndustriesj, another local Indian-generated com-
pany, is Lntere,ted in establishing a post and pole plant at the industrial
Park. A group of local residents, all but one of whom are members of the
tribe, have each contributed $500 to form this company. They plan to
produce treated wood products such as fence pickets, telephone poles and
the like. An SBA loan to the Browning Development Corporation has been
requested for about $280,000. The Co,poration would then build and lease
the plant to Blackfeet Industries, Inc. Additionally, SBA has been requested
to guarantee 90 percent of a working capital loan of $115,000. Projected
employment would be about 30-35 in total; 12-15 in the plant and the re-
mainder harvesting the raw wood input. SBA is concerned about ehe pro-
posed management for this plant. Pending settlement of this disagreement, the
loans are likely to be approved.

(7) Another real ossibility in the near future is Great Western
Corporation, a manufacturer of pens and pencils. Located by Cambridge
Marketing Group, Inc., under contract to SBA, this firm proposes, if ar-
rangements can be worked out, a $250,000 building financed by a 65 percent
EDA bosiness loan, $300,000 to equipment financed 90 percent by SBA, and
$I80,000 in working capital ($100,000 of which will be supplied by the
tribe, $40,(00 from training funds under various programs, and about
8140,000 from a 90 percent SBA guarantee loan). Initial employment would

be about 40, rising to about 100 n three years as currently projected.

This proposal is in vie early stages.

(8) Puget Sound Casket Co. has expressed interest in producing steel
caskets at the industrial park, They foresee a plant employing about 22
people with a payroll of about $175,000 per year. Discussions are still in
the preliminary stages.
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(9) Another possibility for the industrial park is a Livestock Sales
Center at which the many ranchers on the reservation could sell their cattle
from a better competitive position than they presently have. EDA funded a

technical assistance project to determine the feasibility of such a venture.
The project was found to be feasible and the tribe will shortly be submittirg
an application to EDA for a $482,000 Public Works grant for construction of
the Center. More detail on this proposed Center is presented below in the
section of the report dealing withthe technical assistance grant. Employ-

ment would include one full-time manager and 12 part-time personnel working
on a sale-by-sale basis. There would be between 20-40 sales each yetr. The
total generated payroll would be $17,C00 to $25,000, depending on th, num-
ber of sales conducted each year.

In sum. then, the onl! occupant of the park to date is Glacier
Homes, which has operated for a total of 13 months and is temporarily shut
down. The firm plans to resume operations shortly. Its 1970 payroll was
$79,00D and included a fluctuating labor force of 12 to 24.

The future offers promise for several more industries to join
Glacier Homes in the industrial park. If all these prospects were to
materialize, the maximum impact of the park in a couple of years could
be as follows:

Glacier Homes 30 people $300,000 payroll
Piegan Products 50 400,000
Blackfeet Industries 35 300,000
Precise Products 20 150,000
Livestock Sales Center 13 25,000
Great Western 50 400,000
Puget Sound Casket 22 175 000

220 $1,750,000

The possibilities are listed in descendtng order of probability.

b. Street Improvements, Project No. 07-1-00488, 1968 and also -01

This project provided for the paving and/or installation of streets,
sidewalks, curbs and gutters, and storm drams in residential and commercial
section- of Browning, Montana, the economic and population center of the
Blackfeet Reservation. The project was submitted by the Town of Browning
with the support and endorsement of the Blackfeet Tribal Business Council,
the official governing body of the tribe.

Before the construction of this project, Browning had no paved streets
except for the major road which runs through town. The complete Lack of
sidewalks, paved streets, and storm drainage facilities made the town very
unattractive: in summer, the streets were dusty and dirty, in winte; muddy
and poc%-marked by traffic. It was felt that the physical appearance of
Browning made a major negative contribution to the efforts of the town and
the tribe to draw industry and tap the tourist potential of the 900,000 or
so visitors to adjacent Glacier National Park. It was felt that a prescntabie
image was necessary if management personnel were to find Browning an acceptable
place to live, and if the many tourists passing through town were to find
cause to stop and contribute to the Browning economy.

First hand observation by EDA/Seattic officials, in town for the
ground-breaking of the industrial park, provided impetus for this project
and for its subsequent approval. First discussions with EDA came out of this
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event.

The project was funded in 1968, and included an initial grant of
$536,000 and a loan for the remaining $134.000. To cover additional costs
a supplesental grant of $40,000 and a loan for $10,000 was later approved.
Thus the total project cost was $720,000.

To repay the loan for this project, the Town of Browning established
a Special Lmprovesent District for that section of town receiving the benefits
of the project. In this way, the beneficiaries of the project were We to
bear the local share of the cost. These wore property owners whose property
values were expected to, and indeed did, increase. Through public hearings,
poorer sections of town expressed an inability to pay the increased property
tax and were not included in the Special Improvement District. These sections
of town remain unpaved.

The project was completed virtually on schedule. Even with the
additional s'pplemental funds the allocated funds were insufficient to
complete the specified projects. A few streets had to be dropped from the
paving program.

The specific impact from this project is difficult to assess. Since
completion of this project, several new businesses have opened in Browning.
The Town has a new, full service, 40 unit motel which includes a restaurant
and bar; a launderette/dry cleaning establishment; an enlarged shopping
center including a variety store, a shoe store, and a bakery; and several
other small businesses, including two car washes. The Improved appearance of
the town is said locally to be a factor in the development of these new
businesses, and this project did contribute to that improved appearance. The
aesthetic quality of Browning, however, remains less than of showplace
proportions, and it is likely that the increase in the tourist trade is more
attributable to the increas.d visitation to Glacier National Park than the
improved appearance of Browning as a result of the street improvements
financed under this project.

c. St. Mary!s Tourism/Recreational Complex, Project Nos. 07-1-00537 &
07-1-00732 1971

The tourism/recreational potential of the Blackfeet Reservation has
long been recognized by the Tribe. Its development was a priority item in
the ufDP and virtually every other document dealing with the economic

development of the reservation. Thi development potential derives from the
great natural beauty of the western portion of the reservation, the recreational
opportunities of both the lakes and sountains, and the natural drawing
power of adjacent Glacier National Park. The Park draws almost one million
tourists a year.

Prime among the sites for recreational developsent is Lower St.
Mery's Lake. This lake abounds in natural beauty and its southern end
is an entry point to the National Park. A development here would draw
tourists voluntarily on its own merits and of necessity when the Park
is overcrowded.

In 1968, the Tribal Busihess '.1ouncil submitted an application

to EGA for approximately $1.4 million dollars for the development of
a 56-unit lodge, a 100-unit campground, a marina, a restaurant facility
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and a 30-unit teepe village. A feasibility study was prepared a'. the
Tribe's (xpense by Harrison A. Fagg amd Associates, an architectural
firm from Billings. Fagg's report suggested financing as follows:

EDA grants $948, 403
EDA Loan 456, 045
Tribal Contribution 90. 000

$1, 494. 448

The Fagg feasibility study outlined the magnitude of the proposed
undertaking and the returns which could be expected at various usage
levels. Justification for the project rested almost entirely on the expected
increased drawing power of Glacier National Park. No actoal estimate of the
likely drawing power of the project was made. Instead, a table of incomi.
was presented for different usage levels, but nowhere was it stated which
level of usage was likely to be obtained.

The report projected operating expenses of $331,000 per year for the
mf:.imum development. These expenses includes $225,000 in salaries. At that
eense level, the break-even point was designated at 55% usage (occupancy)
over a six-month operating period. :IDA. in its consideration of this project,
insisted that the tribe did not have the management capability to run this
facility, and that approval would be contingent on finding qualified
management willing to admanister the complex.

After contact with several national motel chains (including Western.
Hyatt House, Quality Courts and World Wide Inns) the tribe selected James
Ward and Associates from the Seattle Area to manage the complex. contractual
arrangements were worked out, but changes were requested by Ward, countered
by the BIA on behalf of the tribe, and then finally an agreement was
worked out. However, a story in a Seattle newspaper connecting ward with
underworld dealings prompted an investigation by EDA. As a result. EDA
decided not to become involved with Ward on tht project.

A decision was finally made by EDA to proceed. without a pre-arrange-
ment for management, with an understanding that competent management would
be arranged. The project was approved by EDA in April of 1971. The facility
was finally processed as two separate projects, one containing the profit
producing components of the development and the other the sopportive components
(which are eligible for 100% financing). The projects as approved include a
55-unit motel, a 40-unit teepee village, a 100-unit campground, a restaurant
with a capacity of 180, a marina for 50 boats and a swimming pool.

Total EDA funding of $1,161,000 in grants and $633,000 in loans
were approved as follows:

Project No. Project No.
07-1-00537 07-1-00732

EDA Grant $ 673,000 (50%) $488,000 (1007)

EDA Loan 633.000 (477)

Total EDA Contribution $1,306,000 (977.) $488,000 (100)
Tribal Contribution 40.000 ( 3%)

Total Project Cost $1,346,000 (1007.) $488,000 (100%)

Because this project has only recently been authorized, no impact
has been experienced to date. Expected impact, as projected in the
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application, includes 40 year-round and 125 seasonal jobs with an aggregate
payroll of $242,000.

2. BUSINESS LOAN PROJECT

a. Chief Meuntain Lumber Company, Project Number 07.3-00447, 1967

In 1967, EDA extended a business loan to the Chief Mountain Lumber
Company for $146,250. The loan contributed toward the $225,000 stipulated
as necessary to expand an existing sawmill on the Blackfeet Reservation to
produce a variety of finished and semi-finished lumber products.

This sawmill had been originally built by an individual whose
principle aim was to take the loan money, get the mill in operating order,
and sell out to the Tribe, as was his option, at a profit. Re never intended

to run the mill on a permanent basis. The Blackfeet Tribe, however, did
not care to get into the business of running a sawmill and therefore found
another firm to take over the mill. This firm, Delaney Brothers of
Missoula, Montana secured the EDA loan for further development of the facility.
(There is some doubt that the entire amount of EDA's contribution was used
at this facility. The firm has other operations in Montana and elsewhere.)

Supplying the mill with logs has been a problem since the beginning
of the operation. In 1969 the W:nd River Logging Company contracted with
Chief Mountain to perform this function. With the assistance of the planning
program staff, a $270,000 SBA loan was secured by the Browning Development
Cqrporation for re-loaning (along with $30,000 in Corporation funds) to

Wind River for equipment purchases. Wind River employed as nany as 40
members of the Indian community, but in September of 1969, after a dispute with
Chief Mountain, the re-evaluation of the stumpage rates by the BIA and the
tribe, and an absenteeism problem with timber fellers, Wind River took its
nachinery and equipuent and moved their operation to Wyoming. They continue

to re-pay their SBA loan through the Browning Development Corporation, but
have not operated on the reservation since 1969.

The loss of Mind River Logging Company forced a cut..back by Chief

Mountain. The Delaney Brothers had originally COM into the operation
because it was available at a reasonable price aud because of the availability
of the EDA loan. They had a few good years but siphoned the profits from

tbe operation out of the community into their 6ther operations. The mdll

waS not repaired and maintained as it should have been. The operatioft

decreased in its profitability, and this, coupled mth the withdrawal of
Wind River, led to the Delaneys selling out to US Tlywood Corporation.
US Plywood took over control se of July 1, 1970. The company has paid off

all loans incurred by the Delaney Brothers, including that to EDA. US

Plywood is a large and diversified corporation. It uses the mill in

Brownina to produce only 2 x 4 studs. (Delaney had produced a variety of

wood products until the lest year when they too limited production to

2 x 4's.) The mill management is now a stable economic operation, under

U.S.Plywood, making a noticeable contribution to the economy of

Browning.

The logging operation has been taken over by two firms, one of

which is local and Indian-owned and operated. Though difficulties have
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been experienced, the logging operation now seems viable enough to meet the
needs of production at the mill.

U. S. Plywood, operating the mill approved under a business loan

to Chief Mountain Lumber Company, expects a 1971 payroll of about $200,000

for its 40 employees. The two logging operations supported by the mill

employ an additional 40 men with an annual payroll of some $400,000.
The firm has Bide capital improvements to the plant in 1970 totalling
$200,000 and expects to expand another $250,000 during the summer of 1971.

It is difficult to assess the degree to Which the EDA loan contrib-
uted to the economic impact of the sawmill in Brownin. The EDA funds did not

go to construct the original facility, but to improve it when the original opera-
tor desired to abandon the operation. It is likely the availability of EDA
assistance was a key factor in the take-over of the facility by Delaney
Brothers. However, after a few years of operation, not necessarily in the
best interest of the Browning plant and/or the community, the recipients of
the EDA loan have sold out to a large, nationally operating firm which has
paid off tbe loan. It is doubtful that the loan had any bearing on the
decision of US Plywood to take over this facility. Basically the IDA loan
served to assure the operation of an existing facility in Browning for a
four year period between-totally incompetent and disinterested management
and final take-over by a firm interested in running the plant in a serious
manner. EDA neither supplied the community with the initial facility, nor
was instrumental in securing the present occupant. Thus no current or future
impact can really be attributed to the loan.

3. PLANNING GRANTS

a. Blackfeet Planning Program, Project No. 07-5-15002, -01, -02 -03

4967-70,

In 1967 the Blackfeet Tribal Business Council was awarded the first
of four planning grants from the Economic Development Administration. The
funding history of this and subsequent grants is as follows:

Local Contribution'
Date ZRASIESIL Cash In-kind Total

1967 $48,720 (757.) $ 8,100 (12.5%) $ 8,140 (12.5%) $64,960
1968 40,535 ,(707.) 8,100 (14 7.) 9,190 (16 7.) 57,825
1969 39,700 (697.) 8,100 (14 7.) 9,690 (17 1) 57,490
1970 39i350 (657.) 11,400 (19 7.) 9,690 (16 1) 60,440,

Total $168,305 (707.) $35,700 (15 %) $36,710 (15 %) $240015

Most notable from the above financial history of the Blackfeet Plan-
ning Program is that over the four-year funding period, the EDA contribu-
tion diminished each year both in dollar terms and as a percentage of the
program funding. The tribal contribution was increased each year both
absolutely and relatively.
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The impetus for Blackfeet participation in this program came from
Clyde Wain, the prescnt executive director of the program. In 1966 Mr. Watn
was the Resource Development Officer with the BIA on the Blackfeet Reserve-
tion. As part of his job he kept himself abreast of relevant federal pro-
grama. He became aware of EDA-financed planning grants and discussed the
possibility of such a grant for the Blackfeet with the EDR for the State of
Montana. An application was prepared, submitted to EDA and subsequently
approved.

By the time the first grant was awarded, mr. Wtln had transferred
with the BIA to another reservation. Upon receipt of the grapt, the tribal
council invited him back to Browning to serve as director of the planning
program. He accepted this position and still holds it today.

Mr. Waln's qualifications for his position include a degree in
business administration with a major in accounting and a minor in economics.
His previous experience on Indian reservations is extensive. He himself
is a Sioux /ndian,having grown up on the Rosebud Reservation in South Dakota.
While with the BIA, Vt. Halm spent several years as an agricultural loan

officer. He then specialized in industrial and economic development as a
Resource Development Officer.

Upon his appointment, Mr. Wain advertised locally to fill the remain-
ing positions on his staff. George Henkle was hired for the "economist/
planner" position. Mt. Henkle is a native of the Blackfeet tribe, has
substantially completed his college education in business administration,
has operated his own businesses atd served as Treasurer of the Blackfeet
Tribe. For the position of "community development specialist" another
local member of thc tribe, Leo Kennerly, was hired. This position, however,
was dropped two months into the second grant period. It was felt by EDA
that', given budget constraints, only two professional positions were war-
ranted by the size of the tribe. In addition, the planning program has one
"secretary/bookkeeper."

Since its inception, the planning program financed by EDA has
become a technical arm of the Blackfeet Tribal Business Council. While
principally concerned with economic development matters, the two-man staff
has become involved in several related activities. The planning program

is one of three community improvement prograxa under thc council. (The

other two are the 0E0-funded Community Action Program and the Housing
Authority.)

The staff have their offices in the new tribal headquarters. They

are in constant contact with tribal leaders and others in administrative
or technical positions with the Blackfeet. Almost daily contact is main-
tained with the Program Development Officer of the BIA. Contact with the
tiousihg Authority is also maintained, since the economist/planner is a

former head of the Authority. Contact with the CAP program ia less than
ideal. The heads of these two programs have not over the years been on the
best of terms and this manifests itself in the telationshp between the two
programa. A working relationship is maintained with non-Indian components
of the Browning economic community including reptesentatives of government
and banking,
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The activities undertaker by the staff since 1967 are summarized
below under appropriate subheadings:

(1) EDA-related activities

The staff has played some role in all RDA projects at the Blackfeet
Reservation. Application for two EDA-financed public works projects pre-
ceeded the establishment of the planning program. However, the planning
director, then with the B/A on the reservation did play a role in the develop-
ment of applications for both projects. The planning program was established
before these projects were completed and the staff performed an administrative
function in carrying the projects through to completion.

Through its assistance to the Housing Authority, the staff was
instrumental in gaining the first occupant in the industrial park. The

prospect of a contract for the' construction of 55 low rent housing units
brought several contractors to Browning. This opportunity was parlayed
into the establishment of a home building plant at the industrial park.
This deal was aided by the firm securing an SBA loan through the Browning

Development Corporation with the assistance of the planning staff.

EDA has extended one business loan on the Blackfeet Reservation.
This loan, to Chief Mountain Lumber Company, was negotiated largely without
the assistance of the planning staff which was then in its infancy. The

staff, however, did involve itself in sone of the detail of establishing
the tribe as a loan sponsor.

The staff prepared an application to EDA in 1969 for a technical
assistance grant to determine the feasibility of a Livestock Sales Center.
The application was approved for $2,250. The study determined that such a
venture was feasible and the staff is now preparing an application to EDA
for $482,000 for construction of such a facility under a public works grant.

Another proposal to EDA concerned the recreational development of
lower St. Mary's Lake. This application was originally submitted in 1968

and has recently been approve4.

All the above projects are discussed in greater detail on a project-
by-project basis elsewhere in this report.

(2) "701" Planning Program

The Blackfeet Reservation received a grant of approximately $15,000
in 1968 from HUD under its Section 701 planning grant program. This program
is principally aimed at physical planning and is therefore complementary to
the economic development planning funded by Elm. The planning staff is assisted
by the Town of Browning and the Tribal Council in the preparation of the
application for the initial 701 grant. The established policy of the staff
at that time was that the physical appearance of Browning was an overwhelming
detriment to the community's chances of attracting industry, and that the
improvement of the physical condition of the town was a top priority. Thus
the physical planning effort financed by HUD dovetailed with the staff's
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approach to economic planning. Secondly, the undertaking of this planning
effort served as clear evidence of community involvement in self-improve-
ment and acted as an impetus for several other projects.in Browning. Among
these were the EDA street improvement project, a HUD-funded community center,
and HUD funding for housing. Thu. 701 funds were used to hire a consulting
firm from Billings and the final report was dated January 1, 1970. The

planning staff assisted the 701 planners in data collection and analysis
and acted as the technical arm o the tribal council in a liaison arrange-
ment with the consultant.

Based on its experience in successfully attaining 701 funds, the
staff was asked to assist the City of Cut Bank, adjacent to the Reserva-
tion, in applying for such funds. The staff agreed to do this.

The original 701 grant was for planning for the Town of Browning only.
Recently a second grant, for 440,000,was awarded to the tribe for a plan-
ning program encompassing the entire reservation. A Spokane, Washington,
firm has been retained and ia now beginning its work.

(3) Small Business Administration

The economist/planner on the staff has been involved extensively
in loan counselling and assistance to individuals and groups on the Black-
feet Reservation. Requests for loan information come into the planning
office daily. Naturally, some are unrealistic, while others do not tall
within SBA or other loan program guidelines. These parties are appropriately
coonciled as to alternative courses of action. Promising loan prospects

are encouraged and application assistance offered. At least 20 loan
applications have been submitted to SBA. To date, 10 of these loans have
been approved, and still others are pending.

Four relatively large loans have been approved by SBA to date.
The War Bonnett Motel was constructed with a $150,000 SBA loan, a $150,000
loan from the local bank, and a 90 percent SBA guarantee of a $115,000 woiking
capital loan from the local bank. This motel, completed in the spring of
1970, has 40 units, full dining facilities, and a bar. It employs about 20
persons with a payroll of about $75,000 per year. It is affiliated with
Best Western, the nation's largest chain of individually-owned motels.

Other larger loans include an $80,000 loan in 1969 to Precise Products,
and a $165,000 building loan to the Browning Development Corporation for
the plant to Glacier Homes. Glacier is located at the industrial Park, while
Precise Products has a pending loan for $230,000 tw construct a building at
the park. (These businesses are discussed in greater detail above under the
section dealing with the EDA industrial park project). The fourth large loan
was to Wind Rimer logging Company. SBA loaned $270,000 to the Browning Devel-
opment Corporation which added $30,000 of its own funds and loaned $300,000
to Wind River. This was an equipment loan and Wind River shortly thereafter
mmmedwith the equipment, to Wyoming. (This is discussed above under the
narrative concerning the EDA business loan to Chief Mountain Lumber Company).

Small loans include two for service stations (one for $10,000 and
one for $7,500), a $25,000 loan for a dry-cleaning/laundrette facility,
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a $25,000 loan for a bar/cafe, and a $6,000 loan for a car wash addition to a
service station. Additionally, a local tribal member was assisted in
securing a loan for a motel in Missoula, Montana (200 miles from Browning).

Four large SBA loans are pending. Piegan Products is requesting
$270,000 for building costs and a 90 percent guarantee on $240,000 in
working capital. Blackfeet Industries has applied for $280,000 for buildings

and a guarantee on $115,000. Puget Sound Casket Company is in the early
stages of application and no dollar figures have been set. Great Western
is interested in constructing a large pencil manufacturing facility and will
request in the neighborhood of $162,500 (65 percent of $250,000) for build-
ings from EDA, $270,000 (90 percent of $300,000) for equipment from SBA.
and an SBA loan guarantee of $150,000 in working capital. All of these pros-
pects are for plants in the industrial park. (They are covered in detail
above in the discussion of that project).

(4) Industrial Promotion

A large portion of the effort of the planning staff goes into indus-
trial promotion. Glacier Homes was drawn to Browning after showing interest
in a construction contract for Some 55 homes on the Reservation. The
expansion of Precise Products is partially due to the efforts of the plan-
ning staff. A number of other firms have been contacted from time to time
over the four years which the planning program has been in operation. Staff
members have travelled throughout the United States to follow up leads with
respect to interested industries and have exhibited at various trade fairs
and conventions throughout the country. At one time or another there have
been prospects for a food processing plant, a plastics plant, a ceramics
plant, an electronics plant, a light bulb manufacturing plant, a computer
operation, a fiberglass plant, and a carton manufacturing plant. None of
these leads has produced a plant for Browning. However, several other
prospects exist at this time and are in the processing stage for SBA loans.
These have been mentioned above.

(5) Other Activities

Additionally the staff has been involved in other activities which
make demands on their time, They have performad staff work for the stand-
ing committees of the tribal council. FOr example, they assisted the
Lake Shore Development Committee in planning new recreational areas. They
have performed services for the tribal council such as preparing bids and
arranging financing for tribal projects. They prepared the first HUD Work-
able Program to qualify for housing funds. In addition to these and other
tasks, the staff prepares quarterly progress reports as well as annual OEDP
progress reports. In 1968-9 planning staff rewrote and updated the original

OEDP. The new OEDP was established in March of 1969.
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4. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS

a. Feasibiltiy of a Ceramics Plant, ARA Prolect 14-20-0650-1379, 1965,

In 1965, American Scientific Corporation of Alexandria, Va., received
a contract under a $30,000 ARA technical assistance grant to determine the
feasibility of a ceramics industry on the blackfeet Indian Reservation. The
firm produced a very thorough study. It wa found that management require-
ments were such that industry-specific technical knowledge and sophisticated
business skill were needed but were unavailable on the Reservation. This
problem could be overcome, the report stated, by available outside manage-
ment. The remaining problem was money. The report suggested that a $250,000
capital investment was required and rade one assumption which proved inac-
curate: that the Blackfeet as a tribe had the money and the interest to
establish the industry as a tribally-owned enterprise. At that time, the
tribe was not interested in assuming the entrepreneurial role on the reserva-
tion. The report made no alternative 3uggestions as to solutions to the
management and money problems. The document, althougb very good both
technically and analytically, produced no action.

From time to time since 1965, interest has been rekindled in the
establishment of a ceramics plant in Browning. However, no firm his been
located willing to undertake this venture. An individual in Bozeman,
Montanlphas expressed interest in playing a management role, but wants the
tribe to assume the entrepreneurial role.

b. Livestock Sales Center Feasibility, Project No. 07-6-092401 1969.

Livestock production is one of the primary economic activities of
the Blackfeet Indian Reservation. The 1969 OEDP showed 196 cattle operations
owned and operated by tribal members. in 1968 almost 54,000 cattle were sold
out of Glacier County, 20,000 by Indian ranchers.

t-

Me selling arrangement which has operated to date involves the
ranchers shipping cattle to sales centers and accepting the price the

animals bring at market. Cattle are shipped as far as Iowa for sale. The
nearest sales center is in Shelby, Montana, 58 miles to the east. A 6-10X
weight loss occurs in transit and the price paid to the rancher is determined
by the weight of the animal at the point of destination. (The buyer then
can feed the animal and quickly recover the lost weight). Unsatisfied witn .

this arrangement, the local cattlemen have long wanted a livestock:sales

center in Browning. This need was brought out in the 1962 and 1969 OEDP's.

interest in such a facility remained,and in 1968 Montana State University
was approached for assistance in determining feasibility. When this arrangement
could not be made, the Tribal Business Council turned to EDA for a feasibility
study. EDA contributed $2,250 toward a $2,500 contract to Jay W. McAfee.
The grant was authorized in May 1969 and McAfee's final report is dated

July 301, 1969.

The application for this grant projects an economic impact of 15
sales jobs for 30 ,ays a year and two promotional jobs for six months. It
projects an increase in profits to ranchers of $52,000 a year. The study
by McAfee concluded that a livestock sales center at Browning was a feasible
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venture. The feasibility study summarizes the economics of the cattle
industry in Mtntama and draws heavily upon the experiences of 16 existing
livestock sales centers in the state. Projections of attainable revenues,
years required for capital recapture, and return on investment are based
on two different sets of assumptions: (1) 20 sales per year at which 657.
of the 20,000 Indian cattle sold annually are sold through the center, and
(2) 40 sales per year at which 507. of the 50,000 or so cattle sold annually
in Glacier County are sold through the center.

Under the first assumption, 13,000 head are sold at $3/head, pro-
ducing $39,000 in gross income. Expenses total $23,300 producing a net
incoue ct $15,700. This scale of operation generates a payroll of $16,000.
Given the second assumption, 25,000 head are sold at $3/head to the center
producing $75,000 in gross income. Expenses total $39,000 yielding a
$36,000 net income. Under this assumption, the payroll is $25,000.

Also included in the report were suggestions as to physical layout
(including examples and a specific proposal), operating procedures, and
sources of advisory assistance. Ihe report is very readable, even to the lay-
man, and presented in a straight-forward logical fashion. Assumptions are
spelled out and documentation included where necessary.

Ihe McAfee feasibility study was accepted by EDA and the Tribe.
The planning progr- aff is now preparing an application to EDA for such
a facility and is 4uesting a $482,000, 100 percent public works grant
under the new f.naiing policy. Ihe tribe views the facility as a public
service and not a profit-producing business. Tribal ownership is context-

plated.

However, the amount of the requested grant from EDA is to be 2 1/2
times the largest capital expenditure envisioned in the MtAfee report.
It appears that the tribe is seeking a larger type of operation than that
envisioned in the McAfee report. A telephone interview with Mr. McAfee was
conducted. He would not make a judgement either way as to the feasibility
of a larger scale operation. He said that the market picture has not changed
appreciably since his report, and that the land available in Glacier County
is still only capable of producing so manv head of cattle. He felt that a
larger operation drawing from ranges outside of the county is certainly
possible, but depends largely on efficient management and good promotion (to

draw the Larger cattle buyers). The McAfee report spoke of the livestock
sales center as a viable operation without government assistance. Ihe larger
scale operation seems to be more than just a service to local cattlemen
(estimates of increased profits to these cattlemen now range to aver $100,000)

and indeed does appear to be at a profit generating scale of operation. This
seems inconsistent with the policy used to warrant a 100% grant from EDA.
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A. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I. Background Summary

The Craw Indian Reservation is located in south-central Montana.
Crew Agency, the administrative center of the Reservation, is equidistant
(60 miles) from Billings. Montana, and Sheridan, Wyoming. The Reservation
population numbe:s 4,000 Crow Indians. Strong leadership in recent
years has implemenLed a series of economic development projects,as well as
social programs. While the intended impact of Irony of these efforts remains
years away, pregress is visible in some cases and seems very likely in others.

EDA assistance to the Crow Reservation has included five public
works undettakings (processed as eight EDA projects)-: an industrial park,
a tourism/recreational complex, a youth summer camp, a water treatment
facility, and the initial stages of a second touiism/recreational complex.

The lest two of these are not yet completed. EDA also made two business loans
totaling ovcr one lillion dollars to ventures on the Crow Reservation. This
assistarce went to a pelleting mill and 8 carpet factory. Two technical
assistance studies respectively analyzed the water system on the Reservation
and determined the feasibility of a meat packing plant. Finally the Clow
Tribe elected to join with the Northern Cheyenne Tribe and the Big Horn
County to form the Big Horn Economic Development Corporation. Under BDA's
district planning grant program, this organization has received continuous
financial assistance since 1968.

While these projects have individually met with varying degrces of
success, their collective impact in terms of jobs, income, infrastructure,
resource development, leadership and attitude has been significant to date.

2. Ccnclustons

To date, the impact of all EDa projects on the Crow Reservation 'n-
eludes the employnent generated by a carpet mill in the industrial park, which
was also the recipient of one of the EDA businens loans extended on the
Reservation, and some additional employment in the youth summer camp as a
result of the EDA-funded expansion. The carpet mill employs 80 Indians and
10 non-Indians with an annual payroll of $350,000. The summer program has

expanded its payroll by setern1 thousend dollars. One business loan aided
in the establishment of a pellet feed mill which employed eight persons, four
of whom were Indians. *never, this plant was closed in early 1971.

Impending .mpect will accrue when the first tourism/recreational
complex opens in the string of 1971. Adjacent to the Custer Battlefield,
this complex is'Expectec to employ some 35 people year round and an addi.ion-
al 75 on a seasonal or part-tine basis. Total income from these jobs wiLl
be about $150,000.

Other projects will produce future impact. A marina financed by
EDA is the first step in the development of the Big Horn Canyon Recreational
Area which is projected to employ 300 persons when completed. The water
treatment facility is nee4ed to protect the jobs at the carpet mill, and is
essential to any expansion of that plent or the establishment of any new

bia4
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industrial operations. The meat packing study has not drawn a plant, but
plans progress fcr development of sn integrated beef production capability
on the Reservation, including the now closed pellet mill, feed lots and a
packing plant.

The development program of the Crow Indians lies on a four-sided
fojndation: agriculture and ranching, tourism, industrial development and
mineral resources. The economy of the Reservation has historically been
land based. However, most of the agriculture and ranching activities are non-
Indian operated under land leases from Indian land owners. The lease arrange-
ments for these lands are vich as to place the Indian land owner at a dis-
advantage in negotiating the lease terms. The tribe is taking steps to
modify the lease procedures to improve the position of the Indians in order
that they may get more equitable rents and also be able to regain control of
rheir land in less than the five-year period which is prevalent under the
present arrangement. In fact, with tribal assistance, the return to Indian
land owners has risen noticeably in recent years, but the lease arrangeuents
nevertheless still preclude a favorable negotiating position for most Indian
land.

About one million of the 2.5 'canon acres of the Crow Reservation,
as delineated in I905,have passed out of Indian hands. In order to stop
the sale of further lands to non-Indians, the tribe has a land purchase pro-
gram whereby individual Indians sell their Reservation land to the tribe

rather than to non-Indians. Over $2 million have been expended on land
purchases by the tribe in recent years.

The main thrust in developing the land potential of the reserva-
tion is the tribe's efforts co develop an integrated beef production opera-
tion. As envisioned, the kcal pellet feed mill would supply feed lots with
a capacity of up to 50,000 head of cattle, and the locally fattened cattle
would be slaughtered and packed for shipping in a local packing plant. A
prospect for a packing plant has been contacted and discussions are underway
toward the development of this integrated processing capability.

The Custer Battlefield, where General George Custer last stood, draws
about 300,000 tourists annually. The recently constructed Yellowtail Dam on
the Crow Reservation has created a large reservAr in an area of notable
natural beauty. These two attractions will serve as the focal points for two
tourist/recreational complexes through which the Crow Indians hope to take
full advantage of the tourism potential of the Reservation. The Custer
Battlefield Complex will open in 1971. Development of the Big Horn Canyon
Recreational Area has begun but full development is several years off.
Projections for these developments place employment at over 400 new jobs.

Coal offers the Reservation its greatest potential for dramatic
econoMic growth. The maximum development of this resource would include
electrification and gasificationplants, as well as coal mines. The goal
is to locally nroduce electricity and natural gas from the coal and transport
these power soui.:es rather than the coal from which Chey are uade. Develop-
ment of the coal fields began in early 1971. Developed to its full potential,
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construction and operation of mines and plants would generate large numbers
of jobs through 1985 (with a high of over 9,000 direct and indirect jobs in

1982) after which operation activities alone would require a workforce of 2,500
Royalty income to the tribe is projected at $700,000 in 1972 and, with full
development of the resource, may rise to over $6 million annually by 1985.
The leadership of the tribe has been working on these developments for sever-
al years and the first fruits of their labors are now blooming. The potential
is clearly enormous, and it will take enlightened, informed and careful leader-

ship in the future to see that these developments are in the best interests
of the tribe. The present leadership seems aware of both the potential and
the pitfalls of this process.

Industrial develop .Int plans include the packing plant in conjunction
with the ranching activities on the Reservation and the expansion of the Big
Horn Carpet Mill. The expansion of the mill will be a function of the mar-
ket for carpets as determined by Mohasko Corporationwhich has an option to
purchase. Depending on this determdnation, the mill may be closed, continued
at its present level, encouraged to expand production, increased in size.
The tribe has considered, end will continue to consider and investigate,
other industrial opportunities as they are encounter .

The tribal leadership appears capable and energetic. Politics on
the Reservation are intense and opposacion is not always based on reason.
This highly politicized atmosphere is somewhat of an obstacle to progressive
leadership. However, the present cadre of leaders seems well entrenched.
They are imaginative and far-reaching in their approach to development. For
example, rooms at the new motel will be named for Crow families. A family
must donate $50 to have a room in their name, and they thereafter have the
responsibility of sending Christmas cards to all guests who stayed in that room.

As another example, the Tribal Chairman learned that there are over 200
American Indian clubs in Germany. He has contacted Pan Am with respect to
arranging tours for members of these clubs to the Reservation and plans a
trip to Germany to promote these tours, if details can be worked out.

Tribal relations with neighboring communities are not good. Distrust
is manifest on both sides and has proliferated for nany years. Somm progress
has been made in communication on an official level, but mutual trust and
cooperation seems unlikely for some time. The tribe has poor relations with
the local banks in Hardin and has transferred much of the tribal funds to

Billings. A million dollar deposit in a Hardin bank five years back was
accompanied with a promise that the bank would hire a Crow. According to
the Tribal Chairman, this promise was annually reaffirmed but never kept.
He finally had the funds transferred to Billings,where a bank hired several
Crows living in that town. The Hardin bank has since refused to cash checks
for the Crows.

Tribal relationships with sovernment agencies vary. The tribe seems
pleased with EDA and its assistance. They have only good words for the state

Economic Development Representative. Their relations with the BIA are not
good. Several 'individuals close to economic development efforts on the

Reservation cited the BIA as an obstacle.
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C. Recommendations

The Crow Tribe appears :o be making significant progress toward
economic development under energetic and imaginative leadership. They have
a multi-faceted approach to development which is firmly based on available
resources. One major development project which was not resource based was
the Big Horn Carpet Mill. There is some dcmbt as to the suitability of
this type of work to the Indian temperament. While the employment impact
hem been substantial, the wage scale is low and the nature of industrial
manufacturing employment in many ways is at odds with the Indian disposition.
The tribe will have to decide for themselves whether they want further jobs
of this type.

In at.least one case, the feasibility determination for an EDA pro-
ject was performed by a firm with a vested interest in seeing the project
approved. Although there is not evidence that this assignment was mishandled,
the practice has an inherent danger in that the business aims of the firm
and the political aima of tribal officials may be short-range, while the impact
of the project is a long-range proposition. At nny rate, such a practice casts
doubt on the findings, even where no basis for such doubt is evident.

The possibilities for the development of the coal fields with
accompanying electrification and gasification pl..nts is of a magnitude
several times greater than the entire existing economy of the Reservation
4nd the surrounding area. If ehis development is to take place, huge capi-
tal investment by outside corporations will produce a great vested interest
in the area on the part of newcomers and outsiders. There seems the d.rger
of the Crow Tribe ard other local residents being overwhelmed by this pro-
cess.

In this and other ventures in the future, the Crow Tribe will have
interests in common with the Northern Cheyenne (upon whose Reservation the
coal deposits extend) and the non-Indian community of Big Morn County. In
general, and especially in a venture of the magnitude of the development
of the coal resources, cooperationwill be to the advantage of the Crow Tribe.
However, communication based on an underlying foundation of trust is necessary
for really productive cooperation.

In light of the above, the following recommendations are presented
for consideration by the Crow Tribe:

1. Development projects should be considered in terms of the nature
of the job opportunities with respect to the Indian population, as well as
other euonomic considerations.

2. Specifically, the future development impact of the coal resources
should he carefully investigated with respect to all the economic and non-eco-
nomic spin-offs possible from so large an undertaking.

3. Feasibility determinations should be made by bnpartial observers
vim have no inherent possibility for gain based on the ultimate determleation.

4. The Crow Tribe should reappraise its mutual ilterests with its
neighbors and attempt to develop the trust and communicacion necessary for
cooperative action.
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B. SETTING AND BACKGROUND

1. Location

Crow

The Crow Indian Reservation is located in the south-central section
of Montana, bordering Wyoming on the South and the Northern Cheyenne Indian
Reservation on the East. The Reservation occupies an area of roughly 2.5 million
acres and comprises the major part of Big Horn County, as well as a portion
of Yellowstone County. Approximately 4,000 Crow Indians live on the Reserva-

tion. The tribal headquarters are located at Crow Agency, as are those of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Other population centers on the Reservation
are Lodge Grass, St. Xavier, Pryor and Wyola. Hardin is located adjacent
to the Reservation about 12 miles from Crow Agency and serves as the major
service center for the Reservation. Billings is located about 60 miles East
of Crow Agency and Sheridan, Wyomin, about the same distance to the South.

2, History

Linguistic patterns indicate that the Crow Indians migrated to their
present location from the Mississippi Region through the upper Missouri
area and the Red River country in Canada. Once an agricultural people, this
migration led to a new way of life based on the buffalo economy. The Crow
assumd a nomadic life: that of the horseman, the hunter and the warrior.

In 1925, earlier than most of the tribes in the region, the Crow
Indians signed a treaty of friendship with the Government of the United States.
An 1851 treaty allocated to the Crows a Reservation area of almost 40
million acres in what are now the States of Montana and Wyoming. A second
treaty, in 1868 reduced the Reservation to nine million acres. Subsequently,
land cessions to the United States, the State of Montana and the Northern
Pacific Railroad reduced the Reservation to its present 2.25 million acres.
On this area, only 1.5 million acres still remains in the hands of the tribe
or individual tribal members; other lands having been sold to non-Indians.

Until 1876 the life of the Crow was permeated with hostilities with
the Sioux and Northern Cheyenne Tribes. After relative peace VAS attained,

whites immediately reorganized the productive nature of the Indian lands and
began ranching activities on the Reservation under land lease agreements.
Land irrigation began in 1885. A sugar beet construction plant las construct-
ed in 1915 and large acreages of irrigated land mPere devoted to the production
of sugar beets. The Campbell Parming Corporation was formed in 1918 and with-
in five years had 60,000 acres of Crow land in wheat production.

En an attempt to discourage the monopoly of Crow lands by a few
operators, a 1920 Act placed a land limitation on the purchase of Crow lands.
In subsequent yearg, however, the limitation was largely ignored and as a
result thoasands of acres on the Crow Reservation today have clouded titles.

The inability to mortgage questionable titles has had an inhibiting effect
on economic growth.

Th, Crow Indian Tribe is one of the few in the United States which

never accepted the provisiens of the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934. The

tribe adopted a constitution in 1948. In town hall fashion, the entire tribe
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of voting age acts as the official governing body of the tribe with powers
sometimes delegated to elected officials and certain committees.

In 1962 the Crow Indian Tribe was awarded a $10 million land claim
settlement. Seeking to promote economic development and better the standard
of living for tribal members, one million dollars was set aside specifically
for investment in economic development ventures and an additional one million
dollars was earmarked for land purchases. Using its development fund, the
tribe has participated in several ventures with mixed results. There have
been both successes and set-backs.

3. Economy and Resources

Traditionally the economy of the Crow Indians has been land based:
agriculture, principally sugar beets and winter wheat, ranching and mineral
extraction. A resource in timber exists, but is limited both qualitatively
and quantitatively. Most recently, the tribe has taken significant Steps
to tap the latent business opportunities in tourism. The tourist potential
of the Reservation is based on (1) the site of the Custer Battlefield where
General George Custer had his famous "Last Stand" and (2) a large reservoir
created by the recent completion of Yellowtail Dam.

Some 1.25 mdllion of the 1.5 million acres which remain in Crow
hands are used for grazing purposes. About one million acres is ranched by in-

dividuals, the remaining quarter-million acres is tribally owned. Over 75,000
cattle are shipped out of the Economic Development District (which includes the
Northern Cheyenne Reservation) ,the bulk of these from the Crow Reservation.

In line with the cattle production nature of the Reservation and
surrounding area, a pellet mill was started (with EDA assistance) in 1966.
This mill closed in early 1971. However, with an eye to a complete beef
production capacity, the tribe is pursuing plans for the development of a
meat packing plant to slaughter cattle fattened in Reservation feed-lots
and fed by pellets produced in the re-opened pellet mill. This integrated
operation would allow the full economic potential of cattle production to
accrue to the tribe and the surrounding communities. It is a logical ex.
tension of the existing ranching activities on the Renervation.

Agricultural activities account for approximately 250,000 acres
of Crow land. Of this acreage, some 40,000 acres are irrigated. The

remaining acreage is dry farmed. Principle products are wheat and sugar
beets. The sugar beets are grown for proceeding into sugar by the Holly
Sugar Company. Holly has in the past employed a work force of up to 300
for the four to five month processing season in addition to a permanent
crew of about 60. Of these employees, about 60 of the seasonal workers
were Indians. The company provided farmers of irrigated land in the Big

Horn and Little Big Horn Valleys with income totaling some $2.5 million.
In addition, about 500 mdgrant workers were employed ior a six-week
harvesting season annually. However, in February 1971, the Company an-
nounced that it was closing its Hardin Plant. It appears that the opera-
tion is inefficient at its present scale and rather than expend some two
million dollars to double the plant capacity, the company opted for clo-
sure. This loss of the Holly plant will be a major set-back for the area's
econany if a new operator cannot be found. Attempts to locate an interested

company are under way. The loss to the Crow /ndian population is the 60
half-year jobs mentioned above and the lease value of thc 4.000 acres in the
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area, currently used to produce beets, which are Indian-owned. The Irrigation
program of the Crow tribe is largely based on sugar beet production and
will now probably have to be reexamined.

Much of the ranching and most of the agricultural activities on the
Crow Reservation are non-Indian operated under lEase agreements with Indian
landowners. Leases are negotiated for five-year periods by law. Payment
to the Indian land owner may be yearly or totally in advance for the five
year period. The more usual practice is to take the entire payment in
advance. Should the landowner again .ind himself in need of money during
that five year period, he may well approach the leasee and renegotiate for
a new five year period. For example, if an Indian landowner has agreed
to lease a parcel of land for 1971-75, and has accepted payment, he can
redefine the terms of the lease in 1972 making the time period 1972-76 and
collect rent for 1976, having already been paid for 1972-75 under the terms
of the old lease. In this way, the Indian landowner is always five years
away from controlling his awn land. He is seldom in a good negotiating
position with the leasee since he is bargaining out of need. This lease

arrangement has worked to produce less than equitable rents for Indian
landowners and also has served as a detriment to Indians retaking control
of their land should they so desire. The tribe is working to redefine the
terms under which an Indian landowner should lease his land.

Of 117,000 wooded acres on the total Reservation, some 31,000 acres
contains timber of commercial quality. Some lumbering has been done on
the Reservation, but not a great deal. There exists a potential of about
six million board feet a year if this resource were to be fully exploited.
Hou,lver, there is some strong sentiment among tribal members to maintain
the serenity of the wooded areas by not engaging in logging operations.

Industrial employmant on the Reservation is lbmited. Tbe Big
Horn Carpet Mill employs some 80 Indians. This venture was started with
EDA and tribal financial assistance. An arts and crafts guild and a
mission account for another 50 jobs. The closing of the pellet mill and the
Holly Sugar plant resulted in the loss of about 65 Indian jobs.

Government is a large employer on the Reservation. In 1970, the
tribe employed 35 Indians, the BIA employed 61, the Public Health Service
employed 46, the Community Action Program (including Neighborhood Youth
CoMps) employed 105, and federal agencies (Custer Battlefield, National
Park Service and dhe Bureau of Reclamation) employed another 8 Indians.
This produced a total of 255 jobs for Crow Indians in the governmental
sector of the economy.

There are gas and oil deposits on the Crow Reservation which
accounts for some tribal income. Oil has been extracted since 1921, gas

since 1929.

Howevt, coal deposits on the Crow Reservation offer the greatest
possibility for economic development. Estimates indicate at least five, end

, possibly as much as 15 billion tons in coal reserves underlie Some
330,000 acres within the Crow Reservation. Development of this potentially
enormous resource has already begun. Westmore/and Coal, a joint venture,
has a contract to supply Commonwealth :clison in Chicago with a large ship-
ment of coal for test runs. Thcs coal is of very low sulphur, content (less
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than one percent) and is therefore superior to Appalachian and other
coals from a pollution viewpoint (four percent sulphur emmission is a
standard medium allowed under pollution control laws). Immediate Jobe it
construction are assured. The total job and income impact projected from
the full development of the coal fields (including a "minemouth" power
plant to convert the coal to electrical energy and transmit the electricity
rather than the rev cool; and also a gadifidation plant to transform the
coal into natural gas) is staggering. According to engineering projections,
emplGyment in both construction and operation of mines, pleats, transporta-
tion and other infrastructure would be 866 in 1971, drop to 179 in 1972 and
then rise to 7,743 in 1982, the peak year. Alter the completiou of construe-
tion(in 1985) a residual work force of 2091 would be supported by these
operations. With the nultiplier calculated by the engineering study of
economic impact, the coal industry would support a total of 9,291 jobs in
the peak year of 1982 and 2,509 jobs in 1985 and thereafter. Reyalty
revenue to the tribe is placed ae$700,000 in 1972 mid rises steadily to
$6,490,000 by 1985. The Crow Indian Reservationy with its combination of
coal and water (an essential input for thedevelopment of the coal fields),
represents one of the foremost coal, power an4 hydro-carbon products
potentials in the United States. According to the engineering report, its
ultimate development is quite inevitable. Given the magnitude of the present
economy of the Reservation and the amain area, the developmeet of the coal
resources of the Crow would be overwhelming.

The other maiu thrust in economic development is the tourism sector
of the economy. The Custer Battlefield on the Reservation draws approximately
300,000 tourists annually. The tribe each year performs a reenactment of
Custer's Last Stand to a throng of tourists. However, except for one small
motel, the nearest accommodations for these visitors are in Royalty about
14 miles from the Battlefield Monument. In order to tap this poteutial
resource, the tribe applied for and received IDA assistance for a motel
complex which includes a Heritage Park aed a grandstand for rodeos, horse
races and other tourist.-related activities. This motel via open for the
1971 tourist season. It is expected to employ 35 Wiens full...time and
sone 75 others either part-time or seasonally. The second large tourist-
oriented development is a marina on a reservoir behind the recently construc-
ted Yellowtail DIM A motel/lodge is to be added to this complex later
creating a self-contained recreational area. Ultimate employment from this
complex is projected at 300.

4. Tribal Government

Unlike most Indian tribes in the United States, the Crow tribe
never adopted the governmental form suggested by the 1934 Indian Reorgani-
zation Act. The tribe adopted a written constitution in 1948 which es-
tablished a town hall form of governnent. Udder this constitution the tribe
is governed by a general council on which every tribal meeber of voting
age (21 for men and 18 for women) is a menber. One hundred or more tribal

members conatitute a quormn at general council meetings. These meetings are
held quarterly, more often if necessary. This council has the authority
to represent, act and speak for the tribe in any and all matters to promote
the general welfare of the tribe and its members.
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Every two years the tribal council elects a Chairman, a Vice-
chairman, a Secretary and a Vice-secretary. The tribal council has pro-
vided for the election of committees in several fields, including an
executive committee. Powers can and are delegated to elected tribal of-
ficials and these standing committees. The Reservation is divided into
six districts (the off-Reservation Crows constitute a seventh district)
and each district is entitled to membership on each committee.

The tribal leadership is young and aggressive. Edison Realbird,
now in his third term as Tribal Chairman, is the first chairman ever to
serve more than one term. Politics on the Crow Reservation, however, are
quite fierce. The tribe is informally di ided in two political parties.
The division between these groups is largely a function of family and clan
ties and not really issue-oriented. The function of the opposition is to
oppose, and not necessarily on ideological or philoso2hical grounds. The

group headed by Hr. Realbird seems fairly well entrenched at the moment, but
the opposition tends to fight him and his associates at every turn. At
stake is a great deal of patronage on the Reservation. All key positions
within the tribal and Federal programs are held by members of the Real-
bird contingent. Realbird, who is also the first chairman who is college-
educated, seem manifestly capable of handling his position. He is
imaginative in his approach to tribal problems and has almost a visionary
concept of the destiny of the modern day Crow Nation. He has been criti-
cized for a lack of follow-through on some projects and for his obvious
political nature. However, no one seems to doubt his sincerity in his
endeavors to promote economic development and tmprove the standard of
living of the Craw people.

5. te_Cras

The Crow Indian Tribe has had a Community Action Program since 1966.
The CAP program includes components in education, community health, and
economic development. The latest CAP budget was on the order of $250,000
in basic grants, another $250,000 for Headstart, and $75,000 for sammer

programs. In additio% the tribe has a Neighborhood Youth Ccrps program
which is not administered by CAP. Total employment under the Community
Action Program exceeds 100 year round and 150 during the summer months.
These employees are currently 90% Crow Indians (compared to 0% in 1968).

The tribe has made great strides in adequate housing for tribal

families. Over $4 million of a $10 million 1962 land claim settlement from
the government was allocated to the tribe's Family Plan Program. Included
in these funds was $1,000 per Crow family earmarked for the "permanent
economic and,'or social improvement" of the family. A large portion of
these funds went into housing production and improvement. With momey from
this fund, and from the BIA and HUD, 311 homes have been constructed, 270
substantially improved and 66 purchased from 1962 to 1970. This is a total
of roughly 650 homes for a total population of 700-800 families.

Great progress has also been made in education. According to the

Tribal Chairman, the school dropout rate has been reduced from 44 percent
to 13 percent during the past decade, while the number of Crows attending
college has increased from five to an expected 140 by the Fall of 1972.
8/A figures substantiate these claims.
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The Public Health Srvice operates a 34-bed hospital at Crow Agency
for the Crows and the neighboring Northern Cheyennes. The number of Indian
employees in the hospital has increased noticeably in recent years.

6. Planninik

Planning activities on the Reservation have been largely funded by
EDA through a district planning grant. A discussion of these activities
appears below in the project-by project analysis.
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C. PROJECT ANALYSES

The following EDA projects have been funded on the Crow Indian
Reservation:

TYpe and Nature of Project Project wo. Date

1. PUBLIC VOUS PROJECTS
a. Industrial Park
b. Tourist/Reereation Complex

1. Lodge, Restaurant, etc.
2. Supplement
3. Grandstand, parking, etc.

c. Youth Summer Camp
1. Physical facilities
2. Supplement

d. Water Treatment Facility
e. Recreation Area
TOTAL APPROVED

2. BUSINESS LOAN PROJECTS
a. Alfalfa Plant
b. Carpet Nill
TOTAL APPROVED

3. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS
a. Meat Packing Study
b. Water System Study
TOTAL APPROVED

4. PLANN/NG GRANTS
a. District Planning Grant

1. 12-month grant

2. 12-month grant
3. 9-month grant
4. 12-month grant

TOTAL APPROVED

TOTAL APPROVED - ALL PROJECTS

Funding
Grant Loan

07-1-00416 1966 $ 240,800 $

07-1-00532 1968 411,000 359,000
07-1-00532-01 1970 33,000

07-1-00333 1968 606,400 76,000

07-1-00534 1968 290,400

07-1-00534-01 1969 34,000
07-2-00659 1970 159,300 04,000

07-1-00661 1970 294k 000 100 000

S2,068,900 $ 599,000

07-3-00437

07-3-00455

07-6-09094
07-6-09287

1966
1967

1907 2,500

1970 2,500

$ 5,000

07-5-11009 1968 15,000*

07-5-11009-01 1969 16,000*

07-5-11009-02 1970 11,000*

07-5-11009-03 1971
$ 57,000*

*prorated as one-third of total District grant

352,000

111LE2
$1,067,000

1111.3020 $1,666,000

Detailed discussion and analysis of each project follows:

I. PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS

a. Industrial Park Project No. 07-1-00410, 1966.

In its search for industrial development, the Crow Indian tribe
sought EDA assistance in 1966 for the development of an industtial park
facility. The tribe hod long realized the need for employment opportunities
for the tribal members in order to improve the standard of living on the
reservation. In 1962, the Crow were awarded a $10 million land settlement

from the U. S. government. One million dollars of this money was set aside

to foster economic development and the Crow industrial Development Commission
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was established to handle the task.

Part of this fund was used to assist U. S. Automatics to establish
a plant on the reservation. In conjunction with this effort, the Commission
requested EDA funds to build an industrial park incorporating the U. S.
Automatics plant. This 45-acre site was provided with power, natural gas,
water and sewage facilities plus paved streets and rail loading facilities.
It was originally divided into nine sites in addition to the land used by
and reserved for expansion of U. S. Automatics.

The project was funded in 1966 with financing as follows:

EDA Direct Grant $150,500 (50Z)
EDA Supplemental Grant 90,300 (30%)

Total EDA Contribution $240,800 (80%)

Applicant's Funds 60,200 (20%)
Total Project Cost $301,000 (100%)

The project was completed as envisioned, but U. S. Automatics went
bankrupt,wiping out the expected job impact from that firm of 30-45 jobs at
full production capacity.

After the loss of U. S. Automatics, the Crow Industrial Development
Commission conrracted with Big Forn Carpet Mills to take over the U. S.
Automatics building, and in 1967 received a $715,000 EDA business loan to
construct a larger primary plant to produce tufted carpets. Big Horn ran
into opeiationa3 aad financial difficulties and was forced to contract with
Mohasko Corporation (Mohawk Carpets) to take over management of the plant.
A full history of this venture is included below under discussion of the
business loan to the Industrial Developsent Commission for the Big Horn

Carpet Mill plant.

No other industries heve been drawn to the industrial pars. Big
Horn has a lease on the original U. S. Automatics site plus six of the original
nine lots plotted for development.

The Big Horn Carpet Mill employs 80 Indians (25 women and 55 men)
plus about 10 non-Indians. The annual payroll is approximately $350,000.
The prospects for the future are dependent on several factors (which are
fully discussed under the business loan). They range from closing down the
plant to increasing its capacity significantly. In the first case, all
employment would be lost. In the latter case, upwards of 300 persons could
be employed with a payroll of $1 million per year.

The utilities installed to service the inclUstrial park have
opened up a whole new section of Crew Agency for possible development. To
date, some 40 Mutual Help housing units have been constructed in this

area. All utilities to these housing units are provided by lines which

serve the park.

b. Tourist/Recreation Complex
1. lodge, Restaurant, etc, Project No. 07-1-00532, 1968.

2. Supplement, Project No. 07-1-00532-01, 1970.

3. Grandstand, parking, etc., Project No. 07-1-00533, 1968.

With an economic base largely founded on agriculture, the Crow
tribe has sought to diversify their economy by utilizing other resources
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available to them. One of these resources is the Custer Battlefield, which
is on the Crow Reservation about a mile from the Crow Agency. This is the
site of Custer's famous "last stand" and draws upwards of 300,000 tourists
annually. Each July, the Crow tribe reenacts the famous battle as a tourist
attraction.

Except for a small motel across the road from the battlefield, the
nearest accommodations for tourists to this historic site are in Hardin,
about 14 miles to the East. The great number of touriats visiting the battle-
field do not stay very long nor spend very much money on the Crow Reservation.
To exploit the tourist potential, the tribe developed plans for a motel and
tourist center which wtuld offer the tourist both a place to stay and additional
activities as an incentive to do so.

Originally financial assistance in the form of a technical assistance
grant was sought from EDA to determine the economic feasibility of this
project. The EDA funds were approved, but Dater decommitted when a Billings
architectural firm agreed to perform the work for the tribe for free. The
project was deemed feasible and EDA pUblic works funds were sought and granted.
The architectural firm which had performed the feasibility study and late
assisted with the EDA application was awarded the contract for architectural
services for the project.

The complex was processed by EDA as two projects, one including
the profit-producing components of the complex, the other the supportive
infrastructure. Different grant rates were applied to the two projects.

Project No. 07-1-00532 provided funds for the construction of a
60-unit lodge including a restaurant and bar, and a Teepee Village. The

Teepee Village will be a living Indian community depicting the traditional
community life of the Crow. Whole families will reside there as a living
exhibit of tribal life a century ago.
follows:

Funding for this 1968 project was as

EDA Direct Grant $411,000 (50%)

EDA Loan (44V
EDA Total Contribution

_2E21.910
-710;000 (947. )

Other Funds 52,000 ( 6%)

Total Project Cost $822,000 (100%)

In 1970, $33,000 in supplemental funds was granted to the tribe to
complete the project.

Project 07-1-00533 Provided funds for a grandstand which seats
sme 3,000 spectators, parking areas, concessions, roads and utilities.
This component of the complex was funded in 1968 as follows:

EDA Direct Grant $379,000 (50%)

EDA Supplemental Grant 227,400 (30%)

EDA Loan 16_400 (104),

Total EDA Contribution 682,400 (90%)

Other Viands 75,600. (10%)

Total Project Cost $758,000 (100%)
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The total project cost for both components is summarized below:

EDA Grants
EDA loans

$1,050,400
4351 000

Total EDA Contribution

Applicant's Contribution

---------
1,485,400

127 600
Total Complex Cost $1,613,000

A full-time manager of the project was hired to oversee the con-
struction phase with anticipation of receiving a management contract for
operation after completion. The project will begin operation in late May,
1971, about a month behind schedule. The lodge has affiliated with Best
Western Motels. The manager is negotiating a contract with the tribe.
While he has no direct hotel/motel management experience, he had worked
for 25 years as a me-agement executive with 3. C. Penney and Sears/Roebuck,
and has attended +. A Salle University for hotel executive training.

The Crow Reservation has an ordinance against the sale of liquor
and the tribe must pass a referendum to allow the bar to operate. This
issue will be put to a vote in the near future, and passage is not assured.
The operation of the bar, according to the manager, may be the difference
between profit and loss from the total venture.

In preparation for the opening of the hotel, a Spring 1971 training
course was scbeduled for some 35 Indians. This is funded with MDTA funds
and administered by the Montana State Employment Service.

As this project is only about to go into operation, there has been
no impact to date. Anticipated impact for 1971 includes 35-37 jobs at the
lodge for the tourist season and some 25 in the off-season. The budgeted
payroll is $127,000 in salaries for these people.

Other parts of the complex, excluding the grandstand, will employ
about 50 people for the season only (June to early September) with a payroll
of some $25,000.

The grandstand will be used for various events and generate
income proportional to the degree of use. The tribe is working toward three

nine-day racing seasons which would employ some 45 persons for the period.
Window men earn about $10 a shift during the racing season. To operate
horse racing, pari-mutual machines and operators would be hired with the
tribe receiving a percentage (16-18%) of the gross over and above a guarantee.
Additionally, the grandstand will be used for rodeos and horse shows. Totally,
these shows would generate about a month's work for 80 individuals.

Future plans include a riding concession to be granted to a local
Indian, and there is also the possibility of a summer theater in conjunction
with a university. Heritage Village, part of the complex, has a 960 seat
amphitheater which could be used for this purpose.
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c. Youth Summer Cam
1. Physical Facilities, Project No. 07-1-00534, 1968.
2. Supplement, Project No. 07-1-00534-01, 1969.

/n 1963, the Crow Indian tribe established a summer camp for tribal
adolescents, especially those with problems resulting frm poverty mai/or
poor home environments which manifested them.alves in poor school perfor-
mances and problems with the legal authorities. The program ran for six to
eight weeks in duration and served approximately 60 boys from 13-18 years
of age. The stated objectives of tht camp programa were to: "(1) reduce
the school drop-out rate t" lass than 1G%; (2) raise the academic level of
those attending the crmp; ao6 (3) introduce Indian youth to the industrial
world of competitiveness, timeliness and discipline, while substantially
reducing the juvenile delinquency rate."

Evidence of progress toward these goals wa^ manifest in the early
years of the program and the tribe sought EDA assistance to expand the physi-
cal facilities of the camp in orVer that the program could be expanded to
include more youth, including girls.

The project was approved in 1968. Funding was as follows:

EDA Direct Grant $181,500 (507.)

EDA Supplemental Grant 108,900, (30%),

Total EDA Contribution 290,400 (80%)

Apvlicant's Contribution 72,600' (20%),

Total Project Cost $363,000 (100%)

*In-kind land contAbution $70,000, cssh contribution $2,600.

An additional supplemental grant of $34,000 vas approved in 1.969,

bringing the total EDA contribution to $324,400.

The project called for the construction of dormitory @pace for 150
youth, staff cottages, a first-aid station, a crafts and classroom building,
a warehouse, additional kitchen facilities, outdoor sports and recreational
areas, plus the necessary utilities. The camp is located about 60 miles
from Crow Aglncy in the Big Horn Mountains.

This project was completed on schedule and vas used for the first
time during the summer of 1970. However, the additions to the kitchen and
the outdoor recreational facilities were not constructed.

During the 1970 eeason, two eeseions were held at which theost
200 10-16 year olds attended. A five week session had an enrollment of 109
boya while a oubsequent three week session enrolled 88 girls. Additionally,
about 20 16-18 yeal old Neighborhood Youth COrps enrollees made some use of

tha facility. The staff and payroll figures for the camp were as follows:

1 direqxor $1,500
5 teacher@ MOO/month 5,000

4 work-study college students @$250/muntb 2,000

I first aid man @WO/month 1,000

2 cooks @$425 (average)/month 1,700

2 MIA volunteers - no direct coat 0

15 $11,200
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One teacher and all of the remainder of the paid staff were Indians.
The program was understaffed due to budget constraints, but nevertheless the
payroll was some $4,000 greater than when the camp had operated at a smaller
scale without the EDA-financed f:cilities. Funding comes from the tribal
coffers and the BIA. The Public Health Service provides the first aid man
and the Community Action Program one teacher. For the summer of 1971, the
same enrollment is expected, but a larger staff is contemplated. The
capacity of the camp is 150 enrollees per session.

No thorough follow-up has been made to evaluate the effect of the
camp on adolescent attendees, but personnel involved feel that the goals of
the program are being met.

d. Water Treatment Facilim Project No. 07-2-00659, 1970.

The Big Horn Carpet M111 established itself in business with the
assistance of an EDA business loan in att industrial park finauced by EDA funds.
The industrial park was planned and developed with sewage lagouns capable of
handling normal industrial waste products. The carpet mill !.owever, was an
aSnormally heavy water user, the water being used to dye carpets. The dye-
laden water presented a severe sewage problem which taxed the capacity that
existed to handle industrial wastes.

The EDA economic development representative for the State of Montana
was contacted for assistance with this problem. He suggested a Federal Water
Pollution Control Administration grant with supplemental finaneing from EDA.
The FWPCA grant was secured and EDA contributed a supplemental grant and loan.
Financing was as follows:

FWPCA Basic G.ant $ 95,700 (30%)
EDA Supplemental Grant 159,300 (50%)
EDA Loan 64,000 (20%)

Total Project Cost $ 319,000 (1007.)

Total EDA Contribution $ 223,300 '(707.)

This project was approved by EDA in 1970. Work has not yet begun on
the facility as the technical problem of dealing with the carpet dyes hus not
been solved. The Montana State University is working on this problem. It is
not known as of tow whether the final engineering solution will be achieved
within the approved funding range.

As this project has not yet materialized, it has not yet produced im-
pact. Its potential impact would be to save the 90 or so jobs at the Big
Horn Carpet Mill and allow for future industrial development of the carpet
mill and other future plants.

e. Bie Horn Canyon Recreational Area Pro ect No. 07-1-00661 1970.

In 1965, the firm Ernst and Ernst conducted a study for the Crow
Tribe which evaluated the development pot:ntial of tourism as an in-
dustry for the Reservation. This report recommended two main areas for such
development. One was in conjunctionvith the Custer Battlefield which draws
in the neighborhood of 300,000 touristn annually. (This project wss largely
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funded by EDA and will go into operation in the Spring of 1971. It has been
discussed above.) The second main thrust of the development of the Reservation'
tourism potential was the Big Horn Canyon Recreational Area.

Several years ago the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation constructed yellow-
tail Dam on the Crow Reservation creating a large reservoir behind it. The
recreation complex as planned has two basic component parts, a marina and
launching ramp and a lodge. The marina is to be located a mile from the
dem, the lodge on a high plateau which over-looks the lake and is two miles
from the martyr-. Ultimate employment for the entire recreational area was pro-
jected by Ernst and Ernst at 300 with an annual payroll of $250,000 plus

$30-50,000 additional income in tips. The recreational area is to be de-

veloped in conjunction with the National Park Service.

This EDA public wlrks project represents the first phase of the aig
Horn Canyon Recreational Area development. It calls for the construction of
a recreational boat marina with 200 slips, a campground urea, lockers; a snack
bar with kitchen facilities, tackle and boat repair shops, maiming area, and
a visitors shelter at the viewpoint. The Park Service will provide the roads
and utilities. The second phase, the lodge above the lake, is still in the

planning stage and a future eequest for EDA assistance is likely.

This approved project Ls projected to generate about 50 jobs for the
Crow people. The project was funded in 1970 as follows:

EDA Grant
EDA Loan

S294,000
100 000

(60%)

(21%)

Total EDA Contribution $394,000 (81%)

Other Funds 96.000 am
Total Project Cost $490,000 (1007)

While engineering problems have proven greater than expected, the pro-
ject is now under construction. Originally the National Park Service claimed
it had no funds for campgrounds, but it now appears -hat funds may be available.
Should the Park Service construct the campgrounds, the EDA contrtbution to the
project may be reduced accordingly. No permanent income impacL nas yet resulze'

from the project.
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2, BUSINESS LOAN PROJECTS

a. Alfalfa Plant, Project No. 07-3-00437, 1966.

The economy of the Crow Reservation and the Hardin area is largely
based on agriculture and ranching. A4 alfalfa can be made into cattle feed,
a pellet feed mill is more or less a natural addition to the economy of the
area.

A proposal for a business loan to construct a pellet plant was sub-
mitted to EDA by Crow Industries, Incorporated in 1966. Crow Industries
WS not an Indian group, but a firm formed by three residents of Hardin. One
Ism a principle in the Campbell Farming Corporation, the largest agricultural
operation in the area and one of the largest in the State of Montana. Camp-
bell does much of its farming on Indian land and the individual involved
had kept himself abreast of government programs on Indian reservations. An
arrangement um made for the Purina Corporation to run the plant but after
reconsideration, Purina backed at. Crow Industries went &head nevertheless
assuming the management function on its own. The ALA endorsed the project
alW EDA approval was granted. The loan was for $332,000. The local bank
contributed an additional $121,000 and the Crow Tribe $56,000.

The plant operated until January 1971 at which time it went bankrupt
and closed down. There were a number of complications between the plant
owners, EDA and the Ttibe. The owners never eat EDA requirements such as
getting EDA approval of plans. There was never a title check on th. land,
a tribal condition for its contribution. The conditions attached to the
tribe's financial assistance were never met but the DIA Superintendent
transferred the $56,000 in tribal funds anyway. The tribe has a suit against
him pending to recoup this loss.

The failure of the plant was due to a combination of poor management
and a poorly designed plant. There is the possibility of reopening the
facility under new management and ownership. Two large grain producers are
interested. The plant would also serve in combination with a feed-lot for
cattle ancra meat packing plant.

While in operation the plant employed 14 workers, four of whom were Crow

Indiana. The Indians, however, were not in supervisory positions. These

jobs are lost unless new owners can be found to take over the plant.

lthere is potential for developing the Reservation beef production
to a degree greater than is presently being attempted. This would
involve producing cattle feed in the pellet plant, fattening the
cattle in a locally developed feed lot, and slaughtering the cattle
in a local packing plant. This would be a complete beef production
ope-ation and the pellet plant would be contributory to this development.
Progress toward such an integrated operation is being discussed at present
on rbe Reservation.

b. f.:Arpet Mill, Proiect No. 07-3-00455, 1967.

In 1966, the Crow Tribe received assistance from EDA for the con-
struction of an Industrial park adjacent to and including an existing factory
owned and operated by U.S. Automatics Corporation, which manufactured electronic
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componentse U.S. Automatics declared bankrupixy shortly after the plans for
the park reached fruition leaving a small industrial plant in the hands of the
tribe.

A group of California investors desirous of establishing a carpet manu-
facturing plant was contacted with the assistance of the DIA and arrangements
were made to bring the plant to the Crow reservation. The U.S. Automatics
building was far too small for the newly formed Big Horn Carpet Mill, Inc. and
a new facility was needed. By this time, after experience with the industrial
park, the tribe was familiar with BIA programs and sought an EDA business loan
for this new plant. In 1967, EDA made a loan of $715,000 toward the $1,100,000
needed to construct and equip the new plant. The remaining funds came from
tribal coffers and a commercial bank loan. The smaller U.S. Automatics plant
was also turned over to Big Horn Carpet Mills to be used for cutting samples and
storage. The new company agreed to a 25-year lease of the facilities.

The California group of investors was led by an individual ulth ex-
perience in the carpet business, but not in the manufacturing end. Plagued
by insufficient capital, poor quality products as the "bugs" were worked out
of the factory and machinery, and a lack of a distribution and sales compon-

ent to the operation, the group was soon in economic trouble. In 1968, about
to go under, the firm contacted Mohasko of Amsterdam, New York (Mohawk Car-
pets), to take over the plant. Mohasko agreed to a three-year umnagement con-
tract with an option to buy at the end of that period. Mohasko took over in
1969 and loaned the fledgling operation $550,000 immediately. It has since
extended an additional $350,000 in loans to Big Horn.

.Mohasko-han operated the plant for Big Horn Carpet Mills since 1969
and has a little over a year remaining on its management contract. The plant
produces a limited line of carpeting at the less expensive end of the carpet
quality scale. Its market is the U.S. west of the Mississippi River. The labor
force consists of about 80 Crow Indians (25 women and 55 men) and 10 non-Indians
The annual pay roll is roughly $350,000. Wages are at about $2 an hour for pro-
duction workers and a full year's employ Jill pzoduce an anaual iacome of
some $4,000.

Mohasko would like to take their option to buy but there are a number
of problems which first must be ironed out:

(1) Facility Inadequacies: The plant is too small. It generates
insufficient quantities of carpeting to absorb the overhead. It also lacks
sufficient storage space. The manager estimates that it would take a building
three times the size of the existing one to efficiently produce oWice the out-
put. Also the building has several construction and/or design faults which
hamper efficient operation. The California group which started the plant
had never been in the carpet manufacturing busioees and the architect who
designed it had limited industrial architecture experience. Consequently,
the equipment, building and layout all have their drawbacks. The building
was constructed 18 inches below ground level and is subject to flooding in
the Spring. The equipment, which is all from the Singer Corporation, was
poorly installed. (The manager believes that Singer makes the best tufting
machinery, but Mohasko never would have built a plant with all Singer equip-
ment since other components of superior quality are availabll from other man-
ufacturers.) The roof has only two drains where it should luve six and there-
fore sometimes leaks. The parking lot is not paved and is virtually a sea of
mud much of the year. Also, the drains for the dying vats are higher in
elevation than the bottoms of the vats and the waste water must be pumped up
to be drained out.
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(2) Water and Sewage Inadequacies: There are problems with the

sewage and water capacity of Crow Agency to meet the needs of the factory
as it stands. Any expansion, including increasing the existing operation
from two to three daily shifts, would over-tax these utility systems. The
sewage system is scheduled to get a treatment plant to handle the dye-laden
water of the carpet factory. This project, largely financed by EDA, will
be started when technical problems of treatment are solved. The water prob-
lem has also been recognized. The tribe, again with EDA financial assistance,
contracted for a water study. They art deciding how to proceed to insure
adequate supplies of water. In addition to the plant, there have been a
number of housing units and commercial/recreational facilities adding to
the burden of the existing water supply system.

(3) Labor Force Instability: A reliable labor force has proved
to be another problem in operating the plant. Absenteeism is high (5%),
especially on Mondays (10%). Personal matters come before formal work
responsibilities. The workers are capable, but unreliable. A carpet fac-
tory such as the Big Horn facility can afford no more than 3% of output as
seconds. While the rate was as high as 20% when the factory was first put
into operation, it has since achieved an acceptable rate vf less than 3%
seconds. Replacing workers is a hit-or-miss proposition because the chances
of the replacement having a more responsible attitude toward work are not
great. Of his work force of about 80 Indians, half are considered "re-
liable workers."

(4) Cultural Constraints: Crow Indian culture is very egali-
tarian. Several Indian personnel have been promoted to foremen (there are
tltee at present) but there is a basic reluctance among the Indians to tell
each other what to do. The "boss-worker" relationship is repugnant to the
Indian personality. Supervisory Indians will be needled by the workers be-
cause of their position. Furthermore, the culture does not promote the
attainment and dexonstration of superior wealth, but rather a sharing of
wealth among all. Consequently, there is not a high social incentive to
"excel" and "get ahead."

(5) The critical factor in the continuance of the Big Horn plant,
however, is not the physical facility, infrastructure, or the labor force
and its culiure. The critical factor which will determine whether or not
Mohasko picks up its option to buy will be their determination of the
potential profitability of the plant. At present, the plant is operated
outside of the Mcbasko group. (rhe company has several plants, in New York,
the South and in Mexico.) It is more or less treated as a favorite son.
It has been running in the black recently. Except for last month, the
plant showed a profit every month since last summer. However, the plant
is able to produce profits as things stand only because of its special
status with Mohasko. Corporate overhead for styling, sales, advertising,
technical assistance, etc., is borne on a proportional basis by each
Mohasko plant. The Big Horn Carpet Mill, however, has had the wiyantage
of these corporation-wide services without their being charged to the
plant. If these costs were considered in the determination of profitabil-
ity, Big Horn would not show as a profit-producing venture. If the plant
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is to be bought by Mohasko, it will have to be profitable while bearing at
least some of these corporate costs.

The major factors in the determination of profitability are the
market for carpeting and the level of competition. While the EDA loan is
at a rate less than the market rate, this is no great benefit in the carpet
industry. The competition is mainly in the South (Georgia, Tennessee,
South Carolina) and it is not uncommon in that area for industry-seeklug
communities to provide a prospective mill with a fully equipped plant, at
no cost to the mill operators. A below-market interest rate is a small
favor when the competition is receiving free plants.

The plant presently aims for a production of at least 30,000
square yards of carpet per week. /t operates on an order basis and does
not accumulate inventory (partially because of space limitations and
partially because this inventory often must later be "dumped" on the
market at a loss to reduce carrying costs). To continue operating the
present plant (Iwithout expansion), Mohasko would have to feel relatively
certain of either (1) a constant market warranting production of 35,000
square yards a week, or (2) a reduced level of overhead. If the first
condition cannot be met, Mbhasko will probably close down unless it can
renegotiate the Big Horn arrangements with the tribe and EDA. tswer loan
payments (presently about $100,000 per year) Eta a lease for less than the
remainder of the 25-year Big Horn lease period are likely requests.

On the other hand, expansion is a real possibility if the market
warrants. The manager estimates that it would cost $3 million to double
the capacity of the present plant. The decision to expand would be contin-
gent on market conditions.

The prospects for the future, therefore, are variable. A poor
market could lead to Mohasko not taking its oilion to buy the plant, where-
upon tile facility will Likely be closed. It may continue at a 35,000 square
yards a week output with a labor force of about 100 and an annual payroll of
about $400,000. It may expand to three shifts (45,000 sq.yds.) with 120
employees and a $480,000 payroll. Or, should market conditions warrant,
the plant could be expanded greatly, with employment conceivably as high
as 300 with an annual payroll in the neighborhood of $1.2 million.
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3. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS

A. Meat Packing Study, Project No. 07-6-09094, 1967.

Ranching and cattle activities comprise the largest segment of the
Crow economy. About 1.25 million acres, or over 857. of the Reservation, is
used for grazing purposes. Given this base, meat packing is a logical ex-
pansion of the local economy. With this in mind, the Crow Tribe applied for
EDA funds under the technical assistance program for a feasibility study for
a meat packing plant. A grant of $2,500 was approved in 1967.

The study was conducted by Donald B. Erickson of Kansas State University.
The final report, dated December 1967, reviewed the cattle industry in the United
States, Montana and the Billings area. It concluded that the 175,000 head of
cattle available annually in the Hardin area were sufficient to support a meat
packing plant processing 60,000 to 800000 head of cattle a year, the recommended
level for the plant. Profit levels at various lutput levels were projected.
Capital investment required for various size p!ints was documented and
equivalent amounts of working capital sugosted as a "rule of thumb". It was
forecasted that a plant of the size recommended would employ 32 workers with a
payroll of $200,000. Savings in transportation costs (meat is less expensive
to ship than cattle) were estimated at $300,000. The total impact to the
area was projected at "at least $1,0000000." It was suggested that the most
feasible manner of establishing such a plant would be through a franchise
arrangement with an established meat packer.

Based upon the results of this study, the current "plan" of the Crow
is to create an integrated beef production operation on the Reservation. This
would include the reopening of the now closed feed pellet mill (discussed above),
the establishment of feed-lots to fatten local herds, and anima packing plant
in which cattle would be slaughtered and beef packed for shipment.

Several major firma such as Armour and Swift were approached to establish
a plant on the Reservation but they were tot interested. However, a Minneapolis-
based me4t paclier 48e sold his Mirnesote plant and is interested in establishing

an operation in Montana. Pleas for a Billings plant went astray and this
individual is now seriously discussing the possibilities of a plant on the Res-
ervation with the tribe.

B. Water System Study, Project No. 07-6-09287, 1970.

As discussed above, the Big Horn Carpet Mill is a large user of water.
A contemplated third daily shift would tax the existing water system to its
capacity. Expansion of this plant and/or the attraction of future industrial
plants to Crow Agency is dependent on an expanded water supply.

Cognizant of the need for a greater supply of water, the crow Tribe re-
quested and was granted EDA funds for a technical assistance project to analyze
theirwater problem. This project was approved in 1970. EDA provided $2,500

,for the study which was conducted by Morrison-Maierle, Inc., a Montana en-
gineering firm with offices in Helena, Billings and Butte.

The study put forth four plans of varying magnitudes to increase the
water system. Two plans focused on the future needo of the Hardin Crow Agency
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and the rural areas around each. One of these was a more extensive covering
of the area east of Hardin whereas the other was not. A third plan focused
on the,Crow Agency and the area along the water route from Yellowtail Dam. The
fourth plan was the most modest in scope and only addressed the needs of the
Crow Agency. The report suggested EDA financing at an 80% grant rate.

The report was submitted dated July, 1970. To date there are no firm
plans to increase the water supply to Crow Agency. EDA assistance will be
sought for the eventual project. Plans for supplying coal fields with water on
the northern section of the reservation may eventually dovetail with plans to
increase the water supply to the Crow Agency.

There has been no impact of this project to date. Possible future im-
pact includes the expansion of the operation and physical plant of the Big
Horn Carpet Mill and/or the attraction of additional industry to the Crow A Icy

with accompanying job opportunities and generated income.
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4. PLANNING GRANTS

a. Big Horn Economic Development Corporation
I. 12-month grant, Project No. 07-5-11009, 1968
2. 12-month grant, Project No. 07-5-11009-01, 1969

3. 9-month grant, Project No. 07-5-11009-02, 1970
4. 12-month grant, Project No. 07-5-11009-03, 1971

With the impetus coming from the Superintendent of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs of the Crow Reservation, a meeting was held in May 1967 at which it
was agreed that the Crow Indian Tribe, the Northern Cheyenne Indian Tribe, and
Big Horn County (represented by the Hardin Chamber of Commerce) would join
together to form the Big Horn Economic Development Corporation and seek financial
assistance from the Economic Development Administration in order to establish
and carry out a planning program for the District. An EDA representative was
in attendance at this meeting.

Application was made by the Corporation and approved by EDA in 1968.
Assistance has been continuous since this first grant. While the EDA con-
tribution has been relatively constant, the local contribution has increased
and the percentage of the total cost of this program borne by EDA has therefore
decreased. The funding history of the program is as follows:

Date
Local Contribution

EDA Grant Cash In-kind Total

1968 $ 46,000 (75% $ 1,400 (4%) $13,030 (217) $ 61,430
1969 47,500 (747.) 2,550 (4%) 14,516 (22%) 64,566
1970 (9 mos.) 33,844 (65%) 2,925 (6%) 14,867 (29%) 51,636
1971 45,168 3,500 20,170 68 838

TOTAL $172,512

,(6510

(70%) $11,375

.(011

(5%) $62,583

,(29%)

(25%) $246,470

The Big Horn Economic Development Corporation is a non-profit corpora-
tion organized under Montana State Law. Each of the three component menber
units has three persons on the nine.man Board of tirectozs. The County repre-
sentation is further defined so that its three directors are in turn represen-

tatives of the County Board of Commissioners, the City Council of Hardin, and
the Hardin ChaMber of Commerce.

The staff specified in the initial grant consisted of an executive
director, a development specialist for each reservation, and a secretary.
The 1969 grant added a part-tine secretary and the 1970 grant a part-time
planner to the staff.

The executive director is appointed by the Board of Directors. Accord-
ing.to the grant application materials, the director then appoints the.develop-
sent specialists subject to the approval of the Board and EDA. In fact, the
tribes have firmly controlled the selection process and have dictated the per-
sonnel to fill these positions. Both the former and present director have
publicly expressed dissatisfaction with the inability to choose their own staff.

The original executive director of the program was Willard "Gus" Raines.
Mr. Raines was a Crow Indian and local rancher. He was highly thought of by
those who worked with him and for him. Unfortunately, Mr. Raines was killed in
an automobile accident in 1970. rhe ch..4.11opment specialist for the Northern
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Cheyenne served as Acting Director for a several month period until a new
director was appointed. The Board chose Stanley Stevens for the alrector-
ship and he has been in that position since Novtmber 1970. Mr. Stevens is
of Crow ancestry and had been serving as the economic development specialist
for the Crow Tribe under the Community Action Program. Mr. Stevens lives in
Billings and commutes to Hardin. He has a degree from the University of Montana
and has business experience in pharmaceuticals and with the telephone company.

The Crow development specialist is Mrs. Eloise Pease, a member of the
tribe. Mrs. Pease has long been active in tribal affairs and has served on
many committees under the tribal General Council including the Industrial
Development Committee. She has held her present position since the establishment
of the program.

The original planner for the Northern Cheyenne was John Andrews, a
graduate of the University of Denver and a non-Indian. Mr. Andrews served
in the position from the establishment of the program. He served as acting
director after the death of Mr. Raines. He had applied for this positon
on a permanent basis but was not chosen by the Biard, In light of this
and the Northern Cheyenne's desire for a tribal member in the position ot

development specialist for their Reservation, Mr. Andrews resigned and
tont Mr. Stevens' old job as CAP economic development specialist for the
Crow Tribe. He was replaced by Robert Bailey, a member of the Northern
Cheyenne Tribe, in December 1970.

The office accommodations for the planning program leave much to be de-
sired. A local automobile agency has granted space in Hardin which serves as
the headquarters for the program. These facilities include a large office
for the director and an outer office for the secretary. The development
specialists spend much of their time at the reservational headquarters. In
neither case do they have assigned office space. Therefore, when at tribal
headquarters, the development specialists work where they can finJ a vacant
desk or table and when in Hardin, they use a large table in the director's office.
The lack of a fixed location not only affects their ability to do their jobs,
but also makes communiqation among the staff members and with outsiders a hit-_
or-miss arrangement.

Historically, the Crow and Northern Cheyenne Indians have not gotten
aloug together. The hostilities between the tribes date back over a century.
Today the friction between the tribes is heightened by the greater progress
experienced by the Crows as a result of their superior resources, geographic
location, capital wealth and tribal leadership.

Traditionally, the relations between both reser xions and the white
community in the area have not been based on mutual re -ct and cooperation.
Indian resentment of their treatment by the whites and wnite prejudicial
attitudes toward Indians are manifest in this area of Montana. The planning
program of the Big Horn Economic Development Corporation began with this
background of a century of hot and cold war between its tripartite constituency.

A century of sentiments and interaction of a largely negative nature
clearly could not be overcome in less than three years. The Crow Indian Tribe
has dynamic leadership and a number of development projects either in operation,
under construction or on the drawing boards. They have made notable progress
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in development efforts and the sense of pride and accomplishment permeates
their leadership, The Northern Cheyenne, by contrast, have made little pro-
gress toward economic self-sufficiency. The Crows pursue theit goals vigorously
but usually independertly of the Economic Development Corporation. The tribe
stays well in charge of its affairs and at best seeks assistance or advice from
the Corporation. The Northern Cheyenne need and have used the assistance of
the Corporation staff to 4 greater degree than the Crow, Through the staff, the
Northera Cheyenne have received technical assistance funds from EDA, business
loans from SBA, and training funds. The two reservations, however, are dealt
with more as separate entities than a unit. The development specialists seem
to work more for their respective tribes than for the district agency. Less
attention is paid to Hardin than the two reservations.

While the Crow and Northern Cheyenne Tribes and the community of Hardin
have not developed a co-ordinated co-operative approach to economic development
as a result of the Big Horn Economic Development Corporation, the Corporation
has served as a focal point for some communication. Several individuals with
close ties to the program claim that while a unity of purpose and concerted
action has not resulted, the three component organizations of the Corporation
have greater opportunity for achieving these aims than without the Corporation
and that indeed some progress has been made. Communication is the essential
first step for cooperation, and perhaps the progress in communication is as much
as could be expected in the short history of this program.

The program staff has attempted to bring various industrial ventures to
the district. They had succeeded in establishing a post and pole plant on the
Northern Cheyenne Reservation by securing an SBA loan for a tribal member. This
plant, however, subsequently closed. The principle industrial pursuit of the
program has been the development of a multifaceted beef production operation on
tLe Crow Reservation. The Reservation has a (now closed) pellet mill and seeks
to develop feed lots and a packing plant for a completely integrated production
capability. At the present time there is an interested entrepreneur and dis-
cussions are in progress. Another major effort at the present time for the
staff is trying to locate a firm to take over, and hopefully expect the Holly
Sugar Company.plans.: A large sector of the local economy is associated with
this facility and its closure has been a severe economic blow to the Reserva-
tion. The program staff has been active in preparing proposals tor govermeent
funds under several programs, including EDA, SBA, HUD 701 planning funds and
others. /n 1969, the staff prepared an OEDP for the district. he Crow
Reservation had had a 1962 OEDP which was professionally prepared by the
Stanford Research Institute.

In summary, the obstacles combining the district planning program in
woAting to achieve its objectives are many. The Crow have an industrial
Development Commission which is active and energetic and runs independently
of the Economic Development Corporation. The tribe is well established to
handle development matters and projects and does not co-ordinate with the
Corporation to a great degree. Politics on the Crow Reservation are such that
the leadership stays in close control of development matters. On the other
hand, the leadership on the Northern Cheyenne Reservation is neither strong
nor firmly In power, and its ability to effectuate programs and projects is
limited. This tribe is more willing to work with the Corporation, but its
headquarters In Lame Deer are some 50 miles from the Corporation offices in
Hardin. The political circumstances on both reservations, though very differ-
ent, work to make the co-ordination function of the Corporation very difficult.
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A. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Background Summary

The Crow Creek Indian Reservation is located it. central South
Dakota. Fort Thompson, the administrative center of the Reservation, is
located 60 miles southwest of Pierre, the state capitol. The Reservation,
which is located on the western border of the Big Bend Reservoir, occupies
approximately 285,930 acres. The Indian population of Crow Creek is esti-
mated to he 1153.

EDA assistance to the Crow Creek Reservation has consist d of three
public works projects (an industrial park, recreation complex, ant water
storage tank), a two year joint planning grant with the Lower Brule Reser-
vation, and a current planning grant specifically for the Crow Creek Reser-
vation. The impact of the recreation complex, the largest EDA project, is
anticipated to be substantial, based on current returns to the tribe. None
of the other EDA projects, however, have had significant job or development
potentral impact on the Reservation.

2. Conclusions

The Lmpact of EDA assistance to the Crow Creek Reservation has been
confined almost exclusively to the Crow Creek tourism project. This project,
at a cost to EDA of $887,600, has already provided employment to 30 persons,
with a potential for more during the tourist season. Almost all of the jobs,
however, pay only the minimum wage rate, and few, if any, have advancement
incentives. Income generated from the project that has returned directly to
the tribe is at a rate of $39,360 per year (based on the first six months of
operation), and not all of the space in the business complex section has yet
been leased. If appropriate management for the project can be located, there
is every reason to believe that the complex could provide the tribe with sub-
stantial additional income that could be used for other tribal enterprises.

The EDA funds used to develop the industrial park, on the other
hand, have had no substantive impact. Although several firms have at various
times located on park sites, none have had sufficiently sound management or
marketing strategies to insure continuous operation. As a retult, the industrial
park project cannot yet be credited with any job impact. Nevertheless, the
park has provided the Reservation with an important component of infrastructure
which could well be exploited in the future, and its presence enhances the de-
velopment potential.

With respect to the planning grants, neither have produced any iden-
tifiable changes in the development process of the Reservation. This can be
attributed largely to the fact that the planner has had to allocate almost
all of his time to the manageme...* of the Reservation's business activities.
No comprehensive guide for foh.:1-.. development on the Fnservation exists, and
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little attention has 4 focused on the development of new plans and

programs.

3. Recwmendations

The efforts of the tribe to induce industries to locate on the
Crow Creek Resetvation have not produced coamensurate results, and where
the tribe has been successful, the industries have not proven to be stable
enough to remain in operation. All of these efforts, however, have been
expensive both iu terms of time and dollars. There is a definite need for
the tribe to develop an overall economic development strategy that would
delineate the types of ventures that would be both most profitable to the
triue and most compatible with the interests of tribal members, and yet

would be reasonably able to locate on the Reservation.

The Craw Creek tourism complex, conpleted in the spring of 1971,
is expected to make a significant contribution to the economy of the Reser-
vat,on. Returns for the first six months, though not exceptional, do reveal
copsitlerable potential for the future. Howexer, if the tribe is to deriee
substantial benefits from the cumplex, it is essential that it secure effec-
tive management far all complex operations. Utilization of the current plan-
ner as complex business manager has resulted in neither continuation of mei.
needed planning and program development activities nor in the training of an
Indian entrepreneur to serve as complex managers

ln light of the above, the following actions are recommended for
the consideration of the Crow Creek Tribe:

1. An effort should be made immediately to secure effective manageaent
for the tourism complex. The t-lbe should advertise widely for
this position, so as to locate capable and experienced managewent.
lf a non-lndian is hired as manager, he should be hired with the
understanding that a local Indian be trained for a management role
in the near future. Consideration should be given to setting up
the tourism-recreation complex under a separate corporation to
bring it out from under tribal politics.

2. It is important for the tribe to continue to promote Indian entre-
preneurship on the Reservation. This effort should apply not only
to the available space in the tourism complex, but aleo to the
businesses which might be located in the industrial park.

5. An overall development strategy for the Reservation should be pre-
pared and agreed to. Existing documents are of lmost no veaue as
guides to che formulation of growth strategies. While over-planning
should be avoided, it is important thut there be agreement on a
logical course of action.

4 Consideration should be given to the development of a planning
commission that would serve to define priorittes to guide re-
source allocation on the Reservation. No such organization now
exists, and there is no method available for mobilizing support
for aevelopment projects.
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5. The tribe should selectively continui efforts to attract industries
to the Reservation. While it is reco3nized that there are difficul-
ties in attracting industries with gutwanteed stability, tribal
investment in marginal enterprises wkich eventually fail depletes
tribal resources and discredits development efforts. Additional
ter.iGical assistance may be nquired for feasibility studies in
advance of tribal investments.
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B. SETTING AND BACKGROUND

1. Location

Crow Creek

The Crow Creek Indian Reservation, located in central South Dakota,
borders on the Big 3end Reservoir. Port Thompson, the largest population
center on the Reservation, is approximately 25 miles north of Chamberlain,'
the nearest city furnishing retail and service facilities. Pierre, the
capitol of South Dakota, is 60 miles northeast of Fort Thompson. State High-
ways 34 and 47 provide access to the Reservation. Highway 34 traverses Crow
Creek from east to west, and Highway 47 extends from Chamberlain north
througb the Reservation. Commercial airline service is available at Pierre.
The Corps of Engineers has an airport facility (not all-weather or lighted)
st Fort Thompson capable of handling light planes. Rail service is available
at Pierre (Chicago and Northwestern Railroad) and Chamberlrin (Milwaukee Rail-
road).

2. History

The Crow Creek Reservation is the home of the Lower Yanktonai
Crow Creek Sinox, a division of the Nakota or Central Sioux. The Ilakota

Sioux were first met by white explorers in Northcentral Minnesota around
the end of the 17th century. 1. more white settlers appeared, they moved
west into the Plains area where they developed an economy based primarily
on the buffalo. Although habitually at war with other tribes, the Sioux were
not actively hostile to the white immigrants until large waves of settlers
threatened to destroy the buffalo herds, Shortly after the Minnesota up-
rising, a reservation was established in 1863 st Fort Thompson.

The more recent history of the Reservation area is characterized
by lessening opportunities in agriculture, and heavy outmigration. The

population of the Crow Creek Sioux Reservation is approximately 1153. Of
this number, a majority live in the town of Fort Thompson, where the greatest
employment opportunities can be found.

3. Resources and Economy,

Land constitutes the primary natural resource of the Crow Creek
Reservatioo, although the amount owned hy Indians has been diminishing steadily
since the formation of the Reservation. The first specific area of the Reser-
vation was 285,930 acres. Between 1890 and 1930, much of this land was allotted
to approximately 1600 Indians. Thereafter, through land sales, issuance of
fee patents, and various takings by the Federal government for construction of
Fort Randall and the Big Bend dams, Indian holdings have been greatly reducad.
It is currently estimated that 103,615 acres are presently owned by Indiaft.,
both tribally and in individual allotments.
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The land that is now owned by Indians is suitable only for tattle
grazing, as much of the irrigable land 1-.as been sold to whites. Income from
grazing was calculated to be approximately $322,000 in 1970. Mineral re-
sources on the Reservation are limited to gravel and low grade deposits of
manganese.

The potential of the land for recreational purposes, on the other
hand, is considArable. Lake Sharpe, one of the four great lakes of South
Dakota, borders the Reservation. The Corps of Engineers has constructed boat
ramps and docks so that tourists can take advantage of the boating, water
sports and fishing afforded by the lakt. Five million rainbow trout have been
stocked in the lake, and the surrounding lands are supplied with deer, antelope
and water fowl, To capitalize on this reeteational potential, the Crow Creek
Tribe, with the help of EDA has constructed a tourist complex at Fort Thompson,
This complex, which includes a 40-un:t motel, restaurant and lounge, liquor
store, laundromat, beauty and barber shops, service station, trailer park,
rodeo arena and Indian pow-wow area, is expected not only to provide employ-
ment opportunities for local residents, but is also expected to enhance tribal
income considerably. Although it was open for the 1971 tourist season, there
was not sufficient time for adequately advertising the available facilities.
Nevertheless, utilizing averages calculated from the first six months of opera-
tion, the tribe expects to be able to return a minimum annual profit of approxi-
mately $30,000.

With respect to industrial and commercial development, the tribe,
with the assistance of EDA, has developed an industrial park area with complete
water, sewer, access toads and curbs. Two buildings were constructed by the
tribe on the park, one for the use of a muffler manufactuer who subsequently
went out of business, and one for the use of a manufacturer of totem poles,
tamps and other products, who also went out of business. Two additional firms
occupied the muffler plant, but both are now out of business. The factory is
now being used to pretuild homes for the Reservation by a joint euerprise of
the tribe and the Dailey Redwood Construction CompaLy. This operation, however,
can.in no way be attributvd to the EDA industrial p:ak project, as its location
on the Reservation was not dependent upon the existence of the park.

Commercial facilities on the Reservation, though still limited,
are beginning to expand as a result of the EDA-funded tourism/business complex.
At the present time, there are two local grocery stores in eddition to the
facilities available at the complex. The tribe is hoping take over one of

the grocery stores to make it into a tribal enterprise.

Of the total Reservation labor force of 36, 70 percent are currently
unemployed. Federally funded programs (Title I and 0E0) are the largest employ-
ers, with the remainder scattered among tribal enterprises and agricultural
activities. Zarned income accounts for 63 percent of total personal income,
and welfare and other assistance programs account for 37 percent. The average

annual per capita income on the Reservation from all sources was calculated
to be $992 in 1970.
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4. Tribal Government

The Crow Creek Tribe is incorporated, having decided not to accept
the provisions of thc Indian Reorganization Act of 1934. The tribe adopted
a constitution which was approved by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in
1949. This constitution calls for the election of a six person tribal couchil
including a chairman every year.

The present tribal administration is headed by Robert Philbrick,
who has hcld the position of chairman a number of different times in the
past years. Marked friction, however, exists between the chairman and one of
the other council members, who has recently been circulating petitions to have
the current administration recalled. Nevertheless, there appears to be little
change between this and previous administrations, and the actions of the council
have been relatively consistent over the past five years.

5. Community Development

A small 0E0 program, operated in conjutction with e-e adjoining
Lower Brute Reservation, provides services at Crow Creek. Programs offered
include Head Start, housing improvement, general services and manpower de-
velopment.

Officers of the Bureau of Indian Affairs have not been located on
the Reservation, but rather at Pierre. This has diffused the force of Bureau
programs at Crow Creek over the past several years. BIA offices are scheduled
to move to the Reservation in 1972, however, and it is expected that this will
substP.ntially increase communication and improve services on the Reservation.

Current housing on the Reservation consists of 90 units of low-rent
housing, and 10 BIA Home Improvement Program houses. Additic illy, over 100
homes have been repaired under BIA and 0E0 programs. The loc...1 lousing author-

ity has an app-oved program for 64 additional low rent eats, and applications
forwarded for 136 more mutual help homes.

There are 451 Crow Creek students residing on the Reservation enrolled
in BIA, public and mission schools. Although there is a BIA elementary school
located at Fort Thompson, high school students from the area attend the public
high school at Chamberlain. A total of 200 educational grants were processed
in the past year, 163 for high school, and 37 for higher education. The
Public Health Service operates a clinic on the Crow Creek Reseration although
thc closest hospital facilities available to tribal members are located in
Chamberlain.

6. Planning

For two years beginning in 1969, the Crow Creek Reservation shared
an EDA planning grant with the neighboring Lower Brute Reservation. Various
dis es between the tribes, however, disrupted the planning process, and
lea to a Lower Brute withdrawal from the grant. For fiscal year 1971, the
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for a separate grant. This was approved by EDA,

retained, Additional planning efforts on the
a 701 plan completed several years ago. This

been updated, and is of limited value.
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6. PROJECT ANALYSES

The following EDA projects have been funded on the Crow Creek
Reservation:

Type and Nature of Project Pro'ect No. Date
yunding

Grant

1. PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS

a.

b.

Industrial Park

Tourism/Recreation Complex

06-1-00139 1968 $ 60,168

1. Water, sewer, roads 06-1-00645 1969 $164,000

2. Motel cOmpin 06-1-00658 1970 $723,600

c. Water Storage Tank 06-1-00879 1971 $153,000

Total Approved $1,100,768

2. PLANN1NC GRAN/S

a. Lower Brule/Crow Creek Grant 06-5-15008 1969 $11,690

b. Lower Brule/Crow Creek Grant 06-5-15008-01 15t70 $12,700

c. Crow Creek Planning Grant 06-5-15019 1971 $23.000

Total Approved $47,390

TOTAL APPROVED - ALL PROJECTS: $1,148.158
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1. PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS

a. Industrial Park, Project No. 06-1-00139, 1968

Tbis public works project, initiated by the tribal leadership, pro-
/Wed for the development of an industrial park area with water, sewer, access
roads and curbs and gutters. An application for funds was prepared in Octo-
ber 1966, the nroject was approved in mid-1967, and the park was completed
in July 1968.

Total cost of the park was $75,336. EDA contributed a grant of
$60,i68, and the tribe contributed $15,168. The tribal contribution com-
bined land costs, an industrial building, and a cash payment.

At the tine of the EDA application, a muffler plant, Sioux
Mufflers, Inc., was already operating in a tribally constructed 12,000
square foot industrial building in the park area. Water was being drawn
from a well, and a septic tank was being used for sewerage purposes. By

the time the six inch water main and eight inch sewer main constructed
under the EDA grant were completed, however, the muffler plant was barely
operating and was employing only three persons. As a result, it vacated the
building on the Industrial park, which was then used by Omni Design, Inc. and
subsequently by Kaiser Inc., both of which are now out of business. The
muffler plant, which still emphys three persons, continues to operate in a
small building in the Fort Thompson area, far from the industrial park. The

building initially constructed for the muffler factory is being used by a
joint enterprise of Dailey Redwood and the tribe to prebuild low-rent homes
for the Reservation. The Wilding is used only as a storage convenience,
however, and the home building operation can in no way be attributed to the

existence of the EDA park project.

To attract additional industries, the tribe repaired a building
which was obtained from the Corps of Engineers, and relocated it to the-
industrial park. This building wts occupied by Sioux Industries, Inc.,
which manufactured totem poles and lamps. At one time, this plant employed
16 persons full-time, and 50 persons part-time in cottage industries. Due

to inexperienced management and inadequate marketing, Sioux Industries closed
down its operation in May 1971. The building is currently unoccupied, al-
though the tribe is continually Seeking new industries for the Reservation.

No job impact can be attributed to the EDA project, although the
park represents an important piece of infrastructure that may be exploited
in the future. Coupled with other physical changes on the Reservation since
the completion of the park, particularly in terms of housing additions, water
availability, and the tourism complex, the Reservation is in a far better
0'.1(.1wn now to attract a sound industry 6dr Fort Thompson.
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b. Crow Creek Tourism Complex

I. Water, Sewer, Roads, Project No. 06-1-00645, 1969

2. Motel Complex, Project No. 06-1-00658, 1970

All economic plans for the Crow Creek Reservation have stressed tta
potential of the area for tourism and recreational development. To capitalize
on this potential, the tribe prepared an application to EDA in May 1968.
Approved the following year, construction was started at the end of 1969.
The project was opened for business in April 1971.

The complex was funded as two projects. Project No. 06-1-00645
provided funds for water and sewer facilities, and an access road. Project
NO. 06-1-00658 provided for the construction of a 40-unit motel complex,
including a restaurant and lounge, trailer park, service station, rodeo
arena, Indian pow-wow area, and a business complex capable of handling eight
small business enterprises. Project funding was as follows:

lloject No. 06-1-00645 Project No. 06-1-00658

RDA Grant $ 164,000 (80%) $ 723,600 (80%)

Tribal Contribution 41,000 (20%) 180,900 (207.)

TOTAL PROJECT COST $ 205,000 (100%) $ 904,500 (1007.)

Of the tribal contribution, $i1,000 was an in-kind land contabution. The
remainder was paid in cash.

From the outset, the complex has been beset by managerial diffi-
culties. The manager designated by the tribe to oversee the entire operation
was not able to solve them. During his tenure, only three stores were leased

and one of them, a barber shop, has since closed down. The other two, a
beauty shop and a laundromat, have barely been able to remain in operation.
The original lessor of the motel complex was not able to manage the operation
effectively, and the tribe has since taken over the management function on a
temporary basis. Operations at the motel, however, are still far from smooth.
The office Is oniy open from 7:30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m., which means that guests
ca1not check in or out either early or late. Telephone service is also avail-

able only within those hours. Of all the initial operations, only the restau-
rant and lounge, leased to a local non-Indian couple, have been effectively
managed.

Since the motel, restaurant and lounge, beauty shop, laundromat,
rad service station combined only provide returns to the tribe at the rate
of apprcximately $1025 per month (based on a perceotage of the gross pro-
vided by the lessor to the tribe) it was decided that one of the stores in
the complex should be used as s tribally-owned liquor store. The liquor

store, which has now been in operation for several months, has been pro-
viding the tribe with a net raturn of ap.roximetely $2500 per month.
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Despite the completion of a $232,000 MDTA training project for
96 Indian people to be employed at the complex, employment is still below
the 43 projected in the initial application. At the present time, the motel
employs seven persons full-time, the restaurant and lounge 20 persons full-
time, and the liquor store three persons, one full-time and two part-time.
Of the seven persons at the motel, all are Indian. Wage rates average $1.65
per hour. Sixteen of the 20 persons employed at the restaurant and lounge
are Indian, and all are paid from $1.60 to $1.75 per hour. Only one of the
part-time employees at the liquor store is Indian. Total payroll is $290.00
per week for the three persons.

To attract more tourists to the complex, the tribe is investing
$26,500 in highway signs to advertise the motel, restaurant and lounge. It

is anticipated that these signs will alert traffic driving across the state
to the facilities at Crow Creek, and that income from usage of the motel
and restaurant will rise considerably.

Efforts to secure more effective management for the complex are
also underway. The planner has been assuming charge of the operation, and
it was under his aegis that the liquor store was opened and personnei to
operate it selected. Current efforts now revolve around the hiring of a
manager for the motel, and the leasing of the additional space in the busi-
ness complex. It is also anticipated that an overall manager for the com-
plex will be hired, freeing the planner for other Reservation activities.

c. Water Storage Tank Project No. 06-1-00879, not yet completed.

Construction of this public works project. approved in September
1971, has not yet been begun. Initiated by the tribe with the assistance
of the planner, it is anticipated that the project will be completed in
mid-1972. Total cost is currently estimated to be $133,000. The entire
cost will be borne by EDA under the 100 percent grant policy.

the purpose of the project is to provide an increased water
storage facility (200,000 gallons) for the entire Fort Thompson ommmunity.
It is expected to serve the residential community, including the housing
units scheduled to be built in the next several years, and the industrial
and tourist complex areas. Approximately 60 percent of the tank capacity
is estimated for residential use, with 40 percent scheduled for industrial/
commercial use. No job impact is expected from this project.
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2. PLANNING GRANTS

a. Lower Brule/Crow Creek Program, Project No. 06-5-15008, 01, 1969-1970

For two years beginning in 1969, the Crow Creek Reservation shared
an EDA planning grant with the neighboring Lower Brule Reservation. Various
disputes between the two tribes, however, disrupted the planning process,
and lead to a Lower Brule tribal resolution calling for disengagement from
the grant. Thc Crow Creek Tribe immediately applied for a separate planning
grant, which was approved and implemented. The separate grant is discussed
below in section 2 (b).

The two joint grants were 63r $23,380 and $25,400, with tribal
contributions consisting largely of in-kind office space, equipment, and
secretarial services, The planning program staff was comprised of one
planning director and one secretary. It was expected that staff time would
be divided equally between the two Reservations.

The background of the planning director for the joint grant has
been in the construction contracting field, although he also served for one
year as an industrial development specialist with the joint Lover Brule/
Crow Creek Community Action Program. Despite a lack of specific experience
in planning, the planner's skills in the field of business development have
proven to be of some value in his activities.

During the two years that the joint grant was operative, however,
there was relatively little accomplished. The planner provided some assis-
tance to the tribe in efforts v3 induce industry to locate on the Reserva-
tion, but this effort had no positive results. No updates were made to the
OEDP, and no other strategies for development or plans for economic or
social betterment were produced.

The relationship of the planner to the tribe was also uncertain.
Although well-liked '.py the chairman, many tribal members felt that since so
little had been accorplished, the planner ought to have been replaced. How-
ever, when the individual planning grant was approved in 19717 he was selected
by the chairman to remain as planning director.

b. Crow Creek Planning Program, Project No. 06-5-15019 1971

After the conclusion of the joint plannirg grant with the Lower
Brute Reservation, the tribal chairman, with the assistance of the planning
director, submitted an application for a separate planning grant for the Crow
Creek Reservation. This grant was approved for FY 1971, and a grant was
authorized in the amount of S23,000. Total cost of the program is $32,811,
wi,h the tribal contribution consisting of $3500 in cash and the remainder in
kind.

A majoikty of the 0.11111 of the planner had to be spent in the manage-
ment of the tourism complex. The planner himself ran the liquor store until
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a replacement was hired, and he is currently attempting to see that the
additional space in the complex is leased and operating successfully.
These business development activities, white highly useful, have served
to Limit the amount of time that can be spent in the development of new
programs and proposals. The only application prepared thus far has been
for the water storage grant, a public works project that was approved in
September 1971. No attempts have been made to develop guidelines fcm the
future economy of the Reservation, and no effort has gone into meetings
with other tribes or non-Indian economLc development groups in the area.

The chairman, nevertheless, feels that the planner has been an
wvaluable asset to the tribe, and that his activities in operating the
tourism complex have been essential to its continued operation. It is
anticipated that as soon as personnel are hired for the management of the
complex, the planner will resume his regular duties as Reservation eco-
nomic planner.
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A. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I. Background Summary

The Fort Berthold Reservation is the home of the Mandan, Arikara,
and Midatsa tribes of Northern Plains Indians. The tribes have lived in
the Missouri River bottomlands since before the coming of the white man,
and the damming of the river near Garrison in 1952 and the flooding of
hereditary homelands has had an incalculable effect on the social and
economic life of the three tribes. The Garrison Reservoir caused about 90
percent of. the Reservation's population to m-ve their homes and has necessita-
ted new arrangements in traditional social patterns as well as an enforced
shift from a basically subsistence economy to one based on livestock and
grain cropping, land leasing and mineial royalties, and government transfer
payments. About 40 percent of the resident Indian income is derived from
farming and ranching, about 30 percent from eovernment mnployment, and about
24 percent from transfer payments. Minerals and business enterprise make
up only about 6 percent of the total.

EDA involvement with the Fort Berthold Reservation has been limit-
ed in terms of number of projects and impact. The EDA-funded planning direc-
tor has been an active and conscientious agent of development on the Reser-
vation, however, ari the tourist complex which he has shepherded through the
planning, applicatiAn, and construction process is only a feu weeks from com-
pletion. A community center and feasibility study had also been funded by
EDA at the time of the site visit. The three tribes hcve not been actively
involved in a development process in general or with EDA projects in par-
ticular to date, and there is a general "wait-and-see" attitude about the
Four Bears Tourist Complex in both New Town (Tribal headquarters and FDA-desig-

nated erlwth center) And on the Re4ervation. Reservation leadership is anxious

to develrp the basis for a more autonemous Reservation economy, however, and
appears to be particularly desirous of development with a high service impact.
EDA is being looked to for assistance in this process.

2. Conclusions

EDA has approved grant requests in the amount of $1,369,107 and
loan requests in the amount of $246,420 for four projects on the For..
Berthold Reservation. There has been no job or income impact from these
expenditures so far, although the tourist complex now in the final stages
of construction is expected to be a major job producer for the Three
Affiliated Tribes.

EDA has made a modest contribution to the development poten-
tial of the Reservation. The resulting improvement can be seen pri-
marily in the changes to the physical infrastructure of Port Berthold
communities and in the element of continuity brought to the Reservation
development program by the EDA planner.

EDA pUblic works projects have facilitated the construction of
an important community center at Mandaree, and the EDA planner has helped
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to prepare applications for rwo other major community/tribal buildings.
These projects play a particularly important role at the Fort Berthold

Reservation, since the Three Tribes are still very much concerned with
rebuilding communities torn apart by the flooding of Garrison Reservoir
in the early 1950s. The Four Bears Tourist Complex, in addition to pro-
viding a base for tourism development, has provided the impetus for several
new community development projects on land adjacent to it, and the com-
munity of Pour Bears Is in a very real sense the new Indian-designated
growth center.

The impact of EDA projects on Fort Berthold leadership is not
clear, as very few members of the Tribal Council were met during the
site visit. Impact appears to be slight, however, except to the ex-
tent that EDA planning director Paul Ewald has bean able to sttmulate
enthusiasm for economic development and to carry out many of the tasks
essential to it. Ewald has performed much of the proposal preparation
and data generation required for Federal funding, for instance, and has
often acted as a continuing reference point in the project development
process. The Mandaree Community Center building, funded with EDA help,
may also be said to be contributory to conditions leading to the develop-
ment of community leadership.

There has been only modest impact caused by the EDA program
on the accessibility of development program financing and on the acquisi-
tion of skills and training by Fort Berthold Indians. Ewald has been
instrumental in the processing of funding applications to other agencies
and has therefore assisted in the receipt of Federal funds, but no sig-
nificant development of private credit or financing has been achieved thus
far (other than contract-secured interim financing). Skill training is
mostly carried on for Fort Berthold citizens at the United Tribes of
North Dakota Development Corporation Training Center in Bismarck, fundedby
dw?Department of Leber; the deficiency in business and industrial op-
portunities at the Reservation has held back the development of any
meaningful government program Providing training for these types of jobs
at Fort Berthold itself. Ewald has compiled considerable data on the hie:

tory and operating programs of the Three Affiliated Tribes, and EDA has
funded a small study on the utilization of the clay resources of the Reser-
vation. No important new knowledge of Fort Berthold resources, however, is
directly attributable to EDA projects.

EDA's impact on the Fort Berthold Reservation, in conclusion, is
largely made up oi the cumulative effect of the actions of its planning direc-
tor. Ewald's major effort has been the development of the Four Bears Tourist
Complex, and the jobs and income resulting from this project will be the
most tangible evidence of the EDA program there. But the ability of
the Fort Berthold Reservation to support economic enterprises in the future will
be largely dependent upon more intangible forms of progress. The ability of its
people to build the social institutions and community cohesion upon which
reasonably strong and confident leadership can be based will determine much of
the real progress of the Reservation towards aelf.-eustaining growth and develop-
ment. For only such tribal leaderahip can both realistically assess the
development options open to it and successfully narshal the tribal support

necessary for such real progress.
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3. Recommendations

Port Berthold is certainly one of the richer of the Indian reser-
vations in terms of the wealth of the natural resources over which it has
some control. The Three Tribes appear to be a long way from controlling or
even affecting the exploitation of these assets, however, and much remains
to be done before they can begin to implement a real economic development
program.

The leaders of the Reservation have allegedly heard "too often"
that they must "get their priorities together". Real development planning
cannot proceed, of course, without this prerequisite. But the Tribes have
determined their priorities more clearly than is generally supposed.
Leaders are still caught up in the problem of putting the pieces caused by
the flooding of the Garrison Reservoir back together, and a top priority at
the present time is the construction of liveable communities. It seems
reasonable to assume that this step must take place before much emphasis
is placed by the Three Tribes on generating new jobs.

The feeling by leaders of the Three Tribes Ntt the Reservation
ought to "go it alone" needs reexamination. The economic rationale for such
a strategy appears extremely weak in view of the physical geography, trans-
portation network, and existing population distribution of the five-county
area. The scattered Reservation population will support only a minimum
number of basic commercial enterprises, and it'is not at all clear that non-
Reservation Indians will leave their towns to shop in Fort Berthold. The
lack of management skills in a people only recently (and partially) removed
from a subsistence economy will necessitate outside help in running Reser-
vation operations for some time. Animosity between Indians and residents of
New Town will have a serious effect on such Tribal ventures as the Four
Bears Tourist Complex. The new program for the acquisition of fee patent
Reservation land owned by .utsiders, for instance, makes sense if it is
used to consolidate economic farm units, but not if it is used only to get
leaseable land away from non-/odians who might otherwise be employing In-
dian people and paying them rent.

An apparent need on the Fort Berthold Reservation is for more
business and agricultural auccess models. The Farmers Home Administration
loan program for lane acquisition and the new DIA 40 percent grant pro-
gram have mu.% to offer the Three Tribes' because they will enable Indian
people to participate as producers in the cash or market economy at a prac-
tical level. The development of akill.and financial responsibility which
such vehicles will make poasible is expected to enable some Indian people to
attain higher levels of entrepreneurship. The cooperative model occasionally
employed by the FHA holds particular promise for the Indian people.

A major step in the Fort Berthold development process will be taken
by the exploitation of the lignite reaources. Private industry is very
interested in the lignite deposits and the plentiful water in the southern part
of the Reservation, and a conaortium of New York City banko has allegedly
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made a commitment to provide the necessary financing for a power plant and
einin p. operation if adequate deposits are found. A lignite supply. for the

566 mw plant of 2-3/4 million tons per year for 40 years is needed to justify
location, and an operation of that size is expected to yield at least $412.000
in annual royalties to the Reservation land owners end a1,out 100 jobs Whether
or not this is the optimum relationship between the Three Tribes and United
Power Association. its projected impact mer'ts extensive study bY competent
specialists in oider to plan for the developNent. An essential first step
would be to survey the total lignite resources available to the Reserva-
tion.

It is important when looking at the Fort Berthold Reservation to
vitw it in ttrns of its own unique development status and potential. Fort
Berthold is in an agricultural area and itA people are o; that culture.
Growth and progress must therefore proceed from that foundation. A mixed
economy which includes industries based upon realistv .. human skills ana moti-

vations attainable markets. and genuinely exploitable advantages is a
worthy objective, but massive infusions of industrial infrastructure or
business investment capital at the present time would seem to be unwise.
A successful cattle cooperative and feed lot using government-funded equip-
ment and government-leveraged financing would probably be a greater stimulus
to the Three Tribes at this time than any industrial venture. And the total
amount of lob income created by an investment is ultimately a function of the
soundness of the investment rather than the size of the constructed working

The management contract idea has much to commend it for the Four
Aears lomplex. The project does not appear to offer any hope of paying its
way prior to the completion of the Lewis and Clark Trail. and then only if
it is well managed.

The greatest value of the Four Bears project in the near future may well
be as a stimulus to a scrutiny of the project application review process. If the
real worth or a proposed project in terms of stated development objectives
(jobs, income, service impact) is not carefully analyzed during its early
discussion phases. the project can easily become invested with so much
support and momentum that it is difficult to sidetrack on any but procedural
grounds. Much more thorough proposal review should be done by responsible
authorities in the field. who view the proleci from the perspective of the de-
velopment potential and neeas ot the Reservation rather than that of a check-
list of stanoard procedures used by the funding agency. Reservation authorities
need not be faulted for portraying the proposal in the most favorable light,
but everyoneagency, taxpayer, and most of all the Indians--loses xf the
project fails.
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B. SETTING AND BACKGROUND

1. Location

Fort Berthold

The Fort Berthold Reservation of the Three Affiliated nibes con-
sists of 513,305 acres of land in five water-separated sections and another
111,663 acres of flooded land at maximum reservoir depth; 453,678 acres
of land is Indian trust land, including land held by the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers along the Garrison Reservoir. The reservoir compleiely dom-
inates the physical geography of Fort Berthold, as it does the entire five
county area in which the Reservation is located.

The amall communities of Mandaree, White Shield, and Twin Buttes
8re located on the Reservation, but the area's population centers are lo-
cated near its periphery. Seven towns of under 2000 persons, of which New
Town is the closest, lie wLthin 20 miles, and the regional centers of Bis-
marck, Dickinson, Williston, and Minot are within 100 miles of the establish-
ed borders.

Transportation is.one of the major problems faced by the Fort
Berthold Reservation, The larger towns mentioned above are all served by
commercial air service, with Minot being only 80 miles from New Town.
and all peripheral towns have rail facilities. No air, rail, or bus ser-
vice actually enters the Reservation, however, and the transportation net-
work imparts a strong centrifugal force on the reservoir-dominated Indian
enclave. Intra-Reservation commerce and'communication rely on a satis-
factory network of secondary and farm-to-market roads, but travel around
the reservoir is difficult and time-consuming. A major highway system
following theMissouri River, currently in the later planning stages, will
do much OD tie the Reservation together and to open it up for tourism and
economic development.

2. Hitt=

The Three Affiliated Tribes had settled in their present home-
land after a gradual northward movement in front of the more war-like Sioux.
By the time of the first Reservation-defining Treaty in 1851, the Mandan,
Hidatsa and Arikara were living in close proximity in river bottom earth
lodge villages practicing a culture hased on farming, hunting and trading.
The Three Tribes have traditionally accorded toyalty to the U.S. government
and no hostile outbreaks are recorded. The Fort Berthold Reservation has
nonetheless been decreased in size several times from the original 12.5
million acres to its present rize, most recently in 1910 by passage of an
act which initiated extens:ve homesteading tn the area. Tribal lawyers
have recently found a loophole in that act which suggests that certain
tFibal authority still may be exercised in the northeast sector "ceded"
in 1910, and lingering ill will between the tribes and the white dominated
towns has been focussed by this legal issue.

The region of which the Reservation is a part first saw white settle-
ment on cattle ranches in the 1880s. Substantial population growth began
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with an influx of cerr.an and Scandinavian farmers in 1910. This

growth had little effect on tie Three Tribes; their largely subsistence
patterns of living were only gradually affected by regional growth. The

area's basically agricultural econmmy has undergone major changes. In

order to compete with increasingly attractive employment opportunities in
the cities, farms had to grow large in size and mechanize.

The construction of the Garrison Dam in the early 1950s, vigorous-
ly opposed by the Three Tribes, has forced the Reservation people to take
account of and adapt to these regional changes. Many Indians were skilled
at ranching and agriculture before the dam, but the flooding and the re-
sulting emiAali's on the remaining lent has made subsistence more difficult
end 1.as caused many of those remainirl to leave the land-based occupations
for governmental jobs or welfare. The ability of the Tribes to forge new
social patterns and develop new productive skills in the years hnmediateiy
ahead will tie the most important determinant of their future.

3. Resources

The resources of the Fort Berthold Reservation are largely untapped,

and there is good reason to believe they will play a major part in the future
of the Three Tribes. Substantial lignite (low grade coal) deposits exist on
the Reservation, and total exploitable reserves in the five-county area
centering on Fort Berthold contain about nine percent of the known U. S. coal
reserve. la addition, between 500,000 to 750,000 barrels of oil are pumped
on the Reservation each year, and about $15 million in oil and gas income has
gone to the Indians since 1951. Many indications point to the development of
the 15 billion tons of Reservation lignite in the years ahead, but there is
much that can be done in the improvement of Iand use by Indian ranchers and
farmers in the meantime. The scenic beauty of the land and the Garrison
Reservoir are additional resources capable of being developed for the bene-
fit of the tribes. The Four Bears complex represents the first effort in
this direction. On balance, the natural resources of the Reservation offer
a sound base for development.

The lignite reserves on the Reservation represent a tremendous
stock pile of low-cost heat energy. The nationwide increase in the demand
for electricity has already supported the construction of several steam
generating planrs to the southeast of Fort Berthold. and lignite production
in Mercer County (which contains the southeastern portion of the Reservation)
is steadily rising to fill the demand. Most of the measured lignite reserves
in the five county area centered on the reservoir lie in formations currently
considered economically recoverable, although other areas in the State may
retain a competitive advantage for some time. The early development of
North Dakota lignite reserves has nevertheless caused increased interest in
the extensive lignite potential in the southern portions of the Fort Berthold
area, and the Three Tribes recently received over $40,000 from a local power
company for the exploration of 38,000 acres of Indian land.

The Fort Berthold Reservation lies in the center of the oil-rich
Williston Basin. The first producing well on the Reservation was brought
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in west of New Town in 1953, and since then 26 wells on Indian land have
produced over 6 million barrels. Oil and gas production and the leasing
of land for exploration and drilling has become an important part of the
Fort Berthold economy, with income from these sources yielding over $250,000
per yeat to Throe Tribes members. Oil and gas production appears to
be stabilized, however, and little new revenue is expected from tilts source.

Salt and potash depeits are known to exist in the Reservation area,
but development of these and other possible mineral resources probably lies
well in the future.

In terms of unrealized resource potential, recreation and tourism
ranks second only to the lignite reserves. The Garrison Reservoir is 200
miles long, covers 490,000 acres, and is characterized by some of the most
scenic shorelines (1340 miles in total) in the Midwest. The entire area
abounds in points of interest to those studying the history of Indien
culture ard early Western exploration.

The sparseness of local population and the remoteness of the area
from large population centers have of course been najor impedinents to the

development of the recreation resources of the Reservation area. The
regional transportation system is poorly equipped to connect the various
reservoir-linked historical sites along the early Missouri River explorers'
path and to funnel out-of-state traffic into the reservoir area. Develop-
ment of the Lewis and Clark Trail is proceeding piecemeal and under the
authority of several agencies, and the arterial highways to the north (U.S.2)
and south (Interstate 94) 'simply carry travelers across the State in the
absence of any major tourist attraction or well-developed access system to
lesser sites. Other reservations along the Missouri River are developing
tourist complexes similar to Four Bears, but unless the attractions are
developed to complement each other and until the adequate highway connections
are built, it seems likely that the various sites will compete with one
another instead of contributing to a total recreation attraction.

Even in the absence of adequate facilities, the appeal of the
Garrison Reservoir to local sportsmen and tourists has grown significantly
since the late 1950s. And the increased national interest in the beauty
of open spaces, the appeal of a bracing atmosphere, and the history of the
Indian people lend strong support to the long-run development of Reservation
tourist resources.

4. gconomv

The Three Tribes are only gradually adjusting to the conditions
forced upon them by the flooding of the Garrison Reservoir. This event
took place within the lifetime of half the Reservation Indians, and the
change from a traditional subsistence economy to a market or cash economy
which it forced upon the majority of the population has been a difficult
one. A considerable infusion of Federal agency support and transfer pay-
ments has bolstered the Reservation economy in the interim; over half the
Reservation Indian's income currently comes from these sources.

Central to the Reservation's development problem is the fact that
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it can not support an autonomous economy in the foreseeable future, and
yet the Indian population is poorly prepared and little inclined to in-
tegrate into che larger economy. Only small general scores exist in
the Reservation towns, and almost all commerce is carried on in the
peripheral towns of Sew Town, Parsholl, Garrison, Hazen, Beulah, Halliday,
Killdee., and Watford City,or in the more distant cities. The Reservation
population of under 3000 Indians (2700 in 1969) is widely scattered, and
the Indian communities which do exist use adequate secondary roads leading
off the Reservation for shopping for most needs.

The wages and salaries derived from employment on cattle ranches
and farms---many of which are made up of trust land leased from Indians---
constitute the largest single source of money for the Reservation. Oppor-
tunities for agricultural jobs have increased since 1960, despite the reduc-
tion in the number of farms and farm managers. The skill requirements for
this labor are increasing, however, and unskllled labor can currently expect
only about 30 days of work per year. Fort Berthold Indians currently wwk
part-time on a large number of the 5,000 farms in the five-county area.

The Farmers Home Administration has recently initiated a program
designed specitically to support Berthold Indians in the development of
their own farm lands. A $300,000 revolving loan fund is being made avail-
able to the Tribal Business Council for the purpose of acquiring fee
patent Reservation law! from outsiders to put back into trust status and
for assiSting in the comoination of contiguous land holdings into economi-
cally viable units. Loans are also made for cattle and farming coops oper-
ating on Reservation land. Almost 200 such loans have been extended to
Reservation Indians, and the program has been well received if as yet in-
conclusive.

A second major employer is the 0E0 Community Action Program. CAP

employs 77 Indians in such programs as Head Start, Emergency Food, Cooperative
Development, and Alcoholism Rehabilitation.

A promising source of future jobs for motivated Reservation people
is the new Northrop Aviation plant just outside of New Town. A local
development corporation composed of New Town business leaders had already
constructed a buiLding for the purpose of attracting outside ir.dustry
when Senator Young persuaded Northrop to consider the site; subsequent ne-
gotiations led to the establishment of an electronic navigation systm
assembly operation in late 1970. The firm currently employs 20 people,

of whom 13 are Indian members of the Three Tribes, Low prevailing wage
rates (Northrop starts employees at $1.60 per hour) will enable the operation
to compete with urban counterparts when the work backlog justifies in-
creased production. The present employees are performing the exacting
work to the manager's satisfaction, and Northrop otintends to stay' anl to

grow.

The agricultural resources of the area have long been the basis of
its economic activity. About 98 percent of the land resources of the five-
county area is in agricultural use, with the total equally divided b.tween crop
(mainly small grain) and grazing land. The Indian trust lands on the reserva-
tion are devoted mainly to grazing, however, with crop land concentrated on
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the northern and eastern edges of the Reservation. The upland plains
soils are fairly deep and fertile and well suited to both grain (April
through September) and livestock production, while the other land type
in the scenic badlands area in the southwest is sati-sfactory for grazing.
While the winters are cold (January mean about 10°F), the summers are
relatively cool. Rainfall varies but averages about 15 inches, A preva.
lent Reservation practice is to lease single or multiple ownership trust
land to outside farmers who can then assemble economic units for efficient
production. But Three Tribes members are increasingly using financin4
from PmHA and S8A and a land acr:uisition program run with the help of BIA
to enter the livestock and grain-based economy iadividually or in cooperatives.
Irrigation, equipment financing and farm credit, and the Reservation land
acquisition program offer considerable potential tor the agricultural devel-
opment of the Reservation.

The Four Bears Tourist Complex is expected by many to be a major
source of permanent employment when it is completed in the early fall of
1971. About 70 Reservation 7ndians are zither in training or are slated
for training at the United Tribes of North Dakota Training Center in
Bismarck in preparation for jobs expected to be generated by Four Bears.
The facility, which consists of a 40-unit motel, marina, trailer park,

service station, and laundromat, may have to operate at a reduced level
of operations until the 1972 summer season, but the long term futura of an
attractive and comfortable tourist lodging and recreation site seems
bright. Many current questions are expected to be resolved after the
management group still being sought has taken charge of operations.

Several other small business ventures have been started in New Town
which were expected to lead to substantial Indian employment, but none have
been successful. The Three Tribes and the local development corporation
were misled by the first two occupants of the Local Development Corporation's
building (currently occupied by Northrop); white and tribal funds alike were
lost in these ventures. The Three Tribes Stoneware pottery shop, a non-
Tribal buO.ness financed by the SBA and New Town church and private money,
has offered intermittent employment to about five Indian women but has been
driven by transportation and marketing problems into inactivity.

The Fort Berthold Indian labor force which is theoretically available
to take advantate of these employment opportunities currently nunbers about
1000 persons (929 In 1970). The impact of seasonal agricultural jobs
significantly affects the employment rate, but as many as 70 percent of
this labor force were unemployed in September 1970. The high unemployment rate
is a function of the lack of well-defined employment opportunities on the
Reservarion, a low labor force mobility resulting from lack of job-specific
training, and a common preference for the life style of the indian culture.
General educational attainment levels are rising in response to recent large
educational investments by the BIA on the Reservation, but a severe shortage
of vocational training still exists.

The median annual income of the approximately 500 Reservation
families was calculated in 190 to be $1,800. A staggering 85 percent of

all families earn under $3,000 per year.
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5. Tribal Government

The official Leadership of the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort
Berthold Reservation is vested in the ten-member Tribal Business council.
Members are elected from among the enrolled members of the Three Tribes,

including those living in nearby towns, for two year terms. The Tribal
leaders operate subject to the provisions of a Constitution and Bylaws
originally approved in 1936 and a corporate charter ratified in 1937. The
Tribal Business Council can theoretically draw upon the counsel of an
Economic Development Commission composed of business leaders and government
agency representatives, but the latter body is not used in practice.

The Three Tribes are members of the United Tribes of North Dakota,
along with the Fort Totten, Turtle Mountaln, and Standing Rock Reservations.
This recently incorporated "coordinating" body is the recipient of an EDA
district planning grant, operates a large Indian job training center in
Bismarck, and is acting to take over State-wide programs for Indian people.

Tribal government has proven to be a difficult process on the Port
Berthold Reservation in recent years. The existence of three separate tribes
and at least two somewhat separate cultures (the older-Mandan and Hidatsa people

speak a Siouan dialect, the Artkara a separate language), the geographical
and social isolation of the reservoir-separated communities, and the
unusually serious economic situation of a large portion of the membership
have combined to render consensus and coordination difficult. Reservation
politics is unusually divisive in the apparent absence of a feeling that
all members may progress together towards some common goal. Tribal leader-

ship is currently emphasizing the attainment of greater autonomy from
the outside economy in general and New Town in particular, and they are seeking
°NS, ETA, and EDA public works type projects for the development of existing
Reservation communities and the Pour Bears area near New Town.

Non-member "resource people" such as BIA staff members and me
EDA planner have provided ome continuity during the recent years of
the difficult post-dam period, but a growing mood of self-determination is
creating increasing restiveness with this Situation. Responsible non-
member authorities seem willing, for their part, to defer omewhat to
capable leadership. It temains to be seen whether the emerging ReServation
spokesmen can focue available resources, including the latent energy of
their people, into a sound and shared scale of priorities out of which
development planning and implementation con proceed.

6. Community Development,

The construction of adequate community fscilities as a basis for the

strengthening of social institutions is a major goal of Three Tribes leader-

ship. The Reservation towns of White Shield, Mandaree, and Tein Buttes were
poorly endowed with utilities nd dwellings at the time df the large influx

of Indians in the early 19501s, and extensive development of water and sewer

facilities, community buildings, and Public Health facilities has occupied
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the Reservation leadership in recent years. The Four Bears area adjacent
to the new Tourist Complex is also being developed as a population center
and as a proposed Tribal government site. Roads have also received recent
attention, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs has budgeted about $3 million
for road construction and improvement through 1975.

The education system in the Fort Berthold area encompasses public
schools, "coordinated schools", church schools, and BIA-operated boarding
schools. Many young Indians are bussed to off-Reservation public schools,
with local school districts reimbursed on a per-pupil basis. New on-Res-
ervation schools are operated cooperatively by BIA and community school
districts. The 0E0 Community Action Program operates a popular Head Start
program in five Indian communities including New Town. High school retention
ratea are relatively high, and all Reservation schools are accredited by
the State. College enrollments are growing strongly; tribal college en-
rollment has doubled from 33 since 1965.

Fort Berthold Public Health Service facilities include satellite
clinics at Mandaree, Twin Buttes, and White Shield and a large new health
center at Four Bears across the road from the Tourist Complex. PHS has
also budgeted $1 million for water and sewer projects at each of these
locations.

A community building has been constructed at Mandaree, and additional
buildings are planned at the othe communi.ies. The Mandaree building, con-
structed with a combination of NUD, EDA, and Tribal funds, has aerved as
an important focus for social activities and for the work of the Community
Action Program and other Federal agencies.

The housing program of the Three Affiliated Tribes is operated
through a Tribal Housing Authority. The Authority began a housing program
uttlizing Federal Housing Administration, Mutual Help and Low Rent programs
in 1968; 50 units of low rent housing have recently been completed in White
Shield and Four Bears. 0E0's Home Improvement Program has been of some
assistance in repairing older homes.

The Community Action Program is the aingle largest employer of
Reservation Indians at the present time. Over 75 staff members under an
Indian director are administering 0E0 programs and are seeking additional
control over Bureas programs run for the benefit of the Three Tribes.
CAP also sponsors a Neighborhood Youth Corps program jointly with the
Tribal Business Council.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs is conducting discussions with the
Tribal Business Council which may soon lead to Tribal management under con.
tract of Reservatton property formerly run by BIA, such as water and sewer
facilities. The BIA would aasign its interest to the Tribal Business Council
and pay a fee to tt for the operation of shared facilities. The Bureau has
in addition drawn up a $680,000 contract with a cooperative of Indian con-
struction workers to build and improve Reservation roads. BIA administration
of Aid for Dependent Children, Sonial Services programs, Surplus Commodities,
and Institutional and Foster Care is increasingly coordinated with the Tribal
Business Council and the CAP.

1.09
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C. PROJECT ANALYSIS

The follwing EDA projects have been funded (or are being con-
sidered for funding) on the Fort Berthold Reservation:

ape and Nature of Project Pro ect Wo.
Funding

Date Grant

1968

1969 $ 15,300
1969 171,200
1969 709,500
1970 409,000

Pending*

Loan

1. PUBLIC VOHS PROJECTS
06-2-00587

06-2-00675
06-1-00676
06-1-00677
06-1-00677-01

$ 20,000

6,120

42,800
177) 500

a. Mandaree Community Center
b. Four Bears Tourist Complex

1) Sewers and Sewage Lagoon
2) Water and Sewage System
3) Tourist Pacilities
4) Supplement

c. White Shield Community Center

TOTAL APPROVED $1,305,000 $246,420

2. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS
06-6-09192 1968 2,500a. Clay Products Feasibility

b. N. D. State Univ. Center for

Economic Development 06-6-09245 1969-71

3. DISTAICT FUNNING GRANT
a. United Tribes of Worth Dakota

Development Corporation
1) 12-month Planning Grant 06-5-11014 1969 22)14G
2) 12-month Planning Grant 06-5-11014-01 1970 265757
3) 6-month Planning Grant 06-5-11014-02 1971 12,710,

TOTAL APPROVED $ 61) 607 **

TOTAL APPROVED §10.61t1L7 $246,420,

* This project was approved by EDA with a $128,638 grant in'June 1971.

** This grant was made for the benefit of all four North Dakota Indian Reservations.
The listed amounts are the pro-rated shares applicable to Pt. Berthold.. As pointed
out in the project descriptions, however, the four Reservations have not, in fact,
derived equal benefit from the grant.

Detailed project-by-project descriptions and analysis follow:

1. PUBLIC WORKS PIOJECTS

a. Mandaree Communitx Centers Project No. 06..2-00587, 1968.

EDA participated with UUD's Public Facilities program to assist the
Three Tribes in the conatruction of s small community center at the largest and
most heavily populated Indian town of Mandaree in 1968. The need for the facility
had long been apparent to the Tribal Business Council, ard an application was
submitted to HUD and EDA in Hay of 1967. After a long period of negotiation) the
application for a $20)000 loan for 10 years at 4-1/47. interest per annum was
approved a year later Ibe Tribal Business Council contributed $5,500 to the pro-
ject, and HUD granted a total of $76)515 to the total project cost of $102,015.
Ibe note to EDA ie secured by an assignment of building rentals received from
the Community Action Program (originally $2,040 per year) ard by other Tribel
income if necessary.

The impact of the community facility appears to have been significant
in terms of service to Mandaree. Preeent "users° of the building usually range
from 35 to 50 persons on a weekday, primarily Headstart personnel (6 employees)
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and students and various CAP outreach program recipients. Earlier bene-
ficiaries of the project have included about a dozen heavy equipment trainees,
some Turnkey III trainees, and many CAP trainees. In addition, the Center
has been used for community-wide meetings and social events, and as the
center for civic activities.

Any attribution of jobs and income benefits to the center, how-
ever, appears unjustified. Almost all of the training which has taken
place in the center, with the exception of that for the heavy equipment
operators, has been unrelated to specific jobs (other than CAP employment).
Most of the 10 to 15 heavy equipment operators who attended some training
sessions at the center took additional training, including all of their
practical training, elsewhere. Discussions with Mandaree and CAP leaders
indicate that the building is thought of as a HUD project, anyway. The
$20,000 loanEDA's first involvement with Fort Bertholdwas appreciated
but not considered of overriding importance to the project or the "develop-
ment progranu"

Fort Berthold leaders have learned much about the use of a
community center by the project. The building is considered inadequate
for the uses to which it is put by today's standards, and hard use has
worn it down quickly. Plans for the White Shield and Four Bears buildings
are grander (and more expensive) as a result of the Mandaree experience.
An application for a $514,000 facility for White Shield is currently being
processed.

b. Pour Bears Tourist Complex
1) Sewers and Sewage Lagoon, Project No. 06-2-00675, 1969.
2) Water Distribution and Sewage Collection System, Project No. 06-1-00676,

1969.
3) Tourist and Recreation Facilities, Project No. 06-1-00677, 1969.
4) Supplement, Project No. G6-1-00677-01, 1970.

The three associated public works projects through which the Four
Bears Tourist Complex is being built comprise EDA's ma;or effort on the Fort

Berthold Rtservation. The coMbined projects are designed to provide a uajor
earning and job-providing asset to the Three Tribes on Reservation land tm-
uediately adjacent to the Pour Bears Bridge. The 40 acre complex is to
consist of a 40-unit motel, a restaurant, a aarina with building and docks,
a trailer park, a service station, and laundry facilities when it is com-
pleted in the early fall of 1971. It has been expected to provide about
80 jobs to local people, with a uajor portion of these jobs slated for Indiana.

The Four Bears project is largely the result of the efforts of Paul
Ewald, EDA-funded Fort Berthold planning director. Many people have been
attracted to the idea of tourist accommodations at the scenic Four Bears
site which could cater not only to the tourist trade but to the desire of
New Town and nearby North Dakota citizens for a quality recreation and
dining site. Ewald had laid plans for the complex during his earlier tour
as the Community Action Program Tourism Development Officer, and when he
was selected as the United Tribes of North Dakota Development Corporation
planning specialist for the Fort Berthold Reservation in April of 1968, a
proposal was prepared to meet EDA requirements. The application was sub-

mitted to EDA in May 1968.

The total cost of the combined projects is not yet clear. An
EDA grant of $896,000 and a loan of $226,420 at 4-3/4 interest was approved
in March of 1969, but a special condition to the loan specifies that loan
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Port Berthold

day are out-of-state auto tourists, and a full 42 percent of all vehicles con-
sist of pick-up trucks, diesel trucks, and other types considered relative-
ly uninterested in a luxury motel and Indiaaculture center. The Lewis
and Clark Trail highway development will eventually funnel North Dakota
and out-or-state tourists along a Dakota "recreation highway", but the
site is poorly scrved by tourist transportation arteries at the present
time.

If the complex becomes a drawing card in its own right--some-
thing virtually every contacted individual in the state hopes for--it
may overcome this isolation problem prior to the necessary roadwork and
may even encourage such development. But this depends almost entirely on
how well the attractive and well-constructed facility is managed and on
how well it meets the needs of North Dakotans. Most local people are
pleased at the prospect of a heated indoor pool, a first class restaurant
and an attractive marina in the area, but local hostelries have adopted
a "wait and see" attitude toward the new competition. Add competition
will be keen if the facility is not operated well enough to draw new con-

sumers into the New Town area.

Thus the choice of a management group or mechanism is critical
to Four Bears in order to salvage the investment, it is almost certain
that the project itself will not soon generate the level of funds
necessary to pay the calibre of people needed to do the job. EDA surely
recognized as much when a Motel Seminar held in Bismarck in early 1970 for
the purpose of attracting a major motel group lessee to the size failed to
generate real interest. Any option which is based on the assumption that
the project will generate enough cash flow to pay the high wage payments
desired by the Three Tribes, the debt service On at least $226,420 of loan
money, and the costs of maintaining a facility on which little.apparent
cost-saving was employed in construction, and still have enough left over to
compensate outside management for the efforts required to stretch the
revenue that far, will be extremely difficult to sell.

Of more immediate importance is the need to acquire suitable man-

agement so as to free up the EDA loan funds required to complete construc-
tion. Available construction funds were scheduled in early March 1971 to
run out during the month of April.

A possible solution to the problem is the letting of a management
contract paid for out of EDA technical assistance or SBA funds to a man-
agement team known to be responsive to the tastes and desires of the North
Dakotans upon whom early marketing efforts must concentrate. The Chicago
Public Works Chief, Frank Zakrajsek, has recommended such a policy, and
Paul Evald has conscientiously sought capable individuals or teams for such
an arrangement. The fact that the complex is closer and closer to becoming
a "turnkey" project would make this arrangement more feasible.

The project still has much to offer the Fort Berthold area, but
the only real immediate benefit to the Indians themselves is expected to be
in the form of job income add occupational skills. It is extremely impor-
tant to the !DA relationship with the Three Tribes that the Four Bears
project be seen through to fruition rather than just completion of con-

struction.
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c. White Shield Community Center Project No. unknown, application in
process

The White Shield Community Center is intended to serve the same
purpose for its community as has the center in Mandaree. White Shield
has several older buildings being used by Head Start and related pro-
grams, but the proposed structure is expected to add much to ete physical
assets of the town.

The application for the center was submitted in January of 1971.
It had not been approved at the time of the site visit in March. The
facility cost estimates contained in the proposal project a total cost
of $514,553, of which 75 percent is to be provided by HUD under its Com-
munity Facility progfew. The center is supposed to lead to the creation of
27 jobs; nn credible justification for this projection was uncovered during
the visit, in view of the fact that all activities expected to be fo-
cused by or carried on in the facility are presently taking place else-
where. Enthusiasm and support for the project are high, however, and it
will be an important symbol of the growth of the small community.

2. TELHNICAL ASSISTANCE FROJECM

a. Clay rroducts Feasiblility StudyFroject No. 06-6-09192 1968

The clay resources of the Fort Berthold area have been of some
interest for many years, and in 1968, EDA approved a study to determine
if this resource was commercially exploitable. A purchase order con-
tract for $2500 was awarded to Thomas H. Miner and Associates for the
completi,n of this analysis, and the contractor completed a reprt in
June of 1968.

Little is known at the Reservation about the derivation or the

history of this contract. No copies of the report were found, no evid-
ence of the study was uncovered, and no effect attributable to the project

was ascertainable in either New Town or B4smarck.

The study serves a useful purpose in separately analyzing each
of the products for which Fort Berthold area clay vas thought to be
applicable and making general recommendations on a prodect by product,
basis. lt is difficult to find value, however, in a feasibility study
on a particular type or types of ventures which does not contain well-
documented projections of the sales, production and selling costs, and
income expected for a business operating at the particular location and

in the particular situation under study. Unspecified and undocumented
assumptions, occasional errors in fact, and a general lack of the num-
bers on which most business feasibility studies are based reduces
the value of such a-study to the decision maker. Fr instance, somehow
lost in the recommendation of another (Three Tribes Stoneware is pres-
ently operating occasionally) ducotative ceramics plant based on Fort
Berthold clay la the fact that this Reservation resource presently costs
over four timer as much as does material received from a nearby city.

The study may well have stopped any plans for a concrete block
or brick plant based on Fort Berthold raw materials and labor at the tine
'of its presentation in 1968. Any stimulus to the establishment of the
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recommended ceramics plant, however, was retarded by the lack of useable
data on which business planning could proceed and by the apparent operating
difficulties in the existing New Town ceramics shop.

b. North Dakota State Univeisity Center for Economic Development, Project
No. 06-6-09245, 1969-71

The NDSU Center for Economic Development is an effort to provide
continuing support to the development programs of each of the four Indian
reservations and six EDA designated counties in the State of North Dakota.
The Center is fended by the EDA Office of Technical Assistance under a
grant which is designed to pay administrative, travel, and salary costs
for a staff of four and for part-time University consultants. The Center

concentrates on acting as a catalyst in the development of apparently
feasible projects in the broadly.defined field of community developmect, end
it is attempting to help assistance recipients to do their own develop-

ment planning and implementation rather than to do it for them.: The Center's
twin objectives are to stabilize the rural community service systems and
to further develop the agri-business sector in the target areas.

CED staff members have had little impact on the Fort Berthold
Reservation; their ieservation work has been concentrated on the more
development-conscious Standing Rock and Turtle Mountain Reservations* Two

staff members have paid three visits to Fort 8e:thold "in an effort to get
things going", but no continuing work is being carried on there.

A more complete discussion of this state-wide program can be
found in the Standing Rock Reservation report.

3. DISTRICT PLANNING GRANT PROJECT

a. United Tribes of North Dakota Development Corporation, Project No.
06-5-11014, 1968-oresent

Each of the planners at the four Imdian reservations in North
Dakota (two at Standing Rock) is an "Economic Development Specialist"
member of the staff of the UTNDDC. The Corporation, chartered in 1968,
is a formal attempt to coordinate the activities of the component Indian
Reservations, to represent the "United Tribes" in formal dealings with
non-Indian resource and interest groups, and--increasingly--to take over
and manage those activities for the benefit of North Dakota Indians in
which a single central agency has an apparent advantage over individual
reservations. /he formal structure of the UTNDDC consists of a Board of
Directors, composed of the four Tribal Chairmen (soon to be expanded to
eight Reservation representatives) and a salaried Director, which
presides over the activities of the three staffs and their activities: the

Planning Office, the UTND Training Center, and the Johnson-O'Malley ;Ed-

ucation Funds) Of!ice. The headquarters office is located in Bismarck,

as are the Training Center and the Johnson-O'Malley office,

The history of the UTNDDC thus far has been shaped by the higher
priority placed by its members on individual reservation needs than on
coordinated state-wide programs. Ih those activities in which these two

foci appear to merge, the corporation has played a role. But the planning
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staff in particular has effected a retrenchment to individual reservations
and the relationship between the UTUDDC headquarters (which has recently
consisted of an office and an "administrative assistant") and the planners,
aside from reports and paychecks, has been on a situational basis.

The U/NDDC may now be enbarking on a new phase of its development.
A new Director has just been selected by the members, and the Board is to
be increased to eight so as to enhance the chances of a quorum at meetings.
The Board is interested in expanding the Corporation's program by adding
a Programs Office, taking over the operation of its own Training Center

in July (currently operated under contract by Bendix Field Engineering
Corporation), and more actively coordinating inter-Reservation economic
enterprises. The United Tribes concept will continue to be little more
than a paper organization, however, until it is perceived by she often
jealously autonomous reservations as filling a real need.

The Fort Berthold rep:esentatives to the UINDDC are the Tribal
Chairmen and the "Development Specialist", Paul Ewald. The Three Tribes are
currently the major recipient of training at the uTED Employment Training
Center.

Paul Ewald, the Port Berthold representative on the UTNDDC plan-
ning staff, has been at Fort Berthold for several years. As an individual
with a banking and business background, Ewald briefly served with the Three
Tribes Community Action Program as an industrial specialist and tourism .

specialist, and his energetic and conscientious efforts were instrumental
in reaching many new resources and contacts. When the United Tribes of
North Dakota Development Corporation was funded in April of 1968, Ewald wts
one of the first indivamots aelected for the grant recipient's planning
staff. He has served in that capacity ever since, in addition to a brief

tour as CAP Director in late 1968.

Ewald has been a prodigious worker during this period. He has
written many proposals, compiled an OEDP, and generated much Reservation
dare for use by others in development programs. Re has also been the prime
mover for the Four Bears Complex throughout its entire history and is
currently spending most of his time on that project. In the absence of
well-defined Tribal leadership, Paul Ewald has assumed many of the functions
of a Tribal development cadre in the interest of expediency. He hes con-
centrated on the accomplishment of projecte rather than the development of
process. Ewald's many months of service have apparently afforded him some
credibility, however, and he appesrs to be viewed by Tribal leaders with
respect and considerable trust.

No jobs are directly attributable to Ewald's efforts so far. The
Jobe provided for Indians by the Four Bears Complex will be Ewald's major
job accomplishment. Other accomplishments and activities of the planner are
briefly cited balow:

development of plan and justification for linking of two main
power lines across Four Bears channel, thereby improving
electricity service throughout New Town area

writing of proposal for White Shield Community Center sub*
mitted in January 1971
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development of data and assistance in proposal writing ror
$1 million Pour Bears Tribal Service Complex: lining up of
three architects on contingency basis

assistance in inducing Nortnrop Corporation to New Town

active participation in discussions with United Power Associa-
tion about development of lignite resources on Reservation;
instigation of $40,000 payment by Consolidation Coal to Tribal
Business Council for two year exploration rights

preparation of successful application for Office of Education
Title I funding for local schools.

direction of CAP for three month period during funding hiatus

development of information used in a proposal for receipt of
$400,000 of Crime and Safe Streets Act of 1968 funds for a
Youth Center/Foster Home

active assistance to both Tribal Business Council and BIA in
the effort to turn operational control Of Reservation services
over to the Three Tribes,

active assistance to BIA in developing a college training program
for three Indian youths in hotel management.

Ewald appears to be nearly ind:spensable to the Three Tribes, at
least during the period of time resufred to get the Four Bears Complex in

operation. This is generally acknowlledged by Reservation leaders, and this
perception is cause for concern among those who are most receptive to the
growing mood of self-assertiveness on the Reservation. It would seem that

a mechanism for passing on Ewald's skill and contacts to the Tribal leaders
would be of great benefit to the future of the Reservation, though the
training of only one or two young men might be threatening to other leaders.
An EDA-inspired initiative from both Ewald and the Tribal Business Council
to work more closely with one another might enhance the possibility that
development will continue after Ewald is gone.
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Gila River

A. CONCLUSIONS AND RECCHMENDATIONS

1. Background Summary

The Gila River Indian Reservation comprises about 500 square
miles of land in central Arizona immediately south of the Phoenix Metro-
politan Area. The Reservation is the home of almost 0000 Pima and
Maricopa Indianz. The Indians in this area were traditionally farmers
but the diversion of the waters of the Gila River by white settlers in the
late 19th century left the Indian farm lands dry. Efforts to restore ade-
quate water to reestablish the population-sustaining capacity of the agri-
cultural lands have failed despite repeated government promises. With the
demise of their traditional way and means of life, the Indians on this
Reservation fell into a classic poverty cycle. Only in 1966, with the
advent of several government programs to help native Americans, did the
tribe muster the effort needed to make a concerted attack on poverty and
its causes on the Reservation. The advantageous location of the Reser-
vation juxtaposed with a major metropolitan area presented opportunities
for economic development which are not available to more geographically
isolated Reservations. Seizing the opportunities available to them, the
Pima and Maricopa Indians on the Gila River Reservation have made a major
effort toward economic development, principally with respect to industrial
and tourism developments.

Economic Development Administration assistance has been significant

in the progress made by the tribe since 1966. Three industrial parks on the
Reservation funded by EDA have drawn a half dozen plants with more likely in
the near future. Two projects funded by EDA are distinctly tourist-oriented.
One provided for the construction of an Arts and Crafts Sales Center with
an adjoining museum and restaurant. The second, still under construction,
is a marina within twenty minutes of downtown Phoenix. /his project is

expected to draw boating enthusiasts from central Arizona, both as partIci-
pants in boating and water sport activities and as spectators to periodic
boat rating and water skiing competitions.

Service-oriented projects receiving assistance under EDA's public
works program included two community buildings for two of the dozen residen-
tial settlements on the Reservation, a youth training and rehabilitation
center for young boys with discipline or hardship problems, and a skill
training center which offers basic and vocational training to various age
groups among the tribal members.

One business loan has been extended at Gila River. This provided
a non-Indian owned cattle feed operation on the Reservation with capital to
expand.ita business. A single technical assistance project funded a study
to determine general development guidelines and specific development projects
for the four Interstate 1.0 interchanges on the Reservation.



2. Conclusions

Gila River

By December 1971, ten iDA projects on the Gila River Indian
Reservation had been completed. These projects represented a total EDA
investment of $4,387,000 in grants and $798,000 in loans. (An eleventh project
the marina, was incomplete. Since this project, and two supplemental fun-
dings for the industrial parks, are not yet at a stage to produce impact,
they are not included in discussions of impact.) Jobs deemed attributable
to these projects numbered 670. These are divided almost equally between
Indians and non-Indians. The total income associated with these jobs is
estimated at $3,443,000. About 620 of these jobs and $3,140,000 in the
associated income are results of employment in the Reservation industrial
parks. Capital expenditures in the parks have totaled over $3,500,000.
Some $100,000 of this is by a tribally owned enterprise. The remainder
represents outside private investment. Industrial prospects presently
being pursued by the park managers could result in as many as 325 addi-
tional industrial lobs. These prospects represent varying degrees of
probability. Over $1,000,000 is being sought from EDA for the establish-
ment of tribally owned agri-industry in the San Ttn Industrial Park.

The interchange development study recently completed has not as
yet resulted in impact. However, were its recommendations followed through
to fruition, this report projects an ultimate 115 jobs with $439,000 in
income. Time is needed, however, to digest these findings and consider
future courses of action.

The effect of EDA and other Federal government assistance on
the Gila River Reservation has been manifestly great. The improvement in
economic conditions is reflected in 13IA employment surveys which show as
increase in permanent employment in four years (1967 - 1971) of 540 jobs.
In that same period, the percent uremployed among the tribe's work force
dropped from 31 percent to 19 percent. While this still is an intolerably
high unmmployment rate, there is no doubt that significant progress has been
made in reducing unemployment. During the same period, the tril'e has also

made notable progress in improving the level of social services and facilities
It appears that the social and economic components of development are being
pursued simultaneously with a balanced approach.

The future offers great developmental opportunities for the Indians
of the Gila River Reservation. This is largely due to the certain continued
growth of the Phoenix area and to a lesser extent, the Tucson area. As large
continuous ttacts of land disappear within the urbanized area, increased
pressure for use of Indian land can be expected from developers. While this
urban growth presents many economic development opportunittes, it also carries
with it many pitfalls. Sale or Long-term lease of Indian land should not be

taken lightly.
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The tribe has several specific opportunities in the near future
which could be economically beneficial to the tribe as a whole and to indi-
vidual Indians. These include the possibility of a resort complex adjacent
to the marina (if the sate of alcoholic beverages can be approved by the
tribal electorate), a .C1,000 seat stadium for metropolitan Phoenix (also at
this interchange), development of an unused airfield inco an air training
academy, and future development of the agricultural potential of Reserva-
tion land.

3. Recommendations

In the brief five years since the Indians of the Gila River Reser-
vation started a concerted push toward social and economic development in
order to break the poverty cycle, significant progress has been made. How-
ever, given the strategic location of its large tract of land in the path
of some of the most explosive urban development in the United States, it
seems a safe assumption that even greater opportunities, for better or worse,
lie ahead. Lacking natural resources and sufficient water for a population-
supporting agricultural economy, the tribe's principal economic asset has
become the development value of its large land holdings. This being the
case, the following recommeadations are presented for the consideration of
che Pima and Maricopa Indians at Gila River,

1. The sale of Indian land should be avoided. Long-term leases also
result in a loss of control over the land for significant periods of time.
When giving up control in cases where this is advantageous, the tribe should
be assured of benefits at least equal in magnitude to its loss. Benefits
may take several forms -- tribal profit from lease fees and/or profit sharing,
employment and income opportunities for tribal members, and training opportuni-
ties for tribal members to acquire valuable skills. Careful consideration
should be given to the possible gains of each venture, and employment that
offers few opportunities for the advancement of tribal members may well be an
insufficient criterion for accepting non-Indian enterprise on Indian land.

2. Control of ventures on the Reservation should remain in the hands
of the tribe to the maximum extent possible. An Indian owned and operated
enterprise, when feasible, should have the highest priority. Indian ownership
with outside management may be necessary in most cases. In such cases, arrange-
ments should be made to train the necessary personnel for ultimate take-over
of the enterprise. Partnerships with outside interests is a lesser option,
hat still offers some degree of Indian pontrol. Only when the financial and/or
em.ploymenc (in terms of quality as well as quantity and dollar value of emplcy-
ment) benefits are well worth the loss of control of the land should the tribe
be willing to relinquish that control to outsiders. The tribe should care-
fully consider the future value of land holding when negotiating development
prospectS. The present value of land may be far less than its projected value
a; Phoenir grows and economic pressure on the land increases. The developers

applying this pressure will be cognizant of these real estate trends. So
must che tribe.
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3. The various individuals and gmups on the Reservation engaged in
planning should be consolidated, or at feast placed under a coordinated head.
Funds and personnel for planning activities seem adequate, but not utilized
to the highest degree possible.

4. Large ventures are usually made by large operators with considerable
experience. Their own interests will be primary in their minds. When negoti-
ating large ventures, such as the 100-unit motel complex recommended by the
Interstate 10 Interchange study or the 60,000 seat sports stadium which seemt
a real possibility, it is critical that thm tribe have outside advice and
counsei equal to the task. There is always the possibility that uhat seems
like a good deal to the novice in fact is not, or at least could be a lot
better.

5, ln order to increase opportunities for tribal members 4nd insulate
the tribal economy against sectorial. economic depression, the tribe should
continue to seek balanced development -- industrial, tourist/rec:eationai,
commercial and agricultural.

6. The non-economic spin-offs of all projects should be considered in
project planning. For example, the pride instilled in tribal members hy
the museum/arts and crafts project is a cultural plus to which it is
difficult to assign a monetary value. The cooperative community store
suggested in the interchange study is a project which would have the benefit
of promoting a sense of community. These are important factors for an Indian
group coming off a long period of psychological as well as economic depriva-
tion. After the basics of life are cared for, psychological rewards are as
important as additional economic ones.
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B. SETT/NG AND BACKGROUND

1. Location

Gila River

The Gila River Indian Reservation is located in central Arizona
about 15 miles south of the City of Phoenix and some 85 miles north of the
second largest city in the State, Tucson. Interstate Route 10, the major
arterial link between these two cities passes through the Reservation for
a distance of 30 miles. The Reservation encompasses 372,000 acres of cen-
tral Arizona's mild Valley of the Sun. The climate and topography at Gila
River are typical of the southwestern Sonora Desert region.

The almost 8,000 Pima and Maricopa Indians who reside on the Gila
River Reservation distribute themselves among 12 small conmunities. The

administrative center of the Reservation is at Sacaton. Tribal headquarters
as well as the largest concentration of community facilities are located
in this community.

2. History

The Indian residents of the Gila River Reservation are members of
the Pima and Maricopa Indian Tribes. These tribes have been farmers in
this area of Arizona for millennia. When the white man first encountered
the Pima Indians in the late 17th century, the tribe had a developed agri-
cultural economy based on canal irrigation. The extensive ditch system
relied exclusively for water on the then flowing Gila River. Hunting ana
fishing were practiced, but were secondary to agriculture. The introduc-
tion by the Spanish of wheat, livestock and new technology fostered the
Pima agricultural economy to new heights. The Pima Indians in the mid-
nineteenth century were "exporters" of agricultural production, the United
States War Department being a significant customer.

However, as the influx of whites continued into the Southwest,
the demand for water increased. As the new settlers established farms,
they diverted the waters of the Gila River for their own irrigation pur-
poses. After 1890, with the heavy water diversion practiced upstream, a
critical water shortage developed for the Indians. By 1895, the U. S.
Government had to supply wheat to the very Indians from whom several decades
earlier it had purchased that commodity. The Pimas refer to this low point
in their history as the "Forty Year Famine."

Several attempts by the Federal Government to rectify this injustice
failed, and in some cases were counterproductive. A land allotment program
to individual Indians was poorly conceived; sufficient water was still un-
available; and the division and further sub-division of land had chaotic
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repercussions. While the completion of Coolidge Dam in the 1930's brought
some relief, the Reservation never again reached a population-sustaining
agricultural economy. With the loss of agricultural employment and only
minimal opportunities in surrounding communities for employment in other
economic sectors, the future was indeed bleak. What employment there was
was largely seasonal and unemployment was great. It was in a situation
of near desperation that the Gila River Indian community took a decided
step to influence its own destiny.

In 1966, the Gila River Indian Community Advisory Board and
Tribal Council prepared an ambitious plan for social, community and
economic development of the Reservation. The plan was called VII THAW HUP
EA IV. This is traditionally what a Pima says in a crisis when he must
"do or die." It has been translated as "It must happen." The plan was
presented in Washington and the aid of several government agencies solicited.
The plan was ambitious and included 51 separate projects in four categories:
economic development, social development, community development, and tribal
government and management, Problems of inadequate housing and sanitation,
insufficient recreation and education facilities and difficulties of social
adjustment were tackled along with a concerted attack on economic problems.

The efforts of the tribe have been fruitful. The 1967 survey
showed 41 percent of the work force permanently employed, 28 percent temporarily
employed. and 31 percent unemployed. The corresponding 1971 figures are 51
percent, 30 percent. and 19 percent. In 1971, 540 more Indians held permanent
yobs than was the case in 1967.

3. Resources and Economx

The natural resources of the Gila River Indian Reservation are
limited. There are no commercially significant mineral deposits. The
soil, even in areas where it is rich, Is agriculturally unusable without
irrigation. There are 233,000 acres of irrigable land on the reservation,
but after the dimino,tion of the water flow in the Gila River and only partial
success in restoring the supply of water, only some 39,000 acres of the Reser-
vation are irrigated. Gila River Community Farms, a tribal enterprise, em-
ploys 40 full-time and 30 part-time workers. About 100 Indian families work
their own farm land with still others otherwise employed in agricultural
activities. While farming is no longer of a sufficient magnitude to sustain
the entire Reservation economy, it is still a significant source of employ-
ment and income.

Many Indian reservations comprise huge tracts of hind. Unlike

most others, however, the Gila River Reservation is not isolated from urban
population centers. The Reservation's geographic position between the princi-
pal Arizona cities of Phoenix and Tucson has developed into a significant
economic asset. From 1920 co 1960, the populations of the Phoenix and Tucson
Metropolitan Areas grew at average annual rates of increase of over seven and
six percent le.,pectively. Phoenix ranked seventh and Tucson eleventh nationally
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in terms of population growth rates. By the year 2000, the population cf
the Phoenix area is projected to increase from its present 900,000 to 2,600,000;
that of Tucson from 240,000 to over 1,000,000.

The Gila River Indian Reservation corers 581 square miles of land
on either side of the principal route between these two cities. It is pro-
jected that the Phoenix-Tucson corridor itself will house 3,800,000 persons
by 2000 making this emerging megalopolis the fifth most populous area in
the United States.

In addition to tha normal opportunities inherent in the ownership
and control of so much (tax-free) land in so stratagic a location, the
climate and amenities of central Arizona are such that the area has emerged
and is continuing to develop as a national tourism and recreation center.
Tourist expenditures in the State rose at an annual rate of 10 percent in the
decade ending in 1968 reaching $500,000,000 that year. It is estimated that
half of this money was expended in the Phoenix area.

This explosion in both residents and visitors to the area surrounding
the Gila River Indian Reservation presents both opportunities and dangers.
As developmental pressure increases on the Indian laud, the value can be
expected to rise with a concomitant pressure on the tribe from developers
desiring CO gain control of the property. The range of possibility Zor gain
and loss for the tribe and its members is great.

The economy of the Reservation has only recently begun to feel the
effects of neighboring development. With EDA assistance, three industrial
parks have been constructed. While one of these is agriculturally oriented,
the other two clearly owe their existence to the proximity of the Reserva-
tion to Phoenix. The other EDA projects are oriented to tourist and recrea-
tion markets, These, especially the marina presently under construction, are
also only feasible given the high concentration of population around the Re-
servation,

Recent and future developments will have their effect on the internal
reservation economy also. As the Indian population and personal income in-
crease, there will be greater opportunity to develop the on-Reservation eco-
nomy. The present small population is spread Among a dozen or so communities
none of which is large enough to support more than a minimal service sector
meeting the daily needs of the Reservation residents. A cooperative store
central to the Indian population's centers and along Interstate 10 to tap the

tourist market is in the planning stage. It is doubtful, however, that the
Reservation itself, unless opened to residential development for non-Indians,
will ever be able to support an elaborate service economy. Chandler, Coolidge
and Phoenix will continue to meet the sophisticated needs of the Indians.
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4. Tribal Government

The Gila River Indian Reservation is governed by a tribal council
consisting of 17 members. Council members are elected from the seven dis-
tricts into which the Reservation is divided. Each district has propor-
tional representation. Executive authority lies in the hands of a governor
and a lieutenant governor elected at large. Also elected at large are the
tribal judge and an associate judge. The secretary and treasurer of the
tribe are administrative positions filled by the council.

Leadership on the Reservation hes been relatively constant for
several years. The present governor was the lieutenant governor in the
previous tribal administration.

S. Community Development

Largely with the financial assistance of various Federal agencies,
the Gila River Indian Reservation hat. made manifest progress toward community
and economic development. In addition to the usual Pureau of Indian Affairs
and Public Health Service programs common to Indian Reservations, Gila River
has received extensive assistance from the Economic Development Administra-
tion, and the Community Action and Model Cities programs of the Federal Govern-
ment. This is the 6bly Reservation in the country with a Model eities program.
Programs have been instituted in housing, health, community organi:stion,
and education and vocational training. Since 1966, 125 homes have been :on-
structed on the Reserveion. A contract has been signed for 100 more and fund
reservations for over 100 more have been nade under various HUD programs. A
series of community buildings have been constructed, two financed by EDA and
four by HUD.

It was estimated that the Reservation receiyed about $6,400,000 in
Federal assistance in financial 1970. This includes a CommunityAction Pro-
gram budget Of $350,000 annually and a Model Cities budget of over $900,000.
This speaks highly for the "grantsmanship" of the tribal government. To
some degree the Reservation's sucee$8 in dealing with other Federal agencies
is attributable to its experience in dealing with RDA, one of the first agencies
with which the tribe had extensive dealings.

The Model Cities program on the Reservatios is unique and has had a
significant impact. The annual program budget comes to over $100 for every
Indian on the Reservation. Model Cities employs almost 100 persons in a
variety of programs. The staff needs of several EDA projects (the three
industrial parks and the Arts and Crafts Canter) are met out of Model Cities
funds. The director of the program is a young and dynamic tribal member.
HA expressed concern over the form which economic development takes on the
Reservation. Trading Indian land (assuming long.-term leases in effect result
in the loss of control of the land) for rev labor, assembly-line jobs is an
insufficient approach in his view. Re seemed to think that the tribe has not
been tough enough in negotiations and Lii pleyed a lesser role in the derision
process than was their due. He advocated more careful attention to tho type
tf economic activity sought than has been the case, and greater control of the
utilization of the Indian work force.
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6. Uinta&

Although planning efforts to bring industrial developmen t. preceded

the VII THAW HUP EA .III program, it gas with this concerted effort that planning
in earnest began on the Gila River Indian Reservation. In early 1966, the
BIA Superintendent, the tribal governor, and the tribal attorney presented
the idea of developing an action program to break the poverty cycle on the
Reservation with a multi-faceted attack on the problem. The impetus for taking
this action at this time was the emergace of various Federal programs to
st;port such activities on Indian reservations. The VH THAW HU? EA .III program
was formulated and approved by the Tribal Council by the spring of 1966. The
plan was presented to several Federal agencies in Washington in May of that
year. Then Secretary of Interior Udall appointed a member of the Interagency
Coordinating Committee as special liaison officer for VH THAW HUP EA 311. Within
a year, EDA had committed funds to construct three industrial parks, one of
the primary goals of the program. Although the economic development process
vas to have its stops and starts, it was on its way. The tribe had developed
a conscirgsness of the possibilities of improving its lot.

The Gila River Reservation is one of five reservations comprising
the South Central Planning Area of the Indian Development District of Arizona
(IDDA). Since February 1968 this EDA-funded program has provided the tribe
with sn economic development specialist to assist in development promotion.
This position is held by a graduate in economics from the University of
Arizona. He has had extensive business experience including fourteen years
in cattle and ranching, six years as a vice-president of an Arizona bank,
and five years in other business activities. The specialist is aiso the
director of the South Central Planning Area and as-such, oversees two other
development specialists serving other reservations in the planning area. He
estimates, however, that ninety percent of his time is devoted to the Gila
River and Ak Chin Reervations, both of which are in the planning area for
which he is directly responsible. Ak Chin adjoins the Gila River Reserva-
tion. He maintains his office in the tribal headquatters building in Sacaton.
Office space, secretarial help and supportive services are provided by the
tribe as its in-kind contribution toward the 1DDA grant.

The economic development specialiet views his principal function
as the creation and expedition of economic development and projects, the
preparation and foIlow-through of the EDA application process. He serves
on several of the corporations establishad by the tribe to administer various
IDA-financed projects, including the two industrial parks jointly controlled
by neighboring communities, the marina, and the Arts and Crafts Center. The
specialises only criticism of the EDA program was with respect to the busi-
ness loan program tooI. He felt the application process, investigation and
bureaucratic red tape were sufficiently overbearing as to make the pursuance
of business loans on ill-advised expenditure of time.
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The specialist reported that the South Central Planning Area staff
worked almost completely independently of the IDDA central office staff; that
there was an almost complete lack of communication with that office. He did
feel, however, that the recent appointment of a new IDDA director would im-
prove this situation.

The Model Cities program on the Reservation is also engaged in

planning. In addition to the day-to-day activities carried out by the
Model Cities staff, the director and his staff are also engaged in the
establishment of priorities for the Reservation. The scope 07 this activity
is concerned with establishing priorities among all facets of development --
social and political as well as economic. There i: some conflict with the
more specific focus of the economic development specialists, including some
of those on the Model Cities payroll.

While there appears to be sufficient personnel concerned with
development matters, the various programs are not as well coordinated as

they might be. The fragmentation of the Reservation planning effort is
acknowledged by the governor. Some effort at consolidation is needed and

he is cognizant of this.
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C. PROJECT ANALYSES

The following projects have been funded by EDA on the Gila River
Indian Reservation:

'bye and Nature of ProJect Project 21LE Funding_

1. PUBLIC WORKS. PROJECTS
Grants Loans

a. Industrial Park

1. Phase I 08-1-00281 1966 $443,000 $111,000
2, Phase II 08-1-01011 1971 286,000

b. Industrial Park 08-1-00282 1966 420,000 105,000

c. Industrial Park 08-1-00279 1967 688,000 172,000

I. Supplement 08-1-00279-01 1970 77,000 19,000

d. Community Facility Bldgs.

e. Youth Training and Reha-

08-1-00443 1967 85,000

bilitation Center

f. Museum - Arts and Crafts

08-1-00447 1967 48,000

Sales Center 08-1-00689 1968 494,000 111,000

g. Skill Training Center 08-1-00692 1969 986,000 165,000

h. Tourist Recreation Facility 08-1-00693 1969 832,000

TOTAL APPROVED $4,359,000 $683,000

2. BUSINESS LOANS

a. Cattle Feedlot 08-3-00286 1967 115,000

3. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS

a. Highway Interchange
Development Study 08-6-09252 1969 28,000

TCMAL APPROVED* * $4,387,000 $798,000

*This does not include the Reservation's share of the statewide planning
grant to the Indian Development District of Arizona, which does not lend itself
to proration. See the brief discussion at the end of Section B above regarding
planning activities on the Reservation.

A discussion and analysis ofrelic6 project follows:
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1. PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS

a. Industrial Park, Proiect No. 08-1-00281, 1966, Prolect No. 08-1-01011, 1971

The VH THAW HUP EA JU economic development program of 1966 recognized
the potential flit* industrial development on the Gila River Indian Reservation.
The location of the Reservation adjacent to the Phoenix Metropolitan Area, and
less than twc hours from TUcson, provided a significant drawing card for industry.
A major interstate highway end the Southern Pacific railroad crossed the Reeer-
vation thereby proviling a favorable transportation situation. The tribal leader-
ship becalm. aware of EDA assistance for development projects largely through
BlA officials, and in 1966 began to seek funds for a series of three industrial
parks.

The first of these parks to be funded was the Plma-Coolidge industrial
Park located on the southern portion of the Reservation near the community of
Coolidge, Arizona. It comprises 750 acres, divided into three sections.

While located entirely on Indian land, the development and operation
of this industrial park is in the hands of the Pima-Coolidge Economic Develop-
ment Corporation, a joint board made up of members representing both the tribe
and the City of Coolidge. Half the board represents each jurisdiction. This
corporation was established in 1966 for the purpose of developing end adminis-
tering this venture. Late in that year EDA approved a grant of $443,000 and a
loan of $111,000 for this project.

The Pima-Coolidge Industrial Park was completed and ready for occu-
pancy in 1969. The park offers all necessary utilities, including electricity,
gas, water and seoage, and is 15 miles from interstate 10. It is served by a
spur of the Southern Pacific Railroad.

Since the opening of the Pima-Coolidge Industrial Park, three
businesses have established operations, two of which were continuing at the
time of this evaluation.-

The fitst company to locate in the park was Nu Pac, a ubsidiary of
Sovereign Industries formed to carry out a subcontract with the Mimeo Com-
pany to build fteight containers. Sovereign invested $175,000 in building*
located on land leased on the Park in December 1968. After about 18 months of
operation, however, the Pullman contract was terminated when only half completed.
The company had employed as many as 165 men while in operation, about half of
nhom vete Indians.

Since the demise of Nu Pre, Sovereign has maintained ownership of
the building they constructed and has continued to pay the $6,000 annual
rent on the land. The company claims plans to reopen the plant with 50 employees
within six menthe.
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A second firm located in the Pima-Coolidge Industrial Park is Dela
Enterprises. This firm established operations in the park in January 1970
and is engaged in the manufacture of pyrotechnic devices such as flares and
gas grenades. It is primarily a subcontractor for the Department of Defense.
The firm was drawn to this location by the BIA Industrial Development Spe-
zialist in Phoenix. It has invested $165,000 in buildings and about $100,000
in equipment. Dela Enterprises is a subsidiary of Aero-Space Techniques
Escondido, California, reportedly a well established firm in its field.

Employment at Dela has recently fluctuated between 15 and 60 persons.
Low levels of employment occur during retooling periods. In late November,
1971, the firm had 37 employees, 20 of whom were local Indians, all operatives.
No Indiana have held one of the six managerial, professional or technical
positions. The firm expected to hire an additional 25 operatives, including
20 Indians during December 1971. The projected work force for the near future
is 75 - 80. The 1970 payroll for the plant is estimated at $200,000.

The other firm operating in the Pima-Coolidge Industrial Park is
Glia River Indian Enterprises, a tribally-owned business. This firm has been
in operation for two years and, after early financial difficultiesOs now
operating in the black. Initial problems were due to a poorly bid contract.
Management of the firm was then turned over to a professional management firm
on a contract basis, and now appears to be a relatively stable operation.
The firm is engaged in the manufacture of canvas products for mi'itary, in-
dustrial, agricultural and recreation purposes. Plans are in progress for
expansion into nylon products, principally recreational equipment such as
back packs, tents and other camping gear.

Gila River Indian Enterprises employed 100 persons in November 1971.
The payroll for 1971 is estimated at $360,000. Immediate additional hiring
is planned. Existing and projected jobs are shown in the following table.

22_ati.18-Tobs Projected Joba
Total Minority Total Minority

OfficialstManagers 2 1 2 2

Professionals 3 0 2 2

Technicians 1 1 0 0

Office/Clerical 2 2 2 2

Operatives 89 60 47 47
Laborers 1 1 0 0
Service Workers 2 1 0 0

TOTAL 100 66 53 53

The Gila River Indian Enterprises plant is located in an old airplane
hanger. The firm has an investment of $100,000 in buildings and a Like *mount
in equipment. It paya an annual lease fee to the Pima-Coolidge Economic
Development Commission of $3,300.

The industrial park is also responsible for the generation of two
jobs in park management and promotion. The park hao a full-time administrator
at $12,000 annually. He employs a secretary who earns $6,000 annually. This
$18,000 operations budget is funded by the Model Cities Program.
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The park administrator expects the addition of several new park
residents in rhe near future. Prospects actively being pursued include an
established Les Angeles brush manufacturer (25-30 possible employees), a Heil
York metal fabricator (125 possible employees), and a manufacturer of house-
hold items (75 employees possible). These prospects are all in the early
stages of development.

More immediately on the horizon is the expansion of an industrial
relay manufacturing operation from nearby Coolidge. This firm, which employe
Indians for its entire work force is thinking in terms of the eventual employ-
ment of 250 Indians within the park. It is hoped the plant construction will
begin in 1972.

The administrator of the park estimates that $50,000 in lease pay-
ments annually is necessary to return a profit. This is roughly five times
the present level of receipts. (Losses are minimized by the Model Cities
contribution for administrative salaries.) It would appear that sufficient
income levels to produce a profit are at least several years off.

Phase II of the Pima-Coolidge Industrial Park has been funded by
EDA. This $286,000 grant will provide the necessary money to pave roads,
increase the water supply, provide street lights, and construct a small
administrative office building. It is hoped that this will increase the
attractiveness of the facility and aid in attracting additional industry.

b. Industrial Park, Project No. 08-1-00282, 1466

The San Tan Industrial Park was approved by the Economic Development
Administration concurrently with the,Pima-Coolidge facility. Both parks grew
out of the VH THAW HUP EA A effort to promote economic development of the
Gila River Reservation. This park is located entirely on Indian land and,
unlike the other two Reservation parks, is not a joint project with a neigh-
boring community. This 335 acre park is controlled by the San Tan Econmmic
Development Commission, a wholly Indian body. EDA funding for the park
included a $420,000 grant and a $105,000 loan, a total agency commitnent of
$525,000.

The San Tan Industrial Park was conceived as a facility mainly to
house agriculturally oriented industry, especially feedlots and warehousing
for surrounding farm lands. While no tenants have begun operation at this
industrial park, several are expected in the near future.

Cal-Nap of Napa, California, has signed a lease for 20 acres of
park land to operate a tannery. A capital investment of $450,000 is antici-
pated. Additionally, the firm will lease 30 acres adjacent to the park for
evaporation ponds necessary to the tanning process. Initial difficulties
revolving around the possible emission of noxious odors have been resolved
with Cal-Nap agreeing to engineer the ponds as to produce no coffensive odors.
The pond area has been staked out and operation is expected to begin next
year. Employment is expected to be between 30-75. Except for a half dozen
management positions, the company plans to hire as many local Indians as possible.
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A second expected tenant in the park is a food storage and marketing
facility. This facility is meant to serve the 16,000 acres of tribally owned
and operated farm land as well as 6,000 acres farmed by individaal members of
the tribe, Application has been made to EDA for a $414,350 grant for con-
struction of this project. Components include a storage, office and scale
building, truck scales, a grain storage building, a hay and pellet storage
area, and a grain handling facility. Storage capacity will be 15,000 tons
at any given time, or 30,000 tons annually given two crop yields each year.

Ultimately this operation is expected to employ 14 persons, six of
whom would be on a part-time basis. One manager and one technician would be
drawn from outside the immediate tribal community. Operating expenses are
projected at $76,600 including $60,000 in salaries and an annual payment of
$2,400 to the San Tan Economic Development Commission for use of land within
the industrial park.

This facility will provide the storage space necessary to increase
the dollar yield on Indian farm lands in two ways, First, insecticides, fer-
tilizers and seed can be purchased in bulk mt a savings. Secondly, crops
can be kept off the market at harvest time and held until a better off-season
price is offered.

Also, an application to EDA is in process for $600,000 for a feed
mill for the industrial park. This facility would have the capacity to
produce feed for 50,000 cattle. Employment is estimated at 12.

c. Industrial Park, Project No. 08-1-00279, 1967, -01, 1970

Pima-Chandler Industrial Park was the last of three parks approved
by EDA in the early stages of the Gila River Indian Reservation's plan for
economic self-sufficiency. This park was approved in early 1967. Funding
included a grant of $688,000 and a loan of $172,000. In 1970 a second
application wts approved for park improvements. An additional $96,000 wac
extended to the Lone Butra Industrial Development Corporation in the form
of a $77,000 grant accompanied by a $19,000 loan. The Lone Butte industrial

Development Corporation is a legal entity established for the purpose of
administering and promoting the Pima-Chandler Industrial Park. Its board
is comprised equally of Indian members from the Gila River Reservation and
citizens of the City of Chandler, Arizona. This project represents a joint
effort between the tribe and the City of Chandler, although the industrial
park is located entirely ln Indian land.

Pima-Chandler industrial Park is located five miles west of Chandler
adjacent to the Maricopa Road interchange of interstate 10. This places the

facility 18 ales and 20 minutes from downtown Phoenix. The 315 acre park
offers all utilities and is served by a spur emanating from the adjacent
Southern Pacific line. Since the park was available for occupancy in 1969,
four industrial plants have been constructed.
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Anthony Farms is an agricultural operation involved in the produc-
tion, packing and distribution of produce, principally lettuce, carrots and
melons. The packing and distribution operations are carried on at a 40,000
square foot plant on a six acre site at the Pima-Chandler Industrial Park.
In operation since April 1970, this facility represents a capita/ investment
of $1,300,000.

The firm had been operating in the produce business in Arizona
before the establishment of this plant. Anthony Farms is relatively new as
a distinct corporate entity, but its owner and operator has been in the
business for many years and owns two similar companies in California. The
firm has substantial production acreage in the area of this plant, including
land on the Gila River Reservation leased from the tribe.

Employment at Anthony Farms is variable depending on the level of
produce to be processed. The number of employees can range from 20 to 400.
Some 1800 different individuals have worked for the firm in the last year.
The annual payroll was estimated at $500,000 by management. Of these employees,
some 90 percent are either Indian or Mexican-American.

A second plant operating in the Pima-Chandler Industrial Park is
Pima Valve Company. Established in Los Asgeles in 1967, this firm, desirous of
moving out of that city; wts drawn to the Gila River Reservation by a Washington
sOA official.

Its 17,000 square foot building occupies a five acre site within the
park. The plant was constructed by the GiIa River Tribe at a cost of $131,000.
The tribe retains ownership of the building which it leases to Pima Valve for
$1,975 per month.

Pima Valve employed some 13 persons in 1971, eight of whom were
identified as Indians. The total payroll was put at $110,000.

Thzecompany is in the business of producing valves for ship board
use. As such it is subject to the vicissitudes of maritime and military ship
building. Management of the firm states that expansion is possible if business
warrants.

Sharing the Pima Valve plant is C. I. Morgan Company. This firm
subleases space from Pima Valve and is involved in the design, production and
sale of industrial cleaning equipment and chemicals. The firm, organized in
late 1970 by a group of Scottsdale, Arizona, businessmen, wanted a site in
the Phoenix area and was drawn to this industrial park because of the availa-
bility of the Indian work force. (Thm director of ths firm seemed unaware of
the industrial park oi the Salt River Reservation, adjacent to Scottsdale.)

At ehe time of this evaluation, Morgan employed only two persona.
7Wo Indians had recently been laid off due to the completion of a contract.
The director, however, seemed optimistic about 1972. He expected an average
of 25 employees with .4% $150,000 payroll for the year, and hoped for expansion
sufficient to warrant additional space, probably within the Pima-Chandler
Industrial Park.
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Barron Container Corporation operates a 100,000 square foot plant
on a 13 acre site in the Ptma-Chandler Industrial Park. The firm is engaged
in the manufacture of foam containers. The plant, representing a capital
expenditure of $1,200,000, employs a work force which varies in size between
200 - 250. Virtually this entire force is drawn from the hardcore unemployed
in the area, principally Indians and Mexican-Americans. The work requires a
minimum skill level for which the employees are trained under agreement with
the Reservation Skill Center.

Barton claims a great deal of difficulty assembling a steady work
force. The personnel director attributed the difficulty to several inter-
related problems. Alcoholism and non-developed work habits and attitudes
contribute to a high degree of absenteeism. Transportation and communication
facilities are less than sufficient to assure reeular attendance. The Reser-
vation population is dispersed over a wide area. Ninety percent of the work
force does not own a car and a large part is also without available telephone
service. The firm, however, seems to accept these problems as part of its
particular operating situation, and has developed a series of mechanisms for
alleviating the difficulties.

Employees are now rarely fired, as had been the common means of
dealing with behavior not in line with the traditional operation of a modern
industrial facility. Employees who cannot or prefer not to work for a given
period are now temporarily suspended or granted leave. They do not loose
raises earned by time on the job, but start at their old salary level upon
returning to work. An attempt has been made to find supervisory personnel
sensitive to the problems of the formerly unemployed. An informal counseling
service is offered. Also, to serve Barron and the other industries in the
three Reservation industrial parks, the tribe has acquired ten busses which
travel between the population centers of the Reservation and the employment
locations, principally the parks.

The annual payroll of Barron is about $1,000,000. Operatives, the
bulk of the work force, start at the State minimum wage level of $1.60/hour.
Raises are granted for time on the job, and various off-hour shifts. The

maximum hourly wage paid to operatives is $2.25.

The last firm operating at the Pima-Chandler Industrial Park is
United Mobile Rome Trailers. This firm manufactures double-width mobile
homes and has been in operation at this location since March 1971. The
66,000 square foot facility represents a capital investment of $500,000 in

plant and machinery. lt occupies a site of over 10 acres in area.

United has a work force of 120 plus about 10 individualb in manage-

ment. The gross payroll is in the neighborhood of $1,000,000 annually. Some
40 percent of the work force comes from the ranks of the hardcore unemployed.
About'one-fourth of the force is Indian. This manufacturing firm has been
operating at about 75 percent of capacity. It is anticipated that 1972 will
see the plant operating at full capacity with an increase in the work force
of about 30 percent.

While a new firm, the principals are individuals with previous
experience in the business. The firm wanted to settle in the Chandler area,
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and the mayor of that city was instrumental in bringing United to the Pima-
Chandler industrial Park. The firm was assisted by an SBA loan in establishing
itself in business.

Additional employment attributable to this industrial park is in
park management and maintenance. A park administrator and secretary are
respoesible for this park as well as the San Tan Industrial Park. A crew
of three is available for maintenance work at all three Reservation indus-
trial parks. Of Model Cities funds set aside for toe three parks, approximate-
ly $13,000 in salary can be assigned to Pima-Chandler.

d. Community Facilities Buildings. Protect No. 08-1-00443t 1967

In the last several years, six of the population centers on the
Gila River Indian Reservation have been provided with community buildings.
Pour of these were constructed with $310,000 in funds from the Department
of Housing. and Urban Development. Tee others, in the communities of Bapchule
and Santa Cruz, were constructed at a cost of $107,500. Of this amount,
$85,000 was secured from IDA under the public works program.

These buildings serve a variety of purposes. They are used for

numerous community meetings, as recreational centers for various age groups,
and as educational facilities. Such programa as Head Start and adult educa-
tion utilize the buildings.

The buildings are simple structures, basically a single large room
off of which ars supportive facilities -- rest rooms and kitchens. The
Model Cities program provides funds for community coordinators who in some
cases make their headquarters in these buildings. No employment or income can
be attributed to these facilities, however, since the community activities
and coordinators funded by Model Cities Imre not contingent on the buildings.
The service impact of the buildings, however, is significant.

e. Youth Training and Rehabilitation Center. Project No. 08-1-00447. 1967

In 1967, EDA committed $48,000 toward the construction of a small
home for boys with special problems. These are mainly cases of youths with

delinquency or truancy records. Other boys neglected by the parents are also

housed. Before the construction of this facility, boys in need of assistance
were usually seat to distant facilities off the reservation, or, in the case
of older boys, to regular adult retention facilities. The tribe felt that it
could better deal with these youthful offenders within the confines of the
reservation with a more sympathetic approach to rehabilitation. It sought

and received RDA assistance for two-thirds of the $72,000 project cost. The

facility was opened in January 1970.

The Youth Training and Rehabilitation Center has :opacity of 16
boys and usually has from ten to 16 resident youths. it is administered

along with a similar facility for girls. The administrative staff for the

two facilities consista of five persons. Additionally, four individuals --
house parents and personnel involved in food preparation and maintenance -- are
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employed at the boys' home itself. The total payroll for both homes is
approximately $34,000 annually. The director estimates about $20,000 of
thia is attributable to the boys' home. Payroll and operating funds for
this youth rehabilitation program are granted by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

f. Museum/Arts and Crafts Sales Center, Project No. 08-1-006891 1968

This project represents an attempt to promote and develop an
appreciation for the cultural and artistic hetitage of the Pima and Maricopa
Indian Tribes (as well as Indian culture in general) and to do so by tapping
the economic potential of passing motorists on Interstate 10.

this project was originally conceived as a museum and sales center
for Indian arts and crafts, along with a restaurant and cocktail lounge.
The idea was that the restaurant and lounge would be the principal income
gertrator which would subsidize the museum, which produces no income, and
the sales center, which was expected to produce minimum income. EDA assis-
tance was extended to this facility in the form of a $494,000 grant and a
$111,000 loan.

The building located adjactnt to an Interstate 10 interchange
was compleLed in early 1971 and had its formal opening on March 15. The
EDA funds proved insufficient for several finishing touchs. BIA funds
were sought and granted co complete the parking area. Landscaping is
still in progress and is being done under the direction of the facility
manager with local Indian labor. The building is of unique architectural
design and very attractive.

The original concept of the financial arrangement under which this
facility would opetate proved infeasible when the tribe voted against the
sale of alcoholic bevetages on the Reservation, and thus precluded a cocktail
lounge. Without the lounge component, the Ctla River Arts and Crafts Corpora-
tion, which is the executivt board responsibte for the facility, was unable
to locate an outside entrepreneur willing to establish a restaurant. A new
financing concept was needed.

The Board of Directors hired one of its own members as director
after a search for someone to fill this position failed to turn up a suitable
candidate. The director is a young, non-Indian who had grown up in Indian
surroundings and is highly interested in Indian arts and crafts. He has
taken e leave of absence from his primary career as a forest ranger to operate
this facility.

In order to get the center operating, the Reservation Model Cities
program has extended $25,000 a year for operating costs for the present.
This covers the salaries of five persons, including the director. Additionally,
three other persons, earning an aggtegate of $12/000, work in the sales center
and are paid by Operation Mainstream funds. In its first several months of
operation, the sales center has done surprisingly well. November 1971 saw
a sales volume of $22,000, half of which was profit. The majority of the
profits from the sales center are now being used to increase the inventoty.
A starting inventory of $20,000 has grown to c value of $125,000.
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The sales center does not rely exclusively, or even principally, on
passing vehicular traffic along Interstate 10. The goods for sales are high
quality art objects with little if sny of the stock being of the trinket
variety. Nand-woven ruga priced up to $4,000 and Indian jewelty up to
$2,000 per item are on display. Genuine Indian art is very popular in art
circles at present and is even considered an excellent financial investment.
Although on occasion tourists have surprised the staff by spending several
thousand dollars, most significant sales are to individuals consciously
seeking high quality, expensive Indian art objecte, and seeking out the
center for that purpose.

Those profits produced by the sales center not returned to
inventory go toward the development of the museum and to subsidize the coffee
shop established end operated hy the board. The mueeum is at ptesent only a
series of old photographs depicting Indian life. Amore elabotate facility
is being planned, with significant help from petsonnel from the Smithsonian
Institution in Washington, D. G.

The coffee shop was established ae an internal opetation when
the board failed to locate an outstdet willing to take on the project. This
has been a losing operation so far. While losses have been at the rate of
about $250 per week tecently, they have diminished as the business developed
and began to run more smoothly. The coffee shop employs five full-time and
two patt-ttme personnel with an annual payroll of $25,000.

The part of the building which was to be the cocktail lounge has
been leased to the F14-4 Cotporation. This tribally controlled (51 percent)
enterprise provide, key-punching eetvices on a contractual basis using all
Indian personnel. The firm has agreed to pay $611 per month rent for the
space it uses. This exactly covers the debt on the RDA loan. The FM-4
employment (about 20), however, can not be atttibuted to the xistence of
the EDArproject because the firm's existence ptedates the ptoject and,wete
space unavailable at this facility, it is certain that it would have been
located elsewhere on the Reservation. FK-4 does, however, lighten the financial
difficulties of the facility in its early stages of operation by its tent
contribution. The firm has a six-month lease with a six-month renewal option.

Other financial assistance has beet forthcoming ftom an adult edu-
cation grant for crafts development, and a grant from the Indian Development
District of Arizona.

One goal of this facility seems to have ben realised, or at least
is on its way to being realized. Sevetal persons interviewed noted the ptide
instilled in the tribal members by the facility and its promotion of Indian
culture. It is hoped that the museum will catty thiagoal even further making
both Indian and visiting non-Indians alike mete of the Indian past.

The econonic success of the project ta still a question mark. The
early stagee of the operation ate heavily subsidised by Model Cities and other

external funding. Thie allows the reinvestment of profits from sales into
inventoty. It is hoped that ufficient profit levels from the sales center
and the restaurant wit/ be gem:mated to continue the operation without this
outside assistance.
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g. Skill Training,Centers Project No. 08-1-00692, 1969

In order to enhance the skill levels of the Indian population of
the Gila River Indian Reservation, the tribe applied for and received EDA
assistance for the construction of a skill center. This project, approved
in April 1969, was completed and ready for occupancy in March 1971. The
facility includes a series of adjoining buildings totaling 60,000 square feet.
There are four vocational-technical laboratories, 18 classrooms, a library,
a day care center, a cafeteria, a kitchen, s lounge and adminiszrative offices
within the complex. Cost of this project was $1,151,000. EDA extended a

grant for $986,000 and a loan for $165,000.

The Skill Training Center is operated by Central Arizona College
(Coolidge) under contract to the tribe. The college has a 25 year lease
on the facility. Funding for the educational program has come from various
sources including the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Reservation Community
Action Prograny and the Indian Development District of Arizona. The princi-
pal source of funds, however, is the MDTA program of the Department of Labor.

Courses are offered in uch fields as riculture, automobile
mechanics, automobile body repair and painting, child care,'clerical skills,
and health education. The skill center has capacity of 300 students, but
has been operating at less than full capacity in the few months since the
complex was completed. Few students have completed the program to date, but
of those who have, 78 percent were successfully placed in jobs. To assist
students in attending school, day care facilities are available ior young
children and students are paid while in the program. They receive $46 per
week plus $5 per dependent while attending classes.

The staff of the skill training cnter numbers 26, 11 of mhom
are local Indians. The three-man administrative staff is entirely Indian.
Additionally, there is a clerical staff of three, one of whom is au Indian.
The instructional staff consists of 13 instructors and three taching aides.
Three of the instructors and all three aides are Indians. The two mainteeance
personnel and two bus drivers are non-Indians. The total payroll of the
facility is approximately $200,000 per year.

The only serious problem ncountred during this evaluation was
tha uncertainty of future MDTA funds. Present programs are fundd only through
Misch of 1972. After that date, if MDTA funds are not forthcoming, alterna-
tive sources of financing the program will have to be found. With its long
term lease to run the skill center, the responsibility for locating operating
funds falls on Central Arizona College. Alternative possibilities are bing
investigated while word is awaited on MDTA monies.
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h. Tourist Recreacion Facility, Proiect No. 08-1-00693, 1969

The Sun Valley Marina is a recreation oriented project along
Interstate 10 between Phoenix and TUcson, The first phase of this project
involved the building of 4 135 surface-acre lake, including docking and
boat launch facilities, a restaurant, rest room facilities, and adminis-
trative offices. Project financing was provided by an $832,000 EDA grant.
The 25 percent tribal contribution ($208,000) was in-kind in the form of the
land.

The development of this project was based on the tribe's desire
to develop the four Interstate 10 interchanges on the Reservatlon. The
idea for the development of a marina came from a non-Indian familiar with
a similar facility in California. Arrangements were made for the tribal
leaders to tour the California marina and, favorably impressed, plans were
developed and EDA assistance sought for a marina on the Gila River Indian
Reservation. The marina is located at the interchange closest to-Phoenix.

Tapping markets in both Phoenix (15 miles to the North) and to a
lesser degree TUcson (100 miles to the south), this project aims primarily
at boating enthusiasts. Daily use will be by boaters in the area, using their
own or reated boats. There will also be complementary facilities for swim-
ming and sun bathing. Also envisioned, and critical to the economic success
of the project, are professional power boat and water skiing competitions.
The expected success of these ventures is based on the California marina
which has drawn over 12,000 spectators tO such events.

EDA funds are presently being requested for a second phase of the
marina development. Application has been made for an additional $724,600
to complete the facility as originally conceived. This second gra-t would

cover the costs of a judges stand for cvmpetitive events, retaining walls for
the launch ramp, paving for the entry area and parking lot, additional rest
room facilities, survey and construction of buoy anchors (to delineate racing
course) and a large gravel parking lot (8,000 car capacity) for spectator
events. Except for the last item, these components were to have been part of
the first phase of development, but funds proved insufficient for their inclu-
sion in the construction contract. Tue large gravel lot is necessary because
it was later discovered that the surrounding desert land could not support the
degree of use associated with massive parking of automobiles without a gravel
top layer. Thil parking lot represents the bulk of the funds requested for
the second phase development ($400,000).

The projected operating statement for this facility (included in
the Phase /I application to EDA), shows a projected anntial profit of $191,000
at maximum utilization of the facility. Income Is estimated at $538,000,

expenses at $347,000. The initial year of operation is projected to produce
a profit ef $22,000 building up to the maximum utilization level in si- years.
fit.ome projections are based on a 365 day per year operation with 30 boats

per day using the,facility on weekdays and 125 on weekends. (The capacity of

the lake is 150 boats and it is proposed that no more be allowed at one time.)
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Also assumed are'eight major competitive events per year drawing 10,000
spectators each. It is planned that 90 percent of all profits accrue to
the tribe with the remaining 10 percent going into a contingency fund.
Responsibility for the project is in the hands of the Sun Valley:Marina
Corporation, the Board of Directors of which consists of 3-15 members as
appointed by the tribal council.

Employment projections show three full-time managerial positions
and'30 part-time employees. The annual payroll for this staff would be
$162,000. The marina and concession managers would be the only non-Indian
employees. (In the Phase II EDA application, under "New Job Opportunities
Provided by This Project," the number of jobs is shown at 40, seven more
than in the projected income statement.)

This project, it is hoped, will be in operation by the summer of
1972. The pumping stations constructed under Phase I are expected to start
filling the lake in early 1972. Because the judges' stand is located on
an island in the center of the lake, it is critical that it be constructed
before the iake is filled. It is, therefore, important that at least this
part of Phase II receive immediate attention if the project is to open as
presently scheduled.
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2. BUSINESS LOANS

a. Cattle Feedlot. Project No. 08-3-00286. 1967

The Trimble Cattle Company is in the business of custom feeding
of cattle belonging to ranchers in the area. The company operates on 46
acres of Indian land near Chandler, Arizona, leased from the Pima and
Maricopa Indians of the Gila River Indian Reservation. The company expanded
its operation in 1967 by constructing a new feedmill. Financing for thiA

venture cane free a $115,000 loan from EDA under the egency*s business :van
program and * $76,200 commercial loan from the First Netional Bank of Arizona.
Mr. Trimble Lmpl d that an EDA loen was sought because it was an opportunity
to borrow the nee.... capital for expansion under the most favorable terms.
Cognizance of the loan program came from the tribe.

Employment at Trimble varies from 2'6.15 persona with * total
annual payroti of $60,000. The construction of the mill resulted in 7-8
new full-time jobs and 8-9 perttime jobs. Only a couple of these positions,
howeve0oire held by Indians. It is difficult to attribute any direct benefit
to the Indian community of the Gila River Reservation as a result of this
EDA loan. While the profitability of an enterprise on tribal land may have
,been augmented, this has not resulted in greater income or job opportunities
for either the tribe as a whole or as individuals.
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3. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS

a. Highway Interchange Development Study, Project No. 08-6-09252. 1961

Part of the 1966 plan for economic development on the Gila River
Indian Reservation was the economically beneficial exploitation of the four
Interstate 10 interchanges on the Reservation. The tribe sought and was
granted EDA financial assistance to engage a professional economic develop-
ment consultant to determine the best plan of action with respect to inter-
change development.

in December 1969 a $28,000 technical assistance grant was extended
to the tribe. With these funds, the firm of Ernst and Ernst was hired. Their

report, "Assessment of the Dtvelopment Possibilities at interstate interchanges
in the Gila River Indian Reservation" wale ;rewired during 1970 and published
in Februrry 1971.

The report makes general Lpnd use and zoning recommenditions for
the four interchanges and provides specific, detailed analysis for five
development projects at two of these interchanges. A "Summery of Capital
Requirements and Potential Economic Benefits" from the report is shown on
the following page. At full dbvelypment, the five projects would project 115
jobs with an annual innate of $439,000. The net income generated by the 's

projecta is projected at $454,000.

For each of the five recommended projects, the consultant performed
extensive and detailed market analyses showing evidence of the financial
feasibility of the project under investigation. Sources of information and
assumptions made are carefully outlined. Projected operating and cash flow
statements were prepare4 for each of the five projects. Capital require-
ments axe sham in some detail. Various forms of ownership and uanagement
arrangements ere presented, discussed and recommendations made.

Two projects are grouped together in the analysis. A 100-unit motel
and accompanying restaurant are part of a proposed resort complex at the
Maricope lqterchauge with Interstate 10. Because the location by itself does
not constitute a texmin41 destination, an entire complex, including o golf
couree and related to the soon-to-be-completed marine, ie proposed. The
success of this proposed project, however, is tied to the availability of
alcoholic beverages to patrons. The consultants state, "in our opinion,

market requirements make it mandatory for alcoholic beverages to be available
at the resort cagier." The economic feasibility of the Arts and Crafts
Sales Center was also based on the sale of alcoholic beverages, but with
respect to that project, the tribe voted against an ordinance allowing the
sale.on the Reservation. Therefore, a key component of the major project
recommended by ths technical assistance report is lacking and does not seem
to be forthcoming. The bulk of the jobs and income projected by this report
are attributable to the resort complex.
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Construction
Working capital

Total capital
required

Net incomet
ViTst year
Tenth year

Anticipated
returns on
investment

- (first year)

Dila River

SUMMARY OP CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS AND POTENTIkL ECONOMIC BENEFITS

Motel Restaurant Gas Station
Cooperative

Store Campground

$1,553,110 $233,690 $120,000 $220,000 $60,000
100 2000 60000 14.000 24 000 12 000

$1,653,110 $293,690 $134,000 $244,000 $72,000

$ 202,000 $ 45,000 $ 10,000 $ 12,000 $26,000
271,000 57,000 20,000 41,000 65,000

14% 17Z 12% 12% 45%

Annual vases:
First year $ 142,000 113,000 $ 19,000 $ 50,000
Tenth year 1860000 137,000 1. 35,000 70,000

Jobs:

FIrst yeat 50 Included vith 15 full Es 10 gull 4 5 80
motel part time part time

Tenth year 67 Included vith 27 full & 14 Dill & 7

$ 8,000
11,000

Totel

$2,186,800
210 000

$2,396,800

$ 295,000
454,000

motel part time part time
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Lower Brute

A. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Background Summary le

The Lower Brute Indian Reservation is located in central South
Dakota. Lower ttule, the administrative center of the Reservation, is
located 72 miles southeast of Pierre, the State Capital. The Reservation,
which is located on the eastern border of the Big Berki Reservoir, occupies
approximately 232,715 acres. The Indian populatior. of tower Brute is esti-
mated to be 582.

EDA assistance to the Laaer Brcle Reservetion has consisted of one
public works project, an industrial park improvement, end a two-year planning
grant which was shared vdth the neighboring Crow Creek Reservation. While
the impact of these grants has been minimal, and only nine jobs have been
created, the amount of money involved has been quite small.

2. Conclusions

The only significant EDA contribution to date te the Lower Brute
Reservation has been in the form of an industrial park improvement at a cost
of $16,776. The firm occupying the park area is currently employing only
nine persons, although the number of jobs fluctuates conaiderably. The job
income generated for the past year was approximately $57,600. The project
has hsd some impact on the development process on the Reservation, however.
Tribal leadership is now more aware of the problems associated with indus-
trial development (the ftna occupying the tribally constructed building on
the park is the third firm to be doing so), sad has a more thorough under4
standing of the financial planning required for the establishment of a soand
business operation.

Although the joint planning grant had no significsnt impact on the
Reservation, the tribal leadership recognizes the need for au economic plan-
ping capability. It has therefore prepared an application to RDA for a plan-
ning grant, which it hopes will allow them to select a capable individual
who can sssist them in various industrial, commercial and tourism planning

efforts.

The small population of the Lower Brute Reservation and the inability
to develop a cooperative planning and development program with the Crow C-eek
Reservation may severely handicap development efforts. Nevertheless, the
tribal leadership is coicerned about economic development and eager to carry
out ita town program. The involvement of tribal leadership in sconce& develop-
ment and the experience gained by the leadership can be counted as the

major effects of the program to date. As such, they contribute significantly
to future development potential of the Reservation.
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3. Recommendations

Md.ke its neighbors the Crow Creek Sioux, the lmwer Brule Sioux
Tribe needs to develop its recreation resources, to plan far the use of
its Land resources it a creative and consistent manner and to make it
possible for members of the tribe to use their skills in an industrial
work force to the maximmextent compatible with their interests and
abilities. To accomplish these goals the following actions are recom-
ieededt

1. The tribe's application for a planning grant shluld be favorably
considered. The tribe needs a full-tine planner to help it plan
a practical development prograu.

2. One of the first tasks which the planner should face is the
development of a strategy which would be understood and agreed
to by the tribe. A detailed comprehensive plan is not plecessary
but a simple and straightforward analysis of resources aneways*
to use themwould help channel efforts to maximum effect.

3. Early Attention should be given to the development of a tourism
complex which can'help the tribe benefit from its proximity to
Lake Sharpe. This complex should not be a carbon copy of the
Crow Cte4k tomplex, tint Should provide conplementary facilities.

4. Continuing attentioi should be paid to assistance for small
ranchers on the Reservation through cooperatives and other 'mans.

'1:44
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B. SETTING AND BACKGROUND

1. Location

Lower Brule

The tower Brule Indian Reservation, loceted in central South
Dakota, borders on the Big Bend Reservoir. Although the northwest corner
of the Reservation is within 15 miles of Pierre, the State Capital, the
distance from the town of Lower Brule to Pierre is 72 miles. Chamberlain,
locate# 36 Files southeest of the town of Lower Brule, is the nearest city
furnishtmg retail and Service facilities. State Highway 47, which crosses
the Sig Bend Dam, traverses the southern part of the Reservation. Commercial
eitline,service is available st Pierre. The Corps of Engineers has an air-
port (pot all-weather or lighted) capable of handling light planes 12 miles
from Lower Brule. Rail service is available at bcth Pierre (Chicago and
Northwestern Railroad) and Chamberlain (Milwaukee Railroad).

2. HistorY,

The Lower Brule Reservation is.the home of the Lower _Stale Sioux,

a division of the Teton Dakota or Western Sioux. Originally from the wooded
areas of Minnesota andpisconain, the Teton,Dakota moved west into the Plains
area during the 18th century, where they developed an economy based primarily
on the buffalo. Incursions *fiddle settlers into the area, however, led to
increasing hostilities between Indians and whites. Alter numerous skirmishes,
the Lover Brule Sioux were confined to various reservation areas. They hsve
occupied their present Reservation since 1889.

Today, the population of the Lower Brule Sioux Reservation is
approximately 582. Of this umber, a majority live in the town of Lower
Brute. Many of the residents of Lower Brule have had to move twice In the
past several years due to the building and flooding of the Big Bend Dam on
the Missouri River. Thus the present location and town of Lower Brule is
new. Old Lower Brule win located one mile east of the present townsite.

3. Resources and Econom

The primary natural resource of the Lower Brule Reservation is the

land. Originally, the Reservation included 446,500 acres. Cwer half of this
was relinquished by the tribe and opened to homesteaders, so that by 1907,
tbe Reservationhad been reduced to 232,715 acres. Prom 1907 to 1934, Indian
lands were reduced still further, and it is currently estimated that the
tribe owns approximately 107,000 acres in trust status, 74,000 acres of which
are tribally owned and the reminder individually allotted. The tribe also
has the use and benefit of 13,000 acres of government-owned land. The
quality of most of the land, however, renders it suitable only for grazing.
Nevertheless, inJome from farming and ranching adds an estimated #385,000
to the economy of the Reservation each year.
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The possibility of oil and mineral deposits on the Reservation
are as yet unexplored. It is anticipated that EDA will fund a technical
assistance study in the current fiscal year to determine the extent and
availability of such resources.

The recreational potential of the land appears to be considerable.
Lake Sharpe, one of the four great lakes of South Dakota formed by the Big
Bend Dam, borders the Reservation. The Corps of Engineers has constructed
five boat ramps and two boat docks on the Lower Brute side of the lake, so
that tourists can take advantage of the boating, swimming, sailing, and
water'skiing opportunities afforded by the area. Five million rainbow
trout have also been stocked in the reservoir to encourage fishing, and the
lands surrounding the lake have ample supplies of deer, antelope and water
fowl. The corps, however, is the only agency developing these sites at the
present time, although the tribe is anticipating approval of a tourism
complex by EDA in the near future.

with respect to industrial and commercial development, the Reser-
vation, with assistance from EDA, has a partial industrial park area with
surfaced streets, curbs and a water system. The accessible area is now
completely utilized by Iron ration Corporation, a joint venture of the
Lower Brute Sioux Tribe and Raven Industries. Commercial services available
on the Reservation are extremely limited. At present, a grocery store and
a liquor store sre the oply two operating businesses, although a cafe is
scheduled to open early in 1972.

Of the total Reservation labor force of 153 persons, 63 percent
are unemployed. Federally funded programs (Title I and 0E0) are the largest
employers, with the remainder scattered among the tribe, Iron Nation
Corporation and agricultural activities. Earned income accounts for 69
percent of total personal income, and welfare and other assistance programs
for 31 percent. The average annual per capita income on the Reservation
from all sources was calculated to be $1,099 in 1971.

4. Tribal Government

The official governing body of the Lower Brute Sioux is the Tribal
Council, composed Gf seven members including the tribal chairman. Elections
are held every two years for all seven members. The current chairman,
Andrew Estes, is now serving bis second term, and has proven to be a stfong
and progressive leader.

There has been little turnover in tribal leadership over the past
ten years. A majority of the current council have served for &number of
years each, and there is little effort to displace council wembers on the
part of the Reservation population.

5. Community Development

A small 0E0 program, operated in conjunction with the adjoining
Crow Creek Reservation, provides services at Lower Brute. Programs offered
include Head Start, housing improvement, general services and manpower
development.
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Offices of the Bureau of Indian Affairs have not been located on
the Reservation, but rather at Pierre. This has diffused the focus of
Bureau programs at Lower Brule over the past several years. BIA offices
are scheduled to move to the Reservation in 191c, however, and it is ex-
pected that this will substantially increase services on the Reservation.

Current housing on the Reservation consists of 50 units of low-
rent housing, 20 mutual-help houses, and 20 units of Turnkey III. Almost
all of these homes have been built in the town of Lower Brute. Two new
houes have been built by the tribe under the BIA home improveaent program,
and 50 are being repaired under joint BIA and OHO funding. When a proposed
additional 30 units of housing are built, over 98 percent of the people on
the Lower Brute Indian Reservation will be living in standard housing.

There are 225 students from the Reservation currently enrolled in
SU, Public and mission sehools. The BIA eleuentary and high schools
located in the town of Lower Brule account for most of the enrollment.
The tribe also administers au educational grant program for enrolled tribal
cambers. A total of 78 grants were processed for the past year, 62 for high
school and 16 for higher education. The Public Health Service operates a
clinic on the Lower Brule Reservation, although the closest PHS hospital
facilities are located in Chamberlain.

6. liEREYIK

For two years beginning in 1969, the Lower Brute Reservation shared
au RDA planning grant with the neighboring Crow Creek Reservation. Various
disputes between the tribes, haoever, disrupted the planning process and
led to a loaer Brute tribal resolution call for disengagenent from the grant.
As a result, there have been no active planning activities at Lower Brute
since mid-1971. The only existing long-range p'an for the Reservation was
produced in 1966 under a HUD 701 grant, but this docuaent has never been
updated and is of limited value.
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C. PROJECT ANALYSES

. The fo11owin RDA projects have been funded on the Lower Brule
Reservation:

Type and Nature of ProJect Pro ect No. Date Funding

1. PUBLIC VMS PROJECT

gnat L!Dait

a. Industrial Park
Improvement 06-1-00138 1967 $16,776

2. PLANNING GRANT

a. Lower Brule/Crow
Creek Grant

b. Lower Brule/Crow
06-5-15008 1969 $11,690*

Creek Grant 06.5-15008.01. 1970 112.700*

Total Approved $24,390*

TOTAL APPROVED ALL PROMICTS

* Prorated as oneAtalf of the joint grant.

Detailed project-by-project descriptions and analyses follow.

1. PUBLIC WORKS PROJECT

e. Industrial Park Improvement. ProJect No. 06-1-00138. 1967

This public works project, initiated by the tribal leadership,
provided for the construction of a partial industrial park area with a six-
inch water main, curbs and gutters, and a parking surface. An application
for funds was made in June 1966, approval was given in December of that year,
and the project was completed in 1967.

Total cost of the partial industrial park was $211436. EDA con-
tributed a grant of $1617761 and the tribe contributed $41660 in cash. The
park ,is owned and managed by the tribe.

At the time of the IDA application, CalDak Electronics Cwrporation,
a manufacturer of small electronic devices, was located in the imiustrial
park srea. Utilizing a 51100 square foot brick and block building, the tribe
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had constructed to attract industries to the Reservation, and with the heIp
of a tribal loan used for operating capital (the combined cost of the build-
ing end the loan was $121,700), the firm was employing 32 Indians. In mid-

1966, the firm indicated a desire to expand to 50 employees, but also stated
that expansion would not be possible without parking facilities and an
adequate water supply. After the facilities were completed, however, the
firm closed down its operation entirely. Another tenant, Chalomar, Inc.,
a producer of semiconductors, also opened and closed down within a year.

In November of 1969, Iron Nation Corporation, a textile fabricat-
ing operation, was established on the Lower Brute Reservation. Ibis firm
is owred jointly by Raven Industries of Sioux Falls (70 percent) and the
Lower Brute Tribe (30 percent). A divestiture agreement has been signed
by the two parties permitting the tribe to buy out Raven Industries in five
years at the original investment cost. Raven Industries invested $42,000
in the operation in 1969.

The work force of the plant has fluctuated between five and 50
persons, depending upon the size of the contract being worked upon. In

December 1971, only nine persons were working in the plant, although a
contract had just been negotiated that wouId raise the employment level to
close to 50 by the end of January. All plant employees except the manager
are Indian.

Aver. ,sy rates at Iron Nation Corporation are $2.25 per hour.
New employees g, natty begin at the rate of $1.60 per hour, although pro-
duction skills are rapidly obtained, and pay rate raises increased accord-

ingly.

Prospects for Iron Nation Corporation appear good at this time,
particularly if firm management begins to aggressively seek Section 8-A

contracts specifically for minority entrepreneurs. The work force that has
been established has become increasingly skilled and stable, and this should

improve the ability of the Reservation to attract new industries.

2. PLANNING GRANTS

a. Lower Brule/Crow Creek Program, Project No. 06-5-15008,
1969-1970

For two years beginning in 1969, the Lower Brute Reservation shared
an RDA planning grant with the neighboring Crow Creek leservation. Various
disputes between the two tribes, however, disrupted the planning process,
and led to a Lower Brute Tribal. Resolution calling for disengagement from
the grant. At the present time there is no planning grant on the Lower Brute
Reservation, although an EDA application has been prepared, and it is antici-
pated that one will be offered for 1972.

/he two joint grants were for $23,380 and $25,400, with tribal
contributions consisting largely of in-kind office space, equipment, and
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secretarial services. The planning program staff was comprised of one plan-
ning director and one secretary. It was expected that staff time would be
divided equally between the two Reservations.

V
During the two years that the joint grant was operative, however,

it appears that very little effort was expended on projects for the Lower
Brule Tribe. The tribal chairman feels that the planner spent atmost all
of his time on the Crow Creek Reservation, and that Lower Brule did not
receive any benefits from the program. No MA applications were prepared
for the Reservation during the grant period, although the planner did
handle soma of the negotiations with Raven Industries concerning the forma-
tion of Iron Nation Corporation.
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Mescalero

A. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Background Summary

The Mescalero Apache Indian Reservation covers approximately
460,000 acres in south central New Mexico. It is the home of 1,750
Mescalero and Chiricahua Apadhes. Isoliated from major urban areas and
limited in exploitable natural resources, this tribe suffered from exten-
sive poverty conditions during the entire first half of this century.
Beginning in the early 1960'8, the tribe began to raise its economic
level by developing its tourist, timber, and cattle-raising resources,
as well as by learning how to take advantage of available government pro-
grams.

Further and more sophisticated development of its tourist resources
and the generation of a small number of industrial jobs is expected virtuall)
to eliminate unemployment OL the mescalero Reservation in the foreseeable
future.

RDA has been an indispensable factor in this economic growth.
The agency has extended assistance to the Apaches totaling some $5.7 mil-
lion. TWo pCblic works grants contributed to the construction of a highly
important community center with an adjoining training center. The Reserva-
tion commercial park is adjacent to these facilities. An RDA public works
grant financed most of this park. The tribal store, a key component of the
park, was helped by an RDA business loan. These projects in Mescalero have
served to provide a focus for tribal activities, giving the Reservation a
revitalized center which pulses with activity.

A fourth EDA public works project provided funds for cattle fencing
in order to increase the manageability of the Reservation's far-reaching
range lands. Another major pdblic works project approvid by EDA will be
a self-contained resort complex called Cienigita. About to go under con-

struction, this project is the second of three large-scale tourism facili-
ties being developed by the tribe, and which will attract tourists on a
year-round basis.

EDA has also supported a series of water conservation studies which
have led zo the development of a number of small dams. These dame are part
of the ecological program on the Reservation. The small multi-purpose lakes

they create serve both as recreational infrastructure and watering places
for cattle and wildlife.

In 1971, EDA extended a planning grant to tie Mescalero Reservation

to support an already ongoing planning program.

Tbe impact of those of these projects which are completed has al-

ready been :gnificant in terms of job creation, and they have considerably
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improved the tribe's potential for additional developnent. While the tribe
once had only three employees, it now has over 100, mostly tribal members.
The bulk of these tribal activities center at the community/training center
complex. The commercial perk is approaching completion, but a gas station
within it is complete and has already generated employment. The range
fencing has generated employment and income. The major impact expected
from Cienigita is still several years off, but this and other investnents
in tourist-oriented business are expected to eventually form the backbone
of the Reservation economy. RDA assistance has been vital in all these
ventures. rn

2. Conclusions

While the straight economic benefits of EDA projects on the
Mescalero Apache Indian Reservation have been (and are expected to be)
significant, the imposition by RDA and its predecessor agency, ARA, of a
rational planning process as a component of development assistance has
been at least as valuable an asset as the facilities, jobs and income pro-
duced. It is the ability of the tribe to efficiently manage its own affairs,
competently and confidently, which will eventually produce a self-sustaining
community -- economically and socially -- at Mescalero. "" Apachem have
developed a determination and sophistication in their planning efforts which
has served them wall and will continub to do so in the future.

Another important gain made by the tribe in the last decade is the
demonstration of financial credibility sufficient to borrow development
capital. The success of the Sierra Blanca Ski Resort, which the tribe
purchased with borrowed capital, has solidified the tribal reputation as,
a creditable organization. However, the tribe's ability to borrow on the
commercial market is limited, and extensive borrowing for Cienigita will
limit the tribe's capacity for debt servicing until that project is well

under way. For this reason, further EDA assistance for tourism development
will be neefed. Almost $5 million in future EDA assistance in this area is
planned for'the tribe's development program.

The relationship which has developed between dte tribe and the
neighboring community of Ruidoso is also significant. This small community's
horse racing track serves as the foundation for a summer-based tourist
economy. The tribal development of the nearby ski area, which is an
obvious winter activity, has put Ruidoso on a year-round economic footing.
Future tribal tourist developments will complement both activities in
Ruidoso and existing recreational activities on the Reservation. The

leadership structure in Ruidoso has realized that there is mutual benefit
to be gained by cooperation and has responded favorably to the Mescalero
development program. The tribe is a member of the Ruidoso Chamber of
Commerce. The local banker has expressed in glowing terms his respect
for the management abilities of the tribe and his 4illingness to help with
financing development.

The specific EDA projects have had. a multi-faceted impact on the

Reservation. The community/training center complex employs about 100 per-
sons, but this is laigely a government-funded operation, a large part of
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which might well be considered a short-term phenomenon in preparation and
anticipation of the development of more economically oriented employment
opportunities. (The entire Reservation work force is only 800.) More
import*At than the emplo...ient impact of these facilities is the social and
psychological benefits which have accrued. The tribe has coalesced into a
communal unit, developed leadership and pride, and generated the spirit and
experience necessary for the greater development goals which lie ahead.
The service and development potential impact of these projects has been
more significant than the economic impact, even though thteconomic impact
was txtensive.

The soon-to-be-completed commercial park, including the tribal
store, will have a significant employment impact as well as improve the
service sector of the community. Some 30 employees in this park, a
reasonable projection, represents ahmost five percent of the Reservation
work force, and about 20 percent of the unemployed work force.

Tribal investments in tourism have been heavy and are projectld
in even greater amounts. While the return on the dollar is not great in
these ventures, tourism and outdoor recreation are the only remaining
exploitable resources on the Reservation. Cienigita will cost over $7
million to develop. While expensive, this project as projected will in
time produce a profit and its 150 jobs represent half the utiemp:oyed
Reservation work force. Because the tribe is interested in developing
alternatives for its uembership and is not an investor seeking the greatest
return on its money, this project seems justifiable. This anatvsis of
Cienigita also applies to future expansion of Sierra Blanca and the
Rinconada Dude Ranch, both of which are programmed for EDA assis.ance.

The range fe'cing project raises the question of the practicality
the EDA business loan program, in general, and with respect to Indian

reservations in particular. This project, which produced a handsome return
in increased tribal income for EDA's investment, was funded as et public
works grant. It would seem to have been a more appropriate business loan
project, particularly since the funds improved the range lands used by
Mascalero Cattle Growers, Inc., which is a profit-making, privately-owned
corporation, with the tribe owning 10 percent of the stock. However, the
tribe had great difficulties with its previously negotiated EDA business
loan for the tribal store and wts not interested in going ;through the
proceas again, particularly if it were possible to get the moaey without
having to pay it back. Given the fact that the annual increased revenue
due to this project was projected to be 150 percent of the project cost,
it is questionable that a grant was appropriate. In fact, due to an un-
expected rise in the price paid for calves, the project allowed an increaso
in gross income twice the project cost in its first year, and a loan could
have been paid off over a period of time without hardship.

It can only be concluded that the Indietts at Mescalero have made
an impressive degree of progress since the inception of their development

program. It is entirely pessible that full employment will be a reality

for the Apaches within five years.
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3. Recomendations

The Mascalere Apache Reservation program appears to be exceptionally
well-planned and implemented. The tribe seems largely in control of its own
destiny, although certainly subject to outside variables. It seems to have
a sense of where it is going and is guided by gods formulated with tradi-
tional tribal values in mind.

The following recommendations are offered for,the tribe's consid
eration;

I. With sufficient projects and programa in the planning stages
to bring full employment to the Wescalero Apache Reservatiim,
the tribe should develop programs to upgrade skill levels of
tribal members already employed. This, of course, should not
be at the expense of training programs to impart basic work
skills. Concentration on teChnical and managerial skills would
allow for an increase in the sophistication of tribal enter-
prises and facilitate the turnover of management roles to Apache
Indians.

2. With its extensive emerging tourism complex, the Apaches, who
seem more developed and sophirticated than most other tribes,
might take the lead in the development of an Indian tourism
promotion association. Presently maw other tribes are in a
similar development stage in tourism development and will,
within the next five years, have a large stake in tourism.

1_55'
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The Mescatero Apache Indian Reservation encompasses over 460,000
acres of Otero County, New Mexico. The Reservation is about 100

miles north of El.Paso, Texas, and about 180 miles south of each of New
Mexico's principal cities, Albuquerque and Santa Fe. The nearest town
of any size ia Alamogordo (25,000), 15 miles from Mescalero, the tribal
population center. Highway 70 bisects the Reservation while Highway 54
passes nearby.

The Reservation is home to some 1,750 Apache Indians from the
Mescalero and Chiricahua bands of the tribe. The land is about equally
divided between tilberlands and grazing lend. Higher elevations provide
an Alpine-type setting and climatet an asset with respect to tourist
development.

2. History,

For centuries before the coming of the white man, the Apache
Indians led a basically nomadic existence traveling the corridor along
the eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains south into what is now Mexico.
Ecological changes eventually shortened this corridor, but the Apache
continued to exist as a nomadic tribe, remaining in one place for only
brief periods. Among the most recalcitrant of all Nerthern American
tribes, the Apache waged a long struggle before being constrained to

Reservetion life. The tribe spent the better part of the three centur'es
preceding the mid-1800's fighting to retain its freedom against enemies
that included the Spanish, other tribes, and the United States Government.
Though the Mescalero Reservation was established in 1873, many Apaches
fought on and did not surrender until 1886. It was the last tribe to
finally succumb to the overwhelming western push of the white settlers.

Upon final surrender the Apaches were sent to prison camps in
Florida, Alabama and Oklahoma. Many remained prisoners-of-war in these
camps for over 25 years. The last were released from Ft. Sill, Oklahoma,
in 1913, when 400 Chiricahua Apaches were repatriated to the Mescalero
Reservation.

During the first half of the twentieth century, conditions
deteriorated on the Reservation and a genuine culture of poverty set in.
The traditional pattern of life was completely subverted. Attempts to
make farmers of the Apache failed. By the late 19501a, conditions on
this Reservation approached the worst in the Nation.

It was the emergence of Federal programa to help Indian reserva-
tions in the early 1960's that was the first step in what has emerged as
a notable development process. The Area Redevelopment Administration was
the first government agency, outaide.of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, with
which the tribe had contact. The-Overall Economic Developaent Plan neces-
sary for ARA assistance was prepared ancEforned the cornerstone of the

development process.
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Since these first tt.:ps toward bringing self-sufficiency to the

Reservation were made, the tribe has experienced significant success in
effectuating a balanced program of social, economic, and, equally
important, psychological development. Assistance hes been forthcoming
from numerous government agencies other than EDA, and the day when the
tribe will be able to carry-on on ita own seems to be within the fore-
seeable future.

3. Resources and EconenY

There are three types of economic activity capable of being sup-
ported by the Reservation resources. These are forestry, cattle-raising
and tourism. Approximately 260,000 acres of the land are forested with
commercial stands of conifers, producing an average annual cut in excess
of 20 million board feet. Another 200,000 acres is range land, grazing, at
this time, 6,000 head of Hereford cattle. The remaining higher elevations
of the Reservation are blessed with an attractive alpine setting offering
recreational opportunities.

Timber harvesting is guided by the Reservation's 1965 titber
mauagement plan. The timber crop at Mescalero is a limited resource.
Trees at this latitude are relatively small and more vulnerable to disease
than those in the typical American forest. Because of limited yield, the
ticker operation had been characterized by smaller, and often under-
capitalized, timber processors. To increase the efficiency of this opera»
tion, the timber management plan permits a greater annual cut for a specified -

period of years (until 1985), after which the cut will be substantially re-
duced to allow for reforestation to take place.

The agricultural lands at Mascalero are not adaptable to crop
raising. Much of the land is too mountainous. Early and late frosts limit
the growing seapon and summer hailstorms are prone to destroy crops. Rain»
fall is either limited or the slope so great that run»offs create serious
erosion problems. This last factor also limits the type of grazing animal
supportable on the land, since sheep and goats graze the grass short, there*
by intensifying the run-off problems, although the resources of the Reserva-
tion and its location are not conducive to such nongrazing cattle enterprises
as feed lots and beef processing.

Tourism offers the greatest potential for economic development at
Mescalero. The basics, in terms of natural environment and potential
markets, are there. However, infrastructure and capital-heavy facility
investments are only in the early stages of development. Full, but care-
ful, exploitation of this resource is a tribal goal consuming a great deal
of energy. Development of three major projects are in varying stages of
implementation.

Commercial and industrial development on the Reservation have only
limited possibilities, particularly since the Reservation is not close
enough to major population areas. Its labor force is small and limited
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amenities exist. Transportation facilities are not comparable to locations
closer to population centers. The Reservation is far from the Interstate
Highways System and 20 miles from the nearest rail line, nor is air service
particularly close. Its natural resources are not sufficient to produce
related industrial activities and there is not a sufficient industrial
water supply available. The Reservation, even with the surrounding coin-
=fifties, does not offer a large market for commercial activities. What
commerce is supportable is limited to the small Reservation population
and that generated by tourists.

4. Tribal Government

The governing body of the Mescalero ApaChe Indian Reservation is
an eight-member Tribal Council. The council is the basic decision-making
organ of local government exe:cising powers of a legislative nature and
delegating authority for special action to the tribal president.

The tribal government was organized under the Indian Organization
Act of 1934. The tribal council, however, was a basically ineffectual
entity until the mid-1950's. The tribe, somewhat factionalized, did not
begin to coalesce behind steady leadership until the 1960's when develop-
ment programs began and eventually showed tangible results.

The present tribal president is Wendell Chino, Mr. Chino had
been involved in eribal leadership for some 20 years and has been the
tribal head for most of the last decade. He has risen to a place of
prominence with respect to Indian affairs nationally and has appeared
before Congressional committeee. Since the tribe has embarked on its
development programs, factionalism has decreased anong tribal members
and leadership has been relatively continuous and strong.

5. Community Development

Since the early 1960's an extensive program in community develop-
ment has been instituted, institutionalized, and, to an impressive degree,
implemented at the Mescalero Apache Indian Reservation.

Tribal leaders extend a good deal of credit for their program
and its succeeees to the Area Redevelopment Administration and its suc-
cessor agency, the Economic Development Administration. ARA imposed the
Overall Economic Development Plan on the tribe as a requirement for
financial aesistance. The OEDP planning process consumed two years,
involving extensive planning and priority establishment. Since the
initial OEDP, the plan has been extensively amended. All planning efforts
become an adopted part of the OEDP. The document itself has grown to be

several inches thick.

ARA funds were granted to the Apaches for the series of dam
studies which became important to the ecology of the Reservation and
added infrastructure components for tourism. ARA also funded a timber
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survey which became the base for the 1965 Tinber Management Program.
Timber, as the most ianediately exploitable resource, serves as an
important source of eaployment and income.

Cattle ranching is another important source of Reservation income.
However, small, inefficient cattle ranches run by individual tribal members
originally resulted in a series of losing operations. As a consequence,
all Reservation cattle were placed into a single herd in 1958, their owners
trading the animals for stock in the newly formed Mescalero Cattle Growers,
Inc. This larger scale operation proved successful. Later, the efficiency
of cattle management was greatly improved with the EMA-financed project for
the construction of ranch fences. Cattle ranching has nOW been turned from
a marginal operation into a well-managed income producer for both the tribe
(which owns ten percent of the cattle company' and individual tribal members.
Approximately five percent of the tribal labor force is employed by
Mescalero Cattle Growers, Inc.

The greatest potential for economic development on the Reservation,
however, lies in the tourist trade. Long aware of this, the tribe spent
several Lhousand dollars on a study ih the late 1950's to defiae what

activities would be appropriate for Apache Summit, a mountain top on the
Reservation traversed by a major highway. The results of this effort was
the establishment of a motel too small to be operated efficiently and a
restaurant too large to be supported by the motel. However, an arts and
crafts sales center whiCh capitalized on the rise in popularity of Indian
artifacts was able to save the venture. Mile the results at Apache
Summit were less than anticipated, the lessons learned were valuable.

More careful planning resulted in the tribe's "Tourist Triad,"
three major projects serving different yet compleuentary fundtiOns.. The'
first of these was the Sierra Blanca Ski Resort. This skilng facility,
located on the 111000 foot crest of Sierra Blanca Mountain, just off the
northeast edge of the Reservation, was opened in 1958 under nOn-Ihdian
ownership. /t was a modest venture and had produced modest results. 'In

1963 the facility was offered for sale and the tribe, afteeleigthYdiscus-
sion and planning, purchased Sierra Blanca for $1.4 million. An exper..-

enced general manager was hired and an improvement program launched. Since
pyrchase, a new ski trail has been added each year. In the past five years,
gross revenue has experienced an annual average increaae of 30 percent,
better than the ski industry as a whole. Attendance at the facility in
the eight-year proprietorship of the Mescalero Apache Indians has grown
from 11,000 to 55,000. At the height of the season, there are 130
eaployees at Sierra Blanca. Indians make up over half the work force
and are engaged in sll facets of the operation except the Ski School.
The growth of Sierra Bianca has been sufficient to elevate the nearby
resort town of Ruidoso to a year-round economy. This small town has a
race track which serves as a summer drew. This is now complemented by
the increased ski activities which are by nsture winter sctivities.

Sierra Mance vas purchased wholly with borrowed money. /he
loan is being paid off as epecified and on schedule. While the large loin.
exhausted the borrowing capacity of the tribe for a while, it has by MOW
established its financial credibility to the point that it is now able to
secure other loans for development purposes.
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The second large tourist development project is to be a self-
contained resort complex, called Cienigita, which will cost over $7 mil-
lion to develop. While EDA has committed over $4 million to this venture,
the tribe has been able to arrange loans for most of the remaining $3 mil-
lion. Cienigita will ultimately contain a 250-unit lodge and offer a
varied program of sports and outdoor recreation. As a tourist development,
it is complementary to the wincer ski-oriented activities at Sierra Blanca
and the summer racing-oriented activities at Ruidoso. This facility should
be in operation in 1973.

Still in the early planning stages is the Rinconada Dude Ranch,
the third of the "Tourism, Triad" projects. The dude ranch and hunting lodge

will round out the tourist season taking up the slack betwee the winter
skiing and assorted sunmer activities. The project, projected to cost
some $1.3 million dollars, is expected to be completed about 1974 or 1975.

While its atrraction to industry is limited, the tribe is inter-
ested in certain kinds of industrial developuent, although it is not inter-
ested in supplying a cheap labor force to perform dull, minimum wage indus-
trial labor. Nor do the Apaches have any desire for industry at the expense
of pollution. There is a need for euployuent for waren and a desire to
promote any industrial activity which offers tribal members opportunities
to learn valuable skills.

Negotiations have been conducted and are in progress with several
firms which may provide the Reservaticm with the type of industrial job
which it desires. One development which seems virtually certain is a
machine shop operation. A facility developed by the Job Corps in 1965 was
expected to be a long-term operation. However, it waa closed in 1968,
leaving the tribe with a building adaptable to industrial use. A Chicago
firm has agreed to produce hydraulic filters at this site, and 18 Apaches
are being trained for machinists jobs in Chicago. There will also be work
at this plant for female operatives as asseMblers. It is expected that 50
employees, including 20 machinists will be at work by June, 1972. The
Department of labor has cooperated in securing $2 million worth of govern-
ment machinery from inactive uachine plants across the country. The entire
venture is a $3 million package.

Future En. assistance will be solicited by the Mescalero Apache
Tribe. Soue $7.4 uillion is desired to further expand the Sierra Blanca
Ski Resort. Additional plans include an application for $1.2 million for
two recreation areas euppliaental to the Tourist Triad, and a projected

$1.3 millicm request for the Rinconada Dude Ranch.

The tribe has made extensive use of cther government programs
besides thoss of ARA and OA. The 0E0 Coumunity Action Program has an
annual budget of $260,000 and employs tore than 70 persons on the Reserva
tion in a variety of programs.
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There is also en extensive housing improvement program financed
by a consortium of Federal agencies, including 0E0, HUD and BIA. Although
virtually no housing on the Reservation met housing standards in 1930, and
very few units hsd indoor plumbing, by 1971 70 percent of the homes met
the National Rousing Code, which has been accepted by the tribe. Some 200
homes have been remodeled, and 100 new homes are under construction. It is
expected that all Reservation housing will be up to code by 1976.

Community facilities, virtually nonexistent a decade ago, have
been dramatically improved. The tribe has new water and sewer lines and
the BIA road program has been redirected to meet the needs of the tribe.
A new hospital has been constructed and offers expanded health services
to tribal members. Funds have been granted from the Lew Enforcement
Assistance Agency for a rehabilitation center including a court facility.

Tribal programs have been initiated in such fields as vocational
training, legal services, emergency food services, child day care, rehabili-
tation, emplpyment services, and recreation. Alcoholism, which had been a
very serious problem at Mescalero, has been attacked and significant gains
recorded.

Equally tmportant to other facets of the development process is
the concern of the Apaches fo. the nature, as well as the magnitude of
development. The Mescalero Reservation Indian Development Program clearly
states: "The basic development goal of the tribe is to create a standard
of living (the quality as well as quantity of life) at least equal to the
great Anericsn aean standard. The American norm will, of course, be modi-
fied by traditional Indian value systems and tribal leaders believe this
factor will sdd quality to the life style of the Mescalero people." Un-
like many other tribes, the Apaches seem to have come to grips with their
tenuous position between two cultures. Always an adaptable people, the
tribe seems firmly committed to the retention of ite Indian identity as
it picks and chooses from that which the broader society may offer: adopt-
ing that which complements and/or augments their traditions, rejecting in
many cases that which is deemed detrimental, even when in a narrow economic
sense, it may seem an asset.

6. Plannine

Serious planning on the Mescalero Apache Reservation began in
the early 1960's with the preparation of the Overall Economic Development
Plan. A major effort was given to the establishment of priorities. How-
ever, priority establishment proved a difficult task, since the tribe needed
virtually everything. Short and long range goals, however, were established
and the tribal council emerged as the final decision-making body with
respect to development matters. Community participation is an integral
part of the planning process with tribal meetings held regularly, about
every six months. The tribe is small enough So that this town hall concept
is feasible.
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Since the completion of the original ()EDP, other plans someUhat

tangential to economic development have nevertheless been incorporated as
part of the document. Plans for conservation, education and law enforce-
ment, for example, are part of the °EDP document.

Many of the personnel engaged ln planning are tribal employees
under one of several Federal programe on the Reservation. The tribe does
not divide itself bureaucratically by these programs. Thus, the CAP
director may be very involved in a HUD-financed housing program. The
EDA-funded planner may be involved in conservation planning, and so forth.
RDA has funded a planner at this Reservation only since 1971. The planner,
however, has been with the tribe for over eight years and his salary has
been paid at various times by the tribe, the STA, CAP, ARA and EDA. He
has been of valuable assistance to the tribe, regardless of funding source.
With an academic background in business, engineering and developmental
economics, he is well suited to his Job.

The planning program at Mescalero has had manifest successes and
seems well geared to its task. Direction from the council is clear and the
approach appears to be successful.
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C. PROJECT ANALYSES

The following EDA projects have been funded on the Mescalero
Apache Indian Reservation:

TYPe and Pature of ProJect Prolect No. Date Funding
Grant 1.011n

1. PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS
a. Community Center 08-1-00446 1967 $575,000
b. Training Center 08-1-00751 1968 281,000
c. Commercial Park 08-1-00752 1968 213,000
d. Cattle Fencing 08-1-00754 1968 144,000
e. Tourism Complex 08-1-00929 1970 2,298,000

1. .Phase / profit-
able ventures 08-1-01087 1971 1,088,000

2. Phase I/ nonprofit
infrastructure 08-1-01105 1971 _11974000

Total Approved $5,496,000

2. BUSINESS 10ANS PROJECTS
a. Tribal Store 08-3-00779 1969

1. Supplement 08-3-00779-01 1970

Total Approved

3. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS
a. Dam Studies 08-6-09234 1969 $ 15,000

1. Supplement 1 08-6-09234-01 1969 1,000
2. Supplement 2 08-6-09234-02 1970 3,000

Total Approved $ 19,000

4. PLANNING GIANTS
a. Planning Grant

TOTAL APPROVED - ALL PROJECTS

08-5-15004 1971 $ 27,000

$108,000
40 000

$148,000

1112_02 11441222

Detailed discussiou and analysis of each of these projects :allow:

1. PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS

a. Community Center, Project No. 08-1-00446 1967

A community center building was a first priority project under the
Reservation's social and political development goals se established during
the tribe's development planning in the early and mid-1960's. It was felt
that the tribe lacked a focal point for comicality life and tribal operation.
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Funds had been sought from other sources, such as HUD and IAA, but the
programs of these agencies offered insufficient assistance. The Apaches
wanted more than a mere office building. They wanted a full community
center with recreational facilities included. A HUD offer of funds was
turned down in favor of an EDA grant Which supplied the necessary financial
assistance to construct a facility of the magnitude desired, EDA provided
a $575,000 grant for the building under itc public works program. The tribe
contributed approximately $125,000 of its own funds.

The building complex includes offices for the tribal council and
staff and ,arious social service programs, a gymnasium, an auditorium, a
swiaadag pool, bowling alleys, a cultural museum, a library, handicraft
workshops, game rooms, a cafeteria, and multi-purpose classrooms.

Beiore the completion of this facility, the tribal council held
its metings in the STA headquarters. The council now has an adequate
council chambo 'or normal sessions and an auditorium for general tribal
meetings. This euilding has provided the Reservation with needed space and
facilities with which to administer tribal affairs.

Several Federally-assisted social programs have offices in this
project. The Community Action Program, a HUD-financed housing Code Enforce-
ment program to upgrade Reservation housing, an HEW-financed day care pro-
gram, a vocational education program for tribal members with alcohol-
related problems, end the Public Health Service all msintain their offices
in the community center.

This buildins is operated at a financial loss, but clearly for a
psychological gain. Operating expenditures total approximately $200,000
annually. The bowling alleys and other income-producing activities gen-
erate $100,000 in income. The cost to the tribe, therefore, is about
$100,000 a year. Of the operating expenditures, about $150,000 pays the
salaries of personnel. Some 20 persona are involved in maintenance and
accounting. Another ten operate pro$rams using the facilities of the
building, such as recreational progreas.

Approximately 100 persons are employed in one capacity or another
in the community center. The 30 discussed above represent employment
directly attributable to the building. Others are tribal or social pro-
gram functionaries. It is difficult to assess Which, if any, of these pro-
grams might not operate on the Reservation were it not for the availability
of office space in this building. While some of those jobs my be dependent
on the existence of the coumunity center, it can only be assumed that the
programs which employ users of the building would have operated even if it
did not exist. If employment from programs headquartered in the community
center cannot be attributed directly to the building, some measure of in-
creased productivity end efficiency due to the facility can be assumed.

The building ie extensively used. The gymnasium and pool are
in daily use. The bowling alleyoperates days and evenings,and bowling
leagues have become an accepted component of the Reservation's social life.
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Generally, the recreational facilities are utilized in connection with
formal programs during.the day and open to the public at night.

The community center also serves outsiders. Inter-city si .s

competitions are regularly held in the building, and the facilities aro
sometimes rented to outside groups for their own functions. For example,
the State police have used the building for training programs.

The community center has admirably served its function. Centrally
located with respect to the Reservation's population, the building has re-
ceived extensive use and in fact t..s outgrown itself. The museum is being
enlarged and will be moved to another loention. A $122,000 HUD grant has
been received for the expans4or of the office capacity, and two new small
wings will be constructed wit:: this money. Also, $250,000 of EDA funds
have been designated foz a foc.tball field and track adjacent to the build-
:rig. This facility will be integrated into the recreational program.

Pride ie es important s the increased opportunity for political
participation, recreational activitiee and social proelams attributable to
this project. The structure stand' as a manifest monument to the ability
of the Apache: to influence their own lives. It was the first euccese in
their program of eocial and economic development. As well as a tangible
facility meeting real needs, the building hes a symbolic value which fosters
the spirit of the tribal members and instills confidence for the pursuance
of other ventures.

b. Training Center, Prolect No. 08-1-00751, 1968

In order to upgrade the skill levels of Reservation Indians, the
Mescalero Apache Tribe sought and received $281,000 in EDA aseietsnce in
orde: to construct a training center. Total project cost was $351,000.
This facility, pproved in 1968, was constructed as a wing to the RDA-fi-
nanced community center. /n many ways, the two facilities function as one.
Tteining activities may spill over into the community center and social
prograns administered out of the community centar often utilize claesroom
and other space in the training center.

The training centers-completed in 1969, has within its 11,000
square feet, four shops, a training kitchen, a library, and several multi-
purpose classrooms. Courses aro offered in the electrical, automotive,
construction ald culinary trades. /n addition to strictly educational
functions, the building serves as a day caws center and verious health
programs are headquartered in it, Funds for the operation of the training
center come frommmny sources including MDTA, CEP, JOBS 70, tio!, DIA, the
PHS, 1E0 end HEW.

Over 60 persons work in the training center. In addition t. six

administrative positions -- two councelore, a librarian and three clerical
positions -- there are at least ten instructors. Additionally, there are
a dozen indiv:duals :a community health and emergency food programs, 14 in
the day care center, ten directly in building nmintenance, four in landscap-
ing and utility maintenance, and five in Head Start. There are some 30
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trainees who are paid while attending classes. The total payroll for the
facility, including trainees and programs not directly involved in train-
ing (such as the day care segment), is $360,000 annually.

C. Commercial Park, Protect No. 08-1-00752. 1968

In an effort to augment commercial development on the Reservation,
both for the local /ndian population and to cater to the tourist trade,
ths tribe designated a commercial center as a priority development project.

A$213,000 EDA grant was extended in 1968 for the construction of this
$334,000 facility. A separate business loan was extended for a tribal
store to be part of the commercial center. This separate project is
discussed on the following pages.

The commercial park was only partially completed at the time of
this evaluation. The 20-acre area, adjacent to the community trainin6
center buildings, will eventually house a gas station, the tribal store,
a laundromat, an Indian village as a tourist attraction, an auto parts
and supply store, possibly a bank, and in the future, other commercial
facilities, Only the gas station is complete and operating.

The gas station is operated by the Standard Oil Company under a
12-year lease, after which time the $100,000 station, built by Standard,
reverts to the tribe. Lease and other fees presently produce $3-4,000
income for the tribe. Employment at the station is six, a non-Indian
manager and five Indian employees. Income associated with these jobs
is approximately $35,000 a year.

Ultimate employment at the commercial center from businesses
already planned is expected to be about 30 with an aggregate income of
about $1f5,000. The increased availability of shopping facilities on
the Reservation should produce the additional impact by providing an
opportunity for Indians to spend their income on the Reservation rather
than elsewhere.

d, Cattle Fencing, ProJect No. 08-1-00754, 1968

Government efforts to promote an agricultural economy on the
Mescalero Apache Reservation early in this century largely failed. Sheep

were raised by tribal members in the 1930's but these animals grated the
grass too short, and there was extensive erosion of the land. The tribe
consequently Changed from sheep to cattle ranching. But these were

individual'efforts by tribal members, generally carried out on small,
under-capitulized ranges. The operations were inefficient and not vary
profitable.

In 1958, individual tribal ranchers banded together and formed
Meecalero Cattle Growers, Inc. Ranchers traded their cattle for stock
in the corporation. This cooperative effort proved more fruitful than
the previuus arrangement of individual operators. Mascalero Cattle Growers,
Inc., is a closed corporation in which only members of the Mescalero Apache
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Tribe may buy stock. The tribe itself owns a 10 percent interest in the
operation. Stock accumulation in this enterprise is popular with the
tribal members. The corporation's stock is Mescalero's version of Wall
Street. Many tribal members own stock. Stock holders may purchase calves
for their own consumption at a very fair price and this is another advantage
of holding stock in the company.

Capital improvements, including 200 wells, 50 watering tanks,
bunk houses, and corrals were made in the early days and a buil purchase
program instituted. However, the half-million acre range, without fencing,
resulted in the loss of cattle and a generally inefficient management pro-
gram.

With the need for fences evident, the Cattle Growers sought funds.
Banks turned the group down because of insufficient collateral. An EDA
business loan was investigated, but the tribe was unwilling to submit to
the procedural steps of a Ilusiness Loan, particularly if 1 grant could be
justified. After negotiations, EDA agreed to finance the construction of
fences and provided a public works grant of $144000 for the project.
Total project cost was $180,000.

The feasibility of this project was justified ae follows; fencing,

it was assumed, would allow: (1) sore efficient management of the range so
that the herd could be increased from 5,000 to 6,000; (2) the surviving
birth rate for calves to be increased from 60 percent to 85 percent; and
(3) the calves to grow to 300 pounds in a year f.nstead of 200 pounds. It

was also assumed that the price per pound would drop slightly for the larger
calves from 38e to 34c per pound. Under these amsumptionu, income would
increase from $228,000 to $520,000 annually. In fact, the experience sf
the ranch in the first year .'th adequate fence control was not too fat
from the prediction. The herd has been increased to 6,000 load, the birth
rate has increased to almost 85 percent, litat a drought year produced calves
averaging out about 230 pounds, rather than the expected 300 pounds. How-
ever, the price per pound rose to 580. Due largely to Otis unexpected rise
in the price, the approximate increase in revenue attributable to the fenc-
ing was $300,000, or almost exactly as predicted.

Employment by the corporation increased from 20 to 35 cowboys.
At an annual earning level of approximately $5,000, this is an increase
of $75,000 in the payroll.

e. Tourist Complex, Prolect Nos. 08-1-00929, 08-1-01087, and
081-01105, 1970-7l

Several characteristics of the Mescalero Apache Indian Reservation
combine to uake tourist development an obvious component of any economic
development program for the Reservation. (More detail on the tourist
development activities of the tribe appear. above in Section B.) The
earliest tribal efforts to promote development centered on tourism. The
tribe itself put up several 0 ...mind dollars for a study which lead to the
ill-advised development of Apache Summit (which did, however, serve as a
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v:Iuable lesson in developmental economics). In 1962, a $5,000 ARA techni-
cal assistance grant was uade to the tribe to study the possibilities of
tourism-oriented enterprise within the confines of the Reservation. This
study and subsequent extensive planning in connection with the preparation
of the (EDP led to the identification of three major projects -- the so-
called "Tourism Triad." One of these was Cienigite, a major tourist
coupler. Planning for this project hae progressed for several years,
and, while construction has barely begun, over $500,000 has been invested
in planning efforts. Assistance has come from many sources, including the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Bureau of Reclamation, the Public Health
Service, the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Service, and the U. S. Army Corpe
of Engineers. Principal financing, however, will come from EDA. The
agency has committed over $4 million to this project. Total project cost
is expected to exceed $7 uillion, the remaining $3 million to be borrowed
from commercial sources.

Specifically, tMe agency has committed $2,298,000 toward the
$2,872,000 cost of Phase 1 construction. Phase II will be partially funded
by EDA with a $1,088,000 grant toward the $2,176,000 cost of construction
sf the profit-producing component, and a second grant of $897,000 repre-
sents 100 percent of the cost of supportive infrastructure components.

Cienigita will be a large, eelf-contained resort complex. Develop-
ment plans call for a 100-acre lake and an 18-hole golf course. Additionally
there will be facilities for tennis, boating, fishing, hunting, ice skating
and horseback riding. Reservation streams will be stocked f-Imm a Reserva-
tion fit* hatchery operated by the Fish and Wildlife Service. The first
stage of the project will include 125 unite, to be followed as soon as
possible with an additional 125 units.

This project is complementary to the Sierra Blanca Ski Resort,
owned and operated by the tribe, which draws over 55,000 skiers each
winter, and the resort community of Ruidose, adjacent to the Reservation.
Ruidoso has a horse racing track and draws over 250,000 visitors annually.
This community had been exclusively a summer resort, but the explosive
growth of the Reservation's ski area has put the economy of Ruidoso on a
year-round footing. The main market for all these facilities is from Texas,
OkIthoma, and louisiana.

Employment at this facility is expected to be about 150, some 130-
140 of these Aperhe Indians. Management will be non-Indian. It is doubt-
ful, according to the Reservation Development Specialist, that even in time
management will revert to local Indiana. As =visioned, this project is a
complete resort complex, not simply a large motel. The development special-
ist asttmattd that there are only about 30 teams in the United States capable
of running the complex. This facility is to be a first-class operation
complete with a top uanagement team with "a Frenchman, an Austrian and a
Swiss." Projected payroll is in the neighborhood of $1,200,000.
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Cienigita will soon rise out of the ground. Architectural and
engineering plans, carefully conceived as to preserve the Alpine setting
of the project, are complete. In total, 100,000 acres hove been set aside
to be used in relation to this resort complex. It is expected that the
opening ceremony will take place in 1973. Already work lhas begun to train
Indian personnel and book conventions for the completed facility.

The facility is expected to lose money its first two years in
operation. Working capital will cover these losses. Ultimately, Cienigita
is projected to gross $1,500,000 producing a 0200,000 profit to the tribe.

2. BUSINESS LOAN

a. Tribal Store, Prolect No. 08-3-00779, 01. 1969-1970

The Mescalero Apache.Tribe has run its own tribal store for over
a decade. This store, however, operated in inadequate and unattractive
quarters. A 1964 study defined the magnitude and nature of a replacement
facility. EDA assistance was solicited and granted. The course by Which
this project has reached fruition, however, has been rocky.

An original 1968 EDA loan covered both the tribal store and a gas
station. Both of these components are part of the EDA-funded commercial
park at Mescalero. However, when Standard Oil agreed to build the service
station, the loan agreement was amended to eliminate the service station.
In 1969, a loan for $108,000 was approved. Twice bids were sought and
twice the lowest bid was too high. The facility was redesigned between the
two biddings. Finally, in 1970, EDA agreed to increase the loan by $40,000
making the total agency commitment tq this project $148,000. The total
construction cost is expected to be $190,000. Another $55,000 is budgeted
for equipment.

The tribal store, which covers 4,000 square feet, was expected to
open by February 1972. Six employees with aggregate earnings of $30,000
are projected. The store is to serve both the Reservation community and
tourists passing through or staying on the Reservation.

Reservation personnel concerned with economic development are less
than enthusiastic about Des business loan program. Their experience with
this project, the Reservation's only business loan, is at least partially
responsible.

3. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS

a. Dam Studies, Proiect Nos. 08-6-09234, -01, -02, 1969-70

As part of its watershed protection program, the tribe has for
over a decade been involved in the construction of dams. These create
small, multi-purpose lakes of two-three acres. These small bodies of
water are used for fishing and as watering facilities for game and cattle.
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The Area Redevelopment Agency, the predecessor to EDA, provided
funds for eight dams in the early 1960's. Since that time, the tribe has
tried to always keep several of these projects "in the hopper." With
this in mind, EDA assistance for engineering studies was sought. EDA has
funded four studies. Whilc no emplaynent is directly attributable to
these dams, they do enhance the general usability of the Reservation for
recreational purposes, an integral component of economic development at
Nescalero.

4. PLANNING GRANT

a. Planning Grant, ProJect No. 08-5-15004, 1971

EDA granted $27,000 to the Vascalero Apache Indian Reservation
under its planning grant program in February 1971. The in-kind tribal
contribution was approximately $9,000. This one-year grant principally
covers the salary of the Reservation economic development specialist and
his secretary. Salaries represent $21,000 of the grant monies.

The tribal development specialist hae been in the employ of the
tribe for eight years. He has always been more or less in the same
capacity as he is under the EDA grant. At various times, he has been
paid from ARA, BIA, 0E0 and direct tribal funds. He is a past director
of the tribe's Community Action Program. The specialist comes to his posi-
tion with an academic background almost ideal for his function. As an
undergraduate at the Colorado School of Hines, he pursued studies in
engineering and business and was granted a double-major degree under this
five-year program. He later received his Master's degree in developmental
eaonomice from the University of Colorado.

The specialist brings enthusiasm, knowledge and experience to hie
job. He seems to sincerely identify with the tribe, its goals and programs.

The Reservation planning program.predates this EDA planning grant.
In 1967, when the selected Indian Reservation Program was initiated, 0E0
funded the planner because of a lack of EDA funding. The 0E0 funding was,
however, undertaken at the request of EDA. Because the development of the
program was, nevertheless, not a specific function of an EDA grant, more
dctailed discussion is omitted here in favor of the discussion of the plan-
ning process in Section B.
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A. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Background Summary

The Navajo Reservation embraces nearly 16 million acres of land
in northeastern Arizona, northwestern New Mexico, and southeastern Utah.
The Reservation population numbers approximately 130,000 Navajo Indians.
During recent years, the Navajo Tribe has pursued an active policy of
community and industrial development that him resulted in the establishment
of eeveral successful tribal enterprises and the location of two major
industries on the Reservation. Living conditions remain difficult for
most of the Indian population, however, and unemployment still hcmers at
the 60 percent level.

IDA assistance to the Navajo Tribe has been substantial, and most
of the EDA projects have been well conceived and well implemented. These
projects include 14 public works undertakings (processed as 17 BOA projects),
and four business loans. Additionally, IDA NW funded one technical assis-
tance study and two planning grants on the Reservation. These projects
represent a total of 810,080,233 in grants and $3,934,260 in loans.

The collective impact of the EDA projects on the Reservation has
been significant. A total of 646 jobs have already been created, and more
ars anticipeted as the projects ume under construction are completed.
Additionally, EDA involvement has been the source of considerable change
in the attitudes of tribal leadership, and the potential for growth now
possessed by the Navajos has bean substantially and significantly improved
as e result of the RDA infrastructure projects.

2. Conclusions

EDA-financed projects have had a significant impact on the Navajo
Reservation. EDA has been responsible for the development of two industrial
parks, and the location of the General Dynamics and Fairdhild Semiconductor
plants on those industrial areas. The General Dynamics facility, which
once employed 250 persons, currently employs 106 persons and has a payroll
of approximately $380,000. Three EDA projects were instrumental in locat-
ing the Fairchild plant in the Shiprock Industrial Park. These are the
Industrial park project itself, a water system, and a business loan to con-
struct a facility for the firm. Thess three projects, at a cost of
$1,122,400 in grants end $1,358,600 in loans, have resulted in the creation
of 409 jobs, a number 'hid% could incrase if the mmmiconductor industry
tays active. The current Fairchild peyroll is approximately $4.5 million.

A fourth project, a business loan of $462,800, is expected to add several
hundred new jobs as soon se it is completed.

Thirteen of ths public worke projects funded by EDA have been for
the development of water and sewer systems. Although those projects have
produced only 85 jobs to date, they have had a substantial effect on the
devalopmsnt potential of the Reservation. The water and sewer project at
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Chinle has resulted in the establishnent of a 79-bed extended care facility
that employs 70 persons, and there art plans for the construction of a

hospital and a handicapped children's facility which will employ a total
of 484 persons. In Kayenta, the EDA water system permitted the expansion
of the Holiday Inn, and in Navajo, the water facility provides needed fire
protection services for Navajo Forest Products Industries. Additionally,
these water and sewer projects have provided basic services to several
thousand households, and they have permitted the construction of a large
number of new housing units. Six of the 13 projects are not yet complete,
and anticipated impact from these projects will substantially increase the
number of jobs produced, as well as the number of households receivtng
water and sewer services.

The business loan to Navajo Forest Products Industrtes resulted
in the addition of a millwork,and cut stock plant to the existing sawmill
facility. This plant, which employs 55 persons, produces many items for
the home building industry, as well as specialties for the manufacture of
furniture and wooden toys. Total employnent at this tribal enterprise is
now 475, and the payroll is slightly in excess of $2.5 million.

EDA contributions to the development of the new town of Navajo
have also been substantial. Projects at Navajo include a water storage
facility which services Navajo Forest Products Industries and the new
residences in the town, site iiprovementsWhich have permitted the construc-
tion of a HUD-funded neighborhood facility and a commercial center, and a
business loan which was used for the construction of the commercial center.
Although no leases have yet been signed for the utilization of any of the
coumercial space, this project is expected to provide 50 jobs a* well as
to render an extremely valuable service to the community.

The large number of EDA-funded water and sewer projects on the
Reservation has also been partially responsible for the growth of the
Navajo Tribal Utility Authority, a tribal enterprise which constructs and
operates gas, electric, water and sewer systeue on the Reservation. Since
1965, this enterprise has grown from 55 to 225 employees, and from seven
million dollars to $22 million in assets. A deficit of $60,000 in 1965
has been changed to a profit of over $600,000 in 1971.

Although the planning grants have had a minimal impact on the
Reservation development process, the caMbined pnblic works and business
loan projects have significantly affected the attitudes of tribal leaders.
The tribe is now ready to expand current efforts to secure additional
industries for the industrial parks at Fort Defiance and Shiprock, and
plans have been made for the development of an industrial area at ChurCh
Rock which will be the site of a uranium nilling and mining plant. There
is currently one EDA sewage treatment facility project in.the application
stage, and five projects in the pre-application design stage. Additionally,
the tribe has just reorganized its planning and development resources so as
to provide a more comprehensive and action-oriented approach to economic
development on the Reservation.
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The tribal leadership appears energetic and capable, and relations
with neighboring tribes, particularly the Hopis, appear to be improving.
There is still a tendency, however, for the central adminsatrative offices
to rely solely on their own personnel for the initiation and development
of programs and projects. This has tended to discourage the groath of local
leadership, and has resulted in delays in the development of projects that
are local or regional in character.

Relations with government agencies vary. The tribe is extremely
pleased with EDA and its assistance, and feels that EDA-funded projects
have provided the Reservation with the infrastructure necessary for the
development of industrial facilities, as well as with provision of basic
services to a substantial portion of the population. Mbre importantly,
the tribe has recognized that EDA funds permit tribal design and control
of development projects, and do not foster dependency upon non-Navajo
institutions and personnel. Relations with the BIA are not so good, al-
though they hove remained cordial.

3. Recommendations

The Navajo Tribe appears to be making significant progress toward
economic development on the Reservation. Their approach, which focuses on
the exploitation of natural resources but still supports a continued effort
to attract stable growth industries, has proven to be both viable and effec-
tive. Nevertheless there is a need for an expanded effort to train Navajos
to assume significant roles in the planning, development and management of
Reservation enterprises.

The natural resource-based sector of the Reservation economy is
certain to remain of primary iaportance. Tribal efforts to train Navajos
in irrigation farming should continue so'that the initial application of
water from the irrigation project will produce results commensurate with
the cost of the project. It is also important that the tribe carefully
consider the value of leases obtained by off-Reservation companies for the
exploitation of mineral resources on the Reservatio4. Thvincome derived
from these leases should be balanced against both a potential increase in
Navajo employment that might result from the tribal exploitation of the
resources, and the cultural and environmental hazards that are produced by
some mining and mineral extraction activities.

Tourism haa not yet begun to play a major role in the Navajo
Reservation economy. Consideration should be given to expanding cexrent
efforts, and developing tourism complexes in several of the many scenic

areas on the Reservation.

All development activities on the Reservation, reaource-based,
commercial and industrial, should be viewed as part of an overall strategy
for the economic growth of the Navajo Nation. Such a strategy should be
carefully prepared, and should reflect local and regional needa as well as
those envisioned by the tribal central offices. The resulting plan should
then be utilized as a guide for Reservation development and allocation of
resonrces.
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In light of the Above, the following recommendations are made for
the consideration of the Navajo Tribe:

I. The need for a sound study which systematically analyzes the
resources of the Reservation and makes well-supported recon-
mendations for their development is apparent. There are no
existing documents that can be used as a guide for the appli-
cation of realistic growth strategies.

2. Planning activities on the Reservation have been conducted
primarily at the central office level. This has tended to
discourage local initiative, and has resulted in numerous
delays in the approval and implementation of regional and
local projects. It is therefore highly recommended that plan-
ning activities on the Reservation be decentralized, with a
planner specifically assigned to eaCh major region of the
Reservation. Such a decentralization would serve not only
to develop capabilities and initiative throughout the Reserva-
tion, but would also assist in mobilizing popular support for
development projects.

3. The tribe should expand its efforts to promote and assist
Indian-owned and managed business ventures on the Reservation.
Adequate commercial services ate still not available to large
segments of the Reservation population, and a majority of the
establishments currently operating are owned and managed by
non-Novajos.

4. The tribe should consider the establishment of a training pro-
gram or institute that would have the primary goal of develop-
ing the entrepreneurial, administrative and management skills
of the Navajo. A majority of the top positions in both indus-
trial end tribal enterprises on the Reservation are now held by
non-Navajos, and the development of a cork* of capable and
experienced Navajo managers would be highly desirable.

5. Current efforts to develop an ongoing tourism development pro-
ven should be expanded. One of the most valuable natural re-
sources of the Reservation is the natural beauty of the land,
and efforts to exploit this resource have been marginal to date.
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B. SETTING AND BACKGROUND

1. Location

Navajo

The Navajo Reservation, which embraces nearly 16 million acres
and has a population of close to 130,000, is spread over eight counties in
northeastern Arizona, northwestern New Mexico, and southeastern Utah.

Gallup, New Mexico, is approximately 32 miles southeast of the tribal head-
quarters at Window Rock, Arizona, with Albuquerque located 144 miles east
of Gallup. Phoenix is approximately 400 miles southwest of Wimdow Rock.
The Nmiajo Reservation surrounds the large Hopi Reservation, located in
northeastern Arizona.

Although the Navajos are scattered throughout the entire Reserva-
tion area, there are five major population centers on the Reservation. These
are Tuba City in the west (approximately 70 miles north of Flagstaff, Arizona),
Shiprock in the northeast (approximately 30 miles west of Farmington, New
Mexico), Window Rock and Fort Defiance in the south central part of the
Reservation, Crownpoint in the southeast, and Chinle in the east central
part of the Reservation near the entrance of Canyon de Chelly.

2. History,

MeMbers of the Athapascan linguistic family, the Navajoe are be-
lieved to have come from the far Northwest in prehistoric times. By the
early 17th century, they had spread south and east and dere occupying a
large part of the plateau country of what is now Arizona. In 1848, the
Navajo area became part of the United States, and in 1863, the United States
government sent Kit Carson to put an end to the skirmishes between the
Navajos, Pueblo Indialis, Spaniards, Mexicans and early Aherican settlers.
Carson rounded up some Navajo bands, burned crops and destroyed livestock,
and most of the Navajos were collected at Bosque Redondo (Fort Sumner), Mew
Mexico, where it was hoped that they would settle down to a sedentary,
agricultural life. In 1868, recognizing the failure of the Fort Sumner
experiment, the Government concluded a treaty which established the tribe
on its own 3.5 million acre Reservation. Through a series of Executive
orders and acts of Congress, extending from 1878 to 1934, the Reservation
area was increased to almost 16 million acres.

Unlike many other tribes, the Navajos did not accept the provisions
of the Indian Reorganization Act of 1945. Instead, the tribal council bases
ite authority on rules promulgated by the Secretary of the Interior in 1938.

These rules provide for a tribal council of 74 members elected from their
own districts, and a chairman end vice chairman elected at large.

3. Resources and Econom

The Navajo Reservation, one of the most ecenic areas in the world,
is composed of eesentially semiarid land with deep canyons, high plateaus,
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and low-lying plains. Traversed from north to south along the Arizona-
New Mexico border by the Chuska Mountain range, the topography varies from
11,000 feet high mountains with clear streams and tiMber stands, to desert
lands at elevations of 4,500 feet. The annual precipitation varies from
five inches in the lower elevations to 23 inches in the mountainous areas.

Navajos traditionally supported themselves by raising sheep, al-
though this form of livelihood no longer provides sufficient income for most
families. It is estimated that approximately 600 sheep are required to pro-
duce a net income of $3,000 per year, and more than half of all Navajo
families have fewer than 50 sheep. Because of the minimal productivity
bf the land for agricultural purposes, farming has not yet attained com-
mercial status as a means of livelihood. Total income on the Reservation
derived from agriculture was $1.3 million in fiscal 1971.

Efforts to increase'the productivity of the land were, however,
started more than a decade ago, culminating in 1962, when President Kennedy

authorized the Secretary of the Interior to construct, operate and maintain
the Navajo Indian Irrigation Project. This project was designed to supply
an average annual diversion of 508,000 acre feet of water to approximately
110,630 acres of land in the northeastern portion of the Reservation.

The Navajo Tribe has taken several steps to implement the project,
including the organization of the Navajo Agricultural Products Industry.
Through this organization, the tribe has cooperated with New Mexico State
University in growing crops at an experimental site, and has els,' appro-
priated $100,000 for the irrigation and cultivation of 2,350 acres of
tribal land on which Navajos are gaining invaluable experience in the
development, irrigation, and cultivation of irrigable lands. The project
has, however, never been adequately funded by the government, and it is
currently estimated that delivery of the first water to the initial 10,000
acres of land will be made in 1975 at the earliest. As of 1970, the
scheduled completion date for the project has been shifted from 1980 to
1987, and if the current rate of funding i8 not Increase4, it is unlikely
that the project will be completed much before the year 2000.

The Reservation is, nevertheless, rich in a number of other
natural resources. As early as 1888, a sawmill was built to exploit the
Reservation's tinber resources, which include a one half million acre stand
of virgin growth Ponderosa Pine. Navajo Forest Products Industries, a
wholly-owned enterprise of the Navajo Tribe, was created in 1959. It now
is comprised of a sawmill, 0 bark processing plant, and a millwork and cut
stock plant. The tribe has invested approximately $7.5 million in this
enterprise, and EDA has also provided a business loan of $550,000. At
the present time, 50,000,000 board feet of timber are produced annually,
a majority of which are Ponderosa Pine. The enterprise currently employs
475 persons, and it has an annual payroll of $2.5 million.

The principal income of the tribe is received from oil and gas
leases. Approximately $80 million in incoue has accrued to the tribe from
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the exploitation of oil and natural gas over the past several years, with
oil being refined at the rate of 5,500 barrels per day. Additionally,
the Reservation is rich in uranium, vanadium and coal, although no compre-
hensive plar exists for the systematic exploitation of these resources.
At the present time, uranium and vanadium mining has come to a virtual
halt because of the recent Atomic Energy Commission decision not to pur-
chase additional supplies of uranium. Coal, however, still provides con-
siderable potential for immediate development. The Peabody Mining Company
is presently engaged in strip mining of coal at Black Mesa. This coal is
designed to be used as an inexpensive source of fuel for electrical genera-
tion. Additional coal mining is being pursued in Fruitland, New Mexico,
and near Window Rock, Arizona, with approxtmately 300 persons employed in
mining operations. Ninety-two percent of the coal being wined is used on
the Reservation for electrical generation purposes.

The tribal enterprise which is responsible for a coistmerable
portion of the Reservation's recent development is the Navajo Tribal Utility
Authority. The Authority, Which constructs and operates gas, electric, water
and sewer systems on the Reservation, was establiahed as a tribal enterprise
in 1965. Since then, it has expanded from 55 to 225 employeea, and has
grown from seven eillion dollars to 22 million dollars in assets. Electric
sales have increased from 15 million kilowatt hours per year to over 100
million kilowatt hours per year. Gas sales have increased from sales of
250,000 million cubic feet to 2,500,000 million cUbic feet per year, and
profits have grown from an annual deficit of $60,000 in 1965 to a profit of
over $600,000 in 1971.

Industrial employment on the Reaervation is also substantial by
Reservation standards, although the proportion of the labor force employed
in manufacturing is only one half the U. S. standard. At the present time,
two major industries are located on the Reservation, the Fairchild Semi-
conductor Division of the Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation, and
a branch of General Dynamics' Pomona Facility. The Fairchild plant is
located in Shiprock, New Mexico, and at the time of the evaluator's aite
visit employed 750 persons. The General Dynamics facility is located in
Fort Lefiance and employs 106 persons.

Government is still the largest employer on the Reservation and
accounts for 68 percent of the nonagricultural, nontraditional employment.
Of the total of approximately 9,200 persons in government employment, 4,390
are employed by the Federal government, 3,'30 by the tribe, and the remaiLder
by State and local government.

The tourism sector of the economy is largely underdeveloped. Al-
though the tribe owns and leases three motels on the Reservation (in Window
Rock, Shiprock and Kayenta), tourism development has far greater potential
for improving the Reservation's economy. Such places as Monument Valley,
Canyon de Chelly, Chaco Canyon and Ruins, Lake Powell, the Shuska mountains
and lakes, and Black Creek Canyon are prime scenic areas Which *re still
virtually untapped by the tribe.
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Another ulaeveLoped area of the Reservatfon's economy is the
commercial services sector. Trading posts, most of them non-Indian owned:
continue to bs the main commercial facilities on the Reservation, and non-
Navaj:s make up more than three-fourths of the businessmen licensed by the
tribe to conduct business. Some assorted small businesses have recently
been created, but thc number of such facilities is still too few to meet
the needs of the people. A new shopping center, including a chain food
store, a clothing store and a cafe, opened in Window Rock in 1968. Built
with tribal funds, the supermarket has been leased to Fed-Mart, a chain
operation baaed in San Diego, while the two small businesses have been
leased dtrectty to Navajos. Utilizing an EDA business loan, a commercial
center was also recently constructed in Navajo, New Mexico. But despite
these improvements, most of the Reservation population must venture tl
off-Reservation facilities for basic goods and services.

In 1971, it was estimated that 60 percent of the Navajo labor
force of 40,346 were unemployed, and that approximately 60 percent of the
total income on rhe Reservation was der:ved from public sources. The
Lierage per capita personal income in 190 was $1,765, $702 from private
sources, and $1,063 from pu4lic. This compares with au average per
capita persoral income of $4,850 for the U. S. as a whole in 1968.

4. Tribal Government

The Navajo Tribe is governed by a 74-member Tribal Council with
representatives from 18 districts. Council members are elected every four
years in district elections, and a chairman and vice chairman are elected

at large every four years. The council chooses a member from each district
to serve on its advisory committee, which also serves as an overall develop-
ment committee for the Reservation.

The current Chairman, Peter McDonald, was elected in November
197d, replacing Raymond Nakhai, who had been in office for several prior
terms. Mr. McDonald, a young and aggressive leader who was formerly
director of the Office of Navajo Economic Opportunity, has already mode
numerous changes in tribal organization Which promise to provide a more
efiective means of implementing social end economic programs. Additionally,
he he._ focused a great deal of national attention on Indian (particularly
Na:ajo) causes in the short time Ne has been in office. Although most
tribal members are reserving judgment on the effactiveness of his admin-
istration, he is generally well thought of by those who work with him and
is expected to give constderahle momatum to development projects on the
Raaervation.

5. Community Developbent

The Navajo Tribe has had an active community development program
for several years, spearheaded by the Office of Navajo Econortc Opportunity.
Major programs under the local ONEO program include a Read Start program
with an annual. budget-of $2,235,632 and a Prevocational Training Program
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with an annual budget of $2,742,236. Otler programs sponsored by ONEO

include an alcoholism rehabilitation program, a migrant assistance program,
an emergency food and services program, a local community development pro-
gram, a legal services program, and several housing programs.

The tribe has made significant strides in providing adequate
housing for tribal families by utilizing low rent, mutual help, FHA, and

EU programs. Under these programs, a total of 1,985 hkqez have already

been built, 1,781 are untie :. construction, and 15,739 are planned. Neverthe-
less, of the total of 20,470 housing unita on the Reservation, only 6,585
are in standard condition, and a far greater emphasis on housiag should be
considered in Navajo community development plans in the future.

The Public Health Service provides 'health care services for
Navajo Indians. Six hospitals serve the Reservation in locations at Fort
Defiance, Tuba City, Shiprock, Crownpoint, Gallup and Winslow, and five
health centers provide 24-hour care at !layouts', Chinle, Tohathi, Raman .
and Teed Nos Posy However, there are 228 persons pet hospital bed on the
Reservflon, as compared with 123 persons in the U. S. population as a
whole, and the infant mortality rate among Navajos is o. r twice that of
the total U. S. population.

In 1971, 42,457 Navajos were attending primary and secondary
sehools, run by the IltA, the State, and various religious denomilations.
There are 59 BIA sdhools and 35 public schools on the Reservation. Navajo,'

are now teginning to serve on local school boards, and at the Rough Rock
experimental sdhool, operational control has been handed over to a totally
Navajo board of education. Perhaps the greatest example of Navajo int:rest
in education can be found in the Navajo Community College, established at
Many Farms in 1969. Current enrollment at the college is 250 full-tize
students. A new campus at Tsaille is um; under construction, and it is
anticinated that as soon as the new facility is completed, the number of
full-time students will jump to over 500. Within a four-year wind, it
is expected that 1,500 full-time students will be attending the colLege.

6. 214110111E

The planning process on the Navajo Reservation is now at the
highest level that it has ever been, although the very recent reorganiza-
tion of planning activities will have a positive effect on the program
devlopment process. Until February, 1972, most planning activities on
the Reservation were undertaken by the Tribal Office of Program Develop-
ment, which conducts planning, tourism development, and economic and
business development activities for the Reservation. Most of thw funds
for personnel in this office me.a provided by the EDA planning grant.
However, a new umbrella enterprise, the Navajo Economic Development
Authority, has just been created and is headed by the previous genenal
manager of the Tribal Utility Authority. This new agency will plan,
finance, and monitor all development projects on the ReservdLion. An
application for HUD 701 funds is now being processed, and it is expected
that these funds, coupled with EDA planning funds, will provide the neces-
sary fraMework for planning tribal economic development.

1.89
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C. PROJECT ANALYSES

The following EDA projects have been funded on the Navajo Reser-
vation:

Type and Mature of Project

1. PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS

a. Fort Defiance Ind. Park
b. Shiprock Industrial Park
c. shiprock Water System
d. Navajo Townsite

Improvements
e. Kayenta Water Storage

Facility

f. Tuba City Water & Sewer
g. Shiprock Sewage Treatuent
h. McKinley County Roads
i. Navajo Water Storage
j. Chinle Water & Sewer
k. Chinlc Water & Sewer
1. Window Rock/Fort Defiance

Water
m. Tuba City Water & Sewer
n. Tuba City Water & Sewer
o. Navajo Community College

Water & Sewer
p. Navajo Community College

Water & Sewer
q. S. Shiprock Water Line

Total Approved

2. BUSINESS LOAN PROJECTS

a. Navajo Forest Products
b. Navajo Commercial Bldg.
c. Fairchild Semiconductor

d. Fairchild Semiconductor

Total Approved

3. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS

a. Forest Mgmt. Study

Total Approved

Project No. Date Ftint
Grant Loan

08-1-00250 1966 $ 101,000 $ 25,000
08-1-0V251 1966 122,400 30,600
08-1-00367 1966 1,000,000 650,000

08-1-00574 1967 130,000

08-1-00719 1968 180,000 45,000
08-1-00718 1968 91,800
08-2-00712 1968 512,860 171,560
08-1-00757 1969 1,783,200
08-1-00761 1969 160,200 96,000
08-2-01017 1970 280,000
08-2-01018 1970 893,330

08-1-00949 1970 1,600,000 400,000
08-1-01023 1970 958,943
08-2-01024 1970 275,000

08-1-01082 1971 1,499,880

08-2-01083 1971 152,620
08-1-01079 1971 684 000

$9,870,233 $1,973,160

08-3-00086 1966 $ 550,000
08-3-00575 1967 270,300
08-3-00734 1968 678,000

08-3-01053 1970 462.800,

$1,961,100

08-6-09053 1967 $ 70 000

$ 70,000
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Type and Npture of Pxolect Pro ect No. Date Funding
Grant Loan

4. PLANNING GRANT PROXECTS

08-5-15001 1969 $ 70,000

a. Navajo Planning Program

1. Admin. Expenses
2, Admin. Expenses 08-5-15001-01 1971 70 000

Total Approved

TOTAL APPROVED - ALL PROJECTS

$ 140,000

t10,080,233 $3,934,260

A discussion and analysis 6f each project follows:

I. PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS

a. Fort Detiance Industrial Park, Project No, 08-1-00250, 1966

This public works project, the development of an industrial park
area at Fort Defiance with water and sewer ser-rice, was originally conceived
by the tribal administration in 1966 and approved the same year. All work

on the industrial park was completed by mid-1969. Total project cost was
$143,000. Of this *mount, EDA contributed a grant of $101,000 and a Loan
of $25,000. The tribal contribution was for the remaining $17,000.

To date, there is only one plant located on the park. This plant,
a branch of General Dynamics, originally began its operaticns on the Reserva-
tion in early 1967. At that time, the plant operated in a temporary facility,
and employed only eight persons. In August 1967, the tribe completed con-
struction of a $600,000 plant on a site in the industrial park. This factory,

with an additional $220,000 in equipment, was then leased to General Dynamics.
Management at the facility Indicated that there veva three major reasons for
the location of the firm at Fort Defiance: (1) an available labor force; (2)
the new building and equipment furnished by the tribe; and (3) the availabil-
ity of water and sewer services provided by the EDA project. All three were
considered essential to the location of General Dynamics on the Navajo
Reservation,

In December 1968, the firm employed 250 persons lowever, cut-
backs in defense spending have resulted in decreases in the number of emptoyees

at the plant. There are now 106 persons working full-time, 95 of whom are

Navajo. Approximately 82 percent of the total work force is composed of
:moan, and at least 90 percent were previously unemployed. Wages average
$2.00 per hour for an eight hour day.

Employees at the facility are trained under an MDTA program that
provides six weeks of institutional training and an OJT segment at the plant.
Workmanship is considered very good (as measured by the number of rejections)
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and compares favorably with all other General Dynamics facilities across
the country. Although the early years of nperation were characterized by
high employee turnover rates, the current rate has stabilized at approxi-
mately two percent per month. Almost 60 percent of the current work force
have been there for over two years, and half of the supervisory personnel
are now Navajo.

No other firms have as yet moved into the industrial park area.

Current prospects include a chemical processing and product preparation
plant, a commercial laundry, and a shoe manufacturer. The cbemical deter-
gent mannfacFurer is Anerican Indian Industries, Inc., a small firm that
is now involved in a marketing operation on the Reservation. The firm,
which hes commitments for GSA contracts for cleaning fluids, hopes to move
into a tribally constructed building on the industrial park and increase
its employees from the current 10 to approximately 125. The tribe is now
in the process of completing an EDA application for Fulda to construct the
facility. The other two firms, the commercial laundry and the shoe manu-
facturer, are still in general discussion phases, with no imnediate plans
for location at Fort Defiance.

Unfor-unately very little of the irmome earned at the plant re-
mains on the Reservation, as much of the shopping for goods and services
is done in Gettup, Mew Mexico. However, the developnent of the Fed Mart
shopping center in Window Rock in 1968 has provided a significant first
step in encouraging plant employees to purchase goods on the Rese.mation.

The impact of the project on the development potential of the
Reservation has been considerable. Tribal council members have all gained
some experience in the process of industrial developaent, and there is far
greater awareness now with respect to the types of industries that would
be of the greatest value on the Reservation. Additionally, the project is
an important piece of infrastructure which the tribe is now anxious to
exploit.

b. Shiprock Industrial Park _Project No. 08-1-00251, 1966

The development of an industrial park in the Shiprock area was
initially considered as early as 1965, when the Fairchild Semiconductor
Division of Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation first began its
operations on the Navajo Reservation. At that time, the firm was tempvcorily

located in the tribeSs Civic Center in Shiprock, and was employing 50 per-
sons. When an increased demand for semiconductors required Fairchild to
plan for expansion into larger facilities, the tribe prepared an EDA appli-
cation for an industrial park site. This application, Approved in Nomember
1966, was for the devetdpment of a 50-acre industrial park, with water and
sewer liues and an access road. The perk was completed in 1967.

Total project cost was $153,000. EDA contributed an initial grant
of $76,000, followed by a supplemental grant of $46,400, The remaining 20
percent wee contributed.in the form of an EDA loan of $30,600,
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Although Fairchild did eventually locate on one of the industrial
park sites, two other EDA projects, a water system which provided an ade-
quate supply of water to the park, and a business loanwith which the tribe
constructed a facility for the Fairchild operation, were also necessary
before Fairchild could expand its operation in Shiprock. At the present
time, the plant emplo9s 750 persons, only 26 of whom are Anglos, and 170
of whom ere male. The annual payroll is approxiastely $4.5 million. A
full history of the Fairchild operation is included below under the discus-
sion of the business loan for the Fairchild Semiconductor facility.

Although no other firms have as yet located on the Shiprock indus-
trial park, the EDA project has had considerable impact on the surrounding
community. An addition is being added to the Public health Service hospital,
and 250 new houses are being constructed directly across from the industrial
park to accoamodate employees at the Fairchild plant. The attitude of local
community leaders has also undergone substantial change. Not only are they
more aware of the development process as a result of preparing the applica-
tion and conducting negotiations, but they are far more willing to support
development projects than ever before. The local bank has also shown a
greater willingness to lend money for development purposes since the con-
struction of the industrial park.

c. Shiprock Water System, Project No. 08-1-00367, 1966

This public works project, the construction of awater syttem that
would bring pure water from the neighboring town of Farmdngton, New Mexico,
to Shiprock, was conceived early in 1966. Existing facilities were not
adequate to ueet the needs of residences and institutions in the area, and
industrial expansion (the Fairchild Sumiconductor operation) was anticipated
in the near future An EDA application was therefore prepared by the Navajo
Tribal Utility Authority, and approval was given in June 1966. The project,
which was completed in May 1968, cost a total of $1,650,000. EDA provided
the entire amount with a grant of $1,000,000 and a loan of $650,000.

At the present time, the water system provides services to 2pproxi-
mately 1,000 restdences in the Shiprock area. Additionally, it serves the
Public Health Service Hospital, which is planning an expansion from 75 bads
to 125 beds. Two car washes hay, begun operations in the area, and a
laundry, owned and operated by three Navajos, has also located in Shiprock.

MOst important, however, has been the expansion of the Fairchild
plant, although this expansion umst be attributed jointly to the indUstrial
park project, whiCh provided the water lines, the water system, which pro-
vided the water, and the business loan, which prodidad the building. As a
result of these projects, Fairchild sowed into the new facility on the
industrial park, and immediately expanded to 1,100 employees. Recent cut-
backs in defense spending, however, have been responsible for a decrease
in employment, and the facility now employe a toftal of 750 persons. A full
history of the Fairchild operation ls included below under the discussion
of the business loan.
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The impact of this project on the attitudes of community leaders
has been substantial. Additional units of low rent and FHA hcusing have
been constructed, and the leadership of the community has begun to play a
more aggressive role in the local development process. Applications for
other EDA projects in the Shiprock area have been prepared, and local leaders
are increasingly optimistic about their future. The completion of an MIA-
funded sewage treatment plant for Shiprock in March 1971, and the recent
approval of a water tine for the southern section of Shiprock can both be
attributed in part to the success of the EDA-funded Farmington-Shiprock
water system.

d. Nava o Townsite Im rovements Pro lect No. 08-1-00574 1967

This EDA project provided for on-site improvements at Navajo, New
Mexico, including site leveling, erosion control measures, street and side-
walk paving and storm drainage,measures. The project, which was applied for
and approved by EDA in 1967, was completed in September 1969. Total project
cost was $163,800, of which EDA contributed a grant of $130,000.

The primary purpose of the project was to prepare the town site
for two buildings, a community center constructed under a HUD neighborhood
facilities grant, and a commercial centec foc which an EDA business loan
had been provided. These two buildings, completed at the end of 1970, have,
however, remained empty and unused. The community building was opened briefly
during the summer of 1971 ss a result of the efforts of the manager of Navajo
Forest Products Industries, but there is no full-time manager for the faci)ity,
and no leases have yet been signed for the commercial center. Responsibility
for dealing with the project does not seem to have rested squarely upon any
single person, and as a result, effocts to open the two buildings have been
uncoordinated and unsuccessful. It is now anticipated that the neighborhood
facility wilt be opened in February 1972, and that a grocery wilt locate in
the commercial center at approximately the same time.

The project has nevertheless provided local leadership with valuable
experience in the development process. Community leaders are now more aware
of the need for effective project management, and are better equipped to deal
with programs aad projects in the future.

e. Kayenta Water Storage Facility, Project No. 08-1-00719, 1968

The community of Kayenta, located close to the entrance of Monument
'Miley, has gradually become a center foc tourism and commercial facilities.
With this growth, hoNever, there developed a need for an inceeased water
supply, and an applUation to EDA icr an additional water storage tank was
prepared. This application, completed 5y the Navajo Tribal. Utility Authority
in February 1968, was approved in April 1968. The project, which consists of
a new tank with a 16-inch water line that connects the new tank with two
500,000 gallon reservoirs, was completed in July 1969.

Total cost of the project was $225,000. EDA contributed an 80 per-
cent grant of $180.000, and a 20 percent loan of $45,000.
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The project has had considerable impact on the community of Kayenta.
The Holiday Inn has expanded its operation and has constructed 30 additional.
motel units. This expansion, which would not have been undertaken without an
increased water supply, has resulted in the hiring of 12 new employees. These
employees are all Navajos who work a six-day week at an average rate of $1.80
per hour. A new Nsuajo-owned grocery and service station has also opened
directly across from the Holiday Inn. Three Navajos are employed full-time
at these facilities.

In addition, the water tank and line provides service to an acei-
tional 100 housing units and to 110 trailers located in a newly established
trailer park. A new junior high school has recently been completed (con-
struction would not have been authorized without the availability of water),
and the school as well as the 15 previously existing commercial establish-
ments all receive water from the EDA project.

Growth prospects for Kayenta also appear to be good. There is a
potential increase in population in the area due to the expanded oparations
of the Peabody Coal Company. Another population increase may result from
current plans to provide electric train service from the Glen Canyon Dam
to a power station near Kayenta. To'accommodate this expected activity,
527 FHA houses are planned for Kayenta, and an EDA water and sewer line
application is now in the design stage.

U. Tuba City Water and Sewer Extensions, Project No. 08-1-00718, 1968

This EDA project, which consisted of the installation of one and
one half miles of water mains and one half mile of sewer line as well as
the extension of an existing water line to a commercial axea, was originally

conceived in 1967. The application was prepared by the Navajo Tribal Utility
Authority in February 1968, and approval was given in Deceuber of that year.
The project was completed in Deceeber 1969. Total cost of the project was

$118,000. EDA contributed a grant of $91,800, with the remaining $26,200
coming from the operating funds of the utility authority.

Although the original project application anticipated the construc-
tion of a 60-unit motel and 200-seat restaurant in Tuba City as a result of
the project, land disputes with the Hopi Reservation have clouded the pro-
posed developments. The 40 jobs expected at the motel complex did, there-
fore, not materialize, and plans for a laundry facility with II full-time
employees and a payroll of $48,560 were also diemissed.

The project has, nevertheless, had substantial impact on the Tuba
City community. Water and sewer service is now being provided to 322 house-
hol4s, and the 284 units under construction will be hooked up to the system
as soon as they are completed. In addition to these 284 homes, local action

has urged an expanded housing program. Approximately 807 new homes are new
in the planning stages, and it is anticipated that 1,165 homes will be
renovated under the BIA hoee impro4ement program in the near future. Local

leadership has also been responsible for urging the expansion of the avail-
able water and sewer service. This has resulted in an EDA application that

was approved in mid 1979 and is now in the construction stages.
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g. Shiprock Sewage Treatment Plant, Prolect No. 08-2-00712, 1968

Prior to the construction of this EDA project, sewer facilities
in the Shiprock area were overloaded, and no new housing units could re-
ceive sewer service. In light of the expansion of the town resulting from
employment opportunities at the Fairchild Semiconductor plant, local
leaders urged the construction of a new sewage treatment facility. Accord-
ingly, an application was prepared by the Navajo Tribal Utility Authority
in February 1968, and approval was given in May of that year. The project
was completed in March 1971.

Total cost of the Shiprock sewage treatment plant was $1,290,220.
FDA contributed a grant of $512,860 and a Ioan of $171,560. The Federal
Water Pollution Control Administration contributed $425,800, and the Navajo
Tribal Utility Authority paid the remaining $180,000.

The project consists of a sewage treatment plant designed to
accommodate 8,000 persons, as well as such institutional users as the BIA
schools in the area and the Public Health Service HespitaI. At the present
time, service is being provided to 300 households, 24 commercial establish-
ments, local schools, the hospital and the Fairchild plant. It is expected
that an additional 385 housing units will be receiving service within the
next several months. Plans also call for the construction of 210 new low
rent houses, 436 mmtual help heuses, 647 FHA houses, and 312 new STA houses
in the Shiprock area. As these homes are completed, it is anticipated that
they will be provided with sewer service from the new treatment plant.

Plans have also recently been completed for an expansion of the
Public Health Service Hospital in Shiprock. The hospital, which now has
75 beds, is expected to increase in size to 125 beds. Thi s. expension has

been made possible as a result of the availability of sewage treatment
facilities.

There is little doubt that the project has rerdered a valuable
and much appreciated service to the Shiprock community. It is expected to
have a sUbstantiaI impact upon community sanitary standards and will pro-
vide an improved climate for future industrialization. Management at the
Fairchild plant is also deeply appreciative of the project as it is help-
ing to provide better Living conditions fer current and future employees
at the facility.

h. MeKinley County Roads, Project No. 08-1-00757, 1969

This EDA protect consists of a road 11.6 alas along the south-
eastern border of the Reservation. Originally conceived by United Matlear
Company, a uranium mining operation on the Reservation, the appIicatioa
was prepared by Mainley County in May 1968. Approved in early 1969, the
project was completed in 1970.

Total project cost was $2,231,000. Of this amount, EDA contributed
a grant of $1,783,200, while the New Mexico State Highwry Department contrib-
uted the remaining $447,800.
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This project, which was endorsed by the tribe, was planned to
support uranium mining and milling operations of United Nuclear, to enable
the Kerr-McGee uranium mining company to locate on the Reservation, and
to provide transportation for persons living in the southeastern portion
of the Reservation. United Nuclear Company alone anticipated hiring 700

additional Navajos to work in a milling and expanded mining operation.
Nowever, c decxsion of the Atomic Energy Commission not to purchaee addi-
tional suppL,es of uranium resulted in some rather abrupt changes in plans.
United Nuclear announced that it would not proceed with plans to develop a
new mill and would curtail its existing mining operation, and Kerr-McGee
has delayed its location on the Reservation for two or three years. As a
result, the 1,000 anticipated jobs did not materialize.

The project does, nevertheless, provide transportation opportuni-
ties to some rather remote areas of the Reservation, and the roads, which
are now traversed both by school buses and hy Reservation residents going
to Gallup to purchase basic goods and services, have provided considerable
service impact. The projeet has had no discernible impact on the develop-
ment process of the Relervation.

i. Navajo Water Storage Facility, Project No. 08-1-00761 1969

This EDA project, a water Storage facility for the town of Navajo,
was conceived by the Navajo forest Products /ndustries. The application
was prepared by the Navajo Tribal Utility Authority in April 1968, and was
approved by EDA in January 1969. Construction was completed in February
1971.

Total project cost was $352,000. EDA contributed a grant of
$160,200 and a loan of $96,000. The remaining $96,000 was contributed by
Navajo Forest Products Industries.

The project provides service to the sawmill and also to the resi-
dentes and institutions in the town of Navajo. With respect to the sawmill,
the project has provided extremely valuable fire protection services. Discus-
sions with management at the industry revealed that their fire insurance
rates have been lowered since the completion of the water project and, more
importantly, the water has been used to extinguish two fires at the mill in
the past V00 years. These fires would have caused extensive damage to the
facilities and would have caused temporary unemployment for a large number
of employees had the EDA project tot been available.

The water facility lso provides service to approximately 250
households in the town of Navajo. The additional 60 units ncw under con-
struction will also be served by the project as soon as they are completed.
A 360 pupil school has recently been completed in Navajo, and it too re-
ceives wear from the EDA storage tank. Fire protection services are TOW
also provided to the HUD-funded neighborhood facility and the commercial
center funded by EDA.
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As a result of the project, local leaders have also gained some
experience in the davelopuent process. It is expected that this project
will provide the impetus for future developments in the town of Navajo.

j. Chinle Vater and Sewer System, Proiects No. 08-2-01017 and

08-2-01018 1970

The community of Chinle is one of the fastest growing centers of
activity on the Navajo Reservation. A tack of adequate water and sewer
facilities, however, were impeding future growth prospects, and as a result,
local community leaders urged the expansion of the existing water and sewer
system. An application to EDA was prepared by the Navajo Tribal Utility
Authority in September 1969, and approval was given in March 1970. The
project, which combines and expands four separate water systems and three
separate sewer systems, is expected to be completed in April 1972,

Total project cost was $1,605,390. Of this amount, EDA contrib-
uted a grant of $893,330, and a loan of $280,000. The FWPCA has contributed
$339,060, and the Navajo Tribal Utility Authority has contributed the

remainder,

Although the project is still not completed, it has already had
a far-reaching effect on the community. A 79-bed extended care facility
which was recently completed owes its existence to the expanded water and
sewer facilities. This facility, constructed at a cost of $1.5 million
(with funding from Hill-Buxton, Four Corners Regional Commission and the
Navajo Tribe) has provided 70 new jobs in Chinle. Approximately 94 percent
of the employees are Navajo, and the annual payroll is estimated to be
$450,000. Plans have also been completed for a handicapped children's
facility which will be in full operation by 1974. This facility, which
would nest have been planned without the existence of the EDA project, wt.!
employ 140 persons. Additionally, an $8 million Public Health ServicJ
hospital is being planned for Chinle. The hospital is expected to employ
344 persons.

In addition to these institutions, the project currently provides
water and sewer liwrvice to 351 households. Plans call for the construction
of 126 new low rent houses, 341 mutual help houses, 500 new PRA houses,
and 268 new BIA houses in the near future. These houses, which would not
have been planned without the saA water and sewer project, will all be
provided with services as soon as they are completed.

The impact of the project on the community of Chinle has been
coneidarable. Local Leaders have gained many insights into the process
of community development and are now anxious to exploit their new knowledge.
A bank which has recently opened in the area has indicated that loans for

development purposes will be easier to obtain as a result of the water and
sewer project, and it now appears that future efforts will be concentrated
on the development of more adequate coumercial facilities. It is generally
acknowledged that the EDA project has played a catalytic role in the
development of Chinle over th. ?eat year, and it is anticipated that it
will continue to spur on local development activities in the future.
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k. Window Rock/Fort Defiance Water Supply System, Project No.
08-1-00949 1970

This EDA project, a water supply system for the communities of
fort Defiance and Window Rock, was first conceived in 1968. An application
wee prepared by the Navajo Tribal Utility Authority and was approved by EDA
in November 1969. The project, which is currently in the initial stages of
conetruction, ia scheduled for completiz,m in late 1972. Total project cost
is estimated to be $2,000,000. EDA has authorized a grant of $1,600,000
and a loan of $400,000.

This project is designed to provide an adequate water supply to
the fort Defiance Industrial Park, and commercial establishments and resi-
dences in fort Defiance and Window Rock. Discussions with management at
the General Dynamics facility revealed that this project will be of great
value to them as it will provide mlequate fire protection service to the
Fort Defiance industrial area. Additionally, two operations currently
considering a location on the industrial park, American Indian Industries
and a locally-owned commercial laundry, have indicated that the availability
of water will be a prerequisite to their location in Fort Defiance. Ex-
pected employment from these two operations is 136.

The EDA project has also been deeply appreciated by the commercial
establishments located in Window Rock and Fort Defiance. Although the jobs
at these establishments cannot be attributed to EpA, the general consensus

is that the project will substantially lower existing insurance premiums.

There are currently 322 homes in the area which will receive
improved water service as a result of this project, and the 269 homes now
under construction will also be receiving service from the new system.
Additionally, 1,562 houses have been planned for the area. These houses
could not have been planned without the expansion of the existing water
system.

The Fort DefiancetWindow Rock area is currently undergoing rapid
growth, amd local leaders have indicated that the project will insure that
this growth is continied. Combined with the currently proposed sewer system
for Port Defiance and window Rock, the area will be serviced with adequate
utilities for future commercial, industrial and residential establishments.

1. Tuba City Water and Sewer, Projects No. 08-1-01023 and

08-2-01024 1970

Conceived in early 1969, thia project for expanded water and sewer
facilities for Tuba City was approved by EDA in June 1970. Total estimated
cost for the project is $1,372,773. Of this amount, EDA has authorised a
grant of $958,943, and a loan of $275,000. The Federal Water Pollution
Control Administration is contributing a grant for the remaining $138,830.

The project was designed to eliminate health hazards resulting
from overflowing sewer lagoons in the existing system. It will have a
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cal.acity for servicing approximately 10,000 households, the current projec-
tion for Tuba City growth by 1980. Immediate service will be provided to
the over 600 homes and the 1,000 pupil boarding school currently served by
the existing system.

Additionally, it is hoped that the availability of adequate water
and sewer facilities will serve as an impetus to economic growth in the
area. At the present time, few commercial and no iudustrial establishments
exist in Tuba City, although local leaders now feel that their efforts will
be more productive as a result of the EDA project.

m. Navajo Community College Water and Sewer, Projects No, 08-1-01082
08-2-01083, 1971

The Navajo Community College is a Navajo controlled end opmrated
two-year institution of higher learning. Currently located in temporarily
loaned facilities at Many Farms, college officials have obtained fending
for the construction of a permanent facility at Tsaille. To provide basic
services to the new institution, officials urged the development of a compre-
hensive water and sewer system for Tsaille. Accordingly, an application was
prepared by the Navajo Tribal Utility Authority in June 1970 and was approved
by EDA in March 1971. Total cost of the project is estimated to be
$1,652,500. EDA has authorized two grants for the project, the first
for $1,499,880 and the second for 8152,620. Construction on the project
has just begun.

The current enrollment of full-time students at the college is
250, of whom 198 are boarding students. There are 35 teaching faculty, and
a total work force of 150. It is anticipated that the number of students
will increase to 500 full-time boarding as soon as the new facility is
completed and more dormitory space is made available. A total work force
of 380 is also planned for the new location t Tsaille. Within a four-year
period, it is anticipated that there will be 1,500 students attending the
community college.

The EDA project ii considered by college officials to be an
essential and integral part of not only the new facility, but also the
surrounding community of Tsaille. It is hoped that this community will
grow sufficiently so that it will provide the housing and commercial factli-
ties needed by the college faculty, students, and work force.

n. South Shiprock Water Line, Profect No. 08-1-01079, 1971

This EDA project, conceived and applied for in June 1970, was
approved in March 1971. Total project cost is estimated to be $684,000
and will be covered by an EDA 100 percent grant.

The project, which has recently been advertised for construction
bids, is designed to enlarge the water system south of the San Juan River

in Shiprock. It will provide badly needed fire protection service to the
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Fairchild plant, where insurance premiums have been extraordinarily high
due to the shortage of water in the area. The project will also serve the
250 units of housing which surround the industrial area, and a proposed

shopping center currently planned for south Shiprock.

2. BUSINESS JOAN PROJECTS

a. Navalo Forest Products Industries, Project No. 00-3-00086, 1966

Navajo Forest Products Industries (NFPI), a wholly-owned enter-
prise of the Navajo Tribe, was created in 1959. At that time, the Navajo
Tribal Council appropriated $7.5 million for construction and initial operat-
ing expenses for a new sawmill in Navajo, New Mexico. Completed in 19621,
NFPI continued its expansion program to include a bark processing plant.
This plant was completed in 1966. A desire to further expand by adding a
millwork and cut stock plant resulted fn an application for an MA business
loan in early 1966. The application was prepared by the tribe, and was
approved by EDA in June 1966. The new plant was completed in 1968.

Total project cost was $925,000. The project was funded as
follows:

EDA loan $ 550,000 (60%)

Bank loan 75,000 (08%)

300 000

Total Project Cost $ 925,000

,(32%)

(100%)

The EDA project has resulted in the creation of 55 additional
permanent jobs at NPP/. These jobs, which have an average annual wage of
$3,870, include three supervisory positions held by Navajos. Total wages
resulting from the project are $81,250. Of the 55 new employees, approxi-
mately one-fifth were previously unemployed.

$1,/ now employs a total of 475 full-time persons and has an annual
pa?roIl of $2.5 million. Although five of the six managers of the total
operation are Anglo, over two-thirds of the first line supervisors are
Navajo. Almost all employees live in ale new town of Navajo, New Mexico.

The expansion of NFPI and the development of the town of Navajo
to support the enterprise have been a part of tribal development plani
since 1962. EDA has significantly assisted in the realization of these
plans by providing the business loan for NFPI expansion, by providing a
pdblic works grant of $130,000 to prepare a central townsite area, by
allocating a $270,000 business loan for 4 commercial center, and by provid-
ing a water system for the town at a cost of $160,200. As a result of these
projects, EDA has not day directly created jobs and income, but has also
rendered invaluable services to the new community. It has also been
primarily responsible for the creation of s viable development process
in the community. Local leaders are now far more aware of the needs of
the community and the strategies that may be employed for fulfilling those
needs.
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b. Navalo Commercial BuildinAL Project No. 08-3-00575, 1967

This EDA project provided for the development of a commercial
center for the town of Navajo, New Mexico. An application was mado to EDA
in April 1967, and approval was given in September of that year. ihe pro-

ject, which could tot be started until the completion of EDA Project No.
08-1-00574 (Navajo Townsite Improvements), was completed in October 1970.

Total cost of the project was 8415,850. EDA contributed a grant
of 65 percent for $270,300, and the tribe c.atributed the remaining $145,550.

.he project consists of a commercial building with 14,976 square
feet of space. This space has been allocated as follows: supermarket area
of 8,064 square feet; laundromat of 1,269 square feet; barber shop of 288
square feet; beauty shop of 288 square feet; restaurant of t,269 square
feet; post office of 1,215 square feet, and a cowmen wall of 2,583 square
feet.

The project, when conceived,lWas anticipated to provide 50 jobs
with an annual payroll of 821.0,000. It was estimated that annual dollar
sates at the facility would be $906,000. However, no leases have yet been
signed for individual businesses at the center, and the entire building has
been empty since October 1970. The delay can be attributed largely to the
fact that no single individual appears to have been given the responsibility
for locating and assisting individual businessmen who have had au interest
in the facility. As a result, the 3,500 persons who live in the Navajo area
have still not been provided with commercial facilities and must continue to
travel ta Gallup (47 miles away) for basic goods and services. L is now
anticipated that the supermarket will be opened in early 1972 pending the
establishment of a joint venture between the tribe and the Jim Dawes
Corporation, and that the other spaces will be leased shortly thereafter.

The pro;ect has, nevertheless, provided local leaders with
valuable experience in the area of project development. Community leaders
are far more aware of the requirements for establishing and operating a
commercial enterprise and are better equipped to deal with projects of this
kind in the future.

c. Fairchild Semiconductor Division, Project No. 08-3-00734, 1968

The Fairchild Semiconductor Division of Fairchild Camera and
Instrument Corporation has been in operation on the Navajo Reservation since
1965. At Chat time, the plant was located in the tribal Civic Center Build-
ing in Shiprock and employed 50 persons. As the demand for semiconductors
increased, Fairchild expanded its employment to 350 and was interested in
further expansion to a work force of approximately 1,200 persons. To
facilitate this expansion, the tribe determined to develop an industrial
area in Shiprock and equip it with a physical facility that would meet Ole
needs of the Fairchild operation. An application for an industrial park
was therefore prepared in 1966, and an application for a water system to
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supply the park area wit: adequate water was also Prepared that year. Both
projects were compleed in 1968.

At mat time, the tribe prepared a business loan application to
EDA that would cover part of dhe cost of constructing a plant on the indus-

trial park. The application, which was prepared in March 1966, was approved
in June 1968, A supplemental loan was approved in November of that year.
The two loans together were for $678,000, 65 percent of the total cost of
the facility. The tribe contributed the remaining $365,000 (35 percent) for
a total project cost of $1,044,000.

The facilities provided by the project consist of a building of

33,600 square feet completed in August 1969 and leased to Fairchild. These
facili .es created approximately 750 new jobs, bringing the tote" mployment
at Fairchild Semiconductor up to 1,100 persons. The payroll for the 1,100
persons was approximately $4.5 million. Recent cutbacks in defense spending
have, however, forced the plant to make corresponding cutbacks in the s.ze
of the staff. At the present time, Fairchild employs 750 persons. The pay-
roli has nevertheless remained at approximately $4.5 million due to pay in-
creases given the employees at the plant resulting from increased skill
levels and productivity.

Of the 750 persons now employed at Fairchild, only 26 are Anglo.
Approximately three-fourths of the supervisory personnel at the plant are
Navajo, and almost 170 of the present labor force are male. Training for
the female assemblers was provided by the BM at a cost of $585,268, and
for machinists at a cost of $68,400. An additional $105,000 was received
for training from the Department of Labor. Turnover, once a serious problem
at the plant, has now stabilized at approximately five percent, compatible
with other Faireaild operations.

Unfortunately, most of the income earned at the Fairchild plant
does not remain on the Reservation. Because of the scarcity of basic goods
and services in Shiprock, most employees travel to Farmington, New Mexico,
a town approximately 30 miles from Shiprock. Retail sated in Farmington
have increased approximately 25 percent per yea- since 1965, with the
majority of the increase occurring in the past two years. The Shiprock
branch of the First National Bank of Farmington estimates a 15 to 20 per-
cent increase in deposits in the past two years which can be attributed to
the expanded Fairchild operation,

The impact of the project on the attitudes of community leaders
has been significant. Local leadership is now aggrewilmely pursuing addi-
tional commercial and industrial enterprises and la engaged in a large
housing program which includes plans for 1,605 new houses and the rehove-
tion of 1,295 existing homes. Although the area does not have a specific
local development plan, its interests and concerns play an important role
in overall tribal economic plans and programs.
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d. Fairchild Serdconductor Division, Prplect No. 08-3-01053 1970

In October, 1969, an application for a business loan to expand
the ehisting Fairchild plant was submitted to EDA. Approved in June, 1.970,

constrwtion was begun in 1971. The addition, designed for the in-house
manufacture of special dies and tools to be used in the semiconductor
assembly operation, is scheduled for completion in April 1972.

Total project cost for the new facility is estimated at $734,000.
Of this emoont, EDA contributed a loan of $462,800. The land provided tl
the tribe has a value of $22,000, and the remaining funds are being con-
tributed by the tribe in cash.

It is presently anticipated that completion of the new facility
will.resuIt in the employment of approximately 225 males, thereby easing
the higt male unemployment rate in the area. All except two will be
Navajos irom the Shiprock area. It is expected that the average wage
for employees at the facility will be $2.45 per hour.
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3. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECT

a. Forest Management Study, Pr,2ject No. 08-6-09053, 1967

This EDA project was designed to determine the growth and mortality
actually occurring on the Navajo cutover lands as the basis for reviewing
the projections on which the future of Navajo Forest Products Industries and
ether related enterprises depend. The application, prepared by the tribe
with the assistance of BIA in April 1966, was approved by EDA in March 1967.
The project was completed in October 1969.

Total cost of the project was $85,000. Of this amount, ERA con-
tributed a grant of $70,000. The tribe contributed $15,000, including the
cost of aerial photography provided by the BIA.

The project updated a 1950 inventory of tribal timber'resources
and included aerial photography, maps and inventory data. The application
states that the project material was to be used by BIA and NFP/, although
the current NFPI manager, who assumwd leadership in July 1969, was not
familiar with the project.

No jobs or income were created by the study. NFPI has practiced
selective harvesting of the tribe's approximately two billion board feet
of timber resources since 1959 and bases its harvesting on an annual produc-
tion of 50,000,000 board feet. The only user of the study appears to be the
BIA forest management department, and its effect on the Reservation's
development process has been negligible.

4. PLANNING GRANTS

a. Navajo Planning Proeram

(1) Administrative Expenses, Project No. 08-5-1500I, -01, 1971

In 1969, the Navajo Tribe was awarded the first of two planning
grants from the Economic Development Administration. The funding of thie
and the subsequent grant is as follows:

Local Coatribution
Date EDA Grant Cash In Rind Totel

1969 $ 70,000 (687..) $4,000 (3.4%) f,163,609 (28.6%) $117,609

1971 70 000 (68%) 4.000, (3.4%) 43,609 (28.6%) 117 609

Total $140,000 (68%) $8,000 (3.4%) $87,218 (28.61.) $235,218

The initial grant, originally designed for a one-year period, was
utilized for two years. Duration of the grant was from April l96, to April
1971, The original staff consisted of an Angto director, two Navajo planners,
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and a secretary. Because of a change in tribal administrations and plan-
ning statts, it is difficult to assess the efforts of rhe first planning

staff. Hat:veer, sat terms of output, few significant changes on the Reserve-

tlun can attri"a-e1 t, the giant. It is believed by the second planning
stati tttt tie ma;Nr :neeasis ot the tirst staff was on small business develop-

ment. :n this regard, the ptanner did help to establish and obtain financing
for sewerai small husinesees, two in Window Rock, one in Shiprotk, and one

tn Tdba Ef(orre to attract industries to the Reservation brought no
substantive results, and ne plans or documents for future economic develop-
ment have remained in the tribal offices.

The second planning director, Ken Townsend, was personally

selected by the Chairman, Peter McDonald. He is an engineer, with a back-
ground in hoesLne eIanning and develement. His ;ta un si.sted of an Anglo

tourism planner with an M.A. in environmental planning, an economist/planner
with a background in business management, and a secretary. Two Navajo busi-
ness planners were hired during the first six months, but both left for other

positions shortly atrer being hired,

below:

:ee activities undertaken by the second staff are suumarized

ta) EDA-related Activiries

The planring staff eld not riey a lienificant role in FDA pro-

jects on the Reservation. There was little coordination with the Navajo
Tribal. Utility Authority on pubtic works projects, and no EDA applications
were submitted by the staff. Although the planners were inveived in efforts

to tease the space in the FDA-funded commercial building at Navajo, there
have been few positive results.

In terms of FDA activity for the tribe as a whole, one project is
now in the application stage (Window Rock/Fort Defiance Sewage Treatment),
and five are being designed and planned. All of these are being developed
under the auspices of the Navajo Tribal Utility Authority, however, and the

planning staff uas invelved with only one of rhem, an industrial park
project at Church Rock. This project application was turned over to the
planning sraff for completion and submission some months ago, but it was
never complete&

(b) Plans and Program Development Activities

A considerab,e anount of staff tine was spent in the prepara-
tion of a ten-year plan for the Reservation. Although this plan is now only
in draft form, a brief analysts of its contents reveals very little analysis
of past programs, and an almost complete absence of meaningful planning.
There are no specific projects suggested, and no means for program implementa-
tion defined. Although there is an unquestionable need for a comprehensive
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economic plan for the Reservation, the current effort does not appear to
be fulfilling the nced.

The background of the second planning di:entor was largely in
houstne development, and much of his time was spent in the preparation of
a plan for a Housing and Development Authority for the Reservation. This
authority, which would include the current Navajo Housing Authority, would
have the responsibility for planning, constructing, selling and leasing
houses and commercial buildings on the Reservation. The plan ts scheduled
to cone before the Tribal Council in the near future,

The tourism planner on the staff spent most of his ttme in the
preparation of a tourism plan for the Reservation in conjunction with the
111.A Tourism Development Officer, This plan has recently been complettd and
appears to be well thought through, although it is difficult to assess the
extent of the input of the EDA-funded planner. The final document has been
prepared as a BIA report, with no manticn made of the planning office effort.

(c) Industrial Promotion and Del._,A2pi_oent

The second planning director, Mt. Townsend, spent considerable
time on efforts to attract industries to the Reservation. These efforts,
however, brought no positive results. Meetlngs were held with a number of
different industries, although no commitments were made. Discussions with
Awerican Indian Industries led to efforts to senure funding for the con-
struction of a plant on the Fort Defiance Industrial Park, but the staff was
not successful in its attempt to secure the necessary funds.

(3) Coordination with Other Agencies

The second planning director worked closely with both the Tribal
Chairman and the BIA. Prior to assuming his planning duties, he was the
Chairman's special assistant, and even ufter he becane planning director,
he still spent a great deal of time as a personal pilot. Other staff members
worked closely with the BIA, and the development of plane for a hospital at
Crownpoint, an airport rehabilitation project, and a review of commercial
leases on the Reservation are being jointly undertaken by both staffs.

Coordination with the Tribal Council was done through regularly
scheduled meetings aith the Planning and Economic Development Committee.
There was, on the other hand, little discussion with the 0E0-funded com-
munity action agency, and littJe coordination with Reservation training
programs. Dealings with the Navajo Tribal Utility Authority were minimal,
and the planning staff was generally unaware of the EDA-funded programs of
the authority.

To provide a more action-oriented approach to planning on the
Reservetion, the chairuan has recently reorganized the planning department
under a new umbrella association, the Navajo Economic Development Authority.
This organization is now headed by Hr. MecEddy, the former director of the

Navajo Tribal Utility Authority. Because this reorganization has taken
place only within the past month, it is ippossible at this tine to assess
its possible future impact.
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A. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS

I. Background Summary

Pine Ridge

The Pine Ridge Indian Reservation is located in the southwestern
corner of South Dakota. Pine Ridge, the administrative center of the Reser-
ation, is 115 mites southeast of Rapid City and 210 miles southwest of
Pierre, the state capitol. The Reservation, the cecond largest in the
Natior, occupies 4,350 square miles and has a population of approximately
13,000 Indians of the Ogfala Sioux Tribe.

EDA assistance to the Pine Ridge Reservation has included three
public works projects: an industrial park, an airport, and a sewage treat-
ment plant. Additionally, EDA has funded two technical assistance studies,
one dealing with a motet/tourism complex, and the second, not yet completed,
designed to inventory the Reservation's timber resources. The planning pro-
gram at Pine Ridge has also received contributions from EDA since 1969.

Although the income impact to date has been somewhat less than
expected, the potential for growth is greater as a result of these EDA pro-
jects. The ED& industrial park project insured the continuous operation of
a moccasin factory, and this plant has since expanded to alnost double its
original size. However, neither the airport nor the sewage treatment plant
have had any job impact to date, although both have contributed to the de-
velopment of the Reservation infrastructure and to other tribal objectives,
The completed technical assistance study and the first two years of EDA
support of the planning program have also produced no noticeable impact,
although the current planning staff has been responsibie for the develt-pment
of a sound and viable planning process on the Reservation which is likely
to have considerable impact on future development programs.

2. Conclusions

EDA has funded six distinct projects on the Pine Ridge Reservation
for a total of $431,680 in grants and $29,000 in loans. Total impact from
these projects has been 180 jobs with an annual incoue generated of approxi-
mately $708,000, However, all of these jobs can be attributed to one EDA
project. None of the other projecta have had or are expected to have any
job or income impact in the near future.

Whereas the first two years of the planning program were character-
ized only by intensive, but unplanned efforts to attract Industries to the
neservation, the current staff has concentrated on the development of a
sound Reservation-wide planning process, As a result, tribal leadership
is now more aware of developmeet problems and their potential solutions and
is far more willing to concentrate on fewer but more realistic projects.

p 1:6 Ehti
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re.ult, kr' 4pects tor the future are considerably better now
tl.e case several years ago. The tribal administration has chosen

t. emta,1,1re re,:mrce-Dased deveLopment, and this has provided a much needed
trr.eirI r :uture plawaing. Wtth plans almost completed for a tourism
level limeLt pr.'.ram at tedar Pass, and wtth the possibility of a motel complex
at rine it-4r (A- Is articipated that an application will soon be filed with
1-.)A ror th14 prJjoct',, It appears certain that the tribe will soon begin to
Lv:ttalire n Itst potential tor tourism development. Also, the prospects of
e,tabtishing a modurir 1:sussing factory on the Reservation are now far greater
than ever beton:, due lar,ely to a concentrated effort on the part of the
trit>e and the planning staff,

7.m.spite the,e optimistic signs, there are a number of well-recognized
t blyms that remain a-> .bstacles to development opportunities at Pine Ridge.

D. Re.ervitton is located far from potential markets, and transportation for
industrial purposes is clearly inadequate. Although some efforts have been
made develjp addittonal housing, housing remains a critical problem,
particularly with regard to middle income families. Even more important
is the lack f continuity in tribal politics. This has resulted in a prolif-
eration It economic development efforts, many of which are begun under one
siministratton and then abandoned by the succeeding chairman. It is hoped
that t Lrreilt effurt to implement a merit system for tribal mriployees will
%aye some effect on this far-reaching problem.

Relationships between the tribe and different government agencies
var7. Alth)ugh reiations between the tribe and dhe BlA i.ave historically
been strained, the arrival of the new superintendent several months ago has
aroused considerable optimism about the future. Tribal attitudes toward EDA
ineiude frustration over project processing delays and annoyance over the
lack of communication between EDA officials (including the economic develop-
ment spectalist, the regional office, and the national office) and the tribe.
Despite many visits by EDA officials, the current tribal administration feels
that EDA lass not provided them with sufficient assistance and that the only
contacts wttn EDA are tribally initiated.

3. Recommendations

the Oglsla Sioux Tribe has recently begun to make definite progress
toward establishing a realistic economic development program for the Pine
Ridge Reservation EDA programs have made a significant contribution to an
increasing understanding of the fundamentals of viable economic growth by
tribal leaders. However, much still needs to be done in terms of utilizing
this recently acquired understanding in order to develop comprehensive
economic and social programs and priorities.

Extensive efforts in the past to attract industries to the area
did not meet with commensurate results, and the tribe has wisely decided to
concentrate far more effort on the development of resource-based activities,
particularly with respect to utilization of the land for recreational and
tourism purposes. There is a need, however, for all aspects of a tourist
development program to be carefully coordinated with one another. Proximity

with the Badlands and the Black Hilts provides a well-defined tourist market
in the area, but the tribe must design programs and facilities that will
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divert tourists from established recreational sites and encourage them to
spend time and dollars on the Reservation. This must be done by imaginatively
focusing not only on the scenic beauties of varinus parts of the Reservation,
but also on the unique culture and heritage of the Ogiala Sioux Tribe.

Recent development of an industrial park area and a sawmill in Kyle,
one of the outlying Reservation communities, is also a promising sign. In

the past, almost all housing and development efforts have been concentrated
in the Pine Ridge Village area, despite the fact that close to 10,000 Oglala
Sioux reside in other parts of the Reservation. Future community, industrial
and commercial planning efforts must consider all Reservation communities in
their efforts to provide increased opportunities to tribal members.

In light of the above, the following recommendations are presented
for the consideration of the Pine Ridge Reservation leadership:

1. Concentrate on the development of the Cedar Pass and Pine Ridge
tourism projects, emrhasizing not only natural beauties, but
also the history and culture of the WALE' Sioux Tribe.

2 Selectively continue attempts to attract industries to the
Reservation, but avoid investing tribal resources on low wage,
unstable industries. Seek technical assistance help for
realistic feasibility studies before investing tribal funds.

3. Continue to promote and assist Xndian-owned commercial and
industrial ventures, not only in Pine Ridge Village, but
througoout the Reservation. Consideration should se given

to seeking EDA or other help for continuing management assis-
tance for recipients of BXA industrial development loans, SBA
loans, and tribally assisted enterprises.

4. Intensify efforts to increase the productivity of ranching

activities on the Reservation. Efforts to consolidate land
holdings into more profitable units should be accelerated, and
the development of livestock marketing cooperatives for small
landowners and ranchers should be investigated.
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B. SETTING AND BACKGROUND

l. Location

Pine Ridge

The Pine Ridge Indian Reservation is located in the southwestern
corner of South Dakota. its southern border coincides with Nebraska, while
its western border is 50 miles from the State of Wyoming. The Reservation
occupies approximately 4,350 tquare miles and is located in Shannon,
Washabaugh and Bennett counties. Rapid City, South Dakota, is 115 miles
northwest of the tribalbheadquarters at Pine Ridge, and Pierre is 210 miles
to the northeast. Three highways provide access tO the Reservation: Inter-
state 90 passes eight miles north of the Reservation, U. S..Highway 18
traverses the southern portion of the Reservation going through the town
of Pine Ridge, and State Highway 73 passes through the eastern part of the
Reservation from north to south. Commercial airline service is available
at both Rapid City and Pierre.

2. History

The Pine Ridge Reservation is the hose of the Oglala Sioux Indians,
the most populous division of the Teton Dakota or Western Sioux. Originally
from the woodland areas of Wisconsin and Vlinneaota, the Teton Dakota moved
west into the Plains area during the 18th century and developed an economy
based primarily on the buffalo. /ncursions of white settlers into the Great
Plains area, and particularly into the Black Hills to search for gold, led to
increasing hostilities between Indians and Whites. The U. S. Government
intervened and established the first of several peace treaties, but repeated
hostilities resulting from the inability of the U. S. Government to keep
white immigrants from dhe Black Hills led to the establishment of the Oglala
Sioux on the Pine Ridge Reservation area in 1869.

Today, the population of the Pine Ridge Reservation is approximately
13,000. The current trend among the Oglalas has been toward greater village
living due to the construction of tribal housing units and greater commercial
facilities in the village communities. Over 3,000 persons now live in the
town of Pine ,lidge, with a majority of the remaining /ndians living in other
village communities.

Government attempts to impose an agricultural economy on the still
semi-nomadic Oglalas have met with little auccess, and the vast majority of
land currently being farmed is leased to non-Indians. Ranching, homever,
has proven to be of greater vocational interest to the people, and well over
half of the land used for raising cattle is operated by Indians. Recent
economic develovment efforts have been concentrated on land consolidation
for more productive ranching activity, and an industrial and commercial
development for ote major population centers. Tourism planning efforts
are also beginning to develop, with the hopes of making the Reservation into
a major tourist area.
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3. Resources and Economy

Natural resources on the Pine Ridge Reservation consist primarily
of land, although the Reservation is continually moving away from an agri-
cultural economy. Of the total Indian-owned and controlled acreage on the
Reservation, four percent is farmed, four percent is badlands, and 92 percent
is used for livestock production. Nevertheless, only 23 percent of the total
income on the Reservation (exclusive of land sales) is derived from agricultural

activities, and less than 20 percent of the labor force is engaged in such
activities.

AIso of significance is the fact that the agricultural sector is
characterized by uneconomical ownership units, particularly with respect to
Indian-owned land. /t is generally understood that 250 head of cAttle are
required to provide a family with minimum income. Given the fact that the
beat Reservation land can support only one head on 16 acres of land, a viable
economic unit would consist of approximately 4,000 acres. Yet between 52 and
60 percent of aIl Indian owners own less than 180 acres of land and can there-
fore support only six to ten head of cattle.

The recreational potential of the Reservation lands, on the other
hand, appears to be considerable. While nany tonriat attractions exist
throughout the State of South Dakota, the Black Hills area (including Mount
Rushmore, Wind Cave National Park and Custer State Park) is by fax the major
attraction. This area lies within 15 miles of the Reservation boundary.

The Badlands National Monument, which borders the northern edge
of the Pine Ridge Reservation, is another tourist attraction. Planning is
now underway to develop the Reservation portion of the badlands as a major
tourist attraction. Historical sites, such as the site of the massacre at
Wounded Knee, Chief Red Cloud's home, and the Big Foot Trail, and recreational
sites such as the Oglala Reservoir, could also be used in tourism development.

With respect to industrial development, the Reservation has a 20
acre industrial park and an airport currently available for use at Pine Ridge.
Other industrial areas are being planned for several of the village communi-
ties, and financing is now being arranged for a modular housing factory that
is expected to employ 120 persons. A wcrk force to be employed in an assembly
operation is being developed, end this should further enhance the ability of
the tribe to attract additional industries. The Bureau of Indian Affairs is
also actively working to establish small industries and additional services
throughout the Reservation through its Business Development Program.

The Pine Ridge Reservation has, at the present time, a very limited
comoarctal service sector. There are two grocery stores and two service
stations in Pine Ridge village, and a general store in each of the other
village communities. There are also five cafes on the Reservation. However,
most of the demand for goods and services is currently being net in neighbor-
ing Nebraska towns, despite the fact that the village of Pine Ridge has a
larger population than most of these off-Reservation towns.
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The extent a government support of the Pine Ridge Indian popula-
tion is evidenced by the fact that annual Federal expenditures are over $8.5
millton,of which $4.5 million represents the annual budget for BIA operation
cn the Reservation. Large Federal outlays for industrial infrastructures and
housing have also been made in the past several years.

Federally funded programs continue to be the largest employers on
the Reservation, with B1A employing 2.07, 0E0 programs employing 190, and the
Public Health Service employing 90, The only other major source of non-
agricultural employment. is Pine Ridge Products, Inc., a moccasin and doll
manufacturing plant that employs approximately 180 persons.

Suitable employment opportunities, however, are insufficient for
the approximately 3,050 Reservation Indians in the labor force, and unemploy-
ment is estimated at approximately 53 percent. Earned income accounts for 63
percent of total personal income, with the remaining 37 percent split between
leased land income at 10 percent, and welfare at 27 percent. The average
annual per capita income from all sources was calculated to be $1,096 in
1971.

4. Trlbal Government

The official governing body of the Oglala Sioux is the Tribal
Council, composed of 20 members elected every two years from the eight
districts of the Reservation. The Tribal Chairman is elected at large every
two years.

Ttibal leadership at Pine Ridge is heavily involved in internal
power struggles, and, until very recently as a result of a merit personnel
system instituted by the current Chairman, Gerald One Feather, there has
been no clear separation of the executive and legislative functions of the
government. Voting within the Council is usually based on power alignments
rather than on the merits of the proposal under consideration, and a change
in administration has invariably coincided with a change in personnel through-
out the executive branch. This has proven to be extremely disruptive of any
planning or development process on the Reservation, particularly since the
same Chairman has never been elected to two succeeding terms of office.

5. Community Development

The Pine Ridge Office of Economic Development (utilizing primarily
0E0, DOI. and KEW funds) is credited by many observers with providing the
Lapetus to Reservation human and social development in the past several years,
and many of its activities are favored among the resident Indian population.
The agency has active programs in manpower training, education, housing,
community organization, law and order, health and welfare, and natural re-
source development, and has been responsible for providing effective, de-
centralized services to the population of the entire Reservation.

The housing program on the Pine Ridge Reservation has made use of
three types df funding to construct and repair almost 450 units in the past
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five years. An additional 450 units are now under construction, and are
expected to be completed within the next year.

The U. S. Public Health Service; Division of Indian Health, pro-
vides health care services for Pine Ridge Indians. The facilities include
a 60-bed hospital in Pine Ridge and field clinics in four other village com-
munities. A surgical unit has recently been opened at the hospital, and it
is no longer necessary for emergency patients to be flown to off-Reservation
facilities. The total budget for PHS health services is approximately $1.5
million per year.

Education services on the Reservation are provided by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, local county school systems, and several churches. More
than 2,800 Indian students are enrolled in the BIA schools (seven elementary
and one high school), 400 in the parochial schools, and 350 in the public
schools. There is also an active Reservation-wide Headstart Program, and
0E0 conducts programs for teachers' aids, summer youth, and adult education.
A college center, affiliated with the University of Colorado, has also been
established at Pine Ridge.

6. PlanninK

Planning activities on the Reservation have been largely funded by
EDA, although a 1968.HUD 701 grant, awarded to Marshall Kaplan, Gans and
Kahn, WAS responsible for the preparation of the single most comprehensive
planning document for the Reservation. Disputes between the tribal adminis-
tration and the consulting planners, however, resulted in the virtual neglect
of the document by everyone except the EDA-funded planners who have been using

it ss a source study and guide for development.
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C. PROJECT ANALYSES

The following EDA projects have been funded on the Pine Ridge
Reservation:

TYPe and Nature of Project EE2itaila Date Funding

1. PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS

Grant Loan

a. Industrial Park
1. Initial Grant 06-1-00266 1967 $34,000
2. Supplement 06-1-00266-01

b. Airport Improvement

1967 4,000

1. Initial Grant 06-1-00264 1968 170,000
2. Supplement 06-1-00264-01 1968 21,000

c. Sewage Treatment 06-2-00649 1968 73.000 129,000

Total Approved $302,000 $29,000

2. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS

a. Tourism/Recreation
Study 06-6-09163 1969 $ 10,000

b. Timberland Inventory 06-6-09333 not
completed

1 500

Total Approved $ 12,500

3. PLANNING GRANT

1969 $ 40,000a. Administrative Expense 06-5-15003
b. Administrative Expense 06-5-15003-01 1970 38,550
c. Administrative Expense 06-5-15003-02 1971 38 630

Total Approved $11.7180,

TOTAL APPROVED 1A31,680 $29,000

Detailed project-by-project descriptions and

1. PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS

a. indistrial Park. Proiects No. 06-1-00266 and 06-1-00266-01, 19f7

analyses follow.

This public works project, initiated by the
vided for the construction of a 20.6 acre industrial p
mains (six and eight inch respectivel), and an access
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tun& were madL t. LJA in 1467, apptaval wt. 4i...en later that year, and the

projezt was comp1ete0 in

Total eost ot the industrtal park project was S47,606. EDA con-
tributed too grants (initial and supplemental) totaling S38,000 (80 percent),
and the tribe contributed .9,06 in casb (20 percent). The park is owned
and managed by the Pine Ridge Reservation Development Company and the %Lela
Sioux Irihe.

In i9o7, at appi.,:imately the time the project application was
submitted, the tribe constructed and equipped a 7,200 square foot plant on
a site in the proposed industrial pari, arva. This plant was to be used by
Dakota Moccasin, Inc., a Wisconsin firm that wished LO produce moccasins
and had heard of the Pine Ridge loc.tion from 81A officials in Washington,
D. C. During the timt that the EDA project was being constructed, the plant
wa operating ard employing app:oximately 90 persons, and in 1968, a 2,400
square foot expansion of the plant was constructed by the development: company
and the tribe.

In May of 1964, houever, the plant closed. Sunbell of Albuquerque,
Inc., a company that had purchased moccasins from the plant as a jobber, made
the decision to parchaze the operation. The pi: t was then reorganized as
Pine Ridge Products, a division of Sunbelt, Inc. Discussions with manage-
ment ef the firm indicate that the decision ta purchase the plant was in-
fluenced by the availability of the water, sewer and access roads provided
by the EDA project, most of which were completed by die time of the decision.

Pine Ridge Products now employs 180 parsons, only five of whom are
not Indians. Approximately 170 of these employees work on a piece rate
basis, and average fro: $1.80 to $2.40 per hour. There are eight supervisors
at the plant, six of whom are Indians. All supervisors are salaried employees
earning S112.50 per week. Although the plant manager is white, the assistant
manager, an Indian, is expected to assume control of the plant in two to
three years.

Growth prospects for Pine Ridge Products appear to be excellent.
The firm has reently expanded its line from exclusively moccasin production
ta include small Indian dolts, and it is anticipated that an addition to the
existing plant will be needed within the year. Although the plant uses
cotme industries for all lacing and beading work, 25 JOBS slots are used
for the training of factory machine operators.

The moccasin factory is now the only industrial user of the park.
However, the tribe is also using some of the sites for the offices of the
tribal housing construction company, the commodity program warehouse, and
a small tribal museum. Utilization of the tridastrial park sites is due
almost exclusively to the advantageous location of the park in relation to
the -evtril ..i.Cti.A1 of the town of Pim Ridge.

Prior to the development of the industrial park, the infrastructure
of the Reservation was capable of accomodating some industry, although
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rI -4 x:AiIisile, snl utility ,ere,ce vas minimal.
#. - ') erilLi of middle income

i) t industrial sites at the park now have
wwer, electricity and access roads available, It is

t!at E0! '14 Writ.,, 4del to the eitstence of a steady, capable
:. r r.u, i-rpre:e. the Atilt/ of the reservatiol to attract prospec-
tiv :-.1.1,ttles.

'1- , has n.ta a!'y ,i;atticant effect on
r . vsillrv f tt. tri!)0 t ecdre tinancing fer develvment projects, it
. ra- .lied sire ir;etu,. t% nine in its efforts tO recruit industries
t :'ru.tratt as vine to the distance from the

nd ,dA iiar,elv beca.ise o: processing time lags) have tended
t turn the tribe t,ward Gther financing ahd assis:ance sources, but it is
rt.vertueles, cL,ar that tribal members ate increasingly aware of the

,Ivel:oment :.ytenrials and problems of the Reservation as a
..- this TTA nroject.

Airt.rt TTprovement, Proleccs Ni. 06-1.002h4 and 06-1-00264.01, 1968

11. ',tn.? RidAe Reservation had been actively seeking improvements
ar. alrfel,i for several years when, in March 1968, an application
a,.sistance as aepr.)vec by EDA. The airport improvements were completed

t- file T-tal cost for the project was $251,958. Oe this amount,
. r-ri'autod a t;rant af in two :,tctions, an initial grant for

ird a pplerent of S21,11 fribal contributions totaled $60,958,
f -..as In cast,.

m.aver of toe air rt project w.s the tribe, although BlA
21avvi a key r.le in drafting Oe application anc seeing Cie project through
td cmpletion, 11.e airvrt, which cdnsists of one lighted runway, 5,200
feet hv ill' feet, and one unlighted rum.ay, 3,.)U0 feet by 50 feet, is owned
hv the tril . ::csoite Of: tact that it has beeu in operation since 1969,

'tas seen established to manage the airport, and what-
e. =4:aLeoarKe HA, o«en hne hos been performed by BEA.

:itI. respect LI users, it is estimated that during the summer months
is manv as :ive ne:ple may use the airport per day, while during winter the
wimber decreile. to tw,-) rn- three. Yost users of the airport own their mon

i dying club has been establi,hed to encouraee private
tEe tac:ility. Pine Ridge Products, the 81A, and personnel from the

PBS hospital are ls, users of the airport. Prior to the establishment of
the surgical ;nit at the PUS hospital, emergency cases were flown out of
:he 'eine Rtige area, and the airport received greater use.

ft' alr;4,rt has not played a key role in efforts to attract indus-
trio t ,tvservatiun, despite the fact that the initial applicaticm

ited p of 200 lobs to be crearki 4s . result f t:ie prcitct.

4!.L. '_11.toor and. Oet f.a 1 PrFlec t N 1f)- 2-1064 1968

..e.:er 1 ie,,on and out fall line, applied for and approved in 1968

t : tin. ') completed in tail% lew). lxist ing sewai;.e
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treats-dent faiilities in the town were already operating in extess of design
capacity, and the application was initiated by the tribe in conjunction
with tFe Public Health Service,

Total cost of the project was $146,000. Of this total. EDA con-
tributed 5102,0000 $71,000 in the fixin of a grant, and S29,000 in the fcrm
ot a The Federal Water Pollution Control Administraticn contributed

aril the tribe made a contribution of $3,500. Of this latter
amount, $2,7(Y) was an in-kind contribution of land.

The protect, consisting of a 27-acre lagoon and a one and a half
mile outfall line, has had no job or income impact. In terms of service,
however, the impact has been considerable. Improved utility service has
enhanced living conditions in the town and has resolved a potential problem
of water pollution resulting from overflowing sewer facilities. Additionally,

it has permitted the construction of over 100 homes in the town of Pine Ridge
in the past two years.

2. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS

a. Motel/Tourism Study, Project No. 06-6-09163, 1969

This technical assistance project, designed to study the feasibility
of establishing a motel complex at Pipe Ridge, was completed in October 1969.
The study, at a cost of $10,000, was conducted by Program Research Corpora-
tion of New York.

Initiated by the then current tribal chairman and planning staff,
it was anticipated that this study would be used as the basis of an applica-
tion to EDA for construction of a tourist facility. The report, which is of
high -uality in terms of its conception, its understanding of the Reservation
etanom,, and the clarity of its conclusions and recommendations, determined
that the establishment of a 35-unit motel and restaurant complex was feasible.
However, shortly after completion of the report there was a change in tribal
administrations and planning staffs, and no action has yet been taken to sub-
mit an application to EDA. Plans for the preparation of such'an application
have, nevertheless, been made, and it is anticipated that an application will
be submitted before the spring of 1972. The EDA feasibility study wili be
used as che justification for the application.

b. Timberland Inventory, Protect No. 06-6-09333, Not Completed

The purpose of this feasibility study was to accurately determine

the altowable cut, harvest areas, and other forest management practices
necessary to have all forest lands on the Reservation producing to their
fullest potential. The study, which is not yet complete, is being financed
by A $2.500 EDA grant and a $3,000 payment on the part of the BIAt

initiatcd by the BIA, wi-h the application signed by the vice
dia.tmaa of the tribe in February 1971, this project appear have been
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urderti',en .4itliont the knowledge of the chairman or the planning staff. The
d)olic it; wa, written by the BEA on behalf of the tribe, and the work is
be:m; c)ndacted by a BIA forester from Aberdeen, South Dakota. Although
r. re,olits of the study may prove to be of value to the tribe, the need
f r prct iq not mentioned in any pianning document, and the current
..ntirman mild planning .taff do not conceive it to be of particular signifi-
,

CRATs

3, i'ine Ridge Planning Program, Project No. 06-5-15003, 01,02, 1969-71

:n 064, the Pine Ridge Tribal Council was awarded the first of these
limning grants (rom the Economic Development Administration. This grant was

0-c amount of 41.),poo, with subsequent grants for S38,550 and $38,630.
' 4...ntributions remained relatively constant for the three grants, with
)N 1..eraging 70 percent of the total cost of the planning programs. For

ar 071, the total program cost was $54,680, and the tribal contribu-
tm.,n was .:,1o,n5', f$2,000 of which was in cash).

Th.! impetus for tribal participaticat came from the tribal chairman
in ..:vniunction with the tribal attorney. The first planning staff, like all
sq6,,equent staffs, was chosen by the chairman. A white, former BIA employee
it Rid4e was the 'irst planning director, He and his assistant seem to
1.r!e lett little impact on the development of the Reservation. Unfortunately,
tte nd director, an Indian from the Lower Brule Sioux Reservation, also'er t. %awe ha..! difficulties in producing results. Boa. of these plan-
ners, selected by the previous chairman, Enos Poorbear, seem to have viewed
their r.iles primarily as those of site salesmen, interested only in selling
industrial park sites to prospective companies. No positive actions re-
-..11tvd ir.m any of these efforts.

.101 tne election of Gerald One Feather as Tribal Chairman in 1970,
in ef:,rt began to recruit a new planning staff. Advertisements were placed
nor 1,cal1v, but also in several large city newspapers. After inter-

.tverol persons, Michael Hoffacker, a white planner from the San
Frincisc i!ty Arta, was selected for the position of director.

Yr. Hoffacker's qualifications for his position include a degree
in ecinmnics, and some planning experience in San Jose. Although he had

previr.2s experience with Indians, Mr. Hoffacker has been able to develop
increasingly good rapport with the current Tribal Chaitman and other members

his administration,

Upan his appointment, Mr. Hoffacker advertised locally to fill the
.ther po,itions on his staff, After some difficulty, a development special-
ist and a planning intern were hired. The development specialist is a young
Atte w,th a de,4ree in economics who grew up on the Cheyenne River Reserva-
'1-,. ind the intern is a young Sioux Indian ftom Pine Ridge. There is no

.....ir:/hookkeeper position on the staff, and all clerical duties are
t4ree staff members.
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The planning staff is in zonstant contact with tribal leaders,
and meettwo are held several times each week with the Program Development
Officer of the BIA. A very close relationship has been established with
the Tribal Business Manager, and development and planning efforts have been
coordinated with the Community Action Agency, the Tribal Housing Authority,
and tb.t Pine Ridge Development Company when appropriate. Additionally,
che tribe is an active member of the United Stoex Tribes.

The primary thrust of the current planning staff has been to build
a planntng process on the Reservation. This effort has taken nany forma.
A planning commission has been established as a result of t'ae effort of the
current planning director with the express purpose of providing a goals
framework for Reservation-wide planning efforts. The planner is also
responsible for establishing the Oglala Sioux Betterment Commission, an
organization originally recommended in the Reservation 701 report. This
commission, composed of the BIA Superintendent, the PHS Unit Supervisor,
the CAP Director and the Tribal Chairman, is concerned with insuring that
tribal budgets and proposals are sufficiently coordinated so as to provide
the greatest possible 4mpact on the Reservation. Although this coemission
has only met several times, it is hoped that it will provide the necessary
structure for sound planning and budgeting at Pine Ridge. Additional
process-oriented activities undertaken by the planning staff include a
series of public meetings in all major Reservation districts to discass
planning goals and processes, and development of a training program for
the Indian intern in the planning office.

A considerable portion of planning personnel time has also revolved
around tourism, industrial and commercial development.. The staff have met
frequently with personnel from the National Park Service, and detailed plan-
ning for an extension of the Badlands National Monument has been completed.
A modular housing factory is expected to locate on the Reservation in the
very near future (the planner is largely responsible for tribal negotiations),
and the planner has worked closely with the local CAP program in efforts to
establish a sawmill in one of the Reservation communities. Other efforts
to bring industries to Pine Ridge have resulted from close coordination with
the Industrial Development Expansion Agency of the State of South Dakota,
although nothing substantive has yet developed.

With respect to specific EDA-related activitie;, several EPA appli-
cations are now in the development process, although none have yet been
submitted by the current planning staff. By the end of this fiscal year,
however, it is anticipated that several public works and technical assistance
applications will have been completed and forwarded to EPA. TLe planning
staff has not spent muCh time on the updating or preparation of Reservation

plans. The OEDP has not been revised in the past several years, and no
other overall planning documents have been completed.

While no jobs have been produced on the Reservatton which can be
directly related to the EPA-funded planning effort, the current planning
staff has had a substantinl positive impact on the Pine Ridge development

potential. Not only has the ability of the tribe to borrow money for
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development projects been improved as ;. result of the addition of on articu-
late spokesman for tribal projects, hut changes have been effectea in the
tribal Leadership that can be directly trAced to the planuin4 grant. Zeser-
vation leaders are now more aware of de4elopment processt.i and problems and,

most importantly, they are more organi?ed for future development than ever
before. The formation of the Planning Commiision and the betterment Commis-
sion are substantive achievements which will result in somr organizational
continuity in the areas of development and planning evea if the current
planning staff Is replaced as a resui t. of the next tribal .tlection,
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A. CONCLUSIONS AND RECONHENDATIONS

I. Background Summary

The Red Lake Reservation of the Chippewa Tribe is characterized
by plentiful natural resources, strong tribal leadership and considerable
Federal involvement. Early in the twentieth century, the Reservation
began to develop its forestry and fishery resources, and close to 300
people are currently gainfully employed (full or part-time) in businesses
based on Lumber and fishing. The Federal government remains the largest
employer on the Reservation, however, and public subsidy is the largest
source of dollars for the Red Lake Reservation.

EDA involvement with the Reservation has been limited but
generally well received, All four program tools have been applied at
Red Lake. As a consequence of EDA projects, amounting to $203,339 in
grants and $2210585 in loans, some income impact has occurred. However,

EDA's impact on development potential is by far the most important result
to date. There is a feeling on the Reservation that the EDA program is
making a meaningful contribution to the economic and social development
of the Red Lake Band.

2. Conclusions

Specifically. eight EDA projects were approved for the Reservation.
Of these, four projects were effectively voided. A small feasibility
study for a furniture plant recommended approval of a business loan, but
the tntended firm backed out after the loan was approved. A planning grant
was cancelled by the tribe after nine months because of growing hostility
between the EDA-funded planner, a tribal designee, and the tribal leader-
ship. An industrial location study was cancelled by EDA, after approval,
because of too much similarity to another EDA study approved for the

Reservation at about the same time.

Of the four projects which reached fruition, a 97-acre industrial
park was developed, a business loan was used to help rebuild a tribally-
owned sawmill destroyed by fire, a technical assistance grant. was used
to furnish short-term management assistance to a tribally-owned cedar fence
plant, and a forest products study was just being completed at the time
of this evaluation.

There has been no job impact to date attributable to these projects.
The industrial park is empty. and no certain prospects exist. The saw-
mill, while employing 49 individuals, would have reopened without the EDA
loan. The fence plant management study has not resulted directly in new
hirings ror in saved jobs. The forest products study has not as yet
led to action.

Any impact from the EDA projects to date has occurred in terms of
service or tribal income benefits. The EDA business loan to the sawmill
hastened the construction of the new facilities (although mill employees
were employed throughout at a temporary facility) and enabled the tribe
to conserve funds it might have had to provide as a lender of last re-

sort, The EDA technical assistance study on the cedar fence plant temporarily
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improved the profit picture, providing a short-term increase of income
to rhe tribe. :hu industrial park project benefits the community with
better water servi,e and fire protection.

The acti,itie of the tribal leadership in the area of economic
development have been significantly enhanced by EDA's presence on the
reservation. As a whole, the EDA funds and studies have been timely and
well-directed, and have laid a groundwork, both in terms of infrastructure
and aititudes, for further economic develooment.

I. Recommendattoas

Red Lake is undergoing a transformation, as is probably any
other Indian Reservation in the country. More and more Indiana are
supported by one form or another of welfare. Yet understanding of
the fundamentals of viable economic growth is undeniably increasing
on the Reservation, aided in no small part by the activities of EDA.

EDA has provided several inputs to the Reservation's economic develop-
ment activities, and current projects should produce long term effects.
Much remains to be done, however, before heightened understanding of
the principles and economics of mutually beneficial business partner-
ships is gained and used to form policies which will lead to the real
economic development allegedly sought by the Tribal Council.

The major problem on the Red Lake Reservation is the in-
ability of tribal leaders to resolve conflicting priorities regarding
significant economic development, on the one hand, and the desire to
preserve tribal culture and Reservation resources on the other. An
example of the problem can be found in discussions about recreation
development. Red Lake has a great deal of recreation potential;
much income cculd be derived from wider use of Reservation land for
hunting, fishing, boating, and camping. The Council professes
interest in such development, but they well know the very real
dangers which such pelicies could lead to for the culturally isolated
Band and its homeland. Thus recreational development is unlikely
to occur, despite avowed interest by the Band, as long as it is pet-
ceived by them as an insidious threat to their control of the
Reservation, to the uses to which it is currently put, and to their
very way of life. Recreational development of Red Lake, whether
it is "good" or not, must probably await the development of a cadre
of tribal leaders vho either feel they c control the form of
that development or who are not so acutely aware of their cultural
and historical milieu.

A more Lmmediate need is for the realities of business
economics to be better unde:stood by the Council. To date, the tribe
has been entering negotiations witb prospective firms with demands
which few businessmen could accept. A more realistic assessment of
incentives and demands is therefore in order. Since the tribal

members are generally opcosed to closely supervised production line
work, }ohs need to be developed in activities which are either less
structured (lumbering, craft piece work, modular or pre-fab housing
construction, etc.) or are supervised by competent and motivated
outside management.

The establishment of continuinR management contracts with
nearby management specialists who possess skills in various tech-
nologies and demonstrate empathy with Indians and their needs should

be given high priority. The working relationshipa among Rod Edwards
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(tribal attorney) and Bob Poissapt (nearby accountant) and the tribe

suggest that the Band has much to gain from continual access to
competent professionals whose views in development matters will be
respected by the Tribal Council.

The economic development process at Red Lake is well under way.
Several additional efforts and projects which would seem to have much to
offe7 the Reservation in the near future are as follows:

1. There is some indication that the Red Lake Band would
benefit from a thorough management review of the entire
timber processing by the recent Mater Engineering study
and the fledgling prefab housing industry, by an experi-
enced oaside lumber and wood products company. The
present operation has developed in pieces, and useful cost
savings and additional spin-off activities may be suggested
by a review team with experience in the same raw materials,
processes, and markets.

2. The Tribal Cnuncil should consider the establishment of
Boards of Directors for those present and future tribal
ventures for which expertise and capital are occasionally
nevled. The Boards would draw upon competent outside
resource people whose experience and contacts might prove
useful to venture management, yet would be under the over-
all supervision of the Tribal Council either by membership

or by virtue o/ legal structure. This mechanism would serve
an important linking function with the economy from Which the
Reservation is too isolated, yet would keep the relationship
op the tribe's terms.

3. There is a clear need for a professional survey of the market
which exists in the Northern Minnesota area fel' "second" or
vacation homes constructed of pre-fabricated materials.
Several studies of the production/construction process exist
upon which the Red Lake Band can draw, but the planning of a
business venture based en Red Lake products and (limited)
experience require:1 market data.

4. The Red Lake Band needs a tribal mechanism by which the young
people of the Band can become involved in the development of

their tribe. A Tribal Council genuinely concerned about the
future of a precious homeland will create projects or insti-
tutions, subject to Council policy guidelines ancroverall
supervision where necessary, within which the future Indian
leadcrs can test their mettle and become involved in the
future of their homeland at the same time as they are per-
forming currently useful tasks for the Reservation.
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B. SETTING AND BACKGROUND

1. Location

Red Lake

The Red Lake Indian Reservation consists of 636,964 contiguous
acres of heavily wooded country in north-central Minnesota. In addition
the Red Lake Band owns scattered tracts Gf land extending up to the Ca-
nadian border, amounting to approximately 156,690 acres. There are three
communities located on the Reservation: Red Lake andRedby are located
on the south shore of the Lower Red Lake, and provide the greatest con-
centration of population; Ponenah is located on a peninsulabetween the
Upper and Lower Red Lakes.

The Ropulation center nearest to the Reservation is Bemidji, a
town of t0,000 located 32 miles to the south of the Tawn of Red Lake.
Other nearby towns include Blackduck, about 30 miles to the southeast,
and Thief River Falls, about 70 miles to the northwest of the Town of
Red Lake. The Minneapolis-St.Paut metropolitan area is about 200 miles
to the southeast of Red Lake.

The Reservation has all-weather north-south and east-west high-
ways running across it; however, these roads are not suitable for heavy
truck use and are not arteries of commerce in northern Minnesota. Sec-
ondary roads and bridges are few and of poor quality and insufficient
for full utilization of the Reservatiou's natural resources and recrea-
tional opportunities. Although bus and train service are unavailable on
the Reservation, they are available at Bemidji, Thief River Falls, and
Blackduck. Air service is available from both Bemidji and Thief River
Falls.

2. Bistory

The population of the Red Lake Indian Reservation has been grad-
ually increasing, and today 3,700 members of the Red Lake Band reside with-
in the Reservation boundaries. In addition, approximately 400 white per-
sons and non-member Indians live upon the Reservation (most of these are
employed in Government agencies and in the school system). The Reser-
vation population has been found to fluctuate according to the general eco-
nomic conditions prevailing; in times of economic prosperity, many res-
ident members tend to leave for employment outside the Reservation, and when
times are bad, these members resume residency on the Reservation.

The population of the Red Lake Band belongs to the Chippewa Tribe.
Although the Sioux were the original inhabitants of this area, they had
been driven out of the area by the Chippewa (Ojibwas) by about 1770, when
the northern timbered aeeas of Minnesota were conquered and occupied as Semi-
permanent homes. The Chippewa in the United States have been at peace
with the Government since 1815 and have experienced less dislocation than
many other tribes. Their reservations are parts of their traditional home-
lands. The Chippewa were historically timber people and engaged primarily

in hunting and fishing. They supplemented these occupations with gathering
of fruits and cultivation of wild rice. By the mid-1800's, the Red Lake
Indians were so successful in raising grain and vegetables that they support-
ed many families who fled to them to escape starvation. The Red Lake Band
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were known to be thri' v farmers for centuries. Currently, however, only
seven families are ac -rely engaged in farming on the Reservation. Although
sufficient acreage of good farm land is available, the current members of
the Band are now without the interest, up-to-date knowledge, and capital
neaded to develop and maintain profitable farm ventures.

3. Resources and Economy

a. Resources
The primary resources utilized on the Red Lake Indian Reservation

are timber and fish. As indicated above, agriculture has played a limit-
ed role on the Reservation in recent years, although the opportunities
exist for the cultivation of cranberry marshes, blueberries and wild rice
on a commercial basis, as well as for the expansion of existing agricul-
tural pursuits. In addition, the Reservation has a vast recreational
potential which has to date been greatly underutilized, scme available
mineral rescurces, and a potential work force which has also been
underutilized.

The timber resources of the Reservation offpr a mapr opportunity
for further development. The Reservation lands, with the exception of an
area calied the Northwest Angle (where $2,000 acres are being commercially
forested under contract) are estimated to contain 210 million boar4 feet of
saw timber and over two million cords of puip.and other small forest products.
The Red Lake Mill, tha major business on the Reservation, is scheduled to
use about five million board feet of hard and soft wood per year for each of
the next ten years, only about half the amount which the timber lands could
support under a sustained yield program. Thus, the Reservation has available
timber resources to supply the needs of prospective wood-using industries,
as well as a m:11 capable of convertiog the timber to the finished or semi-
finished wood products required by such industries. Industries such as
furniture manufacturers, sasn and door factories, charcoal manufacturers, hard
board mills and paper mills would have readily available the wood products
required in their operations.

Another major resource which has been used by the Banik since the
Chippewas settled along the shores of the Red Lake in the 18th century,is

the Lake's fish. Roth the Upper and Lower Red Lakes produce a very sub-
stantial amount of fresh fish for the coomercial market, including the
walleyed pike and perch. This resource is guarded from harmful exploitation

by a yearly quota, fixed by the decretary of the Interior, based upon
studies of age/weight ratio of each year's catch, Under the present quota,
650,000 pounds of fish were taken out of the lakes by members of the Band
last year, at a value of approximately $1.5 million. In addition, the
many other lakes and streams on the Reservation offer other sites for fish-
ing for walleyed pike, bass, Northern pike, and pan fish. The current fishery
operation, conducted by the Red Lake Fisheries Association, is limited to
the delivery of walleyed pike and some other species for further processing
and marketing by a non-tribal group. However, the Association could under-
take to process the fish itself by expanding the fisheries facilities on the
Reservation.

The recreation potential of the Reservation is undoubtedly vast,
The Reservttion contains beautiful forests and lakes in their natural state
which are ideally situate.' for development as tourist attractions and for
the establishment of trailer and tent camps for use by the public. Many
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good trout streams fiow on the Reservation, several of them stocked by
the U.S. Fish and Wildlike Service, and, in cooperation with the U.S.
Bureau of Sport Fisheries, the tribe has developed rainbow trout lakes
for their own people . Non-residents may fish at these lakes at certain
specified times during the year.

Other tourist resources are guided hunting, trapping and fishing.
The Reservation contains some of the most famous and coveted hunting and
fishing in the country, with large numbers of game, including wild fowl,
deer, moose, small game and game fish. However, about 15 years ago, a
Federal dredging operation destroyed one of the great natural habitats
for fish and wildlife plus one of the best nesting grounds for ducks in
the U.S. Dams and other facilities could restore more of the fish wild-
life habitat in these areas, thus improving the economy of the Reservation.
The Band has developed, with the help of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
two large wildlife areas o. the Reservation. The Ki-Wo-Say area of 8,000
acres and the 2ah-Geemg Wildlife area of 5000 acres are both used for duck
nesting and pike spawning, and for other hunting and fishing. These two
large wildlife areas have more than doubled the amount of fur harvesting
on the Reservation.

Swimming, picnicking and camping are all available on the Reser-
vation; skiing, with rope tows and chalet services, is available just out-
side the Reservation boundary, fr.let December into March.

Additional attractions include the nationally famous July 4th
Indian Dance Festival that draws participants and spectators from many
states and Canada, S. Mary's Mission, and the Indian handcraft products
on the Reservation.

'No other resources capable of fruitful exploitation include agricul-
tural land and minerals. There are 10,000 to 15,000 acres of land on the
Western edge of the Reservation which are suitable for farming and cattle/
dairying operations; additional land could be cleared and broken 88 requir-
ed. This land, which is geographically and economically removed from the
population centers on the Reservation, could either be developed for agricul-
tural purposes by members of the Red Lake sand or leased to farmers in the
Thief River Falls area. This land is suitable for potato and beet crops.
Blueberries and cranberries can also be grown on the Reservation. All

agricultural activity is hampered, however, by the short growing seasot.

Mineral resources can only be guessed at pending the completion of
more thorough geological studies, but there are preltminary'indications of
substantial deposits of iron and other ferrous metals, and some capper and
nickel deposits. Permits to explore for these metals are being processed
by the Tribal Council and the Federal government. There are also sizable
deposits of marl and peat on the Reservation, which await possible develop-
ment.

b. Economy

Until the lecent inception of various Federal programs, the only
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sources of income available to tribal residents had been in commercial
fishing, a sawmill operation, timber cutting, and, to a very limited
extent, from agriculture.

The Red Lake Fisheries Association is composed of tribal-members
who deliver pike and other species of fish for further processing and
marketing by a non-tribal group. This business has provided income to
about 200 persons for a few months of each year. This commercial fishing
is confined to Upper and Lower Red Lakes.

The Red Lake Indian Mill at Redby is the focus of present
development efforts on the Reservation. The sawmill and planing mill
together employ about 50 men at present levels of operation, and the
associated logging operations employ about thirty more. The sawmill
operations aave gradually grown since before the turn of the century to
a point where about $500,000 in revenue is generated each year. A period
of deficit operations in the early 1960U was ended with the help of a new
sawmill partly paid for with an EDA loan. The mill and associated
acri.ities are operated as a tribal venture under the supervision of
Bureau of Indian Affairs - retained specialists.

In addition to the 50 full-time employees at the mill, there are
several local Indian men who are capable loggers on the Reservation. These
loggers own skidding equipment and trucks valued at around $17,000, which
they have obtained throLgh Small Business Administration (SBA) loans and
some outside financing. They furnish the mill with its timber supply.

The Red Lake Chippewa Cedar Fence Plant is the other major
economic activity related to the Reservation's forest resources.
Originally started by an outside firm, the operation was bought by the
Tribal Council in 1968 with funds from the Tribal treasury and an SBA-
backed loan. The Redby plant employs between 15 and 20 people, and a
recent loan from a local bank is enabling the purchase of new machinery
and expanded operations.

Seven families are actively engaged in farming and, on an
average, each owns21 head of dairy cattle and five head of beef cattle.
These farm operations produce $9,347 in tribal income and $90,00 in
personal income annually.

There are presently 535 male and 336 female members of the Band
between the ages of 18 and 65 years who are physically or mentally fit for
employment. Less than 60 percent of this labor force is currently regularly
employed, and over half of those with regular employment are associated
with a variety of governmental agencies or programs. Another 25 percent

of the labor force derives some earned income from seasonal and temporary
work as fishermen, for work in the woods, or from the harvesting of wild

rice. Some of this work (fishing) is lucrative, but there is strong
competition for the few better income opportunities in this area. The

remaining members of the community must rely upon relief and welfare payments.

Only a small percentage of the total employable members of the
Red Lake Band can be classified as skilled in specialized trades. However,

this group of Indians is recognized for having a high degree of manual
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dexterity and Ls quick to learn trades. Among those presently unemployed
there are approximately 85 mates and 40 females who would properly be
classified as skilled or semi-skilled. The unemployed males in this
category are those with experience or trainins in various sawmill and
planing mil!. operations, and in other occupations such as clerks and
office workers, bus and truck drivers, carpentsrs and auto mechanics.
The unemployed female skilled and semi-skilled workers are mostly those
with training or experience as cooks and office workers.

There are very few places on the Reservation to spend the money
received from these inflows. The Reservation towne of Red Lake and Redby
(1500 and 1100 people respectively, including outlying tracts) contain
only four small general stores and about an equal number of service
stations; Ponemah to the north has one store. Major expenditures are
made in Bemidji, and to a lesser degree, in the other aforementioned towns
outside the Reservation.

4. Tribal Government

The Reservation is governed by a Tribal Council of eleven persons.
The Chairman, Secretary, and Treasurer are elected at large by the Reser-
vation members to four year terms. TWo councilmen from each of four dis-
tricts are elected by the voters of their respective districts for stag-
gered four year terms. This Reservation government is stipulated, and its
functions and duties defined, in a constitution and by-laws approved in
1958-59 by the Secretary of the Interior.

The Tribal Council has chosea a strategy of developing a "viable
economy" within the Reservation itself. This strategy has been particu-
larly well articulated and followed since the new Tribal Constitution was
written and reorganization took place in 1958-59. The elective eleven man
Tribal Council has, since that time, been led by a strong Tribal Chairman -
Roger Jourdain - who has given new impetus to the concept of developing
an economy around its tribally-owned resources, using outside assistance
to fund capital improvements and to subsidize Tribal Band living expenses
as necessary in the interim. Much of the current activity on the Reser-
vation is in fact the direct result of a Tribal Chairman who is strong
and skillful enough to provide new "provisions" for his tribe as needs
arise. And much of the structure of the current activities is a result of
centralization of control that is desired by the Tribal Council. Planning
in a technical sense probably does not occur, but there is undeniably a
focus and a momentum to the succession of Reservation programs and activities
which is provided by the Tribal Council.

5. Community Development

In order to achieve its economic and social goals for the Reservation
the Red Lake Tribal Council has constituted itself as an industrial development
corporation. For the past nine years, efforts nave been made through the
Bureau of Indian Affairs and by contact wlch private individuals to assist
industries wishing to locate on the Reservation. The Corporation intends

to serve as the instrument through which the Red Lake Band may invest money
for the establishment of plants and facilities for industrial and commercial
development on the Reservation.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs, in cooperation with the State Employ-
ment Service, provides assistance in the recruitment of qualified Indian
employees to meet prospective companies' staffing needs. The BIA has also
provided on-the-job training programs through which qualified enterprises
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are reimbursed for training of eligible Indian workers.

The Department of Labor is active on the Reservation, and has
various training provxams available to help meet the need for vocational
and specialized training. Ons current on-the-job training program, Mini-
CEP (Concentrated Employment Program) reimburses the local Housing Program
for training eligible Indian people to be qualified home building workers.
The SBA has provided loans or loan guarantees for various projects on the
Reservation.

The Office of Economic Opportunity (0E0) funds a Community Action
Program (CAP) on the Reseroation at a level of $560,000 for the current
fiscal year. The CAP has a staff of 60.

A Headstart Program is currentiy funded by the U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare (HEW), on the Beservation. The Red Lake School
system, including a 6-year accredited high school and two elementary schools
for a total student body of 830, is currently funded by Minnesota, the Im-
pacted Areas Program (PL 874) under the Johnson-O'Malley Act, and by
Title 1 funds ($71,203 this fiscal year). The Public Health Service operates
a hospital in the town of Red Lake.

The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) is involved
in the sticcessful Mutual Help Housing Program, by which Indians develop
"sweat" equity in houses built with sawmill materials, Minnesota Concen-
trated Action Program-paid and 0E0-paid labor, and BIA Superintendent-pro-
vided direction. The evolving program has been underway since 1964, with
160 houses built and about 30 men employed at least part-time. The Tribal
Council is currently acting as its own developer in this housing effort:
the Tribal Housing Authority purchases the completed homes with the help of
FWD's Housing Assistance Administration (HAA) funds, and uses subsidized pay-
ments from Mutual Help participants to repay HAA.

The Red Lake CAP Mousing Program has also constructed new community
centers in each village on the Reservation. These community centers were
constructed with 0E0 funds warded to the tribe through incentive grants.

In addition to the housing available to tribal members through the
HUD program, the Red Lake Tribal Credit Program has provided loan funds to
members who have built approximately 50 standard homes and renovated many
more. In addition, other local sod Federal agencies are now making financial
assistance available to tribal members. These include the Veterans Adminis-
tration, Fsrmerle Home Administration, and local banks. The BIA, through
its Home Improvement Program, has constructed some new homes and repaired
many more, and plans are to continue in this manner until aIl housing
needs are met.
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C. PROJECT ANALYSES

The followtng EDA projects have been funded on the Red Lake

Indian Reservation to date:

Project Type and Kind

1. PUBLIC WORXS PROJECTS
a. Industrial Park

2. BUSINESS LOAN PROJECTS
a. Saw mill
b. Furniture Plant

Pro ect No. Date Funding

Red Lake

Grant Loan
06-1-00125 1967 $150,339 $ 37,585

06-3-00124 1966

06-3-00246 .1967

184,000

cance lied

3. PLNNN1NG GRANT
a. Reservation Planning Grant 06-5-15004 1968 20,000

4. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
a. Furniture Plar.t Feasibility

b. Cedar Fence Plant Study
1) Original Purchase Order
2) Supplement
Forest Products Study

d. Plant Location Study
TOTAL APPROVED

TOTAL APPROVED

06-6-09009 1966 3,000

06-6-09255 1969
06-6-09255-01 1970
06-6-09256 1970
06-6-09207 1970

2,500
2,500

25,000

cancelled
33,000

$203,339 $221,585

Discussion and analyses of these projects follow:

1. PUBLIC WORKS PROJECT

a. Redby Industrial Park. Project No. 06-1-00125i 1967

The Redby Industrial Park project, approved by EDA in January of 1967,
consisted of a $150,339 grant by EDA (80 percent of total) and a $37,585
loan (20 percent) for a total EDA contribution of $187,924. This public
works project was intended to create an attractive site where outside
industrialists could locate wood-related production/processing facilities.
An immediate objective of the project was the creation of a water and fire
protection system that would benefit the Red Lake Indian Mill, the Red
Lake Chippewa Cedar Fence Plant, and the TOWn of Redby; however, the
project also prepared industrial sites for the proposed Eisen Brothers

furniture plant and for other potential industries.

The industrial park project was initially conceived in 1965, together
with the projected construction of the new sawmill aided by the FDA
business loan. Application for the public works financing was originally
made in the spring of 1966 and was approved in January of 1967, and
completed by July of 1968.

Focal cost ot this industrial park project was $187,924. EDA
contributed the entire amount $150,339 (80 petcent) in the form of a
grant, and $37,585 (20 percent) in the form of a loan at 4-1/8 percent
interest for 20 years. Although the Red Lake Band had some of its own
money invested in site development on the park, this money was more related
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tht Ein brothers furniture plant project than to the industrial
park as a whole.

Tht !ribal Council initiated this project. The application for
finauLial assistance was made by the Council under Roger Jourdain. the
Chairman. who also represented the tribe in the negotiations. He was
as:II:Aka by the Tribal Attorney, Ron Edwards. EDR Stan Pechaver coun-
seltu the rribal Council on preparation of the application and
forwarded the documents to EDA. rhe Red Lake Band owns the 97-acre
industrial park and the water system which was the main project output.

A Water Commission, reporting to the Council, '5nanages" the water
distribution to Redby residents and the sawmill and cedar fence plant. No
other industrial park activities exist to date.

The components i this project include a 125,000 gallon above-ground
storage tank, a pump house and pumping mechanism, a water and sewer system
far the park and for the Town of Redby, improvement and extension of a dirt
access road, and clearing and grading of several previously undeveloped sites
on the 97 acres. The water distribution system is currently handling over
20,00t) gallons of industrial and drinking water per day, serving approximately
100 families in the Redby cemmunity,as well as the sawmill and the cedar
fence plant. The access road to the industrial site connects with the road
to the sawmill to form a Al" shape: the industrial site (western)
part of the road is seldom used for reaching state Highway 1, but it does
increase the accessibility of the sawll ard cedar fence plant. Fire

protection is provided at the cedar plant and the new sawmill building

(but not fot the planing mill) by sprinklers, feasible because of the
project's water distribution system. Insurance savings can reasonably be
attributed to the project.

As indicated above, there have been numerous beneficiaries from the
industrial park project. It has resulted in improved road access for the
Red Lake Indian Sawmill, as well as a much improved water supply, increased
fire protection, and annual insurance savings of approximately $3,500
(estimated) for both the saw mill and the cedar fence plant. The Redby
community as a whole has benefitted from the new sewer system; water supply
is nrw plentiful, at a cost of only $3.00 to $4.00 per year per home. And

the Red take Tribal Council has an enhanced interest in, and understanding
of, industrial/business development due to their involvement in the
development of the industrial park.

Water system receipts in the amount of about $1,825 ($1,549 through
June 30, 1970) have accrued to the Red Lake Tribal Council through the
Water Ileatd.

A Hutual Help Housing warehouse is the focus of Red Lake's fastest
growing economic enterprise, a Federally subsidized sweat equity housing
construction and ownership program. The warehouse was constructed on an
industrial park site, though it was not built with public works project
funds. There is insufficient information at the present time to quantify
any benefits received from the project, but development potential impact is
high.
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firms have moved into the industrial park to date. A nattress
plant in Minnesota has expressed interest in locating in the industrial
park, but discussions are not currently active. The only possible job
impact attributable to the project is to the members of the Water Board.
The three members of the Board are Indian; their positions on the Board
are largely honorary, however (resultin& in $450 in salaries since 1967),
and these individuals all have other income sources.

Just prior to the industrial park development. the infrastructure
of the Reservation was capable of accommodating some industry; however,
available utilities were minimal and existing housing poor. The
improvement in utilities and the further availability of industrial sites
has certainly rade the Reservation more attractive for prospective industries.

There has been no change in the availability of financial assistance
to the Reservation; the tribe is able to secure some financing, but inability
to finance many projects is still a major drawback to development.

Roger Jourdain, the Tribal Council's Chairman since 1959, has enr
phasized economic development programs. The industrial park project, and
discussions with industrialists whose interest was enhanced by the park, have
increased leadership's drive for economic development. However, their
initiative extends only so far; little work of real substance is going on to
identify and attract outside viable industry to the Reservation. The leaders
have experienced a certain arount of frustration in their negotiations with
private industrialists and the EDA (and BIA and SBA) bureaucracy, but they have
learned more about the development potential of the Reservation, and are
undeniably more familiar with industrial development problems as a result.
It remains for this increasing sophistication to be used by the Council to
attract outside resources to increase job and income opportunities for the
Red Lake Band.

2. BUSINESS LOAN PROJECTS

a. Red Lake Indian Sawmill, Project No. 06-3-00124, 1966

This project, approved in 1966, consisted of a business loan to
rebuild a tribal sawmill which burned down in 1965. The EDA loan consisted
of $184.000, 40 percent of the amount needed by the trine for the construction
of a new and improved facility. The remaining 60 percent was supplied by the
tribe from the 100Z insurance coverage on the earlier mill.

The Red Lake Indian Sawmill is a lumber enterprise consisting of a
sawunill and a planing mill located next to the Redby Industrial Park.
Approximately five million board fees of pine and hardwood are utilized
annually, and about 50 members of the tribe are directly employed by the

operation. It is a tribally developed enterprise which has operated for 40

years under the supervision of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The mill has
played an important role in the economy of the tribe ana has been a focal
point of she Tribal Council's plans for the Reservation.

The loan to the sawmill was one of EbA's first business loan projects
and was the second FDA project the. Red Lake Reservation. All other EDA
pre,seetn at ag4 'Ake relate at leawt tedirectly to the mill.
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The business loan application was processed comparatively speedily
in this case. There was an element of urgency to the mission of replacing
the single largest non-government employer on the Reservation after it was
destroyed by fire. The application to EDA for assistance was developed
soon after the December 1965 fire, and a loan in the amount of $200,000
was originally approved. Final approval of a SI84,000 loan was made on
June 24, 1966, and the mill was able to renew full-scale operations in the fall
of 1966.

The total cost of rebuilding and enlarging the sawmill after the fire
in 1965 was $464,000. Of this amount, EDA contributed 40 percent, or $184,000.
The loan was made for 15 years, at 4-1/4 percent interest with EDA maintaining
a first lien on the plant constructed with the loan. The amount of working
capital which was required is unknown. The remaining 60 percent of the funds
required for plant and equipment were supplied by the Red Lake Indian Band
from insurance proceeds. This tribal fulding served as leverage for securing
the EDA loan.

At present, there are 49 employees at the sawmill, and about 30
employees working in logging crews on the Reservation. The breakdown of
job categories appears below:

Position Employees

Civil Service Employees 3

(mill manager, purchasing
agent, one other)

Office Employees 2

Skilled employees (foreman,
machine operators) 7

Semi-skilled employees (including 15

logging truck drivers)

Unskilled employees 22

There are two women in the office; the remainder of the

employees are men. Of the 30 Indians in the logging crews, seven
are crew chiefs who exercise managerial control over their crews. ,

At the time of the EDA loan approval, it was expected that
64 saved jobs and 5 new jobs would result from the project. Most of
the people now employed at the sawmill, in fact, were so employed before

the fire.

The Red Lake Reservation currently has an application in to
EDA for a major improvement and expansion of the mill which would provide
further job opportunities, as well as permit the processing of a wider
selection of logs and production of cut stock (cat to order) by the mill.
The application is for over $800,000 of public works money, to be provided

on the 50-50 grant loan program.

Other firms near Red lake have been affected by the sawmill
from the beginning of its operation, in terms of increased availability
of better-than-average quality lumber (for lumber users), increased
work opportunities (for truckers and outside loggers) and increased
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sales volume (for two nearby general stores). However, no measurable
incremental benefits have accrued to these people as a result of the EDA
loan. The loan did not cause expanded sawmill operation, and it is ex-
tremely difficult to accept the proposition that the mill would not have
started again in 1966 without $184,000 of EDA money. Tribal leaders, in

fact, indicate that the new mill would have been built irrespective of out-

side financing. In view of the stability and long experience of profits of
the sawmill, a loan could most likely have been obtained by the Reservation
Iron a non-EDA source interested in "bankable" investuents. The speed with
which dhe loan was approved was, however, of great benefit to the tribe in
its period of anxiety, the rate of interest obtained from EDA was favorable
when compared against then current commetcial bank rates, and the loan may
have saved the Tribal Council about $200,000 in scarce but available funds.
In view of the potential and actual benefits to the Red Lake Band resulting
from the receipt or this EDA loan, the "hardship" requirements for receipt
of such loans by Indian tribes might well be re-evaluated.

Although the sawmill has considerable growth potential, this potential
cannot be directly attributable to the EDA loan, nor has the loan increased
the potential value of existing natural resources.

The EDA business loan used for the reconstruction of the sawmill
was at least influential in the application for, and approval of, the EDA

public works grant to the Reservation for the development of an industrial
park. (An important purpose of that project was the construction of a eater
system that could protect the lumber operations centered on the sawmill.)

Comparatively rapid receipt of EDA funds for sawmill reconstruction
undoubtedly established EDA as a source of financial support for large pro-

jects in the minds of the Red Lake Band. Although no private financing
sources were tapped as a direct result of the project, the reestablishment
of full scale sawcaIl operations bolstered work opportunities for logging
crews who increasingly rely on SBA and Bemidji bank financing for their

trucks and equipment. First National Bank of Bemidji has just over 200
loans out to members of the Band, in addition to $225,000 invested with
an SBA guarantee in the Cedar Fence Plant; many of the loans were for
pieces of eoipment used in lumbering and fishing.

There has been no significant change in the attitudes and actions
of the tribal leadership toward economic development which can be
attributed to this project. The tribal leadership had a long-standing

commitment to the tribally-owned sawmill. The only real change was the
establishuent of the EDA program tools (oi which this project was one
of the first examples at Red Lake) as an additional source of development
support.

b. Eisen Bros. Furniture Plant, Project No. 06-3-00246, 1967

A New Jersey-based furniture manufacturer, Eisen Brothers
Furniture Company, approached EDA in 1965 for a business loan required

by them to locate on the Reservation. To investigate the feasibility

of the undertaking and the financial strength of the Eisen firm, EDA
first decided to conduct a small technical assistance study. (See

project description below). Based on the positive results of this study,
and a series of negotiations between the firm and the agency, a loan and
working capital guarantee was approved in 1967.
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Vse of the Reservation's timber resources has long been a
feature of Red Lake planning. The idea of adding value to the
timber through further processing of the wood, while at the same time
providing additional Reservation jobs is an attractive one and has
been discussed in the OEDP and other pertinent documents. Thus, the
furniture plant was given serious consideration. The feasibility study
was the first in a long series of studies, meetings and negotiations
leading ultimately to the approval by EDA of a $981.500 business loan
for the furniture plant in November of 1967. However, the Eisen firm
subsequently backed out of the project. The firm was unwilling or unable
to come up with its share of working capital, despite approval by EDA
in November of 1967 of a $720,000 werking capital loan guarantee, In

addition, the tribe was beginning to have misgivings about whether this
was the right firm for the Reservation. As a result, the working cap-
ital loan guarantee for the Eisen Brothers venture was canceled, and
.he buaine;s loan s- pended.

3. PLANNING GRANT

a. Reservation Planning Grant. Project No. 06-5-15004, 1968

This area planning grant, funded in June 1968 by EDA for $35,900,
was for the purpose of enabling the Red Lake Band to employ a full-time
professional staff to evaluate the social and economic problems that
confront the Reservation and to provide overall development planning and
implementation of a comprehensive program.

The Tribal Council, with the support of BIA, initially decided to
apply for the planning grant in early 1969. The application, signed by
the Tribal Chairman, was submitted in the Spring of 1968, with grant
approval by EDA following rapidly. The total project amounted to $48,875;
the Federal government's share was $35,900 (73 percent) with the Reservation
supplying its share $12,975 (27 percent) through in-kind contributions of
staff ($1,825); consultants ($3,550); travel ($3,500); office space
($3,600); and printing ($500). These in-kind contributions proved to
be largely fictional. however,

Two planners were expected to be hired through the use of EDA
planning grant funds. The senior planner was then expected to expand
the activity to a professional planning staff of eight, including three
trainees, to be funded by EDA, HUD and 0E0, with a total planning budget
approaching $200,000.

The Tribal Council hired Bill Lawrence for the job of executive
director of the planning effort. Lawrence is a young Indian of the
Red Lake Band; he has had some training in Iaw school and "living
experience" on the Reservation but no formal planning training or
professional experience. Basic differences in the perception of plan-
ning responsibility and development strategy soon developed between
the Council. and Lawrence. These differences were exacerbated by the
ever-present tribal politics. Jourdain felt fhat the Tribal Council
was responsible for tribal affairs and should not delegate policy
decisions which affect tribal welfare. The planner wanted to make
binding decisions for the tribe, There were also major differences
between the Chairman and the planner concerning the type of industry
to attract to the Reservation.
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The result of these differences was that the planning
staff was not given duties or responsibilities by the Council, and it
carried out activities in spite of, or outside of, the interests of
the Council. The Tribal Council decided that Lawrence was "not the
man tor the job " an4 allowed the project to lapse after nine months.
in June. 1969. Seas $20.000 of EDA funds was actually disbursed
during this period.

Lawrence himself felt that the nine months were "stagnant."
There was some output, however. Although no actual planning documents
were produced, the 1969 OEDP and Area Action Plan were updated and
improved. Unsuccessful proposals were developed for EDA technical
assistance for a shopping center feasibility study and for EDA public
works assistance for a Red Lake Training center. A successfui pro-
posal was written for an SBA loan for a Laundromat operation. In
addition, some economic statistics and tribal information were col-
lected and compiled.

The technical assistance proposal for a shopping center
feasibility study was submitted in January of 1969; it was rejected
because shopping centers were then ineligible for EDA financial
assistance. The training center proposal never jelled because of
difficulty in securing tribal share funds (25 percent of $315,000).
The Red Lake Laundromat, owned by Bill Brun and financed by a $20,000
SBA loan, is largely attributable to Bill Lawrence.

The planning staff did attempt to attract industries and

business to Red Lake. Several conversations were held with a

mattress and bedding manufacturer in Minnesota. The Council queszions

the company's motives, however, and is very hesitant about "selling

cheap labor" to an outside exploiter.

Formalized planning will not work on Red Lake Reservation
unless it is done Aithin the coatext of Tribal Council hegemony.
The Council appears to ta!te its constitutional and traditional
responsibilities for policy-making and tribal welfare seriously. It

is not clear exactly what was expected of the planner, but it is
clear that his stated function (". . to proviCe o4erall develop-

ment planning and implementation . . .") was only to be performed

insofar as it was consistent with Tribal Council objectives and

priorities.

Implicit in this fact is that "planning" in a general sense
has been performed by the Tribal Council. Roger Jourdain and other
members have a strong sense of the Red Lake problems, needs, and
priorities, and Jourdain's rather consistent espousal of a policy
based on the Council's perceptions has given considerable continuity
to the lest 11 years at Red Lake.
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4. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS

a. Furniture Plant Feasibility, Project No. 06-6-09009, 1966

This technical assistance study, approved by EDA in February
of 1966, consisted of a $3,000 grant for the purpose of infestigating
an applicant for an EDA business loan. The study, conducted by the firm
of Ernst and Ernst, investigated the feasibility of the establishment
of a branch plant of Eisen Brothers, Inc., a furniture manufacturer, on
the Fed Lake Indian Reservation. The operations and the financial
strength of the Eisen firm were investigated, as well as its commitment to
the project. Eisen, by its application for an EDA business loan in
1965, had initiated what would become four years of negotiations regarding
the establishment of the furniture plant.

The files on the technical assistance study have been forwarded to
EDA's archives and were unavailable for consultation. However, the
following data regarding this project were obtained:

The technical assistance project appears to have been conceived
by EDA in 1965, in response to the application by the Eisen firm for a
business loan. The project was approved in 1966. It was EPA who made the
selection of Ernst and Ernst to conduct the study; the tribe played a
very minimal role in the investigation of the Eisen Brothers Furniture
Company or in the negotiations with the firm.

The report prepared by Ernst and Ernst has never been seen by
the tribe. It apparently approved the business loan to the Eisen
Brothers Furniture Company, since the business loan negotiations in-
tensified subsequently. The study was completed in 1966.

These projects appear to have had no visible impact on the
Reservation. Although the business loan was ultimately approved, the
Eisen frim located elsewhere. Intra-tribal debate over the merits
of this firm was often intense, and the memory of the negotiations is
vivid in the memories of Tribal leaders. (See discussion of business
loan above).

5. Cedar Fence Plant Study
1) Operations Study, Project No. 06-6-09255, 1969
2) Supplement, Project No. 06-6-09255-01, 1970

The purpose of this projects:as to improve the apparently

unprofitable operations of the tribally-owned Red Lake Chippewa
Cedar Fence Plant by acquiring management assistance from a local
accounting firm. An EDA purchase order for $2,500 was approved for
this purpose in Octdber of 1969; this was followed by a second pur-
chase order for an additional $2,500 in 1970 to expand tLe study.
An outgo& accountant (from Thief :Aver Falls) was selected by the
Tribe to (a) review operations since ,the management of the fence
plant was taken over by the tribe in 1968, (b) design and install
a production record and cost system, and (c) analyze operating de-
ficiencies and recommend corrective measures. The results of this
project were less a study than the development of plant organization
and management procedures and an accounting information system which
would permit improved performance.
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The work a,complishtd under the first purchase order in-
eleded a preliminary review, establishment of cost accounting records,
preparation oi a reorganization plan, training of a bookkeeper,
monitoring ot 4 one month trial run, preparation of financial state-
ments, and management ,:.eineeling. Since the work was not completed
within tht aneunt of time allotted by the first contract, a follow-on
was Approved in 1970 which is still underway.

The Cedar Fence Plant is an important part of the tribe's
plan to develop their forest resources. It is clearly consistent
with that goal and with the goal of providing jobs for tribal members.
Habitant,Inc., the previous operator of the plant, had been prompted
by declining proch...tion and unsatisfactory profit performance to
leave Red Lake in 1968. The tribe took over the plant at that time,
and the Tribal Council has expressed a keen interest in the fate of
the operation. In fact, the tribe has invested $29,000 in cash in
the plant; the First National Bank of Bemidji has participated with
SBA for $125,000 mote. Delinquent payments on the first $25,000 note
and evident confusion at the plant prompted the call for management
assistance by the Tribal Council, Although the application for the
technical assistance grant used some accounting language, the contracting
firm was, in fact, called in to solve whatever operations problems it
might discover.

Roger Jourdain, the Tribal Chairman, made the initial
request for a technical assistance purchase order from EDA in September,
1969. The consultant was chosen at that time, although the purchase
order was not approved.until the end of October, 1969. Bob Poissant,
of Holcomb, Knudson and Company, an accounting firm with offices in
Thief River Falls, conducted the study. Poissant, a CPA and one of
the partners of the firm, had done accounting work for the tribe for
several months prior to the project, and his firm has been known to
the tribe for some time. Thus, the tribe themselves selected the
accountant to perform the study and have continued to play an active
and supportive role as Poissant conducts his analysis and makes his
recommendations. The tribe initiated the request for a follow-on
purchase order, when it became apparent that more work was needed.

The project resulted in a final report whose value lies not
so much in its words as in the activities which It describes. The
mandate was to provide management and accounting assistance to a
troubled business; the final report simply summarizes the work done in
this regard. The work plan described in the final report appears sound
and well conceived, and it appears to have been diligently carried out.
The outline of the analysis process and work program is clear.

The Red Lake Chippewa Cedar Fence Plant, Inc., provides
roughly 20 jobs to members of the Band. However, these jobs cannot

be attributed to the EDA teChnical assistance project. The plant
would have undoubtedly been carried by the Tribal Council at deficit
operations, in view of the jobs it provides:
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Indian assumption of managerial positions has been en-
couraged in the plant, but the plant environment is such that the
skills necessary to assume greater manaperial responsibility are
difficult to acquire. The Tribal Council has gained a greater ap-
preciation of the difficulties inherent in exercising responsibility
for an economic enterprise,since taking the plant over frm the
previous owner, and the cooperation extended Poissant in his work
indicates a basic appreciation of the importance of competent mana-
gerial direction, whether white or Indian. The Tribal Council is
clearly more inierested in a profitable venture, with its promise
of expanding job opportunities, than in Indian management per se.

The cedar fence plant appears to have good-to-excellent
growth prospects based on conversations at the Reservation. A
Texas company has made a commitment to aosorb 50 percent of the

firm's production, and the Eastern market for a wida variety
of cedar cut-stock and posts and other cedar wood products appears

to be expanding. The supply of cedar on the Reservation is also
vast, with one source claiming that production at present levels is

not even keeping pace with timber growth. Any constraint on growth
is apparently at the plant itself.

The First National Bank of Bemldji has invested $125,000
into the cedar fence plant. At the time of the field visit, extension
of another $100,000 losn was being consummated. This additional

equipment loan would clearly not have been considered without SSA
backing, the management assistance extended by Poissant, and provision
of working capital by BLA. The tribe itself has invested $29,000 of
its awn capital into the cedar fence plant.

The change in thp plant's profit picture is a direct result

of the EDA technical assistance. The plant moved from an operating

situation which had produced a direct $70,000 loss in a year (based
on financial statements prepared by Poissant withcut audit) or
$6,000 per month, to an operation which yielded a $2,050 monthly
profit in January, 1971, as a result of Poissant's work. This im-
provement may be ehe best estimate of income change attributable
to the project.

The cedar fence plant's improved financial picture, however,
has not persisted. Although there is an absence of detailed finan-
cial data, information from Jourdain, tSe bank, and the consultant
all indicate a renewed downward trend. At the present, much of the
planning concerning the plAnt is marking time until neu equipment
financed by .hr Bemidji bank is received.
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Nottceable changes have occerred in the availability of .
financtal assistance to the Reservation due to this technical assis-
tance project. The project is largely responsible for the acquisition
of $30,300 of working capital from BIA and will be directly res-

ponstbie for the receipt of an additional $100,000 from the bank (with
an SBA guaranree) for new equipment. The willingness of the tribe
to invest more money and management assistance in the plant appears
to have strengthened ti.w banking relationship between the Red lake

Rand an,1 the First National Bank of Bemidji. Future incremental

income flows will result from the technical assistance project and
from the additional bank and BIA financing; however, it is not
possible at this time to project the amount of such future income
(lows.

The Red Lake Tribal Council has been enthusiastic about
economic development for a long time. What has changed as a result
of this project is its appreciation of the importance of management
skills to its business development plans. At least two members of
the Tribal Council admitted that it had been instructive to see the
relationshi? oetween the management study, the improved performance,
the consequent increase ip bank/SBA interest, the BIA working capital,

and the additional bank financing,

The manager of the cedar fence plant is considered to
have improved his management skills significantly as a result of

this technical assistance project. In addition, two new bookkeepers
have been trained by Poissant under the project, and the original
one is cmsidered "well qualified" by the bark. Although the
production skill level of the employees of the plant have not
changed significantly, their performance level has increased markedty.

6. iorest Products Feasibility Studyt_l970, Project No. 06-6-09256

This project ccmsists of a $25,000 grant made by DA in Nay
of 1970 for the purpose of determining the feasibility of additional
forest industries on the Reservation. The contract was awarded to
the meter Engtneering Company for a one year study.

The Reservation's forest-4 area is its major natural
resource and also the om showing t..e grei4est potential for develop-
ment. The forest industry is the major employer on the Reservation.
The objective of this technical assistance study is to determine the
feasibility of the establishment of additional forest industries in
order to fully utilize the Reservation's forest resources in creating
new. permanent employment. The study is to consider the addition of

possible primary processing facilities, i.e.. small saw.log mill and
complementary manufacturing facilities, such as a dimension stock plant
r pallet plant. It is hoped that this study will result in the
creation of over 100 new jobs in forest related industries.
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Ihe $25.0u0 technical assistance grant was approved by EDA in
early 1970. and a draft of the resulting study has just been completed.
The entire draft was not available for review during the site visit.
It ts clear, however, that the study is timely and of potentially
high value.

N. impact has as yet accrued from the project.

7. Industrial Locations Study, 1970, Project No. 06-6-09207

This proposed technical assistance study was funded for $10,000
by EDA in 1970. for the purpose of attempting to find and locate
an industry at Red Lake whict 4ould be related to the existing timber
-esources and operations. Ths. --4y gas to be conducted by the
consulting firm of Thomas Miner and Associates.

Funding of this project was delayed awaiting completion of
EDA Technical Assistance Project 06-6-09256, the forest products
feasibility study. Nowever, since the two studies would be pur-
suing many of the same objectives, a decision was made to delay
and then to cancel this industrial location study.
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A. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Background Summary

The Rosebud Sioux Reservation is located on the southern border of
South Dakota, west of the Missouri River and east of the Pine Ridge Indian
Reservation. Pierre, South Dakota lies 112 miles north of tribal headquarters.
The Rosebud Rtservation has a general shortage of exploitable natural resources
other than its grazing and crop lands, but it has,pursued an active policy
of community and industrial development in recent years and is currently
employing over 100 Reservation people in industrial enterprises. Living

conditions for the 7200 Indians living on the Reservation remain difficult,
however, and unemployment levels hover around the 50 percent level.

EPA participation in Rosebud development has been sizable. Five
public works projects have bee!) approved and constructed and a sixth one
approved. These projects have dealt with road construction, industrial park
development, building renewal, and airport construction. A business loan
project has also been approved though not consummated, and a technical
assistance feasibilit> study has been completed. Planning grants have been

funded by EDA since 1967, though the planning director's slot is currently
vacant.

The direct impact in terms of jobs and incoMe from these projects
has thus far been minor. The industrial park and one building are empty,
the airport has no Indian employees, the "feasible" project recommended by
the study was never started, and coordinated planning is not currently in
evidence. The paved access roads leading to the three existing industries
at Antelope Industrial Park have been widely appreciated and are -esponsible
for protecting some wages and permitting some shipments during periods of
bad weather. The EDA projects have been responsible, however, for creating
new physical infrastructure capable of being used for tribal development.
Considerable exploration of possible industrial opportunities induced by EDA
projects has also led to a wider tribal knowledge of exploitable resources.

2. Conclusions

Discounting the de-obligated business loan project, EDA has spent a
total of $411,379 in grants and $45,062 in public works loans for seven
prolects on the Rosebud Reservation. An additional $51,500 in a public
works grant and $32,500 in a public works loan has been approved but not
disbursed for the construction of a new fscility. The total job and income

impact attributable to these projects thus far amounts to about $35,000, all
of which is credited to a single public works project (access road).

EDA has made a moderately high contribution to the economic develop-

ment potential of the Reservation. The major portion of this improvement in
-item potential has been in the form of new local infrastructure, with

an industrial r:rk and an airport representing significant new facilities
for the development of the local economy. EDA projects, particularly the
planning grant, have had a notable effect on tribal leadership as well.

Rosebud is one of the few Reservations which has received approval
af applications for support from each of the EDA program toots. The approved

business loan for $520,000 has recently been de-obligated at the tribe's request
however, and the technical assistance it the form of a feasibility study has

had no discernible effect on the Rosebud Reservation. The relatively heavy

use of the public works and planning program tools appears to accurately
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reflect the state of development of the Rosebud Reservation and the priorities
of its people. In particular, the planning grant placed heavy emphasis on
community development in accordance with the express desires of the tribe, and
economic development activities were concerned primarily with acquiring the
infrastructure presumed to be attractive to industry and with actively pursuing
candidates for industrial plant location. A period of heavy development
activity partially supported by the EDA planning grant during the period 1966
through 1968 markedly changed community living conditions but does not
appear to have included the formulation of an economic development strategy
based on a realistic assessment of Reservation resources and capabilities.

Rosebud development activity is currently at a low ebb in what some
observers term a reaction to or retrenchment from the apparent excesses of the
previous tribal administration. Completed EDA projects have not produced the
immediate joba which the tribal members had hoped for. Furthermore, the tribe
has been unable to successfully lay any tangible subsequent groundwork for
bringing future jobs to the Reservation. This disparity between the anti-
cipated and actual benefits related to several EDA projects is a contributory
factor in the disenchantment with the program on the Reservation, despite
the amount of its past activity.

There is an acknowledged need for expanded economic opportunity on
he Rosebud Reservation, and improved community living facilities may now allow

higher tribal priority to be placed on economic development. EDA has provlded
funding support for several useful projects, but it is not clear that develop-
ment support has been systematically related to the realistic attainment of
jobs and income for Indian people. The apparent success of light manufacturing
operations at the Antelope Industrial Park on the Reservation has indicated
that Indian workers are capable despite the obvious difficulties of adjusting
to factory work involving a systematic production process, but this example
should not stereotype future job development efforts by tribal and government
officials. Ihe necessary development component which is in short supply at
Rosebud is skilled enterprise management, and the Reservation can support very
few more business enterprises without wholesale use of outside management.
Also, little current thought seems to be given to the development of the land,
the most abundant Reservation asset, as a means to improved economic conditions
for the tribe.

The current tribal administration has apparently won for itself
a reputation for honesty and morality among the Reservation-people and their
friends, These traits appear to be rather widely respected on the Reservation
and provide an important element in the current leadership posture. But

leadership for development also requires an ability to pull together all the
elements of the tribe and to imbue the people with aspiration to help them-
selves. There is little sense of motion and progress at losebud today, and an
undercurrent of frustration and disillusionment exists among some of its
people. There appears to be a large amount of potential energy waiting to
be unleashed at Rosebud if the Reservation leaders can provide the necessary
inspiration and coordination.

The Rosebud tribe has experienced some difficulties with the'EDA
application process, but close inspection indicates that most of the difficul-
ties stemmed form untimely or inadequate attention by tribal officials to the
necessary forms. The overriding need of the Rosebud tribe is not for more
money or faster agency processing of applications but for more assistance to
tribal officials in developing resource data and community priorities and in

formulating development plans which, if funded, will make a difference in the
future of the economic health of the tribe.
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3. Recommendations

The Rosebud Sioux have seen considerable improvement in their
lzving conditions over the past five years. Their coununity development

program, which was focused with the aid of the EDA planning grant, has had
great impackon the physical and social environment of the Reservation. In

contrast to this progress in the area of community development, few nf the
recent efforts to gain improved economic opportunities for the Rosebud Sioux
have reached fruition. This situation is partly explained by the higher
priority placed by the tribe itself on community development and by the
greater relative difficulty in developing projecta which yield economic, rather
than social, return on Indian reservations. These opportunities may not be
of the type and magnitude of those to which most attention has been given
in the past, namely in the manufacturing sector. They must be based on the
real assets which the tribe and its resources have to offer as well as on
well-defined needs of the market place.

Tribal leaders express a readiness to accept the skill and
experience of non-Indian advisors in economic development. This
receptivity to outsIde assistance appears to be in keeping with the
great needs and relative inexperience which exist at Rosebud, but there
is no apparent program for creating the Indian development managers
on the Reservation who are even now needed to ascertain needs, monitor

outside consultants, and generally ensure that development is in line
with real Indian objectives. Potentially capable young Rosebud men find it

difficult to Learn anything but grantsmanship on the Reservation and are

usually unable to share useful knowledge acquired elsewhere in such a way
that it can make a difference at home. Rosebud badly needs the enthusiasm
and skills which educated and experienced young Indians could bring to the
development process, and mechanises need to be developed to groom capable ones
for future tribal leadership. A useful element in such a process would be
the assignment of specific responsibilities (task forces, field trips, inter-
agency development projects) to young people by the Tribal Council, with
defined objectives and adequate authority to achieve them and with account-
ability to the Tribal Council. Mon-Indian advisors would play an important
role in this process, but in so doing they would be hastening the self-
sufficiency of Indian leadership.

In the meantime, better management assistance is needed for
individual businesses, agency funding programs, and the overall. Rosebud
development process. There is a clear need for basic business counseling
for the recipients of loans from SBA's reservation program and grants from
B1A's equally useful 40 percent grant program. Support for a one or two
Main accounting and financial management team could quite consistently come
from the Tribal Council, since it has traditionally assumed responsibility
for the provision of needed services to tribal members. Such a project could
probably be fustffied for government support,however, given the large punter
(about 25) of SBA loan and BIA grant recipients presently running enterprises
on the Reservation. Such a team would also be useful to Farmer's Rome
Administration loan recipients and could play a vital role zn the large
Rosebud credit union and in consumer programs as wet),

It ie recommended that the Rosebud Sioux consider the following
actions in the formulation of their development plans:
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rh. 14ed tor a sound economic base htudy hich analyzes the
rtt.00rces and problems characterizing the Reservation and makes
wtli-supported recommeidations for development strategy and pro-
jeits ts apparent. Existing Reservation planning documents
art. -f almost no value as a guide to the formulation of realistic
gc,wth strategies, and early acquisition of a sound economic
bast study or resource analysis is highly recommended.

thts analysis of the resources and advantages which the
Rosebud Reservation has to offer must be added the setting
. rwi.u.iti,:s co %tilde resource allocation. The dormant OEDP
tommatte ma.: be a means to this end, but a technique that might
work in view of the community development progress and consequent
social cohesion is the establishment of local planning or
deeelopmcnt commissions capable of representing individual
constituencies to the aforementioned tribal development staff
and to the Tribal Council. Such a technique is working well at
other similar reservations in mobilizing popular development
support and in establishing Reservation-wide priorities.

3. A small team of business management specialists could play
an important role in the development plans of individual bust-
neSSMe% and of larger tribal enterprises. Competent professionals
trom the region should he hired on a continuing basis to act
as counselors to various Reservation groups. Tribal Councils
at other reservations have found this form of assistance to be
increasingly valuable as mutual trust develops over time.

4. The proximity of Interstate 90 to the Rosebud eeservation
is one of the major development'"resourees" gvailable. A
small and inexpensive booth or display at the Murdo exit,
manned during the tourist season and stocked with handicrafts,
pictures of Ghost Hawk Park and other Rosebud attractions,
maps for a Rosebud Sioux "trail", and other items of interest
tor the tjurist,would earn revenue in its own right and

might deflect some travelers into the Reservation. Free refresh-
ments might be offered in the midst of Rosebud wares and
attraaions so as to attract the maximum number of travelers,
with the booth partially supported by the tribe and reservation
merchants out of the increased revenues generated. Such a
venture would offer an opportunity to re-establish a relation-
shtp based on mutual benefit between non-Indian people and the
tr1b4,,
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B. SETTING AND BACKGROUND

I. Location

Rosebud

The Rosebud Sioux Reservation is in southeentral South Dakota
between the Missouri River on the east, the Nebraska border on the south,
the Pine Ridge Reservation on the west, and the White River on the north.
The Reservation boundaries encompass over 3.46 million acres, of which
aoout 1 million acres located predominantly in Todd County is Indian Trust
land. Pierre, South Dakota, is 112 miles north of the tribal headquarters
at Rosebud, and Sioux Fails and Rapid City are about 250 miles to the east
and west respectively. The Reservation is traversed from east to west by
U.S. Highway 16; Interstate 90 parailels 16 just to the north of the Res-
ervation. Two paved highways cross the Reservations from north to south.
A branch line of the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad serves the eastern
Reservation town of Winner, and another line serves Murdo 50 miles to the
north of Rosebud. Commercial airlines serve the South Dakota capitol of
Pierre.

ilistory

The Rosebud Sioux are descended from the bands of Teton Sioux Indians
whicn moved into the Dakotas from the East in the 16th and 19th centuries.
The Tetons were originally of the woodland culture, with an economy based on
hunting, fishing, and some horticulture, but as they moved West the people
adapted to the spaces with horses and a more nomadic existence. Traditionally
a warlike tribe, the Sioux fought other tribes for the best buffalo and grazing
lands. It was not until the white immigrants and settlers began to decimate
the buffalo herds that the Sioux made war on the whites, however. The U.S.

government intervened shortly after the outbreak of full scale hostilities and
establishcd the first of several peace treaties, but repeated fighting led to
the relegation of the various Sioux Tribes to individual reservations by 1690.
The large Rosebud Reservation was reduced in size in the early 1900s by the
sale of land under the Homestead Act. The concentration of the Sioux people
in the poorer agricultural Lands in the western portions of the Reservation
was reinforced at this time by the ceding of all portions of the area other
than Todd County to the government for further sale, with payment deposited
in trust with the government. Todd County still comprises the Diminished
Reservation, or "closed confines" of the Reservation, although some of the
remainder of the four county area is back in trust Status. An agricultural
economy wai quickly developed by the new settlers, and further segregation
of Indians and whites was brought on by the use of increasing ambunts of Land
previously used for subsistence by Rosebud Indian bands for wheat and cattle
production.

The more recent history of the entire four county area is characterized
by lessening opportunities in agriculture and by locally heavy oumnigration.
Indian birth rates are higher than those of their white counterparts, however,

and the combination of a greying Indian population and the first stirrings of
economic and social development in tho Indian communities is beginning to
enhance the statys of the Rosebud Sioux in their traditional homeland.
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3. Resources and Economy

Natural resources in the Rosebud Sioux Reservation consist primarily
of the soil and extensive grasslands. The four county area is extensively
agricultural, and over 95 percent of all Reservation land is in farmland or
grazing tracts. The area has recreational potential as well, for its Indian
Trust land regions are steeped in Indian culture and history and include
many beautiful scenic sites within easy side-trip distance of the main Res-
ervation highways and of Interstate 90. Another resource whose value has been
tested in operation is the manual dexterity and industriousness of the Indian
labor force in industrial assembly and fabricating activities,

The land is the focus of economic activity throughout the Reservation
and the State of South Dakota. Livestock and winter wheat are the most im-
portant crops raised on the land. The four Reservation counties produce
more than their proportionate share, by land area, of the state's wheat,
cattle, alfalfa, hay, and sorghum. It is significant, however, that only
a small portion of the agricultural production is raised on land owned, and
even less on lands operated, by Indians. The two eastern counties with
the bulk of non-trust lands and white population saw the value of their
agricultural production rise by 39 percent between 1959 and 1964, while the
prodkction on the more heavily Indian-populated lands in the western counties
fell by 10 percent In the same period. And only 25 percent of the $7.2 million
of crops and livestock raised on all Indian Trust lands in 1967 (out of a total
of almost $40 million on the whole Reservarion) was produced on farms or ranches
actually operated by Indians. This Indian production was almost entirely in
cattle and other livestock. A 17 square mile tribal ranch near Rosebud is
currently attempting to teach better ranching practices and to increase the
production of feedlot cattle throughout the Indian communities.

The recreation potential of the Reservation lands, particularly the
Indian trust land concentrated in Todd County, appears considerable. A
year-round stream, the Little White River, and rugged topography with stands
of hardwood and aonifets have already established a reputation with thou-
sands of tourists annually. The rodeo arena outside of Roseoud is only one
of many on the Reservation,and buffalo herds are currently raised near the Res-
vation. Summer pow-wows and religious ceremonies of the Sioux have proven

attractive to tourists for many years. These features of the Reservation may
prove to be exploitable assets for the Sioux in view of the increasingly heavy
tourist traffic experted along Interstate 90 and the not inconsiderable traffic

along U.S. Highway 18 through the Reservation. TLa proxLmity of Rosebud
to Mount Rushmore suggests added promotional potential.

The tribal administration which held office to December 1969 em-
phasized industrial development in its program, and several actions were taken
during the late 1960s to pave the way for industrial development. Two in-

dustrial parks, an airport, and an attractive 35' x 70' building currently
are available for industrial use. Of perhaps greater importance, a capable
work force is empinyed in two assembly operations and has begun to develop
the skills and to demonstrate an attitude toward work without which industrial
development is impossible. Growing use is also made of the Small Business
Administration program and of the Bureau of Indian Affairs 40 percent grant
program for the purpose of small business development.
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The Reservation econowq which has developed a-ound--thrse resources is
grounded in agricultural activity, with a heavy layer of governmental program
support and a small but important industrial/commercial sector. The Todd
County towns of Mission and Rosebud, with populations of about 1,000 and 600
respectively, are the primary commercial centers for the heavy Indian con-
centratior in the west, while the larger towns of Winner (3,600) and Gregory
(1,600) in Tripp and Gregory counties to the east are agricultural matket
centers for their predominantly white populations. Economic activity differs
considerably among the four Reservation counties. Although agriculture repre-
sents the most important source of income in all counties, "government" sources
provided about 20 percent of total Income in Todd County, the population of
which was about 60 percent Indian in 1960, and only 7 percent of total income
in populous Tripp county with less than 6 percent Indians.

The extent of the government support of the Retebud Indian population
is evidenced by the fact that the 0E0 Community Action Agency and the Rosebu!
RA agency are together funded for more than $4 million annually. Large
Federal outlays for housing (917 units), industrial infrastructure, and health
facilities have been made in the last five years as well.

The Rosebud CAP continues to be the largest employer of Reservation
Indians. Considerable individual and tribal income also derives from farming
and grazing leases on Indian land; the 'haat Council currently receives about
$300,000 per year from such leases, from trust fund interest, and from inci-
dental sources. Other important non-agricultural sources of employment for
the Rosebud Sioux include Rosebud Electronics Co., a cable harness assembly
plant currently employing about 80 people, Rosebud Manufacturins Co., with 31
employees, the Public Health Service hospital, and the several projects of
the Rocebud Housing Authority.

Suitable employment opportunities are insufficient for the approximately
1,850 Reservation Indians in the labor force, however, and unemployment flu tuate
around the 50 percent level depending upon the agricultural season. Median
family income in heavily Indian-populated Todd County was less than half that
in Tripp County in 1960, and though later figures are not yet available, the
situation is substantially unchanged according to DIA sources.

4. Tribal Government

The official governing body of the Rosebud Sioux is the Tribal Council,
composed of 22 members elected from among the 21 administrative districts of
the Reservation. Tribal officers are selected by the Council from among members
or non-members for a two-year period. The Council and its officers derive their
powers from the constitution and by-laws of the Rosebud Tribe approved in 1935,
and from a corporate charter ratified in 1937

The tribal government exercises legal jurisdiction throughout the
"closed confines" of the Reservation, consisting of Todd County, and partial
jurisdiction throughout the remainder of the Reservation. The vast majority
of Indian Trust land is held within this "closed confines" area. County govern-
ment functions for Todd County are actually performed at Winner, the county
seat of adjacent Tripp County.

The present tribal administration Ls headed by Webster Two Hawk who
has been in office since December 1969. Two Hawk Ls simultaneously acting
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as president of the tutted rit,es and t.s an Indian leader of national
stature. ',larked fricti...n eIts between the present administration and that
of previous Tribal Chairman Cato V.Alan.!ra, and Rosebud development activity
has been cautious and minimal in an etPort to avoid alleged excesses of the
previous administration.

5. Community ilevelopment.

The Rosebud Sioux have been one ot the most as.tive tribes in the
nation in recent years in securing better living conditions for its me.lbers.
Considerable support has been received from a wide variety of governme .al
agem-ies tot hausirg, ommunity facilities, schools, and other aeided facilities.
Rosebud has also had one of the largest Community Action Agenzies and BIA
agencies in the country tn recent years.

The Rosebud housing program has been one of the most extensive in
the country. Several, different programs have been employed to construct
917 units of housing during the 1960s, including a Public Housing Authority
low rent program for 92 units, a Mutual Self-Help program for 50, and a
Turnkey III program for 400 units. One of the most significant steservation
development activities was the coordination in 1966-1968 of the resources of
five governmental agencies towards the construction of 375 units of "transitional
housing" in the Rosebud area. Reservation personnel put together and ran the
greatly appreciated $2 million program, and a large number of Indian men
developed construction and carpentty skIlls durin, the effort.Community develop-
ment efforts have reeenkly concentrated on the improvement of living conditions
in the several Reservation communities. A current priority is on the con-
struction of improved roads to all the Indian communities. HUD has recently
allocated $3.7 million for street curbs and gutters. The erection of new
homes has spurred the placing of considerable water and sewer facilities by
the Public Health Service; almost $400,000 was spent for these utilitiez
during the transitional housing program alone.

Health care for Rosebud Indians is provided by the Public Health Service
and by 0E0's health aids and sanitation program. PHS operates the 48-bed Rose-
bud hospital and a field health station at White River. Three hospitals op-
erate in the other Reservation counties, The Mission Airport charter service
provides airlift capabilities 63r emergency patients. Reservation educational
responsibility is shared between the RIa and the several county school districts.

Educational activity in Todd County centers on the new Todd County
School in Mission. Boarding and day students in grades 1-12 are taught in
the large and attractive new facility. Other reservation towns have elementary
schools, and Head Start programs currently operate in each of the Indian
communities. 0L0 also conducts programs in Teacher's Aid, Summer Youth, Stu-
dent Center, and Adult Education. A current educational deficiency is in
Todd County vocational training. The median education level of Todd County
citizens is slightly lower than the Reservation-wide median of 9.0 years of
school(190).

The Rosebud 4JE(' Community Action Agency is credited by many observers
with providing the impetus to Reservation development in ate mid 1960s, and
several of its programs are widely favored among the Indian population. The
agency has large programs in emergency food, si.Jcial school aid, community
organization, and direct employment and administers the Rosebud programs in

Headstart, Follow Through, Operation nainstream. and the Neighborhood Youth

Corps. Its current annual budget is $1.7 million.
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C, PROJECT ANALYSES

The following EDA projects have been funded on the Rosebud Reservation:

Type and Nature of Project Pro ect No. Date

Funding

Grant Loan

1. PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS

a. Administration Bldg. (#76)
b. St. Francis Industrial Park
c. Antelope Access Roads
d. Skill Center Bldg. (#75)
e. Mission Airport
f. Multi-purpose Bldg.

FOTAL APPROVED

06-1-00253 1967

06-1-00580 1968

06-1-00641 1968

06-1-00651 1968
06-2-00607 1969
06-1-00758 1969

$ 40,000
72,000

55,500
28,800
50,443
51,500

$ 18,000

27,062
32,500

S298.243 $ 77,562

2. BUSINESS LOAN

a. First American Foods 06-3-00742 1970 So20,000
(deobligated)

3. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECT

a. Wood Products Study 06-6-09176 1968 $ 33,000

4. PLAISING GRANT

a. Administrative Planning Grant

1) 15 Month Planning Grant 06-5-15001 1968 $ 48,720
2) 15 Month Planning Grant 06-5-15001-01 1969 42,816

3) 12 Month Planning Grant 06-5-15001-02 1971 40,100

TOTAL APPROVED $462,879 $ 77,562

Detailed project-by-project descriptions and analyses follow.

1. PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS

a. Administration Building No. 76, ProJect No. 06-1-00253, 1967

The refurbishing of an administrative headquarters for a major Reservatit
housing project was the first tangible EDA contribution to Rosebud development.
ReservazIon loaders had put the resources of four other agencies together for a
$2 million housing project, and a suitable headquarters for the program adminis-
tration staff Was needed for more effective coordination. A project application
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was submitted to EDA in September, 1966, for the rebuilding of an existing
pump house at Rosebud and was approved in November in the amount of $40,000
of grant funds. The project was appraised at $10,000 to make up the local
in-kind contribution. The building was rushed to completion in less than
two months, but delays in the subsequent project inspection and audit did
not open it for use until March 1967.

The building has been used for three different purposes during the
past four years. The administrative staff of the transitional housing pro-
gram, consisting of 11 field construction supervisors, administrators, and
community development specialists, used the refurbished building for most
of 1967. The CAP Community Development program operated out of the building
for several months, and then in 1968 the Rosebud Legal Services program,
directed by Bill Janklow, began its current occupancy of the facility. The

Legal Services staff of five attorneys and three clerical workers is crowded,
however, and the program may move to larger quarters if they become available.

The building has apparently proven useful to all its occupants, but
it is difficult to attribute new jobs to the EDA project which refurbished it.
Rumor has it that two or three Indians were employed in menial labor during
about one month of the rehabilitation, but no evidence was uncovered. Ali the
occupants of the building have been on the payrolls of programs whose existence
was not contingent upon the building's existence, and no evidence of increft
mental program payrolls attributable to increased space was uncovered. The
attribution of job creation to a new uork space is liable to be tenuous at best.

The service impact of Building #76 has been moderately high, hosleve-.
The director of the transitional housing program claims that the facility ren-
dered the coordination job considerably easier, and the building appears well
suited for its present legal staff. A particularly noteworthy type of impact
attributable to the Building #76 project is its establishment of EDA as a
significant source of development funang support.

nilding 976 and the adjacent building #75, .-urrently empty, could
together serve as a mnoll educational facility or production facility in tha
years ahead, since they are close together, front on a good road in a popula-
tion center, and have access to adjacent storage or warehouse space. A much-
needed vocational training center would be an ideal use for the two facility
sites.

b. St. Francis Industrial Park. Protect No. 06-1-00580, 1968

The long (and unconsummated) courtship of First American Foods by the
Rosebud Sioux began at least as early as 1966, and tribal leaders saw an
industrial park as being a necessary device for attracting the outside investors
to the Reservation. The small town of St. Francis, with its heavily Indian
population and strong need of productive employment, was chosen as the site for
the park, and an application was submitted for an EDA public works grant in
April of 1967. The original site of 17 acres was deemed unnecessarily large,
and a park of 4.6 acres was approved for construction in August. EDA approved
a public works grant of '472,000 and loan of $18,000 for IS years at 411 percent
Interest per annum. Construction of the sewers, lagoon, well and water system
(connected with that of St. Francis), roads, and gutters began soon after, and
the bulk of the work was finished in the spring of 1968. In the absence of a

pressing need to complete the park and in the face of payment difficulties with
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EDA, towever, final touches were not completed until the summer of 1969. No
stte maintenance is currently taking place, and err .on is already beginning
to undo the work on the roads and gutters on the Si. Francis hilltop location.

No tenants have used the park and none are imminent at this time,
although many observers feel that the park was a necessary (though insufficient)
condition for attracting the sponsors of First American Foods to Rosebud. The

impact of the project on Reservation Indians has been neutral thus far, although
there was a noted in,-ease in St. Francis development aspirations for several
months after park completion. Tribal leodership allegedly feels unable to
vigorously market the park until Che situation with the food project, for which
an EDA businesq loan was approved, is resolved. The St. Francis industrial
park represents an Important piece of potential infrastructure in the meantime.

c. Anraope Access Roads, Protect No. 06-1-00641, 1968

The one area of tribal industrial activity on the Rosebud Reservation
is found In the Antelope industrial park lust V_ the east of Mission. The park
is little more than a former army compound, consisting of barracks and quarters
ringing a parade ground, which has until 1970 been used primarily as an Indian
boarding school. The deteriorating sitt is nonetheless the home of Rosebud
Electronics Company, Che largest Indian-owned industry on the Reservation, and
of Ro8el .:.1 Manufacturing Company and Rosebud Sign Techniques. Other users of
the facil;ty include an 0E0-CAP emergency food disrrib,tion center, a Headstart
program, a Rosebud housing program administration center, and several dwellers
including two Mormon missionaries.

The heavy use of the two short (less than one mile) dirt roads leading
the Antelope park and their virtual impassibility after particularly heavy

:ecipitation prompted an application to EDA for road surfacing funds in March
1968. The 20 percent local share was to be furnished in the form of gravel
ftom a nearby site. The application for 851,500 in public works grant funds
was approved by EDA in May 1968, and work commenced almost immediately so as Co
take advantage of Che favorable seasonal wc&ther. The contractor, Sandhills
Construction Company of Nebraska, apparently performed to specifications, but
the inadequacy of the sealing was apparent, and he was asked to redo part of
the work. The contractor refused until he had received progress payments

allegedly held up by the problem of adrinistrative processing at the tribal level
and by the fact that the tribe's gravel at delivered value failed to cover its
share of project costs. The road deteriorated somewhat before another contractor
was hired to complete the work. EDA subsequently processed and approved a supple-
mentary grant of $4,000 to cover its share of the project overrun, and final pay-
ment is cI*impft to have been made to the Jntractors in October of 1970. Tha final
estimateo vatue of the contributions to the , oject is $55,000 in EDA public
works grant funds and $13,194 in cash and gravtl from Ote Rosebud Tribe.

The total impact of the road ha- been high. It is undoubtedly protecting
Che jobs of over 100 employees in the park by providing_ all-weather access to
their jobs, although it Ls difficult to measure the incrsmental income going to
Indian workers as a direct result of Che road. An interesting effect of the road
is that its construction seems to have cut the number of excuses for missing work
during the winter and rainy months, The road has also made the loading of outgoing
shipments considerably easier, although the trucks serving Rosebud Manufacturing
must still negotiat a sea of snow or mud to reach thA ro:!1 ever SO yards away.
Additional users of at least part of the road include t4, inhehitants of 120 homes
on streets branching off from the road and several dwelle::: in old industrial
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park uUthn., u that the aervie impact of the road is also significant.
A multt-purpose hutiding to be used by Rosebud Electronics or another major
tenant may built in the near future at Antelope industrial park, enlarging
the potential road usage by about 45 persons.

The Antelope road project appears to have been both highly useful and
much appreciated. It i4 a contributory, though not crucial, factor in the
suc,e,;s of the Antelope industrial park tenants. Current and projected activity
at the park appears to mark it as the one natural growth center in Todd County,
and compl.,tion of the multi-purpose facility, the repaving of the now deteriorate.
in.; road, and rehabilitation of the old buildings tt the complex would
further enhance. te ,ite's potential.

d, Skill Center Building No. 75. Project No. 06-1-00651. 1968

A former livestock stable was converted to an attractive 351 x 701 stone
building for o.ie as a skill training center by this project. The building had
Initially been envisioned as a companion facility for Building #76 in the transi-
tional housing program, but EDA funding for the rehabilitation of this building
was not secured until after that program had all but ceased. An application for
a 528,800 pubiic works grant was submitted to EDA in March 1968 and approved in
June for the rehabilitation of the old building as a training center for housing,
construction, and IBM cable harness trainees. Construction did not really begin
until December, however, and a disastrous fire during January 1969, when the
building was 75 percent completed, postponed completion even more. Insurance
funds and unexpended EDA grant money allowed the completion of the building

(engineer's acceltance) in July 1969.

The building appears to have had two uses since its completion. One of
the uses was as an adult education facility between July 1969 and June 1970 (and
unofficially before tha0, with Headstart and Neighborhood Youth Corps personnel
using the facility intermittently during this time. There were no records avail-
able during the site visit to indicate the fate of the various trainees, but no
particular impact was alleged by observers to have resulted from the use of the
building in this capacity. In Jnne 1970, non-Indian entrepreneurs established
a business venture named Printers and Publishers in the building with the aid of
fqlt and trtbal funds, and the business operated there until it failed in Febru-
.ry 1971. The building is currencly not in use.

The impact of the building has apparently been mixed. An averaee of
about seven Indians were employed by Printers and Publishers at minimal wages
for nine months, and some printing akills were imparted during this time. The
tribe lost 571,000 which it had invested in the venture, however, and somewhat
damaged a generatly favorable relationship with SBA by involving the agency in
a $90,00,J loan to the V40 Jacobson brothers and their fledgling firm. The net
impact of the building in terms of income to Indians has been negative, and its
benefit thus far has been as the site of an adult education program. The Rose-
bud Tribe. has admittkdly learned something from the experience, however, and the
building has potential for such activi,-ies as a vocational training center, a
handicraft production center, or other eimilar activities. It might even serve
as the iite ior the surplus commodities program for which tribal leaders claim
they need 3 new building.
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e. Mission Air-or. Prolect 0t,-2-00607, 19o9.

T,e town of m,sion uas been actively seeking an airstrip for the
se of its private pilots for almost ten years. More recently, the Public
Iealt- service .bspital. and tribal leaders concerned with industrial develop-
me.lt 'lave become interested In t e construction of soch a facility on the
Reservation. An attplicatton for a public works grant to build a sin a". airstrip

easc of Mtsston wa, sidmitted to EDA in early 1969 and was approved in June
of that year. FDA was to supplement a Federal Aviation Administration 50
percent grant wtt:. a supplemental grant of $50,443 and with a loan of $21,062
bearing interest of 4-3/4 percent and payable monthly over 25 years. The
approved atrangement was for the Rosebud Tribal. Council to build and own
t.se airport and to lease it to the town of Mission, using the lease payments
from the town and its grateful mercLants to retire the note. Construction
W45 begun by a Denver contractor soon after.

The exemplary cooperation between tribe and town fell apart shortly
after Bob Johnson, t,e FDA-funded planner primarily responsible for the pro-
ject,resigned ais post in July 1969 and left the Reservation. Soth the town
and tribal government changed In late 1969, and a sketchy knowledge
by new officials of t..e transactions and agreements witch had transpired
paved the way for subsequent confusion. III feelings soon arose over
an alleged agreement between Bob Johnson and an official of the previous
town administration concerning the tease of some 240 acres of
adjacent .ay land by an out-of-state rancher; the disposition of the lease
pa-ments became a bone of contention. The town government decided for this
and ot.er reasons not to honor its lease agreement with the tribe.

Anctner problem arcse when the Federal Aviation Administration
cut hack Lt funding of tne project, tnereby reducing tne amount which
!IDA could provide in t.,e form of a supplementary grant. The new Tribal
council was suddenly faced with the prospect of an unpaid-for, unfinished
(and therefore unapproved by tbe south Dakota Aeronautics Board), and un-
leased airport wien had been built, and justified by people no longer
a%ail.i5le tor doment.

!)on Ltneback, a pilot and aircraft huff, cane to town about this
time and offered to Tanage the airport and run all its services for the city
for '.9,000 per year. An airport committee of six people evaluated the
proposal and turnid It down shortly before t'e town decided to opt out
completely. Linebac% sub.equently sold the Tribal Council on the idea, and
he is tuirertly the -ana,,er of the tribally-owned airport and the proprietor
of the Don Alr Flytng Servxte. Lineback has plans to complete the hanger
facilities and the airport lighting this summer, and the Tribal Council
expects t gave Ole airport paid tor aad approved (and, therefore, placed
On aeronautitii maps) b... the end of the summer. Addieional EDA support is
beino svu.a.t to coptrtbute towards this goal .

ibc t ot the Mtssion Airport hds been mixed. The capabilities
of te pubilt dealt% Service hospital it Rosebod in extended health care and
emer_e,a.. car have been strengthened, as the hospital qtaff eurrently
ienth t ttt - Ni 4d. nner jul1 Winnit and file, out about two i-"orgencv rases

per montn to Nette: equipped miuical tenter.. 'he frihal Council, B1A, and

,titt tonsi.!erahle use ot the airport on a charter ba.>is As well.

hut toe iliaert iu acting s a cash ra,n on tLe trtbe and is providtna no
jobs ior arvonw otiwr than the .araeer. The tr.be as presentiv retirtng the

note 'a iArt. kon,l-ttth et montfil% alme't ,..1%5, out ot tribal
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revenue instead of the lease called for by the special conditions to the
loan. In addition the tiibe has provided the airport manager with a house
and a salary and pays him for charter service performed for the tribe. Off-
set against this expense is the lease payment on 240 acres of hay land and
tax revenue for gasoline sold at the airport (1c for il gas) Be for auto-
mobile gas). The gas tax is alleged to amount to about $60 per month,
although gas is not sold to automobiles on a commercial basis.

The airport has proven to be a moderately attractive asset to two
of the industrial candidates for location atthe Reservation, and it will
doubtless play a role in the future of the Reservation in general and the
Antelope industrial park area in particular. It is unfortunate, however,
that the tribe must pay the bills in the meantime. The glowing projections
of new Reservation revenue vere dashed with the failure of the brief commer-
cial air service attempt in early 1970, but perhaps most unfortunate of all
was the eventual fate of the early spirit of cooperation between the town
and the tribe. There is Little question that a lease of the facility by the
town, whose merchants and private pitots are the near-term beneficiaries,
would have been an equitable arrangement for all parties. Presumably tribal
leaders have learned something useful from the expericnce.

f. Multi-Pur ose Facility Pro ect No. 06 -00758 1969

The Antelope industrial park multi-purpose facility project is the
focus of much of the jealousy, aniuosity, and conflict which exists on the
Rosebud Reservation today. The building, if and when completed, is ex!,ected
to be used by and to benefit Cato Valandra, the previous Tribal Chaizmon and
self-proclaimed owner of Rosebud Electronics. But the EDA public works grant
must gO through the Tribal Council, and the Tribal Council is not disposed to
lease the building built with the grant funds to the person who they believe
has tried to take away the tribe's most profitable enterprise. The applica-
tion for the Butier%type building was approved in the fall of 1969, and EDA
funds in the amount of $51,500 grant money and a $32,500 loan at 5%3/4 percent
for 18 years will be forthcoming if the ownership of Rosebud Electronics can
be settled. The firm continues operations meanwhile in a nearby older building
occupied since September 1969, and there appears to be little force being
exerted to upset the present status quo.

Most of the evidence suggests that the Rosebud Sioux Tribe does indeed

own the enterprise. The Federal Bureau of Iavestigation has ruled in favor
of the tribe, and perhaps more to the point, the Internal Revenue Service
concluded an investigation with a demand that the Tribal Council pay about
$20,000 in back taxes for Its enterprise. But the operation is managed by
Lao Valandra and his partner, Wilson Emery, and these men are largely respon-
sible for the success of the venture to date. The company was indeed set up

by the previous tribal administration as a tribally-owned business, but
several observers agree that Valandra and Emery are perhaps the only Res-

ervation people who can operate the venture successfully. The business, in

other words, may not be an asset to the present administration whether it
"owns" it or not, and in the meantime it provides a monthly payroll of about
$20,000 to predominantiy Indian people.

Othet possibilities for financing the construction of the $103,000
building exist, including tha use of a BIA 40 percent grant, available
bank Loans (the business to be housed in the building is making money), and

an SBA ar Local Development Corporation loan. These funding sources may
founder on the rocks of politics as well, however, and all parties are currently
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marking time. lt is not clear whether increased volume of contract work will be
provided by 1BM, the customer for the cable harness assemblies, when new
capacity is added to Rosebud Electronics; the company has not yet added any
new customers to its market, and the managers indicate that 125 employees is
the maximum which can be employed without diversification.

Resolution of the current conflict will most likely be a political
one. In the meantime, Rosebud Electronics is providing jobs to at least 55
employees, and no other prospective tenants for the proposed building are in
sight.

2. BUSINESS LOAN

a. First American Foods Project No. 06-3-00742, 1969

The most significant attempt by the tribal leadership of the past
five years to provide jobs for their people revolved around a proposed
food production facility to be leased to, and operated by, the First
Amer'tan Foods Company. The apparent failure of the project to bring
Cae benefits portrayec has left a kind of disenchantment wita the com-
plexities of the economic deveLopment process among current tribal lead-
ership and the St. Francis citizens who were expecting to work there.

Information on the project,currently in a state of limbo, was
difficult to obtain during the site visit due to the unavailabilLty of
the former planner who developed the project and to the lack of specific
knowledge about the project by those currently in charge of tribal affairs.
A rough outline of the events associated with the project is visible, how-
ever. A large portion of the time of Bob Johnson, the tribal planner,
went into the development of this project, and the St. Francis industrial
park was built expressly for the purpose of providing the necessary in-
frastructure for the proposed plant. Approval of a business loan in the
amount of $520,000 was obtained in the fall of 1969 after over two years
of application preparation and review and after considerable negotiation
with sources of private capital for the provision of the remaining 35 per-
cent of the $800,000 needed for the facility. Problems developed with the
proposed lessee and plant operating group, however, as it underwent internal
reorganization, and by August of 1970 the first American Foods Company had
been taken over by a new management team and had become Colonial Enter-
prises,Incorporated. The new corporation did not feel bound by the con-
ditions of the agreement with the Rosebud Sioux and failed to provide the
capital required of ',he lessee and sponsor company by the agreement.
Despite repeated attempts to resolve the differences by members of both
the nnw(post December 1969) and old tribal administrations, Colonial Enter-
prises has not been brought back into the partnership. Tribal Chairman
Two Hawk, who with his Council was dismayed to find that significant
disagreements about the project remained to be resolved at the time his
administration took office, requested that the approved funds be de-obli-
gated in Jaruary uf 1971.

The First American foods project, as it is still called, symbolizes
much of the activity and style 474 the previous tribal administration's

development program to the presont Tribal Council. The optimistic pro-
jection of benefits seemingly reauired of development planners in order
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.to develop funding support from the several necessary sources aroused
enthusiasm among Reservation Indians as well. Most of these people had
little concept of the intricacies of the funding and contractual process,
however, and they usually heard the project portrayed in miuch the same
terms as are the various other governmental "benefits" given the /ndian
people. When the present administration came to office in December 1969, it
was poorly prepared to assume responsibility for the conduct of detailed
project negotiations in the effective absence of information and assistance
from the earlier project developers. The problem was exacerbated by the
lengthy negotiation process, during which time events at the
original sponsor company changed the whole complexion of the project. The

de-obligation request surprised few people at Rosebud.

Discussions are allegedly being continued between Bob Johnson and
Colonial Enterprises and between the tribal administration and the company,
and Rosebud may yet have a food processing facility to provide employment
for Indian people. In the meantime, the First American Foods project serves
as an instructive example of the problems which the delays associated with
the existing project application and approval process can create for tribes
attempting to establish commercial ventures with EDA funding support.

3. TECHN/CAL ASSISTANCE PROJECT

a. Wood Products Feasibility and Marketine Study, Protect No. 06-6-09176. 1968

Members of the Rosebud Sioux Tribe have developed considerable
expertise over recent years in the construction of simple houses using pre-
fabricated or other partially processed materials. In 1968, tribal lea4ers
were interested in turning those skills into a business venture based on
wood products, thereby alleviating the unemployment expected to result from
the completion of the transitional housing program. OvMside assistance was
requested to analyze the possibilities for such a venture. Kirschner
Associates was selected by EDA te conduct such a feasibility study, and a
grant of $40,000 was approved for the work. The study commenced in early
1968 and resulted in several negotiations with prospective industrial spon-
sors and a final report describing the effort. A total of $32,940 was dis-
bursed under the contract, according to EDA records.

There is some Iuestion in the minds of members of the tribal
administrat'sn then in office as to what was accomplished by the project.
The project objectives as stated in the Kirschner report were to investi-
gate markets for wood products which could be competitively produced at
Rosebud and to provide the tribe with the assistance necessary to set up
the chosen production facility. The project result seems to have been a
cursory review of the housing and pallet demand within a 500 mile radius of
the Reservation and an effort to line up industrial sponsors for a business
housed in an EDA-funded production facility. There is smme disagreement as

to the conclusions of the study as well. The report indicates that pre-
fabricated housing production is feasible and the Tandy Company had entered
into negotiations with/the Rosebud Tribal Council expected to lead to the
location of a plant at Winner, South Dakota, a town on the extended Reserva-
tion. But tribal leaders in office at the time indicate that the report was
written largely with EDA funding of a subsequent project in mind and that
Tandy had found the pre-fabricated plant to be infeasible.
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The impact of the study, in terms of jobs and development potential,
has been negligible. No copies of the study were easily found on the Reserva-
tion, and recollections of the project were difficult to find during the site
visits. A subsequent housing program picked up much of the threatened slack
in the housing labor force in 1968, and several Indians have acquired SWk
loans for construGtion and carpentry businesses on the strength of their
housing program experience. But che subject study appears to e led to a
dead end,

a. Rosebud Planning Grant
1) 15 Month Administrative Grant, Project No. 06-5-15001, 1958.
2) 15 Month Administrative Grant, Project No. Ot-1-15C91-01, 1969.
3) 12 Month Grant, Project No. 06-5-15001-02, 1971.

One of the most significant of the Federal programs on the Rosebn!
Reservation has been the EDA planning grant originally funded in July of
1967. Much of the development achieved at the Reservation during recent
years is attributable to the activities of the former executivt director of
the EDA-funded planning staff, and the former Tribal Chairman has said that
Rosebud "would not have what we do today without the planning grant".

And yet, if the project is evaluated according to the criteria ern-
ployed by its own staff---"We don't look at what a person starts but at what
they've finishee---the EDA planning grant project has been only a qualified
success. Both of the large EDA business projects on which the planning staff
spent a major part of its time have fallen through. More important4, neithet
of the two major industrial operations presently providing jobs and income
on the Reservation were developed during the life of the planning grant. The
staff's primary impact appears to have been in the realm of community develop-
ment projects, where its activities are clearly documented in houses, build-
ings, and other physical improvements.

The Rosebud development program was actually begun in 1964 when Bob
Johnson, then of the BIA, wori-ed with the tribe in putting toeether I ten-
year work program. There was a strong emphasis on the construction of
community amenities from the beginning, with particular emphasis placed by
the tribe on housing.

The EDA planning grant VAS made in June 1967 in recognitiva of the
efforts being made at Rosebud and of the Reservation's place among the newly
chosen "Selected Indian Reservations". The initial ..-,rrint was for a .54, '20

Federal share over 4 15 month period beginning July 1967. The staff of fvur
was headed by Bob Johnson. The Office of Economic Opportunity ts.en provided
funding for fcur staff trainees for a nine month period in April 1968. A
continuation grant in the amount of $42,816 was accepted by the E9A-fondrd
staff on August 31, 1968, for another IS month period. An audit of ihe funds
disbursed under this continuation grant was made in September 1969 shortly
after Bob Johnson had resigned from his post as plannine director, and the need
to retire outstanding obligations and clear up irregulartties apparently
necessitated the extension of the grant support to the reduted staff until
February 1970. A subsequent 12 month planning grant was approved for the use
of the Two hawk administration in July 1970, but tribal leaders have never
been able to agree on a person to head up the planning staff and the grant

has not been used through April 1971.
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The planting project undeniably had a major effect on the Rosebud
Reservation. Critics of the program and of Bob Johnson cite the cumber of
unfilled promises and dashed aspirations which the staff's efforts generated,
hut the fact remains that there was a remarkable improvement in the living
condittons on the Reservation during the period 1967 through 1969. Observers
indicate that much of this successful activity is attributable to the coordina-
tion of most development efforts in the office of an energetic salesman of
the Reservation's needs to funding sources, citing also the support of develop-
ment activity by the tribal administration and the contributions of other
able leaders.

The planning grant had only minor impact on industrial job creation,
althougli staff members assisted in securing several SBA loans for new small
businesses; of the many EDA projects attempted, only the Antelope access
road appears to have had any effect on job income for Reservation people. But
the whole orientation of the planning staff was to be responsive to the needs
of the people. Johnson himself wts once quoted as saying, "Our modus operandi
is to ask the people what they want, then get ft". The staff was hired by
the Tribal Council and thought itself to be "di-ectly responsible" to them,
and the orientation towards stated desires is understandnble. And better
living eonations were 'and are) accorded a higher priority than gainful em-
ployment by the majority of welfare-supported families.

The hyperactivity of the planning staff and its director during 1967
and 1968 undeniably led to some excesses in operations and style; specific
examples of this are well documented in the report of the audit of planning
grant funds conducted in September 1969. These excesses, and the inevitable
disappointments which set in when much touted projects failed to become
funded or to deliver after funding, are a contributory factor in the resignation
of Johnson in July 1969 and the subsequent change in tribal administration,
The present administration was voted in largely as a reaction to this turbulent
era, in the opinion of several observers, and one of the unfortunate by-products
of the grant is that the present administration seems to have become almost
paralyzed into inaction by fear of repeating some of the planning grant "mistakes"
discovered in hindsight.

The fact that the planning grant which has been approved for the cur-
rent fiscal year is not being used does not mean that Rosebud is through with
planning. The problems Ohich have kept a suitable candidate from being se-
lected are political, not philosophical, and tribal leaders oho have seen the
sort of real changes which effective development work can cause clearly state
their need for a capable, and possibly non-Indian, planning director. The
important considerations appear to deal with power and responsibility, for no
person will be selected Oho does not report to and work for the Tribal Council.

There appears to he a clear need for EDA representatives to visit
Rosebud to discuss the planning process and the grant program from the stand-
point of Rosebud's needs as well as EDA's requirements. There is a growing
desire on the Reservation to break out of the present state of disillusion-
ment and to get moving again.
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A. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS

1. Background and Summary

The Salt River Indian Reservation borders on Scottsdale, Arizona,
uhich is adjacent to Phoenix. Its location on the perimeter of a major grow-
ing metropolitan area is a major Iocational advantage contrasting greatly
with the physical and economic isolation of the other reservations studied.
The proxiiity of the tribal lands to a major population center and market
is a primary res.:urce for the tribe.

Other resources include agricultural land, commercially valuable
sand and gravel deposits, and a tourism/recreational potential which could
provide a valuable contribution to development.

The EDA involvement on the Salt River Reservation has not been as
great as on other reservations on the selected list. To date, only threq:

projects have been approved. Two of these focused on an industrial park
which has only recently been completed. The first tenant has not yet
established an operating plant, but a formal commitment has been made.
The plant is expected to employ a work force of at least 20 with an annual
payroll of $120,000. The third EDA project involved a study of the tourism
potential. This 1967 technical assistance grant resulted in no discernible
economic impact on the Reservation.

2. Conclusions

The only significant EDA contribution to the Reservation has re-
sulted in an industrial park whose economic impact remains in the future.
However, with the rapid growth of the Phoenix Metropolitan Area and the
accompanying demand for good industrial sites, the full potential of the
industrzal park could result in a substantial contribution to the economic
development ot the Reservation.

The development pressure of the expanding Phoenix area on

Salt River is increasing with time. The prime location of the Reservation
is such that its value as developable land ii'great. This has resulted in
suggestions that the tribal lands be used for urban development. This
demand is both a major problem and a major opportunity for the tribe.

The nature of the problem is the desire of the tribe to retain
control of its land while reaping benefits from it. At the same time, the
tribe has neither the capital nor the development knowledge to effectuate
this development without outside assistance. However, the tribe is justi-
fiably wary of those wishing to utilize ttibal lands for their own gain.

The development opportunities associated with urban development
on the Reservation are manifest. Commercial leases on tribal lands are
estimated to have an income-producing potential four to six times greater

r aiv Mahic
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than agricultural leases. business and industrial ventures on the Reserva-
tion would also offer additional employment opportunities for the local
indians and can be so negotiated as to insure that these opportunities are
granced to members of the tribe.

A development problem associated with the tribal lands is that
about halt the reservation Ls in small plots and controlled by individuals.
The tribe as an official body has only indirect control of these lands in
the form of zoning and taxing powers. This multiplicity of control over
the land is an obstacle in development. In addition, many members may have
heirship status with respect to a single plot and all must be located and
give approval to any venture involving that plot. This process is at best
cumbersome and at worst an absolute roadblock to development possibilities.

I, Recommendations

There is a pressing need for the Salt River-Pbma-Maricopa Indian
Community to identify the scope and nature of economic development which
would be acceptable in light of the tribe's desire to retain control of its
land and the use to which it is put. Various factions within the tribal
community approach the development problem in varying ways. Alt, however,
fear non-Indian elements taking advantage of the tribe for their own gain.
A clearly defined development policy and an accompanying strategy seems
manifestly needed if the tribe is to gain from the opportunity available
to it and at the same time not be controlled or misled by aggressive
developers acting in their own self-interest.

In order to protect its interests when dealing with non-Indians
interested in thc use of tribal lands, the tribe should consider the fol-
lowing recommendations:

I. Seek outside counsel when necessary which can be trusted to act
in the best interests of the tribe. Advice from those of proven
motives and who have no possibilities for personal gain by mis-
leading the tribe should be sought.

2. The tribe should consider entering into business and industrial
activities as partners with non-Indians, trading the use of the
land tor competent management services by outside entrepreneurs.
in such cases the tribal benefits will be geared to the perform-
ance of the venture, not to a lease fee which may later prove
inequitable. The tribe has access to governuenc assistance in
economic development not available to the industrialist, which
is another incentive for the establishment of industrial ventures.

3. ReZardless of the degree of tribal control of business and indus-
trial ventures, provisions for Indian employment should be
established ia any arrangements for the establishment of economic
ventures on the Reservation.

A, ',awn outside management is sought for tribally-owned enterprises,
c.+n.tideration should be given co performance contracts for these
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services. When dhe return for management services is geared to
the level of profit, management has greater initiative to perform
its role. Should no firm be willing to assume the management role,
the tribe would be wise to reconsider the venture.

5. In any economic venture, provision should be made for Indian
advancement into supervisory and managerial roles if this is

the desire of the tribe and dhe individuals involved.
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B. SETTING AND BACKGROUND

I. Location

Salt River

The Salt River Indian Reservation was established by Executive Order
in 1879 on a large triangular tra,lt of land comprising slightly more than
46,619 acres. The Reservation is adjacent to the city of Scottsdale, Arizona
and 12 miles east of downtown Phoenix. In 1971, BIA statistics set the popula-
tion at 2,400 Indians.

The topography of the Salt River Indian Reservation may be generally
characterized as mo-thirds flat and one-third rolling desert foothills. On
the western section of the reservation there are 14,590 acres of irrigated farm
land. The northern section consists of similar flat or gently sloping land
which could be farmed if an irrigation system was developed. The balance of
the acreage is of no immediate value for farming or for raising stock but
it could be developed at some future time. During 1967, according to infor-
mation compiled by BIA, 8,495 of the reservation's 46,619 acres of land were
used for some purpose by Indians, 32,020 acres were used by non-lndians, and
6,104 acres remained idle.

The climate is typical of Arizona, generally characterized by 300
frost-free days each year. The mean annual temperature is 70 degrees and
the humidity is low. The mean annual precipitation is a very sparse 7.5
inches. Summers are very hot, and winters are mild.

The reservation is contiguous with the Phoenix metropolitan area,
one of the U. S. A.'s fastest growing Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Areas (SMSA), with a 1970 population of over one million. This location makes
Salt River unique among the U. S. Indian Reservations, and many of the tribe's
problems as well as opportunities stem from the tremendous pressure put upon
them by the demands of the Phoenix area for gteater residential space,
industrial land, arid tourist/recreation facilities.

State Highway No. 87 crosses the Reservation East-Wesr, and bus and
trucklines stop there. Rail and air transportation are available in Phoenix.
The Southern Pacific and Santa Fe Railroads and eight major airlines service
the Metropolitan area. In addition, Scottsdale has a 4,800 foot paved run-
way which can service private aircraft. Trucking services are provided by
28 interstate and 27 local, general freight carriers.

2. Alltm

The Pima, or River People, have occupied the sane Locality for
centuries, continuing their tradition of irrigated farming, industriousness,
peacefuluess, and artistic excellence. The carly Spaniards found the Pimas
advanced in agriculture as was indicated in the earliest recorded history of
the Pima by Marcos de Niza in 1589, and Father Kino in 1694. Father Kino then
introduced livestock, wheat, and other new farm crops as well as Christianity
to the Pima. The tribe developed a highly organized culture.

Pima County became U. S. territory in 1853 through the Gadsden
Purchase. The Salt River Reservation was established by Executive Order in

1879. The people of the Salt River Indian Reservation are still predominantly
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of Pina-maricopa extraction. A few Papago Indians and non-Indians to whom
members of the Salt River tribes are married are also residents of the
Reservation.

While these Indians have traditionally and historically had little
hostility with non-Indians, and have generally lived in harmony and cooperativel)
with their white neighbors, the increased urbanization of the Phoenix area
in recent years has led to increasing pressure on the Reservation and its
people from outside interests. Caught between a rapidly growing nodern society
and a desire for cultural integrity, the Reservation presently i_nds itself
in constant tension.

3. Resources and Economy

Although currently underdeveloped, the Salt River Indian Reservation
Is well suited for future economic growth and development. The tradiLional
economic base of the tribe had been agriculture, nracticed on the flat, low-

lying fertile soils of the western part of the arvation. This land is
well suited for such crops as cotton, alfalfa, barley, lettuce and othet
vegetables. However, ever the past century, this area has gradually been
leased over to outsiae non-Indian mechanized farming operators in large area
blocks or subdivided into many small and uneconomical Indian-owned parcels.
The leased land, abont 14,000 acres, returns as little as $50 per acre annually
to tribal members. Thus, the agricultural sector returns relatively little
to the tribe at present, despite its high potential. Lacking an agricultural
baae, the tribe has now turned to other types of economic development, resting
largely on its strategic position in close proximity to Phoenix.

In the field of commercial and residential development, interest
ia being expressed in the Reservation as a location for urban expansion. Less
than 20 years ago, the town of Scottsdale had a population of 2,000 persons
and the City of Phoenix, while growing fast, was still miles auay. Today,

a continuous urban concentration extends from the old limits of Phoenix to
the Western boundaries of the Salt River Reservation. The current population
of Scottsdale is over 50,000 people. It is the third largest city in the state.
Space for commercial and residential development is badly needed, and could
be provided by the Reservation.

Furthermore, the unique cultural and historical background of the
Reservation is an excellent asset that can be used in developing a tourist
industry. Tourist/recreational activities remains one of Arizona's prin-
cipal sources of income, yet the Indians, at present, gain virtually no in-
cone froa this rich potential.

The richest potential toward the development of the tourist/
recreationai industry is found in the six and one half miles of frontage
along the flowing Salt and Verde Rivers. The value of the river frontage)whieh

is within 18 miles of Phoenix, is unnsually high, since there are-no other
flowing streams in tnis area. Campgrounds, cabin sites, creation of artificial
lakes for fishing, boating and other water sports coula all serve to provide
additional financial resources for the Reservation. The rugged and picturesque
McDowell Red Mountains on the Reservation provide excellent locations for
guest ranches, resorts arid small ranches. Facilities of this sort, once com-
mon throughout the Phoenix area, are now disappearing aa a result of urban

expansion. They are still, howevr, much in demand. Recognizing this
potential. the Tribal Council t...e authorized an evaluation of these resources
and their development potential. There are It least four other high potential
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economic rescurces available within the Reservotion related to the rapid
urbanizatiGa of che area: 1) The dry bed of the Salt River, the center
of which is the border of the reservation area on the south can fernish a
Lirge supply Gf raw materials for asphalt and concrete production. The
strategic location of thcse materials, adjacent to future urban expansion
sites, assures a strong demand for these products. The tribe has already
entered into one viable rock and sand lease, and this area can most certainly
be expanded; 2) A large 45-inch pipeline carrying domes-ic water from the
Verde and Salt Rivers crosses the Reservatlon to the city of Phoanix. Por-
tions of this water system were constructed within 0e Salt River Reservation,
without first negotiating a valid right-of-way. Fut_le negotiations with
the city may lead to the production of addiciowl transmission rights to the
Salt River Community; A) Possible development of airport facilities within
the boundaries of the Reservation could provide additional income for the
tribe, as well as an increase in adjacent land values. Phoenix residents,
per capita, have the largest number of arivate aircraft in the nation. The

present Phoenix Municipal aviation facilitiea, now hemmed in by urban growth,
will soon be inadequate to take care of both private and commercial travel.
The city governmat of Phoenix plans to establish three or four general
purpose airports to tp. ased by private aircraft and by certain typos of
commercial aircraft. One of these is planned for the portion of the metro-
politaa region in which the reservation is located; 4) McDowell road, the
major east-west highway croPaing the Reservation, maintains a daily traffic
average of 22,000 cars. Et is becoming very congested and additional traffic
srteriea should be eneinee:ed along the perimeter of the reservation. Well-
conceived planning on new routes for future traffic arteries could do much to
enhance the development potential of the Reservation.

The tribe has had some experience in operating business activities.
From 194.4 until 1954, the Salt River Community Farm aaa operated as a business
enterpr:ez. The small but profitable Red Mountain Recreational Activity, which
caters to picnickera and fishermen, is being steadily expanded. A landfill,

serving Scottsdale nd Mesa, has been operable since April 9, 1966. The
tribe also gains income from two large mineral leases, as well as from the
agricultural leases on Tribal land discussed aber..c.

In 1963, the extent of industrialization on th .. reservation
amounted to a City of Phoenix water filtration plant and one major rock
and sand company. The present "industries" include a concrete sa.oducts

manufacturer, the tribally-operated landfill operation, junior college,
an airport and a 30-acre induetrial park whih is in the planning stages.
Presert businesses include three barber shops, one beauty shop, two gaso-
line service stations, two cafes, one country club, one horse riding facility,
one garage, one worm farm, two salvage yards, two najor sand and gravel

concerns, an 18-hote golf course and driving range, one vegetable market
and one Ornamental Store Company,

The levels of skill among the 300 or so full-time employees are
low, with perhaps less then 100 having any knowledge of a skilled or semi-
skilled trade. Major employment opportunities are available through:

a) domestic se 'a P.ottsdale, Phoenix and Tempe (this includes cleaning
crews for the ! in the metropolitan area); b) two electronics factories
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which provide employment for Indian labor in assembly line jobs; c) work
for the white lessees farming on a mechanized basis on the Reservation;

d) assorted Reservation jobs, available at the sand and gravel operation,
the two golf courses, and at Scuttsdale Junior College; and e) self-employ-
ment on the small Indian-owned farms on the Reservation.

The standard of living is low. Tribal income was about $2.8
million in 1970. This gave the tribe a per capita annual income of
$1,179 and less than $4,000 fox the average family. Income sources
were estimated as follows: employment, 60 percent; welfare, 20 percent;
and leases, 20 percent.

4 Tribal Government

The official governing body for the tribe is known as the Salt
Rivtr Pima-Maricopa Indian Community Tribal Council. It is authorized by
the constitution approved under the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 and
onsists of seven popularly elected members. The constitution governing the
Salt River Reservation was changed in 1971. The Council is now to be
elected for four year terms, with one half of the members rotating every
rwo years. The officers of the Council, including the president, will be
popular); eiecte4. The Chairman is the administrative head of the Tribal
Council. lie and the Council are assisted by a tribally employed business
manager and a prlfessional planner, funded under a statewide EDA planning
grant.

Under Oe provisions of its constitution the tribe assumes many
of the same rights as that of a municipality. These include the power to
appropriate money out of community funds, to levy dues, fees and assess-
ments on members and resident non-members, and to establish and regulate
subordinate organizations for business nurposes.

Tribal self-government is aided by a land management board of
seven members; the Salt River PIma-Maricopa Development Corporation of
25 members, set up to promote the Reservation's industrial parks and the
various government depertments--water management, education, public works--
which are mainly staffed by Indians.

During 1969 and 1970, pclitical strife within the Council
threatened all development on the Reservation. At least two factions were

competing for control. The pressure of urban expansion was becoming
intolerable. One faction wanted to sit tight and hold off making any
decisions concerning integration with the dominant white society, while
the second wanted to reap the benefits possible because of the close
prlximIty to Phoenix. Most tribal members apparently feared that the
Reservation Tight be "t ken over" by the white man, and not having suffi-
cient confide ce in a Council's ability to protect tribal interests in this
"development ch4b1sught," the tribe played safe by electing the first faction.
As a result the leadership on the Reservation remained in a state of general
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inaction In 1970. For exempla., the Development Commission did not meet
once that year, despite requests by several companies for leases.

A change or administration occurred in 1971) and the conservative
line of "du something, but slowly" is now beginning to dominate the Council's
activities. it remain. to be seen what results will occur because of this
dtange in tribal philosophy.

5. Community Development

The 0E0-Community Action Program on the Reservation is well run
and highly respected. It operates a Headstart Program, Senior Opportunity
Services (SOS), General Educational Development classes, and provides
Economic Development assistance. Only tenuous connections are maintained
with the tribal leadership, however.

Housing facilities are poor. Only 30 percent of the 383 houses
are considered "adequate" by BIA standards, although over 90 percent now
have running water. Recent programa such as Mutual Help, and Farmer's
Home Admanistration loans, have led to the construction of about 90 new
houses in the past six to seven years.

Education levels are low, but rising. Some 90 percent of the
population have a grammar school education, and 25 percent a high school
education. The BIA schuol is running summer programs and evening classes
for the community and enrollment in the Scottsdale Junior College (on
reservation Land) is increasing.- Five members of tt. community are
currently enrolled at Arizona State University.

The Public Health Service maintains an Indian Hospital in Phoenix
where the Salt River tribe may obtain medical care. In addition, there is
a health station on the Salt River Reservation and a general clinic, which
is open bi-weekly.

6. Panning

The Salt River Reservation is one of five reservations comprising
the South Central Planning Area of the Indian Development District of
Arizona (EDDA). Individually these five reservations lack adequate re-
sources to initiate and implement a successful economie development pro-
gram. One function of LDDA is to identify and exploit areas in which
joint efforts among these resezvations can lead to successful ventures.

EDDA has been involved in a few projects on the Salt River
Reservation, including the EDA-funded industrial park project. It has
assigned a full-time planner to the Reservation. The aner assigned
is a "semi-retired" white former business executive, uao apparently treats
his job as a hobby, rather than as a serious, full-time profession. He
has coesequently not gaiued either the support or trust of the tribe, and
his efforts have resulted in little noticeable change on the Reservation.

rhe Reservation's 1')66 OEDP was of little value in helping to
guide development activities. Tbe data !a the report was of a general
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nature and apparently gathered t.ntire.y from already existing published
sources. Issues were only partially understood, and presented at a shal-
low level. There was no systematic treatment of these issues nor the
steps required to begin to deal with them effectively.

A general development plan prepared for the Reservation by an
outside firm (Simon Eisner and Associates of Los Angeles) under a HUD
701 planning grant was, on the other hand, well-conceived and dealt
speciftcally with acme key development issues. It treated industrial
possibilities, pub/Lc facility needs, and land use alternatives in detail.
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C. PROJECT ANALYSES

The following EDA projects have been funded on the Salt River
Reservation:

FundinK
Type and Nature of Proiects ProJect No. Date Grants Loans

PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS
a. Industrial Park

I. Site Preparation 08-1-00375 1967 $125,500 $ 34500
2. Water System 08-1-00995 1970 108,000 65,000

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECT
08-6-09060 1967 22,300a. Tourimm Study

TOTAL APPROVED*- ALL PROJECTS $255 800 $ 96 500

* This does not include the Reservation's share of the statewide planning
grant to the Indian Development District of Arizona, which does not lend
itself to proration. See the brief discussion at the end of section B
above regarding planning activities on the Reservation.

A discussion and analysis of each project follows:

I. PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS

a. industrial Park
Site Preparation, Project No, 08-1-00375, 1967,

2. Water System, Project No. 08-1-00995, 1970.

The Salt River Industrial Park was an EDA assisted public works project
consisting of two phases. The first phase (Project No. 08-1-00375) provided
for preparing the industrial site itself. The second phase (Project No.
08-1-00995) developed a water supply for the park.

The industrial park project was conceived of early in 1966, with the
initiative and help of the Indian Development District of Arizona(IDDA).
An application, prepared by an IDDA planner, with close guidance by the EDA
development representative for the area, was made in the Tribal Council's

name on Dec. 1, 1966. Approval was given in May, 1967 for a $125,500 grant
and a $31,500 loan. Construction started at the end of 1968, after a long
period of confusion over bids, and was not completed until the end of 1969.
Tbe industrial park covers some 50 acres. It is located on the southern
edge of the Reservation in an excellent location in terms of the metropolitan
arta's industrial growth pattern. It is served by three major highways and
is within easy access to the area's airport facilities.

In May 1969, six months after construction was begun on the park, the
tribe applied for another EDA grant to supply water to the park. It had

been assumed that the park wouid receive its water supply from the City of
Mesa. This had been "documented" in the original industrial park applica-

tiem. H.gwev.tr, upon discovering chat the supply of water from Mesa would

he trr.eiff.tent, the trthe appealed to EDA for additional funds. The pro-
nrttlet.t wat t..r a water system large enough to serve the junior college

and the thor neaOlv f4cIlities and residences as well as the park.
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The water project was approved in June 1970, calling for a grant of
$108,000 and a loan of $65,000. Construction of the system began In late
1970, and has recently been completed. The EDA funds covered only the cost
of the water system serving the industrial park. The remainder of the system
serving the community and Scottsdale Community College, was financed by
the tribe and the B.I.A.

There are no firms IA operation on dhe industrial park as yet. How-

ever, the first tenant signed a contract on March 5, 1971. The firm, Forest
Home Industries (EHI), a producer of pre-fabricated housing, learned of the
availability of the iudustrial estate through Coldwell-Bausco Inc., a large
real estate corporation, one of whose executives sits on the Board of the
Pima-Maricopa Industrial Development Commission. (This latter individual

has since agreed to act as an agent for the tribe in locating other industries
for the park on a fee basis.)

i.uce,t Home Industries is a division of S.W. Industries Inc.- a large,
stable, and fast growing construction firm, based in Texas. P.H.I. already
has one plant in the Phoenix area. Forest How. Industries builds models
of pre-fabricated houses, sold in various states of completion from a bone
shell collected by the customer at the plant, to a completely furnished house
erected by the company at the customer's site. Private investment in the
proposed plant on the Reservation will be about $100,000, increasing to $200,000
in the first few years.

The plant is expected to employ 10 persons on the site, initially, and
will generate an additional need for 2 erection crews of 5 men each. Within
everal months of operation, total plant employment will hopefully double to

at least 20 persons with a payroll of S120,000.

Despite the minimal job impact to date, this project has had considerable
development impact, particularly in terms of impact on leadership and on the
process of learning how to manage land and deal with industrialists of all types.
A major benefit Iwo t.ten that the leadership has been forced to come to terms
with the pressure of urban expansion around it. The current administration is
accepting the fact that it is capable of managing its own affairs. At the same
tLme there is a growing awareness of their own incapacities, lack of education

and "know-how" in dealing with the leasing of industrial land. The fear of

"losing our land" to the white man is still prevalent, and so the leadership
is forced to move cautiously. However, there is now a less negative response
to the presaure from the Phoenix SMSA for development, and c...re initiative is

being shown in dealing with it.
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2. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECT

a. Tourism Sth4y, Project No, 08-6-0900, 1967,

This technical assistance project was approved for $22,300 in 1967,
and was designed to produce an action plan for developing recreational and
tourist facilities on the Reservation. The resulting report, prepared by J.B.
Kipp and Associates, a local consulting firm, was not available at the Res-

ervation. Local references indicate that it had no impact whatsoever on the

Salt River Reservation. No jobs were created and the econcmic development
potential of the Reservation was not affected by the project.

The study attempted to tteat the issue of tourism in isolation from the
other problems of development. None of the present administration was even
aware of its existence, and no one locally seemed able to talk about it. The

reasons for the project's failure are obscure, but clearly its timing was
an Laportant factor. The general HUD 701 plan for the Reservation had not
been completed (in fact it had only just begun) when the tourism study was

funded. A study of tourism development undertaken outside the context of
an overall Reservation development plan runs the risk of contradicting such
a plan or confusing leaders about resource allocation and development
priorities.
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A. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I. Background and Summary

The San Carlos Reservation is located in Eastern Arizona. It

maintains an Apache Indian population of about 4,600. The tribe has the
typical problems evident on most Indian Reservations: a laW education
level; a large unskilled labor force with a high rate of unemployment;
inadequate housing; and inadequate public service facilities. The tradi-
tional sources of livelihood have been the raising of cattle and, to a
secondary extent, jobs connected with the timber and mineral resources
available on che Reservation. The tourism potential is significant, but
is only in the early stages of development.

EDA projects on the San Carlos Apache Reservation have emphasized
the development of this recreation and tourist potential. The Soda Canyon
Tourism and Recreation Project was funded by EDA for this purpose, as was
the construction of the Seneca Lake Tourimm Center. Problenm with both of
these projects threaten their future viability, however, and it remains to
be leen whether economic and social benefits will, in fact, accrue.

Additionally, EDA funds enabled the tribe to develop an industrial
park ..41 the Reservation. The cooperation between whites and Indians exhibi-
ted in putting together the park project may provide a basl:.. for further
joint efforts toward development. The industry which has been, ar' .plt be,
attracted to the Reservation because of the fully developed industrial sites
will provide badiy needed jobs and a broader economic base for future
development.

2. Conclusions

The leadership on the San Carlos Reservation has been very progres-
sive and fairly sophisticated for perhaps the past eight to nine yean. The

EDA projects as a whole have encouraged the leadership in its selfconfidence,
but at the same time resulted in high levels of frustration. The tribal
council is young and progressive, and some consider ERA as moving too slowly,
particularly in the matter of funding projects. Because EDA has been slow to
provide the approved funds, the tribe has had to borrow repeatedly on an
interim basis. Loans totalling almost $300,000 have been made to cover costs
while the EDA projects have been under construction.

The tribe's banker (First National Bank of Arizona in Globe) indicates
that the tribe is one of his most credit-worthy customers, and now has an on-
going arrangement such that the tribe's business manager can borrow up to
$100,000 virtually on demand, with one signature, using the Trust Funds (deposi-
ted in D. C. in the tribe's behalf by Congress) as collateral. Additional
security is provided by pledging tribal enterprise income. Thus, whereas prior
to the EDA projeete, inability to secure financing was a major erawback, the
tribe on now secure funding for most development projects.

Job and income impact from EDA projects lies entir.y in the future.
A new firm at the industrial park is expected to 5rot:lc.e iUo jobs in the plant
and in related operations with an annuhl payroll of $L00,000. lt is also

claimed that the two tourism-orientti projects will empioy 80 persons with an
aggregate annual income of 029,000. That these operations are of sufficient

magnitude to .0.1101$,, che planned leet of employment, however, is open to doubt.

tIAnt
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3. Recommendations

Specifially, the San Carlos Reservation could most benefit from
tne following developments:

1. On-Going Prolect Management: As noted above, EDA requirements
and other management difficulties have caused serious delays and, in some
cases, irreparable harm to development projects. rhe IDDA planner on thu
Reservation has developed expertise in the area of guiding these projects to
completion. However, he badly needs further assistance. Specifically, a
upetent project manager hould be assigned to each development project to

help see it over bureaucratic hurdles and guide it through to completion.

L. Development of Lumber Resources: The timber plateau and moun-
tains in the northeastern section of the Reservation support commercial stands
of ponderosa pine. In addition, there are about 400,000 acres of scrub oak
and juniper. Currently about 10,000,000 board feet of pine are cut annually,
and are hauled to a sawmill operated on the Reservation. This cut could be
increased. in addition, other timber-related industries could be developed.

3. Indian-Owned Enterprises: In order to increase Indian self-
confidence, as veil as to promote jobs, tribal income, and overall economic
development, it is important to promote wholly-Indian owned companies. From
such ventures, the tribe would gain management expertise, the ability to deal
with day-to-day fin8ncial and bureaucratic realities, and, most importantly,
give the tribal leadership the bargaining skills required to deal effectively
with potential lessees of the industrial park, government officials, and others
with whom the Reservation has to interact in the process of economic development.

4. Development of a Coherent Tourism Development Strategy: The

Reservation has several promising tourism projects under development. However,
they appear to be in need of considerably more planning and related analysis.
The entire tourism program on the Reservation should be re-examined and steps
taken to insure the orderly development of this sector in keeping with tribal
desires.

2Pc
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B. SETTING AND BACKGROUND

I. Location

San Carlos

The San Carlos Indian Reservation consists of 1,877,000 acres, or
approximately 2,933 square miles, locared in Gila, Graham, and Pinal Counties
in eascern Arizona. The topography of the Reservation is comparatively rough.
In the south and southwest, it consists of bortom-lands along the Gila and San
Carlos Rivers, and semi-desert valleys, mesas and flats. In the north, the
area is composed of rolling rangelands rising to heavily forested mountains
which form the San Carlor-Fort Apache border.

San Carlos is the tribal headquarters and the center of population
on the Reservation witb 90 percent of the Reservation population. It

is 108 miles from Phoenix, and about 110 miles from Tucson, with driving time
to each being about 2-112 hours. Globe, the town nearest the Reservation
(26 miles from San Carlos) has a population of only 6,000, which has remained
static since 1950.

U.S. Highway No. 60 crosses the Reservation North and South; U.S. High-
way No. 70 crosses it East and West. Commercial air service is available in
Phoenix; train, bus and trucklines serve Globe.

2. Hlstory

The Apaches came to the Southwest probably around the 10th Century;
by the 17th Century they were known as savage warriers among the Indian tribes.
The Apache were rounded up and sent to the San Carlos Reservation in 1873.
However, their traditional traits of agiressiveness arid individualism survive,
and are being utilized in establishing tribal enterprises and promoting the
welfare of the Apache people.

3. Resources and Economy

The traditional means of livelihood on the Reservation has been the
raising of cattle, and until quite recently cattle raising was the only source

of employment. Today there are about 17,000 head of cattle on the Reservation;
80 perceat of them are owned by individuals who raise the cattle collectively
in five large herds. The cattlemen are organi7ed into a Cattlemen's Association
for the purposes of financing and development. There are about 112 million
acres ot useable range land.

Timber is plentiful on the mountainous northern border of the Reservation,
with 117,000 acres of Ponderosa pine (about 400 million board feet). The pine
is cut at toe rate of 10 million board feet per year and hauled to a saw mill
operated on the Reservation land by Western Wood Products. This activity pro-
vides a few jobs. In addition there are about 400,000 acres of scrub oak and
juniper, which has to date merely been a hindrance to the cattle raising
activities. However, a new company now setting up on the industrial park
1411 produce char,oal from the oak and thus convert this into an exploitble
resource rather than a liability.

Minerals, while largely untapped, do exist on the Reservation. In the
park an asbestos mine employed as many as 30 workers (particularly when the
Federal government was stockpiling during the war). Today the company is

virtually bankrupt. The demand for asbestos (to be used in filtration of
equipment) has never been higher, due to the national concarn over pollution.
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However, the asbestos on the Reservation contained large amounts of limestone,
an impurity which to date has been too expensive to remove.

Other minerals on the Reservation include gemstones (olivine), tufa stone,

copper, silver, gold, and some tare earths. None of these have been exploited
commercially as yet., The tribe is taking steps in this direction by leasing
exploration rights to companies along the "mineral strip", a 10 mile wide
strip along the southern edge of the Feeservation.

Agriculture has not been practiced traditionally. This is due to the
nature of the Apache people, as well as the desert landscape. Only 600 acres
ate irrigated, and of these only 360 are farmed, mainly for hay, grain and
some few row crops.

Tourism has great potential on the Reservation, though little of it
has been realized as yet. Since the 1929 construction of the Coolidge Dam,
producing the largest body of water in Arizona, some tourist activity has
grown up, mainly catering to fishermen who are attracted by the lake's well
deserved reputation for bass and trout. However, to date no real development
has grown, and employment from tourism has been minimal. The BIA and the
Tribal Enterprise are the biggest employers on the Reservation, between them
employing 150 persons and accounting for roughly 35 percent of the total
Reservation income. The Tribal Enterprise operates three general stores, gas
stations, and some small tourist facilities, as well as facilities for exploiting
the range lands--such as irrigation tanks. Per capita income is only $600 per
year. Income sources on the Reservation, in addition to the tribe and DIA,
are welfare (SST) cattle (15%) and other (5%).

The Reservation is removed from major market areas and has a completely
inadequate internal road network. Educational and vocational training do not
prepare the Indians for participation in off-reservation employment. The welfare
system dampens motivation and cultural differences make mobility on the part of the
Indians rather difficult. In addition to the tribally-owned general stores and
gas stations, there are two other non-tribal owned general stores, a laundry, a
post office, several community buildings, a clinic and a 35-bed hospital (P.H.S.)
on the Reservation. Most services are available in Globe (including a radio
station).

4. Tribal Government

The San Carlos Apache Tribal Council is made up of 12 members, Lncluding
the Tribal Chairman. The Council is popularly elected for four years, with
elections rotating every two years; it supervises all activities on the Reser-,

vation. Authority is derived from the Constitution of the tribe, approved
under the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934. The current Chairman is now in

his third term. He is an aggressive and progressive leader.

Elected from the Council are six committees, each with five members:
(1) planning and development; (2) resources; (3) tribal enterprise board; (4)
social services; (5) executive committee and (6) law and order committee. The

police force of the Reservation, the maintenance department, the planning
department, and the social services department are ail answerable to these
committees.
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5. Community Development

There is a small 0E0 Community Action Program on the Reservation, which
has been in progress for five years. About 150 Indian children are in the
aeadstart program. in addition, programs in alchoholism and industrial training
are being started.

Housing on the Reservation is poor. A recent survey reported that
out of a total of 978 existing houses, 65 percent need total replacement and
24 percent need rehabilitation. About 35 percent of all the houses have in-
dividual water facilities, but only 24 percent have sewage and sanitation
facilities; 11 per,nt have only a tap and no drainage other than a pump. Two-
thirds of the houses have electricity, but only half are fully electrically
wired.

During the last 4 years, however, the tribe has made great advances
in improving its housing conditions via HUD and BIA programs. About 200
new houses have been constructed in the last three years, mainly through "self
help" housing. Because of the strategic location of these new houses, the
first impression of an outsider visiting San Carlos is that "most" of the
houses are new.

When the Job Corps Center on the Reservation was closed (in 1969) the
lease drawn up by the tribe guaranteed that all the facilities (about 30
buildings and trailers) would become tribally-owned. The tribe, with
this basis, has further developed a major training facility, 20 miles
west of San Carlos (adjacent to the industrial park), caPable of train-
ing up to 250 individuals at a time. Recently the tribe has received funds
(via MDTA, Four Corners Commission, and the B/A) for a $3 million training
program to be operated at this facility in conjunction with Eastern Arizona
State College. Both Indians and whites will attend. Programs will be oriented
to the needs of tenants of the industrial park.

6. Planning,

A planner is assigned full-time to the Reservation under the Indian
,Ievelopment District of Arizona (IDDA) grant. He is a well-educated, tribal
masher who keeps abreast of all developments on the Reservation in spurring
economic activity. He is a friend of the Tribal Chairman and works closely
with him, He also serves as chairman of the local industrial development
corporation.

Under a HUD 701 planning grant, an outside firm (Van Cleeve Associates
Inc. in Scottsdale, Arizona) has prepared the first in a series of comprehensive
planning studies for the Reservation. The ultimate purpose of the planning
program is to develop a comprehensive master plan for the long term develop-
ment of the San'Carlos Reservation. The initial report focused on the broad
objective of the planning program, and described the aspects of the planning
program currently under way. These included: evaluation and synthesis of
basic information about the Reservation and its people; definition of the
s.ort-term as well as the long term goals of the San Carlos Apache people,
both as individuals and as a tribe; a study of existing physical conditions
on the Reservation; and compilation and analysis of data on economic and
soclal characteristics of the Indian people.
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The tribe has already made application for the second year's planning
program (1971-72), which would indude the following additional work elements:
a survey and analysis of tribal attitudes; an analysis and synthesis of
existing plans; an updated houcing study; and the development of a frame-
work for policy development and coordination.

4
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C. PROACI ANAL:Sib

I.

171A 101 ! ving hDA projocts have been approA,ed for

tile San (4rlos Apachi Resvrvation:

1.1.2o and %attire "i Pro ett Project

tunding on

Funding

6rants Loans

ra L t40kkS PRI) 'L( i

2. Industrial :ark
b. Training Centers

08-1-0o200 196e $ 176,000 $ 44,000

1) Initial ';rant 08-1-00554 1967 161,000
2) Supplement 08-1-00554-01 1969 30,000

o. Seneca Lake Tourism 08-1-00773 1966 .34,000 108,000
d. Soda Canvon TouriAm 08-1-00774 1969 458 00O 114 000
TOTAL APPROVED $1,279,000 $266,000

2. TECHNICAL ASSISrANCE PROJECTS
a. industrial Park Fiasibilit.: 09(127 1966 8 9,000

b. Industrial Location Study b-1,9Z24 1970 10 000

T(YTAL APPROVE') $ 39,000

TOTAL APPROVED $1,318,000 $265,000

*This dots not include the Reservation's share of the statewlde
planning grant to thc Indian Development District of Arizona, 'which does
not lead itself to prorati7n. Scr the brief discussion at t' end of

Section B abovt regarding planning activities on the Reservation.

A 'liscussion and analysis of each project follms:

I. CaLiC WORKS PROJECTS

a. Industrial Par',.. project No. 08-1-00200. 1966.

this public works project. initiated by the tribal leadership in
1965. provided for the construction of a 50-acre industrial park on the

Reser,...tion. The project included development of sewer and water systems,
an access r.,11. and a railroad spur fer the iuu-strial park.

A art!er technical assistance study funded by EDA liscussed

tht feasib,lit: I the ineustria: park and recommended its construction.
Another ETA technical assistance study is new being conducted to attempt to
locate an industry for the park, but has had no success thusfar. Both of

these technical assistance projects are discussed below.

A jint development corporation was formed by the tribal leader-
ship and the nearby city ot Globe. ['his Joint venture, the San Carlos
Apache/Gloh. Development Corporation (SCA/ODC), was begun in 1966, and
has handled all aspects of he industrial park development since that time.

APPiicati.s for funds from fDA was iirst made in mid-1966. RDA

appr,,val iollmed in November 196". resulting in a s176.000 grant and a
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$44,0.0.4 loan. Construction began in September 1970, and was completed
Februar) 1171. The projcct is owned and will be managed by the

SCA/GDC.

There are no firms cur.ently operating in the park. Hydrionics,

a Calit,rnia firm, signed a !ease in February 1971 and will be the first
tenant at the park. aydrionics will produce activated cha-coal which is a
key element in most industrial air pollution control devices. The plant
will draw its raw material from the 400,000 acres of scrub oak on the
Reservation. A ready market for half of the plant's capacity is already
available in the lecal mines, which art under legal pressure to control
their air pollution. Hydrtoaics negotiated a loan of $1,000,000 from
private sources co construct its plant at the industrial park.

It is expected that within six months, 32 men will be employ('
at the plant, on a three-shift basis. These men will be paid a minimum
wage ot $2.00, with ai,ervisory :-,'sonnel earning up to $5.00 hourly.
tn add.tirt. 60-7( me wilt be utilized in cutting the scrub oak and hauling

b, trucK to the industrial park. Wages for these employees will average
,3.00 hourly. Thus, within 6 months expected employment will be approx-
imately 100. generating in the first full year about a $400,000 payroll.

As a by-product of the operation of the Hydr4onics plant, large
quantities of steam and heat will La generated. Two additional enter-
prises are in a position to benefit from this by-product.

Metal. Asbestos Compcny is an existing firm on the Reservacion,
mining and protassing asbestos. There is a large demand for this mineral,
but operations of the firm are limited because of the high lime content
rf the local asbestos. This impority must oe sold, at the firm lacks
the capital to build an extensive acid washing facility. The costs of
dryin6 ar. apparentiy very high. With che new heat source available in
the park, it may now be possible for Metate to feasibly develop this plant
and additional employment in the mining operation wculd be generated.

A second piospect now interested in a site at the park is 4 Steam
iauadry oper,tion. Through the use of the waste steam from the Hydrionics
plant, this enterprise may prove eo be quite feasible. Detailed analysis
. . the venture is now underway, If feasible, some 20 jo)s for female
laber wuld be generattd.

Other prospects being discussed are a glass manufacturing op-
eration. a protein food stuff production facility, and a p:per cup manu-

facturing plant.

The tribal council members have all gained some managerial and
exec..itive expertence as a result of this project. the process of dealing
with CDA, industrialists and other communities has been very educative.
Tbe leaders, planner, business manager and others are all more capable of
working decisions and guiding development then they were before the project,
and have morP confidence in their own abilities. Cooperation with the k-
cal white community has somewhat improved through the joint Indian and white
development corporation, fbe tribe's financing ability has also improved
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as a result of the park pro3ect, due to the necessity oi obtaining interim
financtng.

b. Community Butlding Prolect Nos. 08-1-00534 and 08-1-00554-01, 1967 and
1469.

These public works projects involved the construction of three
communtty centers to he operated as public service facilities for all
members of the Reservation. No adequate facilities previously existed for
social, educational and training programs. The tribe applied to EDA for
funding for this project in late 1965; approval of an S181,000 grant came
in June 1967. Delays at the local level regarding the planning of the
btkildings held up the start of construction for two years, and a supple-
mental grant of $30,000 was awarded in 1969. Construction of the build-
ings was finally begun in may 1969, and completed in December of that year.

Originally, four community buildings were planned for the Reser-
vation. However, only three were built due to a 25 percent rise in construe
tion costs. Only three buildings could be erected with the funds avail-
ab:e ($211,00 EDA grants, plus $52,600 tribal in-kind contributions).

The meeting halls serve as sheltered gathering places in a central
location. Meetings are held in all three buildings on a regular basis. These
include community meetings, eieettons, Headstart classes, extension classes,
8IA-community discussions, etc. Around election time, the buildings are
a hub of activity; during "roundup," they are almost empty.

The importance of the meeting halls should not be underestimated.
They provide the only place in which 200-300 persons can get together.
rhis ham been important in the continuing education of the people in the ways
of development, and keeps them in contact with tribal decisions to a gr.:ater
degree than before.

c. Seneca Lake Tourism and reerpatton Pro4elft. No. 0S-1-00773 1566.

This project involved construction of the first phase of a
tourism center on U. S. Highway 60, between Globe and Show Low. It

includes a store, picnic areas, road and water and sewer facilities,
constructed with EDA funds and a restaurant, liquor store, boat tending,
maintenance building, and service station contributed by the tribe. Later
stages of development nontemplate a lodge, camping sites, park headquarters
buil4i.44 cabins, trailer areas, boat dock and marina, swimming and fishing
facilities, hiking and horseback trails, and expansions of the original

facilities.

Initiated by the tribal council, this project vas 6iscussed
as a possibllity as early as 1962. The Council applied to EDA for funds

in May of 1968; in December of that year the EDA approved a grant of
$434,000 and a loan of $108,000. Construction was begun in October 1570;
it is scheduled to be completed in May 1971.

It is estimated by the tribe that 50 jobs at an average of $2.00
per hour win result. It seems aat this figure 13 Unduly optimistic,
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. , 7 1, a . .kAkt ia1 miror iii-
t-a t. t:i sah oi ttshing ta.rmits and hunting licenses.
tr 1... it .1 au nt witti t to butlai the st.,rvice station.

wh.(h .411! ritsd in.. which 1.11 11 rt...ert c tribe after a
2 - cd :

s,tul, el the pro.n et is that Seneca take is reua.te
.i-: ft a.y.ars as though inbutficicnt c..nsiderattan ...as given
t t:, th. application, Ate proj ct may run into difficulties u4cause
th. xisitors aceded to make thc project economically feasible

r a:.1 t .. tr.at to maintain the serenity and natural charm of
:, ai.t. irr..ituJit.e, at...a. In cff(ct. tht ecolow. may not ba aale to

rt pr r.,mte act iity.

4.1:11 l.uris7- and %...creation iiroject. Project No. 08-1-00774. 1969.

prAl t c nsists of tourism and recreational facilities
I tat...1 to tin iatwon tho San Carlos lake. First phase develop-

nt. 1-.4.1th:es -tstructi a of a marina. boat ramp, restaurant, picnic
attas. watt r and sewer system. aild an access road.

yt,,inall. ..oncer,ed of by the tribal leadership in 1966, the
r a, :1icat ..ra,s su:,mitted t.. IDA in May 1.9V, and a $458.000 grant

:c.c.: .1 er-1.ct t. st) and a 0,13.is)0 loan (20 percent) were
ippr...vd tO. ia.e.:.ar: 1..^el. Construction was begun in February 1971, and has

t b.crt rpieted. reason f.r the construction delay was the
,f Oa sr ;le on an access road being improved by the BIA. This

a1 was .nb.. .oriplvttd recently.

, t .1. 14,11 ultimately in..lude:

1 ' I t sousenir shop.
; , cads with tull uti t tes.

:; tr.lt and t.:ant Strpp
I ``, laudiag and boat rental franchise. and
a ...as tra::..n.

ti. it ib xpected that there wi l I be 30 jobs. all
. ia incrit will be $2.4/0 per hnur. generating a total

I r tit st .t ar of operat ion of 5120. 090. however, the
t tastat t!lis pr !. c t app. ars shaky due to a misunderstanding about the
.1t ,.Y. i ,,at tI1t ! tip San Carlos Reservoir's water. 'the tribe

r 1 V. - .. it lob irrigat ion Project.. 0+,111 in the 1930's and

: ^ to uso f land down to ti,e waterwalk as a rasult, SCIP

! b,.:t ..t.r.11.. without consulting ;he tribe. released almost
..11 ,, wat . i. :aro to meet the demands of the farming interests in
thi .1:1. v. conscqu. tiro i. ,:ii les of exposcd mud areas and a bad
tt ,e; .4. ;t1.. r .1a: 1 attract ii to tourists. Without the capacity

t atr witer iii the lakt.. the I roject is almost assuredly
d T. .

nt. knowlidge of the value of tourism to the tribe
a result t two tourist ;rot.cts. and the entire tribe is

-no, the sent <A pro)ect. discussed above, grew
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out of this project, and plans are being made for another similar project
at "Point' of Pincs" in the mountains 60 miles from San Carlos. A tech-
nical asbistance request to test the feasibility of this new project was
turned dawn by EDA since a paved road is not yet finished to the site,

2, TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS

a. Industrial Park Feasibility Study, Project No. 08-6-09027, 1966.

This study was made to determine the feasibility of developing
the Industrial Park on the San Carlos Reservation. The study wes con-
ducted by L. H. Bell and Aseociates of phoenix, Arizona, and financed
by a $29, i00 grant by EDA in June 1966.

The results of the study indicated that several industries offered
a good potential for success in the new industrial park. These included
asbestos processing, sawmill residue urtlisation and ceramic products

It was consequently determined that the industrial park was in-
deed feasible. Ultimately, this resulted in the developuent of the in-
dustrial park, as described above (Project No. 08-1-00200).

b. industrial Determination Study, Project No. 08-6-09224, 1970.

This technical assistance project was designed to select e viable
tndustry for the new indnstrLal park, that would create at least 100 jobs

male Indians. The study is being carried out by a New York consultant,
-ith no tribal involvement, and has had no visible impact on the Reser-
vation to date.

The project was approved in June 1970 for $10,000. No one on
the Reservation was aware of any progress beinsj made on the study, althougn
it should have been completed by now.

2q5
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...ng Rock

A. COMUSIONS AND RErOMMENDATIoN'z

1. -4 iu.,MdrX

Itanding Rock Sieex Reservation Ls sitated as,ride the border
between tne States of North and outh Dakota. Its tribal headquarters is
located about 70 mites south or Bismarck, North Dakota, The Reservation
has plentiful land resources and contains many sites with potentiat tor
development based on scenic ueauty. Indian history. and water sports along
its eastern boandary. rhe Reservation is today characterized oy proe:essive
and competent leadership and is in the early stages of a development
progrrm based on relatively sophisticated development planning. The re
sults have not yet been translated into significan,ly impioved iiing cori-
ditions, however, and widespread unemployment and heav7 retiance al
sidles and transfer payments stilt characterize Reservation lite.

EDA has approved five public works projects at Standing Rock sice
early fiscal year 1470, Three of the pubtie works projects are for tne
construction of water and sewer systems in cwo Reservation towns; the o;hei
cwo are for the construction of a large tourist complex on ne clahe te.tt-air
in Liu sontheas sorner of the Reservation, In adeition, a istrict elanirag
grant and a North Dakota technical assistante project have peen approved
whicli have had considerable effect on the Reservation.

unly minor tangibty hnpact from these,projects has occured thus iat,
'/e.le the Fort Yates water and .ewer proect has oeen completed o, the public

,projects; service unpact leas been .nodera:iely high, but none of the 16-1/2

jobs projected as a project benefit are discernible. All of the approved
public works protects appear to be relatively sound in final design, however,
and real benefit is expected to result from each. The technical assistance
zrant tor the estaplishment of a continuing development counseling organization

br :.,,cth Dakota nas provided useful and appreciated advice Ind welivcis

.;ia!ing l(ick development projects. The really significant :-.1es rafeet.

aowever, has been seen in the activities of its two highly capable planners
funded .'de a distri,t planning grant. '4orie of the economic ane sociai

activities planaed by these persons is yet u eperationi hat the resources
they have obtained and the comprehensiv., Reservation-wide deeelopraint pro-
sess tee2, k4ve 'Leioe. to set in motion pro,. 'es
years abeeo. The I, 4 projects are having a poaLtive influenGe on local inira-
structure, on the capabilities of local tribal leadership, on the amonnt of
governments: res Ut,eS epon which the tribe can draw, and on ti eat ;articsption
in the process of economic and social growth.

fs
qc
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onclusions

.as J' ly t S.StcrtIVE. 1.,vo1vecle t o. tte Standing Rock RES^
A :otal )f .)1,332,407 in pIte works ald plar.ning grants and

lott's Ave ee approvtl b rA for t'a itviding
/tat_k 5qt c1y t t first works pro.ect a 9t.000 water end
sewer pro;eci/ and tw..) 4 d ore-:alf years of tie pla-::log gra..t project 'nave

rn..plutud. r..esu .css been no div.er..ole jo and i^tome tnpatt attrihntante
t4 tor-nitted nrc.letts t i4r, dit 044h 4" varlint Area kedevelopment Ad-
.11tntstratio, to cv sr,dnstrtaL plant in al adjacent towr cruated ninor
job uLpact.

iMs coltribwtion to tne economic development potential of the Stand-
ing Rock Reservotioq is begilniag to be substantial, However. Ts.e major con-
trib,stion s far as been in tie area of development leadership, although

tfLt additiors to Cie infrastructore are envisioaed in the montns
a ead from projects already in tne application process. Water and sewer pro-
jects in two towns will save been completed by the middle of 1971, and con-
struction will sooa commence on a major tourist complex expected to yield
current jobs and to enhance tourism development potential. Projects being
apps.ied for incl.:de an imik.strial park, a community building, and a skill
ce-ter.

The EDA prograc has had a marked effectt although as :ndirect one, on

tribal leadership. Stansiing Rock took a significant departure from earlier
traditions when ChsirmAn Dongtas Skye was elected in 1969. Skye's leadership

appears to have created an environment which capable people were brought
into the development process and were encouraged to contribute substantively
to U. Ihe development planning process begun during Skye's administration
by the two young EDA planners has carried beyond his death in late 1970 and
is exciting the interest of both tribal members and governnent officials.
:r.tal leaders are actively seeking to develop their own program and to in-
volve agencies at resource support t.hen needed. Coordinated development plan-
ning, utile not yet a reality, is at least being discussed.

The tr4be has increaaed its access to financial support tnrough the
activities of its EDA planning staff and its leadership. The 0E0 special

impact grant received in late 1970 was partly the result of efforts by that
staff, and t-e opportunities to use tnat capital as leverage on o0er public
and private resources are considerable. The Standing Rock Master Plan en-
visions large amounts of funding support for development from various Federal
agencieo and is likely to help in receiving it. There has aa yet been little
success in attracting private dollars for Indian development, nowever.

Vocatiorel training progress have not been started at Standing Rock,
alt..awg t.e :nited Tribes of Ncrt Dakota. of which Standing Rock is a member

ds a large training complex in nearby Bismarck. Current development plans
include a consideraSle orteatation towards indarrial activity, however, and
Reservatiun leaders are seeking EDA support for a large skill training center

iort Yatea.

as made Lytle contribt.tioq to t e resource knowledge base of the

Reservation thus far. vo useful resouroe or economic base study of
Standing Poch exists, and only incidental t,ouvt appears to have been given

;
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by Indian leaders o t e formulation of development strategy based on the
realities of Reservation resources. An LDA-funded district technical
asItistance center at Nortr: Dakota State rniversity has provided appreciated
and generally professional counseling to Standlng Rock development leaders
in t-eir efforts, but tere is a clear need for better resceirce analysis
and asset management in the formulation of Indian plans.

On the whole, the EDA program haS already proved to be a useful resource
for the Standing Rock Sioux. The tribe is gathering itself for a major de-
velopment effort in the years anead, and it is apparent that EDA will be
called upon for major contributions. But EDA has more than money to offer
to t-is effort. Through the conscientious application and monitoring of
its planning and tec-nical assistance program tools, it can have a decisive
effect on t e quality of tnis development activity.

3n1
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3. Recomaendations

The Standing Rock Sioux are currently, in their own words, "on the move".

The sense of motion conveyed by tribal leaders, if carefully geared to the ex-
perience and aspirations of the several Reservatiut communities, will provide
a fertile environment for Standing Rock develernent In the years ahead. The
current attempt by Reservation planners to instigate a planning process in the
local communities, therefore, is an hnportant step towards sustained area-wide

growth.

But planning is only a relatively necessary, not a sufficient, prereq-
eisite for the:sort of activity which leads to real improvement in living
conditions. If physical an4 development planning is to Lead to non-subsidized
jobs in economic enterprises, the assumptions on which planning Ls based must
be sound and the development strategy realistic. Funding can probably be
obtained from a variety of governmental sources for both social (community
buildings) and economic (industrial parks, tourist complexes) assets, but
these assets have little intrinsic value and must be capable of being used
to generate social or financial returns. To state the development problem
simply in terms of getting assets is to avoid the really important
requirement for getting useable ones. And to say that, °once the air in-
dustrial park is built, there will be no problem getting tenants" is to
turn away from the lessons of recent Indian history.

The recent success of the Standing Rock Reservation in securing capital
support for its development program has conferred upon it an enviable, if
nonetheless limited, degree of flexibility and autonomy in project funding.
The tribal leadership is justly proud of this record and appears to be
dedicated to building a better Standing Rock with Federal funding support.
Rapidly escalating tribal aspiration levels, however, should by now be re-
minding planners that sympathetic governmental agency funding sources are
at best only finite. Aed communities whose development plans have been
approved will have a Mty of expecting consequent support from Fort Yates
just as Fort Yates has expected it from Vashington. If planning is only
defined as preparation of well-drawn applications for popular projects for sub.
mission to government agencies, Standing Rock progress will be limited and its
fate will be dependent on outside resources more than the rising young leader-
ship can easily accept.

The Standing Rock special impact grant is a case in point. If the
grant arouses expectations of countless blessings from a large pool of work-
ing capital without establishing financial ties or earning assets which will
exist after the grant is gone or exhausted, it could represent a net cost
to the Reservation. The opportunity cost, or foregone chance to establish
continuing benefits, would in any case be high. Government programs will
undoubtedly continue to play a crucial role in the Indian experience in years
ahead, but the 0E0 Special Impact program is designed to enable a community
characterized by poverty and powerlessness to more eftectively relate to and
bargain with the larger society and commercial economy. That "larger society"
is here defined as the predominantly white towns along U.S. Highway 12, the
nearby Dakota cities, and all possible sources of private capital and commer-
cial markets. Standing Rock leadership apparently has the skill and ex-
perience necessary to leverage local private resources (bank loans and equity
capital) with its own resources, thus stretching its ova resourceo at !he
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same time as it is developing a position of influence in the Midwest. But
a commitment to the development of an "Indian Path" system consisting of an
integrated network of roads, communities, and economic ties, if it seeks
ultimately to divoice itself from the surrounding environment, is anti-
thetical to the special impact objectives and probably detrimental to the
future of the Standing Rock Sioux.

It is recommended that the Standing Rock leadership consider the
following actions in the formulation of Reservaticn development plans:

I. The need for a sound economic base study which analyzes the
resources and problems characterizing the Reservation and makes
weil-supported recommendations for development strategy and pro-
jects is apparent. Such studies as the one which the Missouri
River Basin Investigation Project performed for Fort Berthold
could serve as a firm foundation for planning and as useful sup-
port for project applications. Existing Reservation planning
documents are of almost no value as a guide to the formulation of
realistic growth strategies; the community involvement soughc
by EDA in the preparation of the development plan is being much better
demonstrated in the current pattern of meetings and discussions
than in the preparation of any document. Early acquisition of a
sound economic base study is highly recommended,

2. More careful scrutiny of feasibility studies by both tribal develop-
ment leaders and the various funding agencies is clearly needed.
The apparent lack of questioning of the assumptions on which studies
are based and the methodology employed in arriving at conclusions
is unsettling in view of the importance of the success (not funding)
of projects to future generations. The preparation of studies by
those who stand to benefit directly from favorable conclusions and
subsequent funding represents a conflict of interest with serious
implications for all parties involved. Such a state of affairs has
undoubtedly come about because all parties to the project---tribe,
consulting fit* funding agency, cont-actor---stand to gain
politically and financially in the short run, but it is morally

indefensible and of questionable legality. If economic development
is to mean anything at all, it must represent the capitalization
of funding dollars into really beneficial assets (people, institu-
tions, enterprises, facilities) rather than a perpetuation of
the deadening welfare syndrome.

3. The physical structures and industrial sites planned for the Res-
ervation will, if funded, be visible symbols of achievement. The
primary Reservation assets, however, continue to be the land and
the water from the Oahe Reservoir. Not only are these the most
significant Standing Rock assets, but land use is apparently an
economic and social activity with which most of the Stoux are
comfortable(despite the fact that only 30'7 are currently2"living
off the land). The planners' development of projects in cattle
ranching and irrigated farming appears sound and may represent a
useful way of involving the tribe in economic grow.!., waila ex-
ploiting resources in which real potential ex.sts.

4. Careful thought needs to be given to what Standing Rock has to

offer to industry. The Reservation has real advantages in
attracting outside industry's Attention to Fort Yates; its

current leadership, an energetic Senator, and a ready source of
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working capital combine to convey an advantage to Standing Rock
over cost other Indtan communities. But these are not the fac-
tors on which plant location decisions are usually based.
Marketing, transportation, labor force, and financing consideration
need to be analyzed for each likely industry and the most suit-
able candidates chosen for an approach focussed on the industry's
needs. The current emphasis on Indian-owned businesses is under-
standable but should not preclude consideration of the very real
advantages which an outside company can offer. The real benefit
to any reservation is the jobs provided by a well-matched business
or industrial plant, considerations of pride or (usually illusory)
profits notwithstanding. Standing Rock is in an enviable position
for receipt of an EDA business loan'used on 4 sound industrial
opportunity, and the very real problems of application ps'ocessing
time should not cause leaders to disregard this opportunity to
Leverage their special impact grant.

5. The development of good projects by the several North Dakota Indian
Reseyvations offers an opportunity for substantive rather than just
formal coordination of activities. The marketing arrangement which
Standing Rock has arrived at wlth Fort Berthold and Fort Totten
is an example of the sort of cooperation which can lead to mutUel
progress and improved tribal relationships. Similar cooperation
on the development of a "tourism thoroughfare" along the Missouri
River reservoirs would seem to be a wise idea as well. The in-
dividual reservation complexes will largely compete with one another
for the meager tourist traffic which currently flows through the
Dakotas in all but the summer months until the individual reservations
and the States ievelop their facilities (in fact and in advertising)
as a system. Stronger cooperation of the various reservations, either
through CTNDDC or on a situational basis, in the matter of Missouri
Basin highway development is a case in point. And the Indians have
a strong case to make because it is in the State's interest as well
to deflect the through traffic to Dakota recreation sites and cash

registers.
6. The case for developing financial, economic and social ties with

markets and resources likely to exist long after various government
programs are gone has already been made. An Indian bank may

be desirable and even feasible, but "tied deposits" of new tribal
finds in hitherto unresponsive banks may be an avenue to improved
avallability of loans in the meantime. Better integration of the
varioas Indian commilnities is important, but more effective
relationships wit surrounding communities which are based on
a greater sense of equality and mutual benefit are also possible.
TLe example of Gooperation fo- mutual benefit between Standing
Rock planners and the town of Solen can not be completely lost
on tae other Reservation towns. The truth of the matter is that
the standing Rmck Sioux are moving and that they are demonstrably
capable of changing their environment. The extent of their pro-
gress will be determined by how capably they use all of the re-
sources available to them. Recent Council resolution 107-71 calling
for "maximum utilization of ail agency resources towards tribal
development" is at once a commendable statement of the need for better
agency cooperation in delivering resources soiled to Reservation
needs and an unfortunate focus on only those resources which are
t"oug t of as being relatively "free". Tribal leaders in fact have
a responsibility for using all development resources to better their
peoples' lot---now and in tF.e distant future---and they have only
begun to define and acquire and use those resources.



B. SETTINC AND BACKCROUND

1. Location

Standing Rock

The Standing Rock Reservation consists of about 850,000 acres
of Government and trust land astride the border between North and South
Dakota. The Oahe Reservoir formed by the damming of the Missouri River
comprises the eastern border of the Reservation. The Reservation is tra-
versed from east to west by the Milwaukee Railroad, with a branch running
north into Worth Dakota through the Reservation, and by u,S. Highway 12;
State Highways 65 (S.D.) - 31 (Y.D.), and 63 (S.D.) - 6 and 24 (N.D.) run
north and aourth through the :eservation. Commercial air transportation is
available at Bismarck about 70 miles north of the Tribal Council headquarters
at rt. Yates.

2. yistory

The Standing Rock Reservation is one of several reservations set
aside for the various bands of the Sioux nation. The Teton division of
the Sioux people, from which the Standing Rock people are descended, changed
from a woodland culture to 8 more nomadic existence as they moved west from
the Great Lakes atm Sporadic fighting with incoming white settlers led
in 1890 to the establishment of the present Standing Rock Reservation. The
total of over 2.3 million acres within those boundaries was diminished con-
siderably by the sale of surplus and unalIotted Lands to homesteaders in
1910 and In 1915. The proceeds from the sale were deposited to the credit
of the Standing Rock Indians in the U.S. Treasury, and in 1934 all undis-
posed lands were restored to tribal ownership.

A ranching and agrarian economy quickly developed on the fee patent
land sold under the provisions of the Homestead Act. The construction of the
Milwaukee Railroad in the early 20th century gave impetus to the development
of several small agricultural marLet towns along the rail line; these towns
even today are the main population centers on the Reservation. The Sioux
continued to carry on much of their traditional culture in the relatively fer-
tile lands along the river bottoms throughout this period.

En 1944 a Flood Control Act authorized the construction of the Oahe
Reservoir as part of the Missouri River Basin Development. Work on the Oahe
dam began in 1948, and for the next ten years the many Standing Rock families
living in river bottom lands were relocated to higher parts of the Reservation.
The tribe received a compensation payment of $12.2 million dollars in Septem-
ber 1958 as reimbursement for the land, rehabilitation, and other claims. The

flooding of many Indian homesites, though undeniably a hardship on Indian
residents, has been a stimulus for the Sioux to develop new and better
communities, and the economic development process is currently well under

way on the Reservation.

The population living within the Reservation borderslm around 11000
at the present tine, of which slightly over 4,700 are members of the Standing

Rock Tribe. The crea has suffered a general population decline as farms have
grown in site and decreased in number and as job opportunities in urban areas
grew relatively more attractive. Indian outmigration has been less than that
of non-Indians, however, and the high Indian birth rate has helped that pop-

ulation to increase from the number of 3,330 Indians living ln the Standing
Rock Reservation in 1960. Recent development has emphasized the strengthening
of the seven predominantly Indian communities on the Reservation into more
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attractive living environments, with special emphasis being placed on the

tribal headquarters and the Reservation "growth center" of Fort Yates, North
Dakota.

3. Resources and Economy

The natural resources of the Standing Rock Reservation consist of
vast tracts of grazing land, a plentiful water supply in the Oahe Reservoir,
and considerable lignite deposit.: of undetermined value. Other assets upon
which the Reservation is drawing in the development process include attractive
recreation sites in close proximity to a relatively important cross-country
highway.

The land is the focus of current economic activity at Standing Rock,
as it is throughout the State of South Dakota. Livestock ranching is the
primary economic activity on the Reservation. Over 90 percent of the total trim::
land area'of about 850,000 acres is classified as open grazing land. and an
additional 5percent of this area is classified as dry farmlind devoted to grain
crops.

Agriculture generated $3.6 million on the Si...=4.$na Rock Reservation
in 1966, of which $f.05 million was generated on Indian-farmed land. The
Indian users of the land concentrate more heavily on cattle raising than do the
non-indian lessees of trust land. Only about 12 percent of the total value of
production on the approximately 300,000 acres of land currently (armed by
Standing Rock Indians was derived from grain production, wherevs over 20 per-
cent of the value of production on land leased by non-Indians comes fram this
crop. Even more indicative of the specialization is the fact that 70 of the
BO Indian families engaged in full-time agriculture (1966) were cattle ranch-
ers, whereas only half of the non-Indian users of trust land were so engaged.

The establishment of a tribally-owned feedlot and irrigation farm

in 1968 was an important step in the development of their agricultural re-
sources by the Standing Rock Sioux. Intensive production of cattle feed,
corn, and potatoes is increasing on 850 acres of tribal land adjacent to
the Oahe Reservation.

The other natural resources of the area have not been exploited
thus ' The Crand Island Peninsula Tourist "omplex is soon to be con-
structed in the southeastern corner of the Reservation, however, and it is
expected to enhance the appeal of the many Missouri River historical sites
and the Reservation Indian culture to tourists.

Non-agricultural aLtivtty on the Reservation serves the agricultural
economy. Reservation towns contained 91 businesses with a total of 402 em-
ployees subject to the Social Security Act In 1966, and over half these
businesses were in the retail trade. Businesses on the Reservation have been
predominantly located in the towns of McLaughlin (1000) and McIntosh(600),
two of the predominantly non-Indian towns located along the Milwaukee Rail-
road and U.S. Mighway 12 axis through the South Dakota part of the Reservation.
Fort Yates has recently grown to be the largest town nn the Standing Rock
Reservation, however, and is vigorously promoting business and industrial
development. Bismarck (35,000) to the north and Mobridge (4,500) to the
southeast continue to receive the major portion of the Reservation shopping
and entertainment do: tr;the major part of the $2.5 million governmental
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payroll at Standing Rock ts estimated to be spent off the Reservation.

Endian employment on the Reservation is basically agricultural and
is therefore subject to the seasonal production cycle. Unemployment in the
Labor force is usually over 50 percent, however, and the figure has remained high
*cause of a continual drain of some of the more employable persons fi..m
the Reservation. The labor force is currently estimated to contain over
1,200 workers. A small number of tribal members are currently employed

in commercial businesses. and'severat are employed in the Five Star rheese
Company at Selfridge and at Plastic Molders Incorporated in nearby Mobtidge,
both of which were established under an earlier Tribal Industrial Development
Program. A ttsztile plant established in McLaughlin with the help of $250,000
of tribal film.; has ceased operetion, and a large tribally-owned industrial
building is now available for commercial use. Considerable business and
industrial development oriented toward Indicn employment and income is
currently being planned by Standing Rock industries, a tribal corporation
funded by a 1970 0E0 special impact grant. The Community Action Program con-
tinues to be the Reservation's largest single employer, with 141 employees
engaged in various community development activities in March 1971.

indian family income figures are indicative of the economic sit-
uation which exists at Standing Rock. Recent figures are not available, but
1964 data shows over 78 percent of all families earning less than $3,000 per
year and only 9 percent tartang more than $5,000; tribal leaders indicate jto
substantial changes in these figures.

4. Tribal Government

The Standing Rock Reservation is governed, in name and increasingly
in fact, by a 15-member Tribal Council popularly elected from the seven
districts which comprise the Reservation. The Council operates under guide-
lines set out by a constitution approved in 1959. Programs and projects are
carried out with thehelp of a variety of committees and task forces who report
to the 1.:bat Council for overall supervision and coordination. Tribal head-

quarters are Located in a large and attractive building at Fort Yates which
has permitted the effettive centralization of tribal administration.

Tribal government at Standing Rock is characterized by a growing
belief that Indians can in fact affect their future according to their in-
dividual and community desires. The development of well-drafted proposals
linked by a fairly consistent statement of priorities was largely responsible
for receipt of over $8 million in development progrtm funds from Federal
agencies in a nine.month period soon after former Chairman Douglas Skye took
office in 1969. This tangible evidence of the capability of tribal leader-
ship has given it a new mood of confidence which is beginning to spread
throughout both the Indian and non-Indian communities on the Reservation.
Planning and development work is beginning to increase in the seven Indian

communities (all but one of which contain under 500 people) under central
tribal leadership as district leaders saex to obtain some of the increasingly
apparent development benefits. And non-indian towns are increasingly dis-
cussing Reservation-wide growth with tribal leaders as welt; the town of
SOlen recently received a sizeable public works grant from EDA as a result
of such cooperation.

The Standing Rock'Reservation is one of the four members of the
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United Tribes of North Dakota Dev.topment CorporatiOn. Two tribal leaders
wdll be on its Board of Directors under the new UTNDDC by-laws, and two
development specialist,: officially employed by the corporation's planning

office are Standtng Rock planners (the additional planner because of the
two States in which the Reservation is located.) These two planners are
funded under an ED& district planning grant and are hmportant movers in the
Standing Rock development program.

5. Community Development

The Standing Rock Tribe is currently embarking on an extensive
program of community development in the predominantly lodian towns of their
Reservation. The long-term effort, characterised by tribal planners as the
development of An "Indian Path" system, is designed to link these Indian
communities wit.: better transportation routes and to strengthen their com-
munity services and economic base.

Some construction of community facilities has of course already
taken place. /n the years since 1962, such important facilities as a Public
Health Service hospital, a water treatment and sewage facility, a tribal
and council office, and a high school aod grade school have been built at
fort Yates. Community buildings at Cannonball, Porcupine, Bullhead, and
Little Eagle have also been built. During this time, 220 unite of public
housing.were built, 100 of them by the eight year old Standing Rock Housing
Authority.

The Public Health Service program at Standing Rock consists of
health care (one modern 32-bed hospital, one out-patient health center,
and three part-time field clinics), heltlth education, and construction of
sanitation facilities throughout the Reservation...PHS is currently working
with the Standing Rock Housing Authori'ty in the construction of water and

sewage facilities for newly built homes in the several Indian communities.
PHS employs 74 persons, of whom about twc-thirde ar Standing Rock Sioux.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs is concentrating ite road construction
activities on linking communities on the Indian Path with the major traffic
arteries. BIA equipment is used by 25 Indian men in the construction and
Improvement work.

Host community services are coordinated by the 0E0 Comaunity ACtion
Program. CAP administers OSO-funded acttvities in the neighborhood centers,
the Career Opportunity program, the Home improvement program,
the Emergency rood program, and the pilot program in alcoholism, as well as
NEW's popular Head Start program, a iaborfunded Public Service Career program:1
and the PHSfunded Community Health Representative program. The Neighborhood
Youth Corps employs young people, both in and out of school, in a variety
of training and service capacities; over 300 youths have been employed in the
NYC program. Standing Rock CAP was one of four reservation CAPs racentty
selected by 0E0 for a Management improvement Program.

Reservation education responsibility is shared between the Bureau of
Indian Affairs and six public school districts. BIA operates three elementary
schools and the 220 tudeot Fort Yates High School. Public schools, including
fiv high schools, provide instruction at other Rservation communities. There
is :deo a Catholic elementary school at Port Yates. A Itibel Education

Committee increasingly acts as a clearing house on Indian education matters.
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This Committee and the DIA Branch of Education jointly fund Indian
college students through a loan-grant program and work with such education
programs as the T4acher corps, Career Opportunities program, and Head Start.
Important additions to the Standing Rock educational facilities will be the
proposed Skill Center and center for Indian Vocational Education at Port Yates.

The Reservation housing program is one of the most visible activities
at Standing Rock. One hundred units of public housing were built in the early
1960's and 120 units are currently being added. Some of the latter are being
built under the FHA homeownership program. Completion of these units will
increase-the number of Indian occupants of new housing to over 1000. Some
older homes are also being repaired under 0E0's Home Improvement Program.

Teo other important new housing efforts are in the planning or con-
struction process. Federal Housing Administration support has permitted
conetruction of the 100-unit Douglas Skye Memorial retirement community

complex to besin at a Fort Yates aite. The attractive and uniquely designed
structure is expected to fill a need for old age and nursing facilities at
Standing Rock when it is finished in the fall of 1971. Another addition
to the Reservation sconmey will be a prefabricated housing production facility
for which Reservation leaders are currently seeking funding approval from
0E0. The business is to be owned and operated by Standing Rock Industries,
an 0E0 special impact grantee with its own Board-of Directors and staff.
The facility is to produce construction materials for an_exteneive Indian
housing development program on three North Dakota Reservetions and for housing
needs in towns near the Standing Rock Reservation.

6. Standins Rock Planning

The amber of development activities currently taking place among
the Standing Rock Sioux can easily obscure a more important fact: that the
large majority of them-are mating place as the result of coordinated planning
by Indian leaders from a Reservation rather than Federal agency perspective.
Formal planning doemeents bave been prepared and agency activity occasionally
coordinated for several years, but only in the lest twuyviers have priorities
been decided and development plans articulated es an effective guide to action.
Planning gains its value in results, and visible achievements are beginning
to gain adharants for the Standing Rock planning process.in away that.the
so-called planning documents of earlier days never could.

The current Standing Rock development program began in October of 1969
with the election Of Douglas Skye, a tribal member who had retired from DIA
employment months earlier. Teo young tribal members with training in planning
hod been employed es EDA-funded planners just prior to this time, and the
largely new tribal administration elected in October 1969 provided an en-
vironment in which Rob:McLaughlin and Dave Gip'', the two planners, might test
new approaches. In addition to this fortuitous combination of circumstances,
tribal leaders sensed a growing awareness on.the part of federal agencies that
Indian Reservation planning documents of the earlier type were not materially
contributing to development except as &meal prerequisites for agency funding
consideration.
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Thc objectives of the firdt planning cycle (Phase I: October 1969--
December 1970) were calculated to establish credibility for the planning pro-
cess among the Standing Rock people. The plan was to be kept simple and visible,
and emphasis was to be placed on using this evidence uf effective coordination for
receiving "Federal agency support for Standing Rock progrems"---in other words,
credibility was to be achieved through the receipt of funding for planned projects.

The results of this Phase I effort, which included'the preparation of
what is popularly called the "Mastcr Plan" and proposals for the projects spec-
ified in it, were largely successful in terms of the stated objectives. Over

$8 million in program funding was actually approved during the Plan's first nine
months, including such important and unusual resources as an 0E0 special im-
pact grant of $1.1 million. Funding was received for projects in each of the
physical, economic, and social "development sectors". Construction of facil-
ities and hiring of staff for these projects has clearly focussed attention
on the planning process snd its implementers st Fort Yates. The tragic death,
to late 1970, of the primary catalyst for the successful effort, Chairman Skye,
does not seem to have seriously slowed the momentum of the movement; current
Chairman Melvin White Eigle was easily elected from among the previous tribai
administration members as an affirmation of administration policy.

Planning in Phase I (1970) was largely the work of a small cadre of
tribal leaders. Increasing efforts are being made in the considerably more
difficult area of Reservation community-wide planning. An important seep in

direction was the evaluation of the Phase I Master Plan st community meet-
ings, and then at Tribal Council meetings, throughout the fourth quarter of
1970. The involvement of Standing Rock citizens in these proceedings was ren-
dered considerably easier by the well-publiclzed early successes of the program.
These meetings provided much of the impetus for the formation of District Plan-
ning Councils and for their work, with the help of several VISTA volunteers,
in developing physical planning docupents nd overall community development
plans. Planning_if.sfill-i nev concept and a largely primitive practice st
the local community level, but the larger Indian communities want to replicate
some of the apparent progress at Fort Yates and are participating in the work
of the Phase II "Developmental Plan". The spreading of some of the benefits

of the planning process among a wider portion of the Reservation population is
expected by Tribal leaders to alley some of the suspicion and jealousy which
results to date have tnevitably generated.

The Standing Rock Reservation is now in the early stages of a major
development program as the result of its initial governing, planning, and fund-
raising successes. The early phases of the program are expected to create major
additions to the physical plant at the Reservation, especially in those lands
and communities which make up the Indian Path. Actual changes in the economy
and in the living conditions of the Sioux people are expected to take somewhat
longer, It remains to be seen whether the planned development activities will
make significant changes in these social and economic conditions at Standing Rock
in the years ahead.
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C. PROJECT ANALYSES

The following EDA projects have been funded on the Standing Rock
Reservation:

1.

TY:pe and Nature of Project Pro ect No. Date LERLUM

LoanPUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS

06-1-00774

06-2-00776
06-1-00775

06-1-00780
06-1-00781

Grant
a. Fort Yates Water, Sewers
b: Recreation Complex

1. Sewage Treatment Plant
2. Recreation Complex

c. Solen Water, Sewer System
1. Water, Waste Treatment
2. Sewage Lagoon and Pump

1969 $ 96,000

1970 35,700
1970 975,200

1970 139,200
1970 24,700

$ 14,300
243,800

,

TOTAL APPROVED $1.170.800 $258 100

2. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECT
a. North Dakota State Univ.

Center for Economic Development 06-6-09245 1969-71

3. PLANNING GRANT
a. UTUDDC District Grant 06-5-11014 1969 $ 22,140*

06-5-11014-01 1970 26,757*
06-5-11014-02 1971 12,710*

TOTAL APPROVED 11,131.d_a:0 1258.100,

* The grants were made for the benefit of all four North Dakota Indian Res-
ervations. The listed amounts ate the pro-rated shares applicable to Stand-

. ing Rdek. As pointed out in the project descriptions, however, the four
Reservations have not in fact derived equal benefit Iron the grants.

In addition to these approved projects, several public works projects
applications had been submitted to the Chicago Regional Office in the weeks
immediately prior to the site visit. The projects, and the preliminary amount
of funding requested for each, are as follows:

Air Industrial Park $328,000
Air Industrial Park Sewage System 72,000

Fart Yates Skill Centel.* 510,000
Fort Yates Community Building* 105,000

*(approved in Juno 1971)

Detailed project-by-project descriptions and analyses follow:

1. PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS

a. Fort Yates Water and Sewer System. ProJect No. 06.1-00774. 1969

The first Public Works project approved for the Standing Rock Res-
ervation provided for the extension of modern water and sewer facilitideinto
the predominantly Indian inhabited southern portion of Fort Yates; Exist-
ing-public water.and sewage system facilities in the nort.hern part of the
town, an unincorporated area containinrmost-of the government buildings,

--were connected with the residential and commercial center of Fort Yates by

31,1.
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project-funded water transmission lines, fire hydrants, laterals, and
sewage collection lines. EDA paid for 80 percent of the $120,000 pro-
jemyith a $60,000 basic grant and a 30 percent supplemental grant of
$36,000.,::, The Farmer's Home Administration loaned the town the money
necessary to support its share of the project cost.

Living conditions in the older incorporated portion of Fort Yates,
south of its main street, had deteriorated considerably as a result of the
crowding due to the filling of Oahe reservoir. The construction of new
apartment houses in the area and the needs of the few Stores on the main
commereial street induced the tribe to seek funding for the water and
sewer improvements from EDA in 1968. An application was submitted in
January 1969, and EDA approved the project in July 1969. The project work
was completed in the fall of 1969.

The service impact of the project has beeh moderately high. Improved
utilities service has enhanced living conditions in the populous southern
part of town, according to several observers. Water and sewer service was
extended to over 50 structures by the project. Fire protection has been im-
proved as well, although interviewed retailers indicated little actual change
in insurance rates. Job impact projected at 18-1/2 jobs by EDA project re-
viewers has been nil, on the other hand.. The project may have rendered the
area "more ttractive for industry", as claimed in the application, but not
attractive enough to induce location (and 7-1/2 expected jobs) in south Fort
Yates, The 11 jobs to be developed in existing retail and service establish-
ments by ..he project have not materialised either. The three actual increases
ln employment at these stores since the completion of the project have occur-
red As a result of increased revenues and service demands associated with in-
creased volume of business---primarily from residents of the more rapidly grow
Lug northern part of the town.

b. Grand Island Peninsula Tourist Complex.
1) Sewage Treatment, Project No. 06-2-00776, 1976'-
2) Tourist/Recreation Complex, Project No. 06-1-00775, 1970

The Grand Island Peninsula Tourist Complex represents the first usjor
Reservation effort to capitalize on its historical, scenic and recreational
assets and its position astride a relatively important traffic artery. The
approved plans call for an attractive multi-purpose facilities complex con-
sisting of a museum, marina, Teepee Village, and amphitheater focussed by

a 46:unit motel with restaurant and convention facilities. The project hes
been discussed for Several years as an interesting business opportunity; on
application for funding was submitted in February 1969 and approved by EbA

in March of 19704 PUblic Works has allocated a total of $1,010,900 of.gract

funds and $258,100 in loans bearing 5-3/4 percent interest to the project.
Construction of the sewage treatment facility, funded by a Federal Water
Pollution Control Administration (FWPCA) grant of $21,400 and by supple-
mental EDA funds ($35,700 grant, $14,300 loan), is to begin in July 19714
The tourist complex itself is funded by an BO percent EDA pOblic works grant
of $975,200 end a loan of $243,800 and is to be constructed during the

summer and fall of 19714
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The Crand'Tslahd-project is expected to be a major provider of em-
ployment opportunities for the Standing Rock people in adjacent communities.
About 80 jobs are expected to be enmediately provided by the motel, marina,
museum, and teepee village components, with up to 100 additional jobs ex-
pected by some observers after the complex has established a favorable op-
erating situatien. An initial liasibility study by Harrison Pegg and As-
sociates concluded that Grand Inland would be a "profitable operation". A
subsequent study by Harbridge House, 0E0-funded consultants to special im-
pact grantees, suggests that the compiex can operate on retained earnings
but will not be very profitable.at projected employment levels.

Grand Island Peninsula Tourist Complex is to be operated by Stand-
ing Rock Industries (SRI), the autonomous non-profit corporation designated
as the grantee of the 0E0 special bmpact grant. SRI, under the direction of
a capable Indian accountant with graduate training in business, is responsible
for selecting the management of the operation, assisting the Tribal Council

and management in selecting and training a statt, and supervising the pre-
paration of a business plan of operations. The current search for a lessee or
management group under contract is receiving considerable attention due to the
special condition to the public works funding which atipulates that a project
manager must be provided by SRI prior to advertising for construction bids.

The chosen location appears to be a desirable one for a tourist eenter
based on Indian culture, water sports, and tbe uarket in a nearby urban
center. The site is on the Reservation itself (with some non-structural parts
of the complex such as the golf course to be de.tloped on adjacent Army Corps
of Engineers land) but is easily visible from U.S. Highway 12 at the point at
which traffic reaches the western edge of the bridge leading to Nobridge, South
Dakota. The site is almost 751. surrounded bywater and appears well suited
for regattas or fishing activiey. The uotel is expected to capture not
cnly a portion of the spring, summer, and fall tourist traffic by the site, but
also a sizeable share of the dining and recreation market in Mobridge (4500
people) just across the bridge. There is considerable interest expressed
by the Mobridge people in the apparent quality orientation of the Grog Island
complex, and a combination of good service and competitive prices at the
reateurant, bar, and motel is likely to attract a continual base of revenue

from the nearby city.

The importance of "capable" or "qualified" management is obvious. The
complex nes been designed attractively but grandly. Debt service of almost
$1500 per month is projected even before construction. The figure of 80 jobs
for Indiana has been used so often that it say prave difficult to keep the
staff lean enough to pay its way. A staff of 80 at an average $2.00 per hour
would require close to $30,000 per month including benefits. Working capital
is to be provided by SRI out of special impact funds, but Other claims on
those "free dollars" will make it imperative that the complex pay its way
at AR early date if it is hOt to become a continuing drain on tribal liquid

assets. The need to achieve the 70 percent long occupancy rate projected
by Fagg will require 'not only ardent wooing of Mobridge and other South
Dakota cities but a through campaign of advertising on a State or regional

basis. Westbound summer tourists fur instance, will have to pass by several

motels LA oity and take apparent leave of civilization before they reach
Grand Island, and only the pre-sold defter is likely to run the gauntlet.
Careful pricing of Grand Island food, lodging, and services will be reqeired
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in order that the facility remain competitive. The nearly $30 per day
which Fagg expects each of the occupied units (70 percent of 46) to generate
is well above the prevailing levels in the rural Midwest.

The Grand Island Tourist Complex will be an attractive addition
to the facilities on the Standing Rock Reservation and will undoubtedly play
an important role in opening-up the recreational potential and historical
significance of the Sioux lands. Early planning appears to have been
carried out in a haze of unreality, however, and it remains to be seen
whether-the complex will be_instrumental in significantly improving the living
conditions of those whom it was designed to serve.

c. Solen Water and_Sewer System,
1. Water System and Waste Collection and Treatment System, Pioject No.

06-1-00780, 1970.
2. Sewage Lagoon and Pumping Station, Project No. 06-1-00781, 1970.

One of the most deeply appreciated gDA projects on any Indian Res-
ervation is the water and sewage system currently being constructed at Soleil,
a small 70-home community on the northern edge of the Reservation. In
the face of a serious question of town survival, Solen and Reservation leaders
have banded together to apply to EDA for the utilities which the town and
its main "industry", the school, so badly need. The approval of the project
by EDA has provided $163,900 of grant funds for the construction of a com-
prehensive utilities system including a 50,000 gallon water tank, water
distribution lines, sewer collection lines and pumps, and a waste treatment
facility. A total of $44,680 in Farmer's Home Administration loans make
up the balance of project funding. The project was approved by EDA in

April 1970. Subsequent negotiations with other agencies have postponed con-
struction until April 1971. The Minot contractor expects to complete the
project by July 1971

The Solon utilities project is expected by all contacted observers to
have a major impact on the small community. Project reviewers expect 19
jobs to be created or saved as a direct result of the water and sewer con-
struction. Of perhaps greater significance, however, is the additional
devel -lent activity which observers eXpect the project to enable. The
Depot -1 of Health, Educationy and Welfare is planning to provide major
fundin,, for a new school building when the town receives water and sewer
facilities. Small Business Administration funding allegedly available only
on heavily &enured terms now will be made more available upon project nom-
pletiou, according to town leaders. SSA funding will be used to start
the town's first cafe, expand an existing garage, and renovate the grain
elevators, as well 44 tO provide financing for other-new business opportu-
nities as they arise. Tbe service impect of the project will certainly
be high as well. The outlawing of septic tanks and private sewer systems
by city ordinance upon profect completion will upgrade community sanitary
standards. Ihe 209 persons living in Solen and the 270 children attending
its school from a 350 square mile area will be able to drink pure witer from
new wells, many of them for the first time;
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The agricultural market town was hard hit by the closing of the rail-
road several years ago and has been fighting for its life. The establishment

of a school district encompassing the larger Indian town of Cannonball several
miles away and.the construction through the town of a paved road leading from
a major north-south highway to the Oahe Reservoir have given Solen a new lease

on life, however. The citizens have exhibited_considerable.initiative nd cour-
age in the drive to develop; they have already taxed and bonded themselves
heavily to pay for their new school, and revenue bonds are being sold to cover
the Farmer's Home Administration utilities project loan. The Solen School's
four buildings will generate much of the needed system revenue in water usage
payments, however, and the loan appears well secured.

Solen has gained a fine reputation among Indians for its efforts to
integrate the 35% of its population which is Indian into itz economic and
social life. The school administration has actively sought Indian students
from its large area of responsibility (not entirely due to charitable motives,
of course) and has hired a competent staff of teachers for its modern facilities.
Standing Rock4is interested in supporting Solen's development plans in the
fuvire, and the utilities project is expected by most observers to play a
catalytic role in che development of the town in the veers ahead.

2. TECHN/CAL ASSISTANCE PROJECT

a. North Dakota State University Center for Economic Development. Project
No. 06-6-09245, 1969-1971.

The NDSU Center for Economic Development is en effort to provide con-
tinuing support to the development programs of each of the 'few Indian res-
ervations and six EDA-designited counties in the State of North Dakota. The
Center is funded by the EDA Office of Technical Assistance under a great
which is designed to pay edministrative, travel, and salary costs for a staff
of four and for part-time University consultants. The Center has concen-
trated on acting as a catalyst in the development of apparently feasible pro-
jects in the broadly defined field of community development. It is attumpting
to help assistance recipients to do their OUR development planning and
implementation rather than to do it for them. The Center's twin objectives

are to stabilize the rural community service systems and to further develop
the agri-business sector in the target areas.

The Center has played'a rather active v3le on the Standing Rock Res-

ervation since 1969. It jointly sponsors a seven-volunteer V/STA program with

the Standing Rock Tribal Council. Center specialists have reviewed the
feasibility, formally or informally, of projects in Oahe commercial fish
production, cooperative cattle production, housing productio% irrigation
farms, and retail businesses. Detailed feasibility studio)* have been per-

formed on two cattle coops. Center specialists have also worked with Stand-
ing Rock plenners on community development projects such as the Center for

Todian Education. Efforts by the CED staff have been instrumental in secur-
ing funds from SBA, Farmers Home Administration, and 0E0 for Standing Rock
projects.
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The impact of the Center's activities is bard to assess becauswthera
is often little direct relationship between the Center and a project. The

Center and its director, Dr. Robert Sullivan, are used as ready resources
by Standing Rock leaders end as contacts for.securiag quality counseling in
agricultural projects, but many of the discussions do not lead to definable
projects or activities. A major Center goal is to develop credibility with
leaders of Standing Rock end the three other target Reservations, and the
Center has chosen to accomplish this by providing useful counsel in the de-
sign end development of those Reservation projects of interest to the Tribal
Councils and planners. jimpact will be attributable when projects planned with

CED assistance get underway. A.major benefit already realized, however, has
resulted from the herd thinking encouraged by the Center's competent outside

reviev function. Several projects which wore not worth the time of the

tribe wars abandoned and the tribal leaders were able to concentrate on
other projects having potentially greater impact.

The operations of a technical assistance group which exists to pro-
vide continuing counseling to Indienreserystions are fraught with diffi-'
culties.- The need to work with tribal leadership, primarily on projects
designattd by such leadership, requires a feeling of mutual trust and respect

to exist between the two groups. And the group must perform on projects to

justify its existence. But the work of a technical assistance group is of

little long-term value unless it is grounded in sound thinking about the
development refturces.and potential of the specific reservation. Thi.work

is particularly:difficult if it is not done within the context of thorough
jeasibility reviev by the various funding agencies, for then the technical
assistance group runs the denser of being perceived as an Impediment to
fundingwhich becomes the operational objective-, »-rather than ea an mid
in preparing sound sad well justified funding applications for projects
really capable of improving living conditions. The Center for Econceic
Development appears to be operating in this difficultealieu rather well,

given particularly capable leadership at Standing.Rock, a perspective
focused on.Reservation needs, and a rather capable (particularly in agri-
cultural projects) staff with a growing record of service.

3. PLANNING GRANT

a. United Tribes of North Dakota Development Corporation District Planning
Grant, Project No. 06-5-11014. 1968-1971

Each of the planners at the four Indian reservations in North
Dakota (two at Standing Rock) is an "Economic Development Specialist"
member of the staff of the UTNDDC. The corporation, chartered in 1960,
La a formal attempt to coordinate the activities of the component Indian
Reservations, to represent the "United Tribes" in formal dealings with non -
Indian resource and interest groups, end- -increasingly---to take over
end menage those activities for eat benefit of North Dakota Indians in
which a single central agency has an apparent advantage over individual
reservations. The formal structure of the UTUDDC consists of a Board of
Directors composed of the four Tribal Chairmen (soon to be expanded to
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eight Reservation representatives) and a salaried Director who together
preside over the activities of the three staffs: the Planning
Office, the UTND Training Center, and the Johnson-O'Mnlley (Education Funds)
Office. Thn organization has its offices in Bismarck.

The history of the UTNDDC thus far has been shaped by the higher
priority placed by its members on individual reservation needs than on
coordinated 8tate-wide programs. In those activities in which these two
foci appear to merge, the corporation has played a role. But the planning
staff in particular has effected a retreachment to individual reservations)
and rho relations.ip between the UTNDDC headquarters (which
has recently consisted of an office and an administrative assistant) and
the planners, aside from reports and paycheces, has been on a situationai
basis. The UTNDDC may now be embarking on a new phase of its development.
A new director has just been selected by the members, and the Board is to
be increased to eight so as to enhance the chances of &quorum at meetings.
The Board is interested in expanding the corporation's program by adding
a programs rffice, taking over the operation of its own training center in
July, (currently operated under contract by Bendix Field Engineering Cor-
poration), and more actively coordinating inter-Reservationeconomic enter-
prlses. The United Tribes concept will continue to be little more than a
paper organization, however, until it is perceived by the often jealously
autonomous reservations as filling a real need.

The current Standing Rock Representatives to the UTNDDC include tribal
Chairman Melvin White,Eagle and development specialists, Bob MeLaughlic

and Dave Cipp. When_the Board of Directors is increased, Tribal Vice-Chair-
man Duane Claymore-will probably participate on the Board. Standing Rock
alone of the four North Dakota reservations has rwo planners or development
specialists because it lies in two States.

The two Standing Rock representatives to the UTNDDC regami themselves
as standing Rock planners and regard the Reservation as the fUcuilA their
impact. There is little question in the mind of the evaluator that the sal-
aries of these rwm individuals is generating the most impact per dollar ot
all the UTNDDC activities, yet their effort is studiously directed *way
from that organization. A primary reason for the chosen direction is that
it is demonstrably easier to create measurable effects directly in a favor-
able local sftting than it is to create them indirectly in a foreign en-

vironment which, in North Dakota, is even more highly politicized then are
the individual reservations. And in the absence of any real control by

the Executive Director of UTNDDC in Bismarck over people essentially
selected by and responsive to local Tribal Councils, North Dakota Indian
Reservation plannersmespecielly those such as the Standing Rock and
Fort Berthold planners. who are actually doing something--»will continue
to participate in United Tribes activities only on e ituational basis.

The major achievements to date of Bob McLaughlin and Dave Oipp
are summarized in an earlier section. Jobs and income impact are yet
to be created, since the planners sr* concentrating mote on a complete
development program than on discreet projects. A rough division of
responsibility has been made between McLaughlin, concentrating on
physical and economic development, and Oipp who is oriented more to-
wards social and educational development.
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A. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Background Summary

The Zuni Reservation is situated in the westernmost part of New
Mexico, 40 miles south of Gallup. Its mimbers havelong been recognized
as outstanding craftsmen. More recently, the tribe has gained national
attention because of its selection by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (1/A)
to prepare its own development plan and to undertake to govern ..
its own affairs without BIA supervision. However, the Reservation lacks
exploitable natural resources, contains but a single industrial plant,
and is relatively isolated from economic growth areas. Consequently,
unemployment and underemployment rates total over 60 percent.

Since 1967, EDA has approved 10 projects on the Reservation. Five
of these focused on a 20-acre industrial park with air facilities; one
project financed a training center now serving in addition as Tribal
Headquarters; two projects for the provision of business loans to a firm
were cancelled-when the firm decided against locating on the Reservation;
one purcbase-order project allowed a feasibility study to be conducted,
although the opportunity in question was abandoned subsequently; and a
planning grant is currently funding two professionals.

Only mdnor income impact from these projects has occurred thus
far. However, tbe projects have had and will continue to have important
bearing on the economic development potential of the Reservation. The

EDA projects have had positive influence on the local infrastructure, on
capabilities and attitudes of the tribal leadership, on the financial
position of the tribe, on skill levels of tribal members, and on tribal
awareness of its resource limitations and economic expectations.

2. Conclusions

-Diatbkintibg the-tWO-eatitellb-d-btilAtat-lban-projettsia total of
$821,221 in grants and 469,000 in public works loans have been authorized
by WA to date on the Reservation. The total job and income impact attri-
butable to these projects thus far amounts to about 470,000, all of which
is credited to a single public works project (training center).

EDAis contribution to the economic development potential of the
Zuni Pueblo has hoOever been substantial. The major contribution has un-
doubtedly been to the local infrastructure. EDA projects have permitted
the development of a 20danre industrial park with an air field and a
structure designed as a training center, but in addition serving as the
trpal governmentlhesdquarters. /here are no other comparable facilities
on the Reservation for plant location or for the conduct of training and

tribal'business.

The tribal leadership has remained relatively constant since 1965
under the direction of the Tribal Governor, Robert E. Lewis. The leaders
admdt to being more encouraged about their future because of the EDA
grants they have received. The industrial park is the focal point for
virtually all economic development planning activities, other than tourism.

p 5k0 ikok
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The training center houses all local government activity, including ec-
onomic development, and includes the office of the Governor and meeting
rooms for discussions among the tribal leaders. The tribe has found EDA
representatives easy to work with and has sought their advice on many
important economic development issues.

The tribe claims to have been able to secure teens and grants from
commercial banks and other federal agencies with increasing ease since the
involvement of EDA. They identify a new branch bank as 4n indicator of this
trend. They particularly point witb pride to their Zuni Plan which
programa e5-year flow of Federal and State funds involving 14 Federal
agencies.

The EDA-funded training center is serving a major role in improving
the skill levels of many tribal members. Some 25 Zunis are receiving
on-the-jA management training at-varying levels (from accounting to
maintenance) at the site. Over 100 additional Zunis bave participated in
some training or educational classes in the center. PUture training ,

'projects will almost certainly be held in the center, particularly since
alternative space is scarce ort the Reservation.

Finally, the EDA projects have focused at the core of the economic .
development potebtial of the Reservation, and have caused the tribe to
realistically assess its future potential and tesources. Experience and
insights gained in the course of project developmeit ire now being trans-
lated into new strategies for the 1970s.

Thul, EDA made major contributions to the Zuni Pueblo which,
although having generated only modest income and job impact to date,
should have considerable impact on the long-term economic viability of the
community. EDA has funded the development of a full-service industrial park
which should prove to be the focal point.of all future industrial development

on the Reservation. The EDA-funded training center hai already become the
focal point of all tribal government and planning activities. Should the
-proposed commercial center-be funded, EDA wilt have contributed-a-third
focal point on the Reservation, in this case for shopping and commercial
trade.*

While it is therefore apparent that the Reservation is making good
use of public works grants and loans, the Zuni Pueblo has been unable to
use the other program toots to equivalent advantage. A tedent history of
unusually productive Reservation planning efforts, culminating in the so-called
"Zuni Plan", was accomplished without EDA assistance. The current planning
grant will enable the salaries and expenses of two professionals to be
paid for one year, but it is clear from discussions on the Reservation that
these positions would have been funded in any event. The business Ioan
projects on the Reservation were cancelled as a result of a corporate deci-
sion relating to the product to be ptoduced by,the Zunis, hut no concrete
action was taken by EDA to attempt to salvage the project or to offer an

alternative one. The techni,a1 assistance project tesulted in a useless,
poorly executed report containing no conclusions or recommendations; and
cost the tribe $5,500 because of improper guidance. EDA should have been
monitoring the project and saved the tribe this unnecessary expenditure of
tribal funds, as well as demanding a quality product from the consulting
firm, which EDA had selected without tribal involvement.

*This latter project was approved by EDA during the final repott preparation.
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The relationship between EDA representatives and tribal officials
and representatives has been excellent. The Zuni Pueblo feels that-the
Agency nakes mdre effort than most other agencies to come out to the
Reservation and meet with tribal members, and that EDA representatives are
generally easy for the tribe to talk with. The tribe has a common complaint
that-projects seem to take too long to fund and require an enormous
amount of paperwork to prepare. They felt there was too much duplication
from project to project which could likely be eliminated or greatly
reduced.

3. Recommendations

The inability.of the Zuni Pueblo to attract viable industry to
the Reservation to date is perhaps the najor area on which increased
attention needs to be focused. Despite major achievements in overall
planning, the tribe bats not developed comparable programs to identify and
attract sound economic opportunities. Those prospects which do come to
the Reservation are seldom ideally suited to the tribe and clearly are
not the best opportunities available. A concetted effort is therefore
requized to bring good industrial prospects to the attention of the tribe,
and, conversely, Reservation advantages to the attention of industrialists.

The nationwide Industrial Conferences which are organized do not
neet the needs of the tribe. The Zunis view these conferences as a "waste
of money" in which the tribe "doesn't get to see the people they need to
see." The trade fair approach utilized, with each tribe assigned a booth,
is not proving to be an appropriate vehicle for permitting fruitful inter-
action between the tribe and the industrialists. Anong their principal
criticisns are: 1) the industrial representatives in attendance Lack the
power to make even interim decisions for their firms; 2) the tribe has no
way of determining.which firms it will have an opportunity to interact with;
and 3) the setting is ik.?propriate for even preliminary contact to be made.

A second urea in need of greater attention is the development of
activities on the Reservatiep which focus on the tourist sector of the
economy. The Reservation has many attractions which would appeal to day-
time and overnight tourists. However, these renain only minimally exploited.
There are no overnight indoor sleeping accommodations on the Reservation,
despite its being on the most direct route connecting Phoenix and Aibu-
querque. Canping sites are also largely undeveloped. While the tribe is
correctly fearful of misuse of the Reservation by outsiders (as exemplified
by the abuse of tribal property and accompanying misbehavior of outsiders
during the past Shalako dance held on the Reservation in 1970), a well-
conceived recreation and tourism program could contain appropriate safe-
guards against these potential dangers.

The current high interest on the Reservation concerning the develop.
ment of a commercial complex is certainly warranted. The present service
sector is white-dominated, and there is little oppottunity to keep monies in
circulation within the Indian conmunity. Lacking a resource base, there are
also few opportunities for local initir'ive in establishing economic
activities. Consequently, a commercial complex, if veil developed arid
uanaged, could be an important source of opportunity for the community.

Accordingly, it is recommended that the Zuni Pueblo consider the
following actions regarding economic development on the Reservations
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1. Accelerate efforts to locate suitable industries fot the Reser-
vation. Particular efforts siOarre made to meet with in-
dustrialists with plants in the Albuquerque and Phoenix metro-
politan areas to identify regional opportunitiea which might be
exploited. The tribe should also devote effort to Identifying

specific industry types which are most compatible with the
assets of the Reservation, and to subsequently making contact
with leaders in these industries. With specific regard to these
assets, the tribe should take a bard, realistic look at those
advantages which the Reservation hes to offer to a profit-
motivated outsider.

2. Continue with plans_to develop the tourist potentiel of tbe
Reservation. Particular stress -should'UF -giEeS"on ikploitinif
the location of the Reservation along State Highway-Ho. 53. !-

Strategically located signs near Phoenix and Albuquerque should
convey the fact that this is a fast and scenic connection between
these two cities. Camping areas for tourists and motel accommo-
dations for all overnight travellers should be developed. How-
ever, it is advisable to first conduct some small feasibility
studies to estimate the likely volume of traffic and the fi-
nancial and management resources required to tap this potential
market.

3. Investigate the possible uses of some of the more remote parts
of the Reservation for summer-long overnight camping programs for
youths. lf properly designed and upervised, such programs
could produce significant community income Without appreciable
expenditures for facilities and equipment and without harming
the land and water resources of the Reservation,

4. All these above recommendations should he balanced against the
tribe's willingness and readiness to accelerate econedic
development activities. -The cost to the tribe-in terms of Oultisial
conflict and entry of Dirge numbers of outsiders must be weighed
against the benefits to ba derived from increased income. Tribal
leaders on tbe Reservation have demonstrated an awareness of this
problem. lt is important that such considerations be continually
kept in the foreground.
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B. SETTING AND BACKGROUND

1. Location

Zuni

The Zuni Reservation is located in westernmost gew Mexico
and borders on the Arizona boundary. Zuni Village, the principal
settlement on.the Reservation, is 40 miles south of Gallup along
State Highway No. 32. The most direct route between Phoenix
and Albuquerque, State Highway No. 53, passes through Zuni Village.
Phoenix is 359 miles southwest of tho village and Albuquerque is
176 miles to thaeast.

2. Ilistory,

First historical reference to the Zuni Tribe dates back to
the early 1500's. Following the successful Spanish invasion of
Mexico, au expedition moved north in search of the fabled "Cities
of Cibola" or "Seven Cities of Gold". They came upon the Zuni
village of Hawikuh in Pay 1539 and claimed it for the Spanish
crown. A larger expedition led by Coronado conquered Hawikuh and
the surrounding area, but found it devoid of the anticipated wealth.

Attempts at Spanish settlement followed. Sheep, cows, and
horses ..mre introduced, altering the economy of the area which had
been ..b.aculturil in nature. A.nassion was established at Hawikuh
in 1629. It 1670, Hawikuh was raided by the Apaches and destroyed,
the people deserting.the village Hawikuh was never re-established;
instead, the village of Halona further north was developed as the
main settlement (on the present site of theVillage of Zuni).

The Spanish era closed in 1821 followed by a pfriod of Mexi-
can Goverment, tide_ fqr .27 tro.tl,cfoot eIekiean Vq,.. a__ _.

ireaty of peace granted possessiOn bf their land(some 17,636 acres)
to the Zuni Tribe under Spanish land grants. The United States Gov-
ernment subsequently explored the land and established roads, schools,
and outposts. The Repervation was established by Executive Order on
March 16, 1877. Additions were made to the Reservation until ttte Zuni
Pueblo now encompasses some 407,247 acres.

The population of the Zuni Pueblo was estiaated at 2500 in
1680. Disease and epidemic reduced the population to about 1640 in
1910. The Zuni Pueblo has grown steadily since then, reaching about
4300 persons in 1960 snd over 5000 persons by 1970. The Village of
Zuni is the center of all cultural and religious life. There are four
outlying farming communities which aie active only during the_summer
months. Zuni is the official language of the tribe, and has no known
linguistic relation to other Indian languages.

3. Economy. and Resources

The economy of the Zuni Reservation is very restricted. There

is only one industrial plant on the Reservation, Elqctronica Assembly
Inc., with a present authorized labor force of 140 (although there

were only 124 positiOOS filled at the date of the field visit). This
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plant assembles components for industrial tape tecorders for its parent
firm, the Ampex Corporation. A% 1969 locally-conducted survey of a
sample of households on the Reservation revealed that annual income to
the Reservation's population totaled $2.7 million. Of this total, 40
percent ($1.1 million) was earned from sales of arts and crafts work
produced by some 100 full-time and almost 1000 part-time silversmiths.
Public sector employment accounted for 21 percent ($575,000) of the
total. Private employment, including the jobs in the electrogies
plant, accounted for 25 percent ($687,000) of the total. Agricultural
and cattle-related income generated only six percent of the total ($163,000).
Welfare payments and pensions and retirement benefits amounted to seven
percent ($192,000).

In terms of individual income, of the total labor force of
1,410, only 55 jobs (four percent) earned $4000 or more. These jobs
were primarily with the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) or the Public
Health Service (PHS). An additional 190 jobs (13 percent) paid be-
tween WOO to $3999. Of these 245 jobs pay4ng at least $3000, 85 were
silversmiths, 75 were in public employment, and 75 were in private em-

ployment (mostly at the plant). The remaining 10 high-paying jobs were

from cattle-raising and related sales. The median employee served $1600
annually; the median family income was $3560 annually. Some 70 percent
of the families on the Reservation earned incomes below the poverty level.

The Reservation has victually no lumber or uineral resources which
can be exploited commercially. Range land is abundant, but represents

only a minor source of tribal income. A number of likes and wooded areas
(and associated fishing and hunting) on the Reservation jointly rep-
resent a potential tourist and recreational development opportunity.
Historic sites on the Reservation and nearby tourist attractioes further
enhance this opportunity. The twibe considers its underemployed, but
hard-working and dexterous work force to be its major resource.

The current level of unemployment can be estimated at roughly
4

50 percent with at least another ten percer. of the employed labor force_ __ _ . _
being- underemployed.--

The present service sector of the Reservation consists of three
white-owned trading posts, a white-owned gasoline station, a Mexican-
owned barber shop and a laundromat. Most social recreation on the Res-
ervation (dances and movies) are churchsponsored. A fair grounds area
exists but is not extensively used. It is estimated that roughly 85
cents of each dollar earned is now spent off the Reservation, primarily
in GalbAp.

4. Tribal Government

In earlier times, the social, religious, aud economic life of
the Zuni Pueblo was integrated, and the dominant authority was vested in
the religious group. In order to deal with the Zunis in civil matters,
the Spanish established a Pueblo Council consisting of a Governor,
Lieutenant Governor and Tenientes (councilmen). Thesnpositions were
appointed by the religious leaders until 1935 when under provisione of
the Indian Reorganization Act, new leaders wewe elected by vote of the
male population. Women were permitted to vote for the first time in
1965.
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The present Tribal Council consists of a Governor, a Lieutenant-k
Governor and six councilmen. A recent change in electoral procedures calls
for the electton of the Governor for a 4-year term; with a maximum of two
successive terms for any individual. In 1970, the tribal government was
given-responsibility for all functions formerly performed on the Reservation
by the BLA Superintendent. Those BIA employees who chose to retain their
jobs now are responsible to the Tribal Governor.

The current Tribal Governor, Robert E. Lewis, has held his position
since 1965. He is now serving his first 4-year term. The current council
includes four new members, two who defeated incumbents and two who ran for
vacated slots. The Goveinor is the only paid official at present. He is
very popular, both on the Reservation and in neighboring areas, and has
risen to national prominence among Indian leaders. The Council appears
to be in general agreement with the philosophy and programs developed by
the Governor, and little conflict exists among the governing body.

5. Community Development

The Office of Economic Opportunity (0E0) funds the community action
program and has been actively involved on the Zuni Reservation since 1966.
ORO projects have included the organization of the Zuni Craftwmen Association,
the Zuni Legal Aid and Defender Society, a cultural enrichment program,
a Head Start Project, and administrative and bookkeeping assistance. The
tribal planner was supported until recently with 0E0 funds. In recent months,

there has been growing opposition to certain 0E0 activitiesprimarily the
legal aid program---by tribal leaders, who see these activities as creating
a potential challenge to the tribal'government itself. .

The activities formerly performed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs
(BIA) are now under the supervision of the tribal government. Funds are
still however derived from BIA for these functions, which include range
management, road repair and maintenance, administrative services, man-
_agerial training, and,.provision.of welfare and_unemployment_assistance._

The tribe is involved in sponsoring a number of training activities
through Department of Labor (DOL) programs. These include Public Service
Careers, Concentrated Employment Program, and Jobs-70 Program. A total of
82 individuals are currently receiving training through these programs, in
such areas as conitruction, basic education, and administrative and support
services.

A 42-bed Indian Public Health Hospital is operated on the Reservation

by the Public Health Service (PHS). Other Reservation activities of PHS
include social work, free optometry services, community health projects,
sewer system developthent, and career training in the health field.

Turnkey housing and mutual-help housing are presently being con-

structed on the Reservation by the local Housing Authority utilizing funds
from the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). Agricultural and

home economics assistance are provided through the Extension Program of the

University of New Mexico.

6. The "Zuni Plan"

In 1962, the Zuni Tribal Council submitted its first Overall Economic
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Development Program (OEDP) to the Area Redevelopment Administration*
the predecessor agency ro EDA. Among the problem areas identified were
ladk of information concerning the economic resources of the Reservation*
inadequate public facilities* lack of prepared industry sites* need for
community faalities, need fur training of labor force* and inadequate
use of recreation facilities.

'Major tribal efforts toward confronting these problem areas did
not,however, occur until the election of Robert E. Lewis as Governor of
the rribe in 1965. Governor Lewis was a strong advocare of visible
government* responsive to the needs of the community. Accordingly* one
of his first official acts was authorizing a house-to-house skill and
desire survey to assess the labor force and to identify community priorities.
The results of this survey was a "Christmas list" of some 131.tribal short-
range goals. Some 40 of these goals dealt with economic activities* east
commonly the establishment of a specified commercial establishment (super-
market* laundromat, dry cleaners* record shop* etc.). Another 40 goals
dealr with infrastructure improvements.(a bridge* sewage treatment* public
hospital* etc.) and related community beautification (zoning* clean up
river* srreet lights, etc.). Roughly 30 goals dealt with recreation and
tourist development projects* ranging from outside basketball courts
and miniature golf through motels and restaurants. The remaining goals
focused on a lade variety of governmental and social concerns.

Based upon this list* the first Zuni Plan was developed* calling
for "24 projects in 24 months for economic* social* and community progress".
The major goals treated in the Plan were (1) more efficient tribal govern-
ment* (2) mamunity improvement, (3) increased tribal income* and (4) in-
creased job opportunities at Zuni. Specific projects included tribal.rer
organization, sewer lagoons* street improvement, increased fire and
police protection* self-imposed property and sales taxes* land reform,
development of recreation and tourism* development of an industrial park and
shopping center* establishment of a revolving loan fund* and tribal
essumption of more functions now performed by State agencies. As of 1971* some
90 percent of these 24 projects had been implemented in whole or in part.

.

In July 1968* the Bureau of the Budget in Washington* D.C. rec-
ommended to the Bureau of Indiao Affairs that a tribe be selected as a
demonstration to prepare its own, Reservation Plan for guiding future
development. Criteria utilized for selection by BIA were (1) tribal
leadership* (2) relative isolation* and (3) small population. The
Pueblo of Zuni was designated as the choice. With BIA funds* the Zuni
Tribe enthusiastically set to work on their Plan. It was completed in
July 1969 under the title Zuni Comprehensive Development Plan. Some
43 projects were designated for accomplishment within a 5-year time
frame*.and 14 Federal agencies were identified as potential sources for
supporting funds. A total funding requirement from these agencies of
$48,813,400 in grants and $3,949,500 in loans was outlined; plus additional
State contributions of $442,000* private funds of $642,600* and local
cash and in-kind payments of $1,531,600* for a total development cost
for the 5-year period of $55,379,100.

This 5-year Zuni Plan wss presented to the respective sgencies
in Washington* as well as at the White House. The tribe received wide

spread endorsement aod encouragement from these agencies. Equally
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significant, the uccess with the Plan was instrumental in activating
negotiations with the Bureau of Indian Affairs for the tribal takeover
of supervision and administrative responsibilities of B/A-fundad activities
on the Reservation. Negotiations began in March 1970 and culminated
in an sgreament in May 1970. Two months later, the Tribal Govtrnor assumed
the duties of the local BIA Superintendent in addition to his. other re-

.

sponsibilities.

Thus, the Zuni Tribe entered the 1970's in the unique position
among Indian Reservetions of having developed its own comprehensive
development plan and havingsmdor responsibility for the implementation
of the plan. As uch, the Zuni Pueblo is being closely-watched by
Indian leadrs and by Federal officials in an attempt.to learn whether
that Zuni experience can and should serve ss a prototype for ether tribes.
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C. PROJECT ANALYSES

the following ETA Projects have been funded (or are being considered
for funding) on the Zuni Reservation:

Tvioe and Nature of'Project

1. PUBLIC WORKS PROIECTS
s. Black Rock Industrial Perk

1) Water Lines and Streets
2) Supplenent
3) Sewage System
4) Supplement
5) Improved Airfield

b. Training Facility
c. Commercial Center

Project No. Date Funding

caa Loan

08-1-00548 1967 $152,800 $38,200
08-1-00548-01 1969 32,000 8,000
08-2-00564 1967 39,500 15,800
08-2-00564-01 1969 18,000 7,000
08-1-00870 1969 196,000
08 -100758 1968 254,400
08-1-01060 1971 100,000,

.$792,700 169,000,TOTAL APPkOVED

2. BUSINESS LOAN PROJECTS
a. Electronics Assembly Firm

1) Business Loan 08-3-00578 - 1968
2) Working Capital Guarantee 08-4-00579 1968

3. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECT
a. Leather and Textile Study 08_6-09256

cancelled
cancelled

1969 $ 2,500

4. PLANWINO GRANT
a. Administrative Expenses 08 -5.-15005 1970 $ 26,021

TOTAL APPROVED 1821,221 $691000

Detailed project-by-project descriptions and analyses follow:

1. PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS

---- a.- -Black- ---
II Water Lines and Streets, Project No. 08-1-00548, 1967
2) Supplement, Project No. 08-1-00548.41, 1969
3) Sewage System, Project No. 08-2-00564, 1967
4) Supplement, Project No. 08-2-00564-01, 1969
5) Improved Airfield, Project No. 08-1-00870, 1969

Mese public works projects were used to develop a 20-acre industrial
parkwith Air facilities at Black Rock, New Mexico on the Zuni Reservation
three miles east of Zuni Village. The first project (081-00548) sits approved
in August 1967 to install a water aystem for the park and to construct streets.
the total project cost of $191,000 was financed by EPA through a $152,800
grant (80 percent) sod a $38,200 loan (20 percent). A complementary
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rejections) is extremely good, although absenteeism has been . continuous
problem (as high as 35% on some Mondays). The plant, being the only
industry on the Reservation, has been the target for much local gossip--
especially when someone is dismissed. As a result, the plant has sometimes
had difficulty in filling vacancies (as exemplified by the current 20
unfilled slots).

No firms have moved to the industrial park area since the develop-
ment of the five EDA projects. One firm, Dlttmore-Freimuth, was scheduled
to locate in the park utilizing two approved EDA business loans. However,

the firm decided against the move at a late date (see discussion of the
business loans immediately below). Current prospects include an aircraft
rehabilitation and commercial air service enterprise, a wooden box factory,
a wood camping she:ter components manufacturing operation, and a plastic
milk dispenser manufacturing operation. None of these prospets ware
definite at the time of the field investigation.

It is the policy of the.Zuni Pueblo to seek out only firms which
are clearly stable. The tribe wants to share in the profits, as well so
exercise some control over the quality of production. It considers its
major assets to be a hard-working, available labor force, available
training programa, good tax incentives, and a willingness to construct a
required plant with adequate facilities. There is a general feeling that
one electronics assembly plant is enough for the Reservation. A major
need exists to find jobs for older, less dexterous tribal members, who are
not uited for hand assembly of miniature components.

The tribe has been generally dissatisfied with thoae industrial
conferences they have attendeewhich are upposedly designed to bring
industry representatives and Indian Reservations together. Those persona .

who attend as industry representatives are rarely the key decision-makers
in their respective firma., _lur.tharmore, there hos not been i satisfactory

-vehicle_developed.for bringing tiiher_and industry"representatives with_
common needs together. Other forms of industrial outreach attia#ted-by
the Zuni Pueblo have also proven unsuccessful to date. While there is
optimism that industry will in time cask to the Reservation, there is good
evidence to support the need for a much more concentrated effort to identify
and to attract industry to the park at this time.

b. Training Facility, Project No.'08-1*0075g, 1968

This public works project permitted the construction of a modern
one-story building in Zuni Village fronting on State Highway No. 53 for
proposed use as * training center for the Reservation. Am EDA grant of
$254,400, approved in October 1968, financed 80 percent of the total'$318,000
project. The remaining $63,600 (20 percent) was contributed by the tribe
in cosh ($18,600) and in.:rind (land valued at $45,000). The center was
designed with major tribal inputs and completed in July 1970 (coinciding
with the tribal assumption of former BIA activities on the Reservation.)
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To date, almost 100 members of the tribe have received some
form of training in the facility. Included have been a week-long pro-
gram to train ten census workers, a 40-hour managerial training work-
shop for all government Interns, a basic education course to prepare
20 Zunis for the high school equivalency examination, courseVork on
Local history and culture, a week-long community discussion on education,
an accounting course for office workers, and numerous ad hoc meeting.

The Home Extension end Agricultural Extension Services of the
University of New Mexico maintains offices and a demonstrative room
with kitchen in the building. Annual rent of $800 is paid to the
tribe for the space. There are 3 full time employees and 2 summer aides
on the staff. The two primary slots (agriculture extension agent and

home demonstration agent)are held by whites who reside on the Reservation.
A full-time secretary and the two aides are-Zunis. The same size op-
eration existed prior to the new building, with these function* being
provided from the old BIA office at Black Rock. Hence no job impact
is attributable to the EDA project. However, the enlarged space has
permitted the enlargement of services offered. Some 12-15 classes are
held each month utilizing the kitchen facility. An active 4-H Program
is now underway. The office is used by the Zuni ranchers for livestock
meetings and conduct of busiuess.

The Zuni Craftsmen Cooperative Associationmaintains a display
and salesroom in the building. No space was, howeve; allocated to them
for training, as had been programmed in the original application-to
EDA. A staff of five individuals, a white manager (recently hired) and
four Zunis, operate this facility. No records exist on volume of sales
in the new location (they were formerly located in a Smaller, less prominent
structure elsewhere in Zuni Village), since there was a period of mis-
management followed by several months of operationwithout any manager
(an 0E0 lawyer attempted to run the shop in the interim period). Estimates
are Oat the association currently has annual sales of about $1250000 of
which 60 percent is wholesale trade. It can be estimated that roughly
$250000 in increased annual_sales.can be ettributed_ta.the.new,_centrally
'Iocited facility. Two'new sals jobs with annual incomes totaling $7000
($3500 each) are made possible by these increased sales.

On November 2, 19700 a branch bank of the First State Sank of
Gallup opened on the Reaervation in space within the Training Center. It
is open two days each week and employs two persons, a Gallup bank em-
ployee and a white :resident of the Reservation. While the Training
Center provided a choice location for the branch, the Bank was committed
to Locating on the Reservation and had pIans to locate in the nearby
Trading Post. Hence, these part-time jobs cannot be attributed to the EDA
project. The Sank is losing money at this location and anticipates that
it will be several years before the branch shows a profit. It was their
second bracch bank located on a reservation, the first being on the Na-
vajo Reservation at Crown Point. The selection of the Zuni Pueblo for a
branch operation was influenced by a decision to develop a long-range
program of introducing "banking,habits" to Indians, a legal requirement
to stay within the county, and a positive attitude toward the tribe and

its leadership. The Bank pays the tribe $3000 in annual rental for the space.
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Tbe project, as proposed, was to (1) meet the training needs of
the two electronics firms then located on the Reservation (Ami-Zuni and
Dittmore-Freimuth); (2) provide space for arts and craft sales and display
and for an associated training program; (3) provide space for home demon-
stration, nursing, and child care courses; (4) serve as a tourist infor-
mation center; and (5) provide meeting space for the tribe's development
activities. With the tribal assumption of the BIA function, however, the
training functions were de-emphasized to some degree and more space within
the building assigned for governmental functions. In fact, the building
is officially designated as "Tribal Headquarters", and serves as the focal
point for the tribal government activity. In defense of this alteration of
the primary use of the building, Governor Lewis atgues that, because of the
newness of tribal self-government, the entire government activity should be
viewed as "one big training program". In support of this claim, there are
in fact government interns operating in virtually all departments.

Specifically, roughly 40 percent of the indoor usable space of
the building is allocated to daily government activities. One large room,
which is used for large meetings, training sessions, and assemblies, oc-
cupies about 30 percent of the remaining space. -Other usable space is
allocated for agricultural extension and home demonstration services (13
percent), arts and craft sales (eight percent), and a commercial bank
branch office (six percent).

Prior to the construction of the building, governmental activities
were centered at the BIA complex at Black Rock, three miles east of Zuni
Village. There was little space available for eveil small meetings and
the distance from town tended to produce a communication gap between the
government and the people. With the consolidation of government in the
Training Center in Zuni Village there has been a noticeable improvement
in both the frequency and quality of community-government interaction.
Much of this change is of course credited to the expanded role and duties
of the Tribal Council and particularly of the Gdvernor. However the
visibility of the government and its consolidation in a single location
and _in new, modern facility has proven-to be a source of considerable-
community pride and has fostered greater citizen participation in government
activities. Plans are now being discussed to construct an annex which
will house social service activities.

Through Public Service Careers and the Crcentrated Employment
Program of the Department of Labor and BIA training funds, an extensive
training effort is underwmy to prepare Zunis for jobs in the expanded
tribal government. There are some 25 jobs in the Training Center associated
with tribal government functions which never existed before, of which 22
are filled by management trainees. It is difficult to gauge the number
of these jobs which were contingent upon the existence of the facility
itself, although it is unlikely that the government would have expanded
so rapidly without the new building to house it. Clearly, those new jobs
specifically related to the building itself can be counted. These include
five full-time jobs (a property managment trainee, three ianitors, and a
switchbhard operator) with annual incomes totalling $21,500. All five jobs
are heId by Indians who were previously unemployed or underemployed. In
addition, the General Services Administration (GSA) pays the tribe $18,555

annually aa rental for space utLifeed by former OIA employees who have re-
mained 33 tribal employees. This money Is in turn used by the tribe to pay
salaries for-some additional new employees.
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c. Camsercial Center, Proje..* No. 08-1-01060, pending.*

This proposed public works project is designed to provide facilities
for the establishment of cormercial retail sales and services not now
provided_on the_lessrvation. Sfecifically, the project consists of the
shopping cznter site preparation, access road and parkin3 lot construction,
extension of water and sanitary services, and on-site distribution.of
electric power. The proposed financing of tbe project includes at EDA
grant cof $100,000 (80 percent of total project costs) and 4 local in-kind
contribution of $25,000 (20 percent) in the form of land and right of ways.
The proposal was submitted in late 1971 and is currently beiag processed.

The present service sector of the Reservation consists of three
white-owned trading posts, a white-owned gasoline station, i Nexican-owned
barber shop, and a white-owned laundromat. Nest social recreation on the
Peservation (dances and movies) are church-sponsored. A fair grounds area
exists but is not extensively used. It is estimated that roughly 85 cents
of each dollar earned is now spent off the Reservation, primarily in Gallup.

The.types of establishments the tribe would like to see developed
in the commercial center include a supermarket, a motel and restaurant
complex, a beauty salon and barber shop, atd a motor vehicle dealership.
Stress is placed on long-term Indian ownership and management of these
establishments, although shortrun (say five-year) white management is

The current plan calls for the location of the commercial Center
on.State Highway No. 53 immediately south of Black Rock, some three miles
from Zuni Village. This location has the support of the Tribal Governor
and most of the Council. However,-there is some opposition to the site on
the grounds that it ia too far from Zuni Village. An alternative site,
the current fairgrounds area, Iso-on State Highway No. 53 but closer to
Zuni Village has been suggested.

This project, if approved, should have considerable long-term
job and income impact on the Zuni Pueblo. It will complement nicely
the other economic development activities on tbe Reservation and complete
the infrastructure required by the tribe for full development.

2. BUSINESS MAN.:PROJECTS

a. Electronics Asaemblv Firm
1) Businesc Loan, Project No. 08-3.-00578, 1968
2) Working Capital Guarantee, Project No. 08440579, 1968

These two business loan projects were designed to permit the
Dittmore4reimuth Company to operate an assembly plant on the Reservation.
A business loan of $33,000 was authorized in ,Avil-1968 for the construction
of a plant at the industrial park. In the same month, a working capital
guarantee was authorized to cover a $144,000 loan with the Nerchants Bank

, in Gallup. However, the company chose not to go through with their plans and
the-loans were subsequently cancelled.

*This project was approved by EDA during tbe final report preparation.
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Dittmore-Freimuth, a subsidiary of Universal Telephone of Milwaukee,
had planned to asseMble electronic components for communications equipment
at the Reservation. They in fact did establish a small scale operation at
Zuni, utilizing the present Head Start Building, and trained amid employed
a staff of nine as a preliminary step toward the larger scale operation.
However, the corporation research-and-development efforts failed to develop
a successful prototype of the ystem the Zunis were to produce, and an
alternative product line was not immediately available. Furthermore, at

this time (nid-year 1970) a corporate decision was reached to abandon
their decentralization process amid to instead consolidate all production
activitiee in eight large plants which were already in operation. There-
fore, plans for the Zuni plant were abandoned, amid the small scale olieration
closed down in November 1970.

3. TECHNICAMGASSISTANCE PROJECT

a. Leather and Textile Manufacturing Study, Project No. 08-6-09256 1969

This technical assietante project was designed to study the feasi-
bility of establishing a leather and textile manufacturing plant near
the Reservation for the production of leather goods.with Indian motifs.
The project was conceptualized in diacnssions between the tribe and a
local trader. The latter claimed there was a ready market for these goods
and wished to employ Zuni craftsmen-to produce them. To establish ;

feasibility, a request waif made to the EDA'Regional Office at Austin, which
in turn assigned the work to Ernst and Ernst utilizing a $2)500 purchase ,

order in August 1969.

The work commenced, and after a period of time, the consultsint-
inforned the tribe that an additional MOO was needed to complete the
study. The tribe, believing that funds would be available, told the
consultsmt to compleie their work. Two weeks later, a final report was
presented tothe tribe. EDA refused to pay the MOO from its own funds.

The report itself was clearly deficient. There was virtually no
written analysis and no conclusions or recommendations drawn. In fact
the report ended with a self-disclaimer of its own information souices.
The report essentially consisted of a set of 13 financial charts covering
cash flow requirements, sample balance sheets, and inventory accour,ts. The
figures used were based upon 10 questionable assumptions--all offered with-.
out adequate analysis»the moot shocking of which was a principal assumption
that all production would be gold without any supporting market data. In
short, the study was poorly done and highly overpriced.

At the time of the study, the trader found hinself in personal
troubles as a result of a traffic accident. In addition, he was unable
to come up with any definite commitments for orders-, as he had promised)

nor with any data which would demonstrate that a market really existed
for the proposed product line. The tribe wisely decided noe to pursue the

venture with the trader further.

Lacking Any useful insights from the report, the tribe did not
pursue the general economic opportunity any futther.
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4. WAVING GRiNT

a. Administrative Expense Grant, Project No. 08-5-15005 1970

This planning grant will provide the Zuni Pueblo with $260021 to
be used primarily to pay the salaries of too professionals for calendar
year 1971. The grant was approved in December 1970 and is matched by local
contributions of $4,073 in cash sad $4,750 in-kind (office space and
imrerials). Thus, the EDA contribution is 75 percent of the total cost
of $340844.

As proposed, the grant was to he used to support
development director ($130500), an economic development
and a secretary($5,271); and in addition, cover certain
($2,000), travel ($10780) and office expenses ($40575).
the tribe :es decided to hire a more qualified economic
and pay a higher salary for the position. To cover the
the tribe will pay the salary of the-secretary with its

sn economic
planner ($7,718),
consultant services
Since approval,
development planner
additional cost,
own funds.

The economic development director will continue to be jobn Taylor,
who was formerly peid with OE04unds. Taylor has beenwith the tribe
since 1968, and was originally referred to them by the local DIA Super-
intendent. He works closely_ yith the Iiibal,Council_and.particularly the_

and'hei-geined'iheir reiieei,aiik:eonfidenoe. The economic develop-
ment planer is Harvey Yatsattie, a ;mai and recent-giaduate from the state
university. He is-enthusiastic aboutfr.biejoh and itays abreast of all-

developments.

The Zuni Pueblo has an impreisive recent history in conducting plan-
ning and related activities, and this grant-will_enable this work to
continue. Vbile OHO would in all likelihood have continued to support
the staff, it is more appropriate for EDA to be providing these funds for
economic development activities. The tribe is &ming that this grant will
be renewed annually.
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APPENDIX A

PIEID PROCEDURE

. _With the detailed proposal for this evaluation as the base, a
series of meetings were held with EDA officfals to identify the informa-
tional needs for the study. It was-determined thet structured question-

,
nairee and interview guide, were inappropriate for use on the reservations

:-as a meansior gathering data and insights on economic.development experi-
inces lid neide:---It-was-decided_thet_en_openended, unstructured inter-.

viewing.process would yield better results. Accordingly, a set of inter-
view guidee-was developed to serve se.a core framework.within which to
conduct_the various interviews and as a check list to insure that all
relevant information was obtained during the visit to each reservation.
Mese guides established the framewot!. for gathering information concern-
ing (1) the resources and setting of each reservation; (2) the role of
Federal programs on each reservation;-and (3) -the detailed background and

impact of oath of the four RDA program.rools (pnblic works, technical
amoistancevbusinemr-loadplanning'grants)-wapplied on-each
reservation.

With these information guides, each reservation was visited by
a single field evaluator for a week-long period (or less time for reser-
vations with fewer projecs to evaluate end activities to assess). In
addition, each of the three EDA Regional Offices which had reservations
to be evaluated was visited to determine the,relationship between these
Offices, the various reservations, and the Selected Indian Reservation
Program, and to gain additional insights into the strengths and short-
comings of the various program toOle iv addressing the economic needs
of the reservations.

Me information guideY4Olized'by the field team follow.

1
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1.

INFORMATION GUIDE

SETTING/RESOURCE ANALYSIS

History of the Reservation

1. What have been the traditional means of livelihood on the reservation?

2. What cultural values have historically influenced the attitudes and
actions of the reservation?

3. What are the leadership and tribal organization patterns on the

reservation?

4. How is the reservation making the transition to "modern economy?"
How does the tribe's history Influence this transition?

5. What has been the relatIonship_between.lhis reservation and_the
"whites;'1 in particular, whet has been the relationship between

.6. What has been the relationship between this reservation and

other Indian tribes?

II. Relevance of the Past Five Years: 1966 - 1970

1. What economic changes have taken place on the reservation during
the past five years? What economic changes in the broader com-

munity have had,particular effects -on the reservation?-

2. What social and cultural changes hive taken place on the reservation
during the past five years?

3. What physical changes have been made on the reservation?

4. What leadership changes have taken place? Discuss.both changes in

attitudes toward leadership.and changes in tribal organization.

5. In addition to changes in attitudes toward leadership, what other
attitude changes have taken place on the reservation during the
past five years?

5



III. Survey of Economic/Social Infrastructure

1. Describe the reservation in terms of its physical plant; i.e.,
what exists in terns of roads, schools, hospitals, housing,
sewage and other waste disposal systems, etc.

2. What are the onstraints to further development of the physical
plant of the r servation?

IV. Survey of Mkt:power Reources

I. What is the size and iikkeup-of-The population of the reservation?

2. What is the size of the (potential) current work force? Now does
this work force break down in terms of age of work force, sex, etc.?

3. Meg many skilled individuals are on the reservation? What types
of skills do they possess (trade, managerial,'etc.)?

4. What training programs are currently available on the reservation
to upgxede the labor force?

What training programs existed on the reservation during the five
year period from 1966 through 1970?

V. Survey of Natural Resources

1. What natural resources exist on the reservation?

2. Which of these natural tesources have been exploited? To what

extent?

3. What are the latent nAtural resources on the reservation? What
are the barriers to their exploitation?

VI. Proximity to State seld/or Regional Growth Axea

1. What is the distance, in mileage, between the reservation and the
nearest growth center (either state or regional'growth center)?

2, what is the travel time to this growth center from the reservation?
By car? By truck?

3. What "spillovers" have occurred from the nearest growth center to
the reservation? (i.e., how has the growth of the center affected

the reservation?)

4, What barriers have there been to this spillover taking place? What
are some possible solutions to these problems?

--------

6
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VII. Incomc Sources

1. what portion of the reservation's income derives from the employ-
moot of its population? Of the portion derived from employment,
how much Ls from the employment of Indians? Non-Indians? Discuss
the employment picture in terms of: (I) who on the reservation is
employed; (2) where they are employed (in particular, firms run
by Indians or "whites"); and (3) wage rates of employees.

2. Ilow mucb of the reservation's income is provided by welfare?

3. What are the other sources of the reservation's income?

%III. Service Sector

1. What goods and/or services can be purchased on tho reservation?
Which of these are purchased from Indian entrepreneurs?

2. Where is the tribal income spent? How much of the reservation's
income flows to Indian entrepreneurs?

_

3. What stops are being taken to enhance or develop the service sector
on the reservation?

4. What have been the barriers to the growth of the service sector?
What are some possible soNtions to these problems?

IX. Economic Development "Organization"

I. What planning capability is available on the resorvation? what
is the makeup of the planning staff?

2. What has been the extent of the tribal leadership's involvement
with the planning effort?

3. Discuss the OEDP. What has been its usefulness in the economic
development of the reservation?

4. What A..t1on Plans have been developed for the reservation? How
have these boen used to enhance economic development?

5. what rolv have "poverty" organizations such as 0E0 played in the
economic development of the reservation?

6. What has been the role of D.1.A. on the reservation?

7. Axe there any local development organizations? Ilave they effected

any change in the ecvnomte development on the reservatlon?

7
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INFORMATION GUIDE

ROLE OF FEDERAL PROGRAMS

1. Specifically, what Federal (and State) assistance has been received
during the previous ten year period, from 1961 through 1970?

2. Which Federal (and State) prograum have been most useful to the
reservation in achieving social and economic development, le-the
broadest sense? Why have these programs been useful?

3. Which Federal (and/or State) programs have been most detrimental?
Why?

4. Specifically, of what value are (have been/will be) the following EPA
program tools to the reservation?

planning grants

public work projects

technical assistance projects

business loans

5. Have existing'incentive programs worked in attracting outaide
dollars to the reservation?

6. What programs in the economic development area which are currently
not available would be of moat value to the reservation?

11
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INFORMATION GUIDE

PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS

Summary,

The Public Works Program is designed to provide infrastructure
for distressed areas which will increase their attractiveness to new in-
dustrial opportunities or will encourageiexisting industries to stay in

-- the area. Both grants and loans are avallabie. As a consequence of a
January 1971 directive, Indian projects may_now receive MYY. grants (as
opposed to the-formar. 80%-limit). Only Ole Ion-revenue portions of a
project are eligible, however (thus in a commercial park project, only
those buildings not related to tourist or generai merchandise sales are
subject to funding).

The types of projects vary widely, and include industrial sad
commercial parks; bridges and roads; skill centers; cultural (community)
centers; water and sewer; doCks, piers, and wharves; airport facilities;
and non-revenue producing-recreationel development. Under the "poverty
clause" of the EDA Act, projects-can be built even if they have no in-
tended economic developaent benefits, so tong as they meet some urgent
need of the target population. (Thus, 17 community buildings have been
funded to provide amtting space for tribal groups.) However, most-pro-
jects are designed to produce iamediate and longer term job tmpact and
possibly income impact from a stimulated economy. Jobs to Indians and
Indian businesses, per se, are especially desirable.

- Public works ptojects,-by,virtue of provid1n4 a,needed-and_
costly section of infrastructure, are also likely to have impact on
developaent potential of the reservation as reflected in change* in
attitudes of tribal leadership, better planning and project coordination,
and ability to finance future efforts.

Project Description

For each public works project, the following information should

be obtained:

-

1. Protect Timing,

a. date of conceptualization (estimate)

b. date,of application
c. date of approval
d. date of construction start
e. date of project completion

15
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2. Project Cost

a. total project cost
S. auount of EDA contribution
c. grant or loan?
d. type of local matching contribution

(funds versus in-kind by type)
e. breakdown of project cost by significant

components, as appropriate

3. ProJect Actors

a. who was initiator of project? (planning grant,

technical assistance, tribal chairman, etc)
b. who wrote application? role of EDR?
c. who signed application?
d. who represented tribe in negotiations?
e. who owns project?
f. who manages (maintains) project?

4. Protect Output

a. description in output terms ( cu ft per day,
cars per peak hour, users per day, etc)

b. list of project beneficiaries (firms, groups
of individuals, institutions)

c. type of benefits by beneficiary class
d. quantify benefits using output terms
e. draw map, if appropriate, showing spatial

relationship of project to beneficiaries

Protect Impact

For each project, the following impacts should be
analyzed:

1. JoS impact ImPacted Firms

a. identify firms which have stayed in area, located in
area, or plan to locate in area

b. establish if there is causation between EDA project and
firm's locational decision

c. if so, determine

(1) jobs, number and type
(2) income levels for (1)

(3) Indian or no:I.-Indian for (1) and (2)
(4) Indian training (production skills and management)
(5) past employuent status of (3)

16
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d. how did firm learn about reservation?
e. prospects of Indian entrepreneurship should be assessed

(Indian take-over after a period of tine, replacement
of white management with Indians, etc.)

f, stability of firm should be gauged
g. growth prospects should be assessed
h. amount of private investment
i. related firms should be identified (suppliers, truckers,

consumers) and follow-up.performed as appropriate (if
EDA secondary causality is a possibility)

j. diversification and/or exploitation of latent resource

2. job Impact - Other

a. identify workers or employees associated with project
itself (road maintenance, tourist workers, comminiti
center personnel, etc.)

b. determine-payrolls
c. Indian vs. non-Indian
d. previous work status
e. future job prospects
f. stability and growth (career ladder) potential of current'

jobs
g, amount of private investment if any (example! motel)

3. Income (non-JOb) Impact

a. identify possible sources of non-job income generated by
project (tourist dollars, logging sales, fish sales, etc.)

b. estaelish relationship of project to income change
c. if related, measure extent of present income change
d, estimate future income flows resulting

44 Development Potential /Mpect

41. ',het chedges in inidition to the ptojkct itself -- have
oceuzed in the infraitrueture (phyeical plant) of the
reef:elation whieh ftt ttl4te4 to ihdloi ififiueuced by the
project?

how would the infrastructure of the reservation be
characterized now and Last artor to the project? (select
best choice)

(l) fully-developed industrial sites, with good utilities
and access roads, and adequate housing.

(2) major improvements, capable of servicing most industries
with utilities and.access. Some new housing.

(3) capable of accommodating some industries with Lord sites
and motit utilities. Minimal improvement in housing.



(4) capable of accommodOing some,industries with good
sites and most utilities.. No improvement in hlusing.

(5) site available for one industry. Mlnimom utilities
and. housing.

(6) some public facilities provided with marginal
relationship to industry.

c. what changes have occurred in the availability of financial
assistanqe to the reservation iihich are traceable to
the project?

d.
. ,

how would the financial. capacity of the reservation be
characterized now and lust war to the.project?

(1) the tribe can secure funding for most,development
projects.

.

. .

(2) the tribe.can secure financing for some feasible
projects but financing is still a ltmitation.

(3) the tribe can secure some financing but inability
to finance many projects is a major drawback to
develyment,

(4) the tribe is unable to obtain financing for projects.

e. what changes have taken place in the attitudes and.actions
of the tribal leadership toward economic development
which are attributable to the project?

f. how would the leadership of the reservation4ha characterized
now and jEn mks to the project?

01 4: -1 '

(1) all the leadership on the reservation has been
galvan4zel into acttb5; thly are epthupieltAc_about
development and have increased their capacity to
be effective significantly.

(2) most of the leadership is enthusiastic about develop-
ment and willing to take initiative to implement projects.

(3) there is willingness on the part of local leadership
to consider developmental pr jects and to provida,some.,

initiative.

(4) the leadership is willing to consider developmenal
projects, but is not yet ready to take the initiative.

(5) the leadership moves slowly and cautiously and is
generally opposed to most development projects.

18
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(6) there is great conflict of opinion among the leader-
ship concerning economic development; consequently
little activity occurs.

g. what changes have occurred la the overall managerial
skill levels of the reservation work force as a result
of the project.

h. what changes have occurred in the overall production
skill levels of the reservation work force as a result
of the project.

i. is the work force more likely to attract a given industry
now than prior to the project? why? which industry or
industries?

1- in what ways has the project increased knowledge about
the economic development opportunities available to the
reservation. particularl with regard to better utiliza-
tion of resources and/or tocational advantages?

k. have actions been taken to exploit this newly acquired
knowledge? if so. what action and to what end to date?

Persons to Contact

Tribal Chairman

* Other Tribal Leaders

Planner

Project Sponsor

Project Manager

Firm Representativos (may need to telephone headquarters)

Bankers, if appropriate4

BIA superintendent

A Others, as project related

ISsues1 General

1. Industrial Parks -- why are they empty?

2. Tourist Projects -- are they well-conceived and IlAcely.to be
profitably operated?

3. What steps ate taken to make outside firms aware of reservations?

19
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4. what steps are being taken to develop Indian businesses which
Can exploit the new itexastrucrure?

5. what will be the impact -- if any -- of the new 100 percent
grant policy?

6. what types of related assistance (financial, technical. managerial,
etc.) are needed to enhance public works projects?

7. do projects take too Long to reach fruition? what are causes
for delay that might be addressed? (local vs. EDA)

8. community centers -- do they fulfill a legitimate need?

20
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INFORMATION GUIDE

PLANNING GRANTS

Planning grants are designed to provide funds for hiring staff
and for related costs required for the task of preparing and implementing
an overall economic development program. Specifically. the staff hired
will gather and analyze statistical data; inventory human. social, and
economic resources and/or attributes; plan pro)ects for the utilization
and/or enhancement of these resources and attributes; consolidate these
projects into an overall program package; develop implementation pro-
cedures; and assist in the actual implementation process.

A typical grant to an Indian reservation will range between
$20.000 and $40:000, enabling the hiring of one to two full time planners
plus expenses. The Federal contribution is usually set at 75 percent of
the total projected cost. with the reservation contributing the remaining
25 percent in cash or in-kind (Isorking space, supplies, (ree man-days,
travel costs, etc.). The planners are hired by the reservation with the
approval of EDA. (EDA seldom vetoes a selectiok.) The reservation is
supposed to advertise widely fof applicants before filling the posts.
Usually, planners will be terminated with a change in tribal leadership.

typor.-
.

Most times, a grant is for a one-year period. In some cases,
ihe amount-is sufficient to carry over an additional year. The receipt
of a planning grant usually but not necessarily -- results in renewals
of the grant in subsequent years. Since the grants flow naturally and
uninterrupted from one year to the next", it is reasonable to treat and.,

to assess the planning grants as a /yak grant runnine throughout
the period from initial grant to thi-ifia-of the last renewal. Thus, the
funded planning process (as the summation of individual.grants) will'be
evaluated.

The results of the planning process will be: (I) written docu-
mentation of the process; (2) sets of realized, developing and proposed
projects; (3) resultant improvements in the development potential of the
reservation; and (4) possible income impact resulang from completed
project spinoffs. All these results need to be assessed.

23
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Description of Grant(s)

Tor the single planning grant, or, in the case of subsequent
renewals, for the block of grants, obtain the following information:

1. Period Covered

a. when was it decided to apply for the initial grant
(estimate)?

b. wbat was the date of the 4nitial formal application sub-
mittad to IDA?

c. when was initial grant approved by EDA?

d. what were the datti of subeequent gnats, if any?

e. is the grant still active? if not, what was the final
date of termination?

2. Cost and Allocation

a: what Was the total amount of the planning grant(s),
by yaar?

b. what was ext amount of the local contribution in cash and
in-klmd by types (office space, supplies, free staff, etc.)

c. how was the cost of the total planning activity allocatad
among staff salaries, consultants, travel, supplies,
space, other?

3. Actors

'a. who initially deeided that the tribe should apply for its
grant?

b. who wrote the initial application to IDA? who signed it?'

c. through wbst process vas the first planning staff hired?
how many planners?

d. characteristics of first planning staff

white or Indian

place of former residence

. past planning experience, if any

educational background

prior work background (with Indians?)

24
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4.

has there been (were there) any changes in the composition
of the planning staff? if so, discuss changes and reasons
behind them.

What are characteristics of last (current) planning staff,
if different from initial staff;

white or Indian?

place of former residence

itpast plinning experience, if any

educational background

rior work experience (with Indians?)

t t

a. which documents (OEDP's, updates, action plans, etc.)
have been (were) produced by planning staff under the
grant?

b. bow many Technical Assistance, Business lean, and/or

Public Works applications to EDA have been (were) sub-
itted by the.planning staff, by type and date?

c. how many projects recommended in the plans have been
made operational? list these and describe them each
riefly.

d. bat has prevented other projects from becoming qerational?

e. hat has been the role of the planning staff, if any, in
ttracting new firms to the resetvation?

ow has staff-time been allocated by activity type
(document preparation, program implementation, data
iollecticm, travel, etc.) over the lifetime of the
rant(s)1 what was the rationale, if any, behind this
llocstion?

g. ith what frequency and for what purposes do the following
vents occur;

4114001.14.00/
etings between planners and tribal leaders

iretings between planners and other tribes in the area

etings between planners and non-Indian representatives

4 the area
1

:

1

tendence at regional and national Indian conferences or

etings

25
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Staf f Attitude's

a. how does the current staff view the planning' function on
the reservation?

b. is this a different position from former planning efforts,
if any, on the reservation?

c. what are the major barriers to more effective plannine

d. have steps been taken to lower or eliminate these
barriers? if so, discuss.

e: what is the "ideal" atmosphere orground, rules under which
planning should take place on the reservation?

Analysis of Planning Documents

Review all- planning documents produced under the grant. For
each of these planning -documents, -assemble the following information:

a. period of .plan preparation and date of final document

b. who wrote the document? were outside resources (conl

sultants, etc.-), utilized?

c. what was the degree of tribal participation in the
preparation?

d. does the document define dm needs of the tribe in
operational (as opposed to rhetorical) terms?

e. does the document clearly define the critical problem
arcas and related barriers to devtiopment? ,'"?

f. are reasonable end seemingly feasible development.
projects for addressing these needs and problem areas
of fered ? -.

8. do implcmentatyn-steps accompany the projects recommended?

h. summarizt the.quality' of the document as (select one):

outstanding

clearly above average

adequate

spotty

poor

valueless

26
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Income Impact

With regard to each project included in planning documents
which have been implemented:

1. establish if planning grant activities led to the project's
inception and/or development

2. if so, determine if any job or income impact has resulted
from the project

3. if there is job or income impact, assess this according to
the format sugeested in the information guide for public works
projects (specifically, pages 11 and 12, items under
"Project Impect ")

Economic Development Potential Impact

Substitute the term "planning grant(s)" for "project", and .
assess the impact of the planning process on develoment potential
utilising the information guide for public works projects (specifically,

pages 12 through 14, items under "Development Potential Impact").

Persons to Contact

* Tribal Chairman

* Other Tribal Leaders

* Planner

Planning Staff

* BIA Superintendent

* Banker

.* . Other, as appropriate

Issues General

1. are area planning grants preferable to district grants and/or
intertribal rants (such as in Arizona)?

2. are Indian plenners iore effective than non-Indian planners?
why?

3. what are the characteristics and/or attitudes of a "good"
reservation planner?

4. are recruitnent procedures for attracting planning staff

adequate?

21



5. is sufficient funding available to meet planning needs of Ow
reservation?

8. is the EDA planning guide, "Handbook for Redevelopment and
Title I Area Communities" utilized at all? is it useful?

7. are adequate planning guidelines established by EDA?

8. is the 75%-25% funding policy reasonable? Should.larger
Federal contributions be offered? why?

9. are adre undue delays or other problems associated with
receiving planning grants from EDA?

28
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(5) INFURIATION GUIDE

BUSINESS LOANS
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INFORMATION GUIDE

BUEINESS LOANS

SUMISarY

The business development loan program (BDL) of EDA provides long-
term, low»interest rate loans to businesses seeking to establish or expand
production facilities. Businessmen, Oblic agencies, local development
groups, and, in the case of Indian reservations, usually the tribe itself
are eligible to apply for these loans and may receive up to 65 percent of
the venture's fixed asset requirement (land,_building, maChinery, equipment).

A proposed project must sleet several criteria: (1) funds are not
Obtainable from other soutces on acceptable terms: (2) funds will not be
used to relocate a venture, thereby decreasing employment elsewhere; (3)
-the-project is not in an industry suffering f:om lonerun overcapacity;
(4) there is a "reasonable assurance of loan repayment"; (5) the project
must be consistent with the OEDP and must be Approved by the responsible
governmental agency (State, develcpment district, tribal council); (6) at
least 15 percent of total fixed assets cost_must be supplied by the locating
or expanding.firm as equity or subordinated debt; (7) the loan cannot be used
for working capital (although EDA way guarantee private working capital loans
made by private banks in connection with previously approved EDA fixed asset
loans in some instances, usually in the case of a subsequent loan for expan-
sion); and (8) the application adequately treats the "5 M's" ofwanagement,
market, machinery, materials, and money (working capital and the remaining
fixed capital required).'

The stated purpose of the BDL program is to 411.4cade-in area eco.

nomically through creation of jobs end income. The BDL program is run as
a "government banking operation." lts objective is to use the BDL, cur-
rently offered on terms of-7-1/4 percent lot 25 years,* to begin or support
a capital marshalling effort which will result in a job-providing business.
ln theory, EDA will take certain risks beyond those of a commercial bank.
Loans can be mole directly to the tribe,-which uses the money to construct
the facilities and in turn leases them on a long-terntbasis to the firm.
There must be a lease in-hand before a loan will be eade. The EDA loan can
be subordinated (takes a junior claim on the firm's-assete at liquidation)
to that of any participating, commercial financial institution but is senior
to (takes precedence over) the capital supplied by the firm. The tribe,
however, retains ownership of the facilities at the expiration of the lease.

* On March 31, 1971, the BDL interest rate was dropped to six percent.
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Description of Proleet

1. Information about Firm

a. name of firs
b.. type of business (product produced)
c. size of facility (both land and buildings)
d. total cost of facility
e. is firm a multi-plant operation? if SO, where is

headquarters and other plants? do they produce
the same product in all plants? where does this
plant nn the reservation fit into the total firm's
operations?

f. what were the reasons for locating (expanding) on
the reservation?

g. mhat were the objectives of the tribe in attracting
and/or agreeing to the fira's operation (expansion)

-.
on the reservation?

-

.h. is the project consistent with the OEDP and/or other
reservation plans?

2. Project Derivation

a. by whom was the project first conceived (firm, tribe,
planner, EMA, other)?

b. how was the match between the firm and the reservation
made? (how did firm learn about reservation)

c. were other program tools of EDA involved, and to mhat
extent (planning grant, public works project,
technical assistance study)?

3. Pro ect Actors

a. mho participated actively for the firm, the tribe, EDA,
and/or other financial institutions, and others in:

(1) the Project development ae a concept
(2) the research and writing of the proposal
(3) preparation of fassikility studie
(4) matching the reeervationmdth the firm
(5) securing of additional (non-EDA) capitol
(6) "packaging" of the project into en operational

venture (labor, management, supplier, consumer,
and facility development)

4. ProJect Timing

a. mhen was the project first conceived (estimate)?
b. mhen was the match between the reservation and the firm

first made (estimate)?
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c. what was the initial date of the application to EDA
for loan? what transpired during the interim
period (between b and c)?

d. when was loan approved? what were the reasons for
any delays between submission and approval (between
c and d)?

e, when did the plant become operational? list any key
dates prior to the plant opening (such as ground
breaking, construction delays for unforeseen reasons,
etc.)

5. Project Cost and Terms

a. what oas the total fixed cost of the project, by
signiticant component (land, buildings, machinery,
etc.)1

b. what was the EDA contribvtion?
c, ts%at were the terms of the EDA business loan?
d. what was the working capital requirement of the firm?
e. did the firm receive financing from other sources as

well (commercial bank, other)? what were the dates
and terms of tkese loans (or grants)?

f. was the EDA loan used as leverage to obtain this addi-
tional financial assistare?

g. is the EDA loan sUbordinated to these other loans?

Proiect Impact

tk ALIMPAEL

a. how many new or saved jobs were created by the firne
b. describe these jobs by skills and salary level.
c. how are these jobs distributed among Indians and non-

/n(11.4ms? females and males?
d. what was previous work status of employees, Indian and

non-Indian?
e. do career laddel: opportunities exist?
f. what training programs were (are) offered?
g. is there an operating policy of moving Indians into

management and higher skilled positions currently
(previously) held by non-Iediane.

h. does the firm have future growth plans which will
increase the nuMber of employees hnd/or their income?

i. have other firms on or near the reservation been affected
by this firm? if so, analyze job impact for them as

well.

2. Other Income Impact

a. are there any additional income t:aws, other than from
jobs, to the reservation? (sakes of resources,
tourism, secondary operations, etc.)

1.1
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b, if so, describe type of flow and level of income
generated eo the reseivatiami.

c. what is the grdwth potential othis incoe ffih low?

d. have the fires activities increased dte potential
value of sone natural resources on the reservation?
if so, explain

3. Development Potential Impact

a. analyze the impact of the business loan project on the
reservation's economic development potential (utilize
the information guide for public works projects,
pages. 12 through 14 entitled "Development Potential
Impact")

Persons to Contact

Plant Managers

Firm Representatives (as required, perhaps by phone)

Employees (only as required)

Planner

Tribal. Chairman

Bankers

Other Participants in Business Loan Project

Issues. General

I. Why are so few business loans made to reservations? ($6 minion
allocated this year, perhaps only $2 ALIlion win be spent)

2. Is EDA in fact wining to take a risk greater than a commercial
bank?

3. I's the current process of developing a business loan project a
reasonable one, in terms of time and requirements? are terms
favorable?

4. How can more business loan projects pa reservations be conceived?
DevtIoped?

5. Is the business loan a necessary or a sufficient incentive to
attract firms to reservations? What additional incentives are
needed?
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6. Are business loans coordinsted with other IDA programs (TA,
public works projects, planning)?

7. What bees been the most common reasons for deliys in processing?
What hes happened to decomaitted projects?
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(6) INFOIMATION GOIDE

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
PROJECTS
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INFORMATION GUIDE

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS

Summary

0.1

The technical assistance program (TA) provides assistance to
EDA-funded areas in solving problems and removing barriers to economic
development. The assistance has usually taken the following forms on
reservations; (1) funding of feasibility studies which analyze prospec-
tive business ventures and recommend ways to begin attractive ones; (2)
conducting inventories of existing resources (e.g., timber); (3) nanage-
nent and operating assistance to tribes or reservation entities in the
form of salary and operating funds; and (44) funding support for projects
which have high demonstration potential throughout Indian tribes and
reservations (continual TA to selected tribes in developing fish faradni
technology).

_

The most important criteria used in processing an appli-ation
are the following: (1) ability of results of TA prbject to lead to spe-
cific and realistic emplument gains in near iiiture; (2) ability and
desire of tribal leadership to follow effectively on TA results (3)
relationship of proposed project to overall development plan of reserva-
tion: (4) extent of local contribution to project cost; and (5) ability
of effort to be supported or furthered by TA to contribute to economic
development of reservation.

TA is usually sought near the beginning of the process which '

leads co the establishment of a business or economic venture. Its pro;
duct may result in public works and/or business_loan applications, and
it should be closely related to the planning function. TA may also
occasionally be use4 in the later stages of venture development.

Description of Protect

3g bittik

'7.

I. Type and Reason for Assistance

a, what was the purpose of the technical assistance?
what tribal resources were being investigated?

b, what specifically was the work accomplished?
how much did it cost?
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C. did the project
(business loan,

d. was the project
tribal plan?

relate directly to some other EDA project
public works, planning grant)?

suggested in the OEDP or in some other

2. Project Derivation

a. who initially conceived of the need for the
assistance (the tribe, the planner, EDA1 an
consultent,'-other)?

technical
outside

b. was the initial conception different from the final project
es funded? in what way?

3. Project Actors

s. who wrote the application to EDA?

b. who signed it?

c. who conducted the project? what was his prior experience
end qualifications?

d. how was the selection made of who should conduct the
project?

e. what was the role of the tribe in the conduct of the
project?

4. Pro ect Timing

a. when Was the project conceived (estimate)?

b. when was the application made'to EDA? (what were the
reasons for.any delays between "a" and "b"?)

c. when was the application approved (what were the reasons
for any delays between Hb" and "c"?)

d. when was staff (consultants) selected?

e. when was work completed? (what were reasons lor any

unforeseen delays between "d" and "e"?)

5. ltoject Cost

a. was the TA project a service or a grant?

b. what was the total project cost?
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c. what Wils the EDA contribution?

d. what was the form of tribal contributions (cash and in-
kind, by type)?

e. was the project completed within budget? if not. how - -

much and in what manner were subsequent funds obtained?

Analysis of Report

I. did a final report result from the project?

2. if so, analyze it in terms of:

a. clarity of objectives of study

b. reasonableness of study design in terns of timing, cost,
staffing, and tasks

c. documentation of all aspects of study

4. consistency, of findings conclusions and recommendations

e. usefulness in meeting objectives

3. rate the overall report by selecting the best description:

outstanding

high quality

acceptable

spotty

highly questionable

inferior

4. justify selection

5. what actions were recommended? were they bmplemented?
if so, discuss.

Pr o jec t Impac t _

1. ..lobtoticome I act

a. if the project led to a business loan, public works project,
second TA grant or service, or a planning activity which
in turn led to job creation or income impact, be sure to
note role of the project during the analysis of the appropriate
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program tool. Do not worry about attribution of credit
among the various tools at this time.

b. if jobs resulted as a consequence of the TA grant or
serece without the presence of another EDA program
tool, analyzethe job or income impact according to the
format.in the information guide for public works projects
on pages 11 and 12. Do not worry about assigning
proportionate credit to the project versus other causal
factors at this time.

2. Development Potential %poet

a. analyze the impact of the project on the development
potential of the reservation utilizing the information
guide for public works projects, pages 12 through 14 .

In cases where the TA project vas only one'of several
contributing factors to the change, note these other
factors during the discussion and analyze their contribution
as well.

Persons to Contact

Planner

* Tribal Chairmen

Other Tribal Masters Involved in Study

Consultant Who Conducted Study (if easi4 accessible)

Impact Firms or Project Representatives

Issues General

1. how well are TA grants and services linked to other EDA
program tools?

2. is "one-shot" technical assistance useful? Would some form
of continuous technical assistance be more effective? What
form would be most desitable?

3. are the best available consultenta being utilized? Why not?

4. does the purchase order program for small projects make sense?
Shou ld it be expanded? _How?

_ _ _

5. are other types of technical assistance needed by the reser-
vation? If so, explain.
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APPENDIX 11

PRCUECT RAT/NG SYSTEM*

An EDA project (or set of related projects focusing on the same
facility) may be instrumental in:

1. attracting job and incone generating activities to a
reservation;

2. permitting such activities to remain on a reservation;

and/or

3, allowing activities to expand their levels of operation.

At the time of evaluation of a given project (or set of related
projects), some job and income impact may have already been realized.
However, it is equally likely that future income flow will also be gen-
erated as a consequence-of the prolict. Thus, a complete project assess-
ment must include both identifiable current income impact (including dis-
counted future jobs which are anticipated with reasonable certainty) plum
an estimate of the development potential of the project in stimulating
future, but as yet unidentified, job and income impact.

In order to synthesise the data obtained during the field visits
to the reservations, and to express these data in a standardized manner
which uould permit cross»project and cross-reservation comparisons, a pro-
ject rating system was devised.. This system vas designed to produce two
scores: one reflecting_income impact to date per dollar of EDA investment
and a second reflecting the development potential of the project per dollar
invested as a function of its impact on local infrastructure, borrowing

power, leadership, skill levels, and development knowledge.

The income score was derived directly from the realized job and
income impact attributable to the project (or set of related projects) to
date. Each source of income change attributable to the project was identi-
fied and analyzed in depth. .These sources Included activities uhich uere
in operation at the time of the evelustion and .uhose levels of operation
were clearly related to the improved conditions made possible through EDA
involvement; and those activities uhich were not operational at the time
of the evaluation, but which had ressopable certainty of becoming opera-
tional within a year. In these fatter cases, the projected income attrib-
utable to the activity was discounted by an amount proportional to the
_degree of risk involved. Expanded job projections in already operating
activities uere handled in a similar manner.

* A4 discussed in Chapter Three of the text, this rating system was not

used in the final analysis. It is presented here for those interested
in its value as a methodological approach to project evaluation.
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rite income derived from these sources was modified on the
basis of the stability of the employing activity in question, the extent
of Ifidian entrepreneurship, the degree of dif-iculty associated with
economic development on the particular reservation, the level of private
investment generated, aed by the indirect inCOMe spun off as a result of
the direct income impact. The bonus and discount system utilized to
handle these modifications is explained below. The adjusted image im-
pact was then related to the level of EDA investment in the project to
produce a final income score.

The potential score for a project (or set of related projects)
exproseed its traceable impact upon (1) the infrastructure of the
reservation, (2) tribal borrowing power, (3) tribal leadership as related
to economic development, (4) skill levels of-tribal webers, and (5)
knowledge of development opportunities on the reservation. Based on the
level of impact, a score ranging from 0 to 100 was obtained. This score
was adjusted to account for the degree of difficulty associated with
economic development on the particular reservation. A final potential
score was then obtained by relating the adjusted score to the level of
EDA investment.

A copy of the project rating sheet utilized to compute the
two scores appears on the next page. The key items have been alphabetized
for identification, and ore explained in detail below.

1. Income Impact

(A) on the sample summary sheet records the source of the
generated jobs and/or impact; that La, the income generating activity.
Only those sources were included which were clearly related to one or
more EDA projects and which could not have realized the impact without
the...projects.

A

(8) is the percentage of that impact which is assigned to
the project. (Other summary sheets will record the remainder in cases
where this figure is less than 100%). Thus, for exaople, a business
loan may be aiven 50% credit for the hmpact realized and a pane works
project may be given the additional 50% credit. The assignment of per-
centages was based on the premise that EDA projects would be credited
only if their cot-ribution was considered to be necessary for subsequent
income generated. In cases where more than one EDA project was deemed
critical, the 100% credit was divided in proportion to their contribution.
This was determined by the project team as a group after weighing the data
available.
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(C) is the actual nusiber of jobs associated with
the project going to non-Indians.* .

(D) is the actual number of jobs associated with
the project roing to Indians (not necessarily
to tribal readers).*

(E) is the total number of Jobs credited to the
project, the sum of (C) and (D).*

(F) is the job income associated with the jobs

in (E),*,

(G) is other income accruing to the reservation
from the project.* This would include fees
for mineral extraction and foresting, rents,
increased sales, and other such items.

(H) is the total income, the sum of (F) and (G).*

*Future job and income impact was discounted before
attributing it to a project. This was done according
to the following guidelines:

I. 1430% of specified impact was credited if plant
or expansion was completed and hiring had begun;

2. 75% of specified iapact was credited if plant
or expansion was completed but hiring had not
begun;

3. SOX of specified impact was credited if plant or
expansion was under construction and completion
expected within one year;

4. 25X of specified impact was credited if plant
or expansion was not under construction but
completion was expected within a year;

5. No impact was credited if none of the above applied.
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(I) is a structural index used to assess the stability of
tae firm or enterprise which was the source of the generated income.
The must stable activities were given full credit for income generated,
under the assumption that the identified income flow would continue for
several years. The annual income flows for less stable activities were
proportionately reduced to reflect their relative instability. These
discounts were developed during discussions with key RDA personnel and
project staff.

1. 100% of the income was credited to stable firms in growth
industries;

2. 802 of the income was credited to stable firms in non-growth
or cyclical industries;

3. 75% of the income was credited to new firms in growth indus-
tries; and

4. 50% of the income was credited to new firms in non-growth
or cyclical industries.

(J) is a bonus for Indian entrepreneurship. It was applied
as follows:

I. 25% bonus for a venturl which was tribally owned or,
controlled; up to 25% for partial, but non-controlling
TrigInTnTership

2. 10% bonus for a venture which was owned or controlled by I

an individual tribal member or graririiii0RnErrI4r171D%
for partial, hut not controlling ownership by a tribal
member.

00 is a degree of difficulty bonus which reflects the relative
difficulty of achieving economic development successes on the various reser-
vations. Among the factors Which reflect the degree of difficulty are
isolation from markets, climatic conditions, resource deficiencies, trans.
portation deficiencies, manpower deficiencies, lack of community amenities,
and relations with neighboring non-Indian communities. In conjunction with
EDA officials, the reservations were grouped according to their degree of
difficulty as reflected by these factors. Three groupings were established,
with the most difficult group receiving a 10% bonus and the middle group a
5% bonus. The groups were as follows:

10% Fort Berthold

Rosebud
Blackfeet
Annette Island

5% Standing Rock
Zuni Pueblo
Fort Apache
Red Lake

07. San Carlos
Salt River
Crow
Uintah & Ouray
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(L) is a bonus for private investment in economic development
ventures. It was assigned based on the ratio of private
(non-Jovernment or non-tribal) to EDA investment as follows:

1. 0% for a ratio of less than 0.5

2. 5% for a ratio from 0.5 to 0.99

3. 10% for a ratio from 1.0 to 1.49

4. 15% for a ratio from 1.5 to 1.99

5. 20% for a ratio of 2.0 or over

(M) accounts for the multiplier effect of the income gene-
rated. Some of the income derived from the various sources attributable
to EDA will be respent on the reservation and hence help support addl..

tional individuals and families. Hence it should be included as part of
the realized income impact. The service economy of each reservation was
evaluated during the field visits. As a result, indirect income multi-
pliers were determined and applied to the direct income identified. These
multipliers were;

1. 0%. if the sfiopping opportunities on the reservation were
insufficient to meet the daily needs of the residents.

2. 15%. if the shopping opportunities on the reservation were
sufficient to meet the daily needs of the reservation resi-
dents. but durable goods were generally unavailable.

3. 30%. if the shopping opportunities were more than sufficient
to meet the daily needs of the reservation residents, and
durable goods such as clothing and smaller applicances were
available.

(N) is the adjusted income impact. It is the gain(or loss) from
total income resulting from the above described discount and bonuses.

(D) is the adlusted EDA cost of the project. This figure is
equal to the full amount of EDA grants plus 257, of the total amount of EDA
loans. (It has been determined that the actual cost to the agency for loans
approximates 25% of initial outlay after repayment and accounting for defaults
and administrative and opportunity costs.)

(P) is the final income score. This is equal to the adjusted
income impact (N) expressed as a percentage of the adjusted EDA cost (D).
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2. Development Potential Impact

The impact of each ptoject (or related projects) on the
development potential of the reservation in question was gauged by
assessment of its effects on five factors. These factors were weighted
to reflect their relative importance utilizing weights derived during a
group working session involving key EDA personnel and study team members.
Each project was awarded points for each factor up to a maximum defined
by the weight assignment. The sum of the five weight assignments totals
100, so a project with maximum impact on development potential could con-
ceivably receive 100 points. The rationale for assigning points follows.
These assignments were made in group work sessions which involved the
entire study teem.

(Q) Infrastructure (25 points)

A full 25 points was accrued by a project which resulted in a
major change in infrOtructure such as to make the area more attractive
to industry and/or other economic ventures. A minor change in infrastruc-
ture was assigned a value of up to 10 points. A major ^hange was defined

1 as one which provided an infrastructure component ese Al to development
while a minor change was OneWhich was contributory but not essential to
development. These two benchmark values served as guides in assessing
infrastructure points.

(R) Borrowing Power (15 points)

Points for this factor were assigned with the following descrip-
tions as guidelines:

1. 15 points if the project resulted in the tribe being able
to secure funding for most developlbent projects.

2. 10 points if the project resulted in the tribe being able
to secure funding for some development projects, but financ:..
was still a limitation.

3. 5 points if the project resulted in a discernible inprovvme4.
in the tribe's ability to secure development financing, bt.t
the inability to finance development was still a major draw-
back.

(S) Leadership (35 points)

Three areas in which an EDA project could contribute to reserta-
don leadership were isolated and utilized to assess this factor. These
were higher level of positive development-oriented action, greater continuu .
of leadership, and improved attitude toward the development process. For
each project. the field evaluator with the assistance of the study staff
determined as best as possible the contribution generated from the project
in each of these areas with respect to tribal leadership. On the basis of
the group consensus, a point value up to a possible 35 points was assigned.

(T) Skill Level (10 points)

Points for this factor were assigned with the following as
benchmarks:
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1. 10 points, if the project has made a material and
significant contribution to the quality of the labor
force and/or the quality of managers.or has materially
and significantly incraased the capacity of the reser-
vation to train effective workers and managers.

2. 7 points, if the contribution of the project to the
improvement in the present or prospective quality of
the labor force, including management. is directly evi-
dent, but not significant.

3. 3 points, if the contribution of the project to the
improvement of the present or prospective vality of the
labor force, including management, is evident, but only

.indirectly through related experience rarher than speci
fic training.

(U) j(nowledge (15 points)

The assessment of the project contribution to knowledge was
assessed with the following as a guide:

1. 15 points, if the project resulted in a breakthrough in
the potential utilization of previously unutilized or
severely underutilized resources.

2. 10 points, if the project materially increased the know
how of the tribe on how to.take full advantage of its
resources.

3, 5 points, if the project defined an efficient, feasible
manner in which the tribe could utilize its known resources.

After completing the assignments for any roject, the points
given stem compared against all preViously sssessed projects. As needed,
adjuetmcnto were mode in the point assignments made to the current or
previously assessed projects. In this way, a consistent set of point
assignments emerged.

' (V) is the total develoPment potential points accumulated by
the project. It is the sum of the previous five items.

(w) is the degree of difficultv_bonus and is the same as (K)
above.

(X) is the adjusted development potential score which is the
total of the er;umulated points plus the degree of difficulty

bonus.

(Y) is the adjusted,EDA cost and is the same as (0).

(Z) is the !Luta potential a:ore, wh:to is the number of adjusted
developaent potential points per $100,000 of adjustcd EDA cost.
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On the following pages, four actual project ratings are
presented for illustrative purposes. They cover each of the pro-
gram tools. The procedures utilized in computing the values and
points on the various sheets are expliined above. In all cases,
these numbers were determined collectively by the entire study .

team. Generally, the specific project evaluator acted as an
advocate of the project and attempted to display it in its best
light. The other evaluators in turn.challenged each assertion.
Through this advocacy procedure, a consensus project rating was
ultimately reached.

Furthermore, tha projects were analyzed individually and
comparatively. Thus, no project was rated higher than another pro-
j4ct in terms of any given factor unless it was clear that the im-
pact of that former project was in fact superior to the latter.
This comparative assessment insured that consistency was maintained
throughout the project rating process.

so
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PINUEt:T *LA SNBET

RESERVATION PROCI:AM PROacT mow rtwitcr
AtITTIE 1S/ IV 07-1-00620 COL7 STORAGE FACILITT

TOTAL mono. cost: $ 735.000 100% APPROVAL DATE: 1969

DA COST: GRANT $ 488.000 667. CON4'LET1ON DATE: 1971
LOIN $ 97.000

TOTAL $ 535 000 80%

DRIEF DEsaurtioN: A COLD STORAGE FACILITY TO LE *ED u CONJUNCTIOX Urtil
EXISTIM anat./ roctIsin ON DIVERSIFICATION AZ2) LSMSION
OF FISHING INDUSTRY

.11101,..

I RCMP IMPACT

PLANT multi TOTALSOURCE

% CREDIT TO PROJECT 1002 100%

NON.I.NDIAN JOBS 2 2
TIMIAN JOBS
TOIAL JOBS

.11111111

TOTAL JOB INCOIV. S 70,000
OTHER Moog §_150 000

_1_704000
$ 150 00,1

T91M. It 0(M) $ 150000$___. 1_,270 ar_, -----...
STRUCTURAL INDEX -s 55.000
10L'IN ENTREPRENEURSHIP BONUS

.-M, _-5
25(/ 10% .1_3_4_2 510

DEGREE OF 171FFICIMTT MOOS 10Z 1-07. $..
PRIVATE INVESDOMT BONUS 07. 0%
INDIRECT INCOME 174.Z ITE -rBilittr...ADJUSTED INCOME IMPACT ---11_371.5170 rT4T,TF 1-2-5/ 50(7

ADJUSTED EDA COST $ 512 230

INCOME SCOT...., AS%

DEVELOPNT:wf POTENTIAL

FACTOR MAXIMUM VALUE SCORE

TM:ASV:UM= 25 25
BORK:WINN PCA:ER 15 5
IXADEIL5HIP 35 20 .
SNIII LEVEL 10
KNOULEDGE 15
TOTAL 100

DECRVI: OF ourrcum ma's 102
ADJOSTED_SCORti 55
A0.11.03.U0A cos,' $511,24.0

POIEJTIAN smile it
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DP.SERVATION

SLA4141:13

TEaAL PROJECT COST:

EDA COST: GRANT

LOW
TOW.

iticr DESCRIETIO:::

PROJECT RATIEC

PROCRAM

PC

24:0.1PCT R

I5002
07-5-0002-01
07-5-25002.02
07-S-I5002-03

240.711.

$ 1 itS

PLIirEINC MET 101: Tir SMCNITET TRICE
TWO MU. TM; 1%;.-ESS. :AV

PROJECT riPE

mama CIVAT
CCOTINVA1TON

COR11141.M04

APPROVAL TIVIE:_isia

Cam tiox DAr. LCon no in g

Va :1 1.10Abs

It:case IMPACT

11.... 10.1.

TOTALSCIACE
% CREDIT TO PROJECT

EON-INDIAN IOUS
IMIAN JOBS
TOTAL JO:W.

M .
WWI .M111=111.

0

TOTAL JOis INCOM
OMER IECOCIE
TOTAL INTItat

=1011.= ..m.11

=.8. .111
0

STRUCTURAL TIMEX
WOW ENTREPRIZ111P DTNWS
DECKLE Or Winona St **US
PRIVATE INVESTMENT BOVA
nen= INCOM
ADJUSTED IEt,to.T. MI=

.1=100,M,m mll=

rMxrm,,,.

ADJESUD cm cosi

.1.11.... lib II .,

$168,3S0

MOW. sCORt.... 02

pEVELOPMEM poir.rna

MAXI/IVO VALUE SCOREFACTOR

INPRASITUCTIME 2$ 0
.BORRIVINC IIMER 1$ 10
LEADakt.nIP 3$ 15
SEW. ERTEL 10
104001LEPCS

:TOTAL 100 35

ERCREI2 01* otrrICrVir coNuS 10%
/.4.105110 SW.

oklur.ifo INA GMT $168050

FrosinA/. Worn' 4444

St

00 0

,rt Ir., 4.



PROJECT RATINC SHEET

RESERVATION PROGRAM PROJECT NOmBER PROJECT TWE

CRG BI. 07-3-00455 CARPET MILL

TOTAL Fiona COST: $1. 100.000 100% APPROVAL DATE: 1967

IDA COST: GRANT $

lloy

COMPIETION DATE: 1968
LOAN $2_5L2_00 6577

COMMISSION FOR
BIG HORN CARPET MILL

TOTAL riWO

BRIEF DESCRIPTION: I OAN TO cRo./ INDUsTn/AL DEVELOPIINT
CONSTRUCTION OF PIANT Fcht LEASE TO

INCCWE IMPACT

CARPET
SOURCE TOTAL

X CREDIT TO PROJECT 50%

NON-INDIAN JOBS 5 5
MAN JOBS
TOTAI. JOBS 1-75

-
TOTAL JOB INCOME $_ 175.000 $ 175,201_
OTHER INCOME 0
TOTAL INCONE 4 175.000

STRUCTURAL /IDEA -35% -$ 61, 250
INDIAN ENTRIllIcall.n.513IP BONUS 0%
DEGREE OF DIFFICULly BONUS
PRIVATE INVESIIIENT BONUS 07.
INDIRECT INCOME
ADJUSTED INCOIE IMPACT -S 61,250 $ 113,750

ADJUSTEA EDA COST $ 178, 750

INCOME S.CORE . .... 64%

LIMLOPmENT POTENTIAL

VACT MAXIMUM VALUE SCORE

INFRASTRUCTURE 25 9
BORRWING PCMCR 15 2
IEADERSHIP 35 10
SKILL_LEVEL 10 2
KNOWLEDGE 15 0
TOM 100 12

DEGREE OF DIITICULTY BONUS
ADJUSTED SCORE 12

ADJUSTED ERA COST $ 178,750

POTRNTIAL SCORE . 7
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PROJECT RATINC MET

RESERVATION PROCRAq

FORT APACHE TA

TWIRL PROJECT COST: $ 20 000

EN% COST: GRANT $ 10 000
LOAN $

TOTAL $ 20 000

PROJECT NUMBER PROJECT TYM

08-6-09151 FEASIBILITY STUDY

1001 APPROVAL DATE: 1968

1001 COMPLETION DATE: 1968

BRIEF DESCRIPTION: STUDIED FEASIBILITY Of CON:ITRUCTINO A SMALL LOC HTLL oN THE

RESEIVATION

INCOME nu=

MILL FOREST
- _% CREDIT TO PROJECT M7

NOM-INDIAN JOhS
MAN JPRS
TOTAL ARS-

TOTAL..
1

24...

I- Q_ _IL_ 24

TOTAL 304 100DME 1224902 _1§3.000 , 1.116.:0._00
OTHER HMO; 0 0 0

TOTAL Thevan 31,00 $83.000 1______ $116.000

STRUCTURAL ME% -201 -20% % -S 23,200

INVIAN EETWIPREELMSHIP 1.10n4s 25% ---17i ---Z- 29,000

DECREE OF DIFFICULTY RD= ---1F7. 5% ----ir- 5-8M
PRIVATE INVESTMENT BONUS OX ---41-
INDIRECT INCOME

._.igi ---V -77-4M__,
ADJRNTED 1NPol: IMPACT ILIA4_ 7$147731-51. 145,00d-

AnalsTro EOA COgT $ 20,000

INCOME SCONE .. ............ 715%

6EVELOPMLNCrormuK

FACTOR MAXIM VALUE SCORE

INFRASTRUCTURE 25 0

BORROWING POWER 15 0
LEADEREMIP 35 0
SKILL mu 10 0
KNOWLEDGE 15 3
TOTAL . 100 3

DECREE OF DIFFICULTY BONUS SZ
ADJUSTED SCORE

AMSTED Fqa_cpST . $ 20,000

POTENTIAL SCOR8 ... .. .... 15
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